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PREFACE
On February 6-8, 1984, a workshop sponsored by the Voyager project was
held in Pasadena. The goal of the workshop was to establish a scientific
framework within which to plan the Voyager encounters with Uranus and Neptune.
Specific objectives were: (a) to assess the current state of knowledge of
Uranus and Neptune, their magnetospheres, and their respective systems of
satellites and rings (if any), (b) to identify important scientific issues
that can be addressed effectively by Voyager, and (c) to provide an opportunity
for Voyager investigators to interact with other scientists knowledgeable in
the field of physical studies of the Uranian and Neptunian systems. This
volume contains the papers presented at the workshop. Their number, diversity,
and quality attests to our maturing understanding of the physical properties
of the outermost parts of the solar system.
The scientific program was organized by Jay Bergstralh with advice from
Edward Stone, Charles Stembridge, and the Voyager Science Steering Group.
Patricia Cates and Ellis Miner handled local arrangements and logistics. We
wish to express our thanks to the individuals who chaired the sessions and to
the invited speakers for the high quality of their presentations. Also,
sincere thanks to Alleen Piumpunyalerd for her unfailingly cheerful
helpfulness.
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The Origin and Evolution
of Uranus and Neptune
John S. Lewis
Department of Planetary Sciences
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 95721
Abstract
The present state of our understanding of the origin and evolution
of the planets Uranus and Neptune is briefly reviewed. Emphasis
is placed on the need for improved physical and compositional data
on both planets, particularly those data needed to resolve certain
major inconsistencies in the present data set.
INTRO DUC T ION
Two wholly different classes of observational data have major
influence on our ideas about the bulk composition, mode of origin,
and evolutionary history of Uranus and Neptune. The first of
these, measurement of the infrared and microwave brightness, can
be conveniently subdivided into near infrared molecular
spectroscopy, thermal infrared radiometry, and microwave
radiometry. The second is the determination of the structure of
the gravitational field of each planet by tracking the motions of
natural satellites or spacecraft. The latter data can then be
combined with information on the mass, rotational period, and
figure of the planet to provide a description of the radial
distribution of mass within the planets' interiors.
Both of these roads of attack fall prey to severe interpretive
problems. A detailed and realistic optical model of the
atmosphere is required before the spectroscopic data can be
interpreted usefully. The harmonics of the gravitational field
and the rotation period must be reliably established before the
internal density structure can be deduced. These observational
necessities are among the list of features of Uranus and Neptune
that are either highly moot, or have undergone major recent
revision.
It may seem that we could derive great benefit from the
comparative study of Uranus and Neptune in the context of the
Saturn and Jupiter systems. Indeed, if our cosmogonic ideas
about Jupiter and Saturn had fully converged, we would hasten to
apply these same theories to Uranus and Neptune. But in truth
there is still active debate concerning the formation of these
two better- studied systems.
Cosmogonic theories for the giant planets have historically been
polarized by two extreme schools of thought, and recent advances
in understanding can be thought of as resulting from the attempt
to fill in the "mixing llne" between these two "endmembers". The
cosmogonic theories of Safronov (1972) have emphasized the slow
accumulation of "solid" planetary cores from a planetesimal swarm
of small bodies in heliocentric orbit, which were left behin._ by
the dissipation of the solar nebula. These small bodies were
assumed to have adopted a velocity distribution determined by
gravitational "stirring" by the largest bodies embedded in this
planetesimal swarm. More precisely, it was assumed that the mean
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encounter velocities were given approximately by the escape
velocities of the largest bodies present. After all, it is these
bodies that are most effective in stirring the swarm. Subject to
these assumptions, and modeling accretion in a statistical way
rather than by means of numerical simulations, Safronov concluded
that the accretion time scales for the giant planets increased
enormously with heliocentric distance: where the spatial density
of solids was lowest, and the synodic periods longest, accretion
of planets (Uranus and Neptune) should have taken an incredibly
long time; perhaps even much longer than the age of the solar
system. This followed directly from the presumed velocity
distribution, since bodies were commonly encountering one another
at such high speeds that their gravitational cross-sections were
little larger than their geometrical cross-sections. Of course,
accretion of solid planetary cores in a gas-free medium also has
the difficulty that planetary compositions rich in hydrogen and
helium cannot be explained in any simple manner.
A logical response to this dilemma was to suppose that the major
planets formed in such a way that the presence of gas was
mandatory, rather than forbidden. The purest example of such
ideas was the suggestion that gasdynamic instabilities in the
solar nebula itself were responsible for forming the giant
planets (see, for example, Cameron, 1978; Bodenhelmer, 1976).
However, it has become generally accepted that gravitational
instability of the nebular gas in the presence of solid planetary
nuclei is a more plausible method of triggering hydrodynamic
....... T ........
collapse (Perri and Cameron, 1974; Mizuno, 1980; Stevenson,
1982). Thus the onus for the successful accretion of the major
planets once again rests upon the existence of some mechanism for
rapid accretion of solids. The problem is particularly severe,
however, since these models generally require that solid cores
with masses tens of times that of the Earth were accumulated at
great distances from the Sun while the nebula was still present.
It is not clear that this is easy to accomplish.
URANUS : RECENT PROGRESS
We shall here briefly summarize the present state of the
observational evidence regarding the atmospheric composition (as
determined by both infrared spectroscopy and thermal modeling),
the rotational period of the planet, the value of the J2 and .]4
coefficients in the spherical harmonic expansion of the
gravitational field, and the atmospheric density profiles deduced
from internal models constrained by the newest value of J2, the
oblateness of the disk, and the two current determinations of the
rotational period of Uranus. No detailed critical analysis will
be attempted in this general review. The reader is referred to
the accompanying papers by Hunten, Hubbard, Belton and Terrile,
and French for detailed critical reviews of these areas.
'rUe infrared spectroscopic observations deal principally with the
abundace of methane, usually reported in terms of the C:H ratio.
One recent review (Trafton, 1981) cites only determinations in
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which the C:H ratio lies within a factor of six of the solar C:H
ratio. However, other spectroscopic studies in which the
vertical distribution of methane and of aerosols are treated in
a more satisfactory (but not necessarily correctl) manner yield a
methane mixing ratio as high as 0.045+/-0.025, corresponding to a
C:H ratio near 0.02 (see, for example, Baines, 1983).
A partially independent estimate of the tropospheric methane
abundance has been derived from radiative/convective thermal
models of the atmosphere, constrained by spectroscopic and
radiometric data in the visible, near and thermal infrared, and
microwave regions. In this approach a methane mixing ratio in
the range 0.01 to 0.i is needed to fit the observations (Wallace,
1980).
Another important compositional parameter, which is a potential
indicator of large additions of hydrogen-bearing ices to the
planet, is the D:H ratio. Although the measurement is difficult,
both Macy and Smith (1978) and Trafton and Ramsay (1980) report
D:H ratios that are only slightly larger than the cosmic D:H
ratio. If very large proportions of ice-rich solids were
present, and if these solids were iso topical ly equilibrated with
hydrogen at very low temperatures characteristic of the outer
solar nebula, we would expect the D:H ratio to be much larger,
and hence easily measured. This problem can be avoided if
isotopic equilibration between ices and hydrogen took place at
higher temperatures in the nebula, or if radial mixing of
Uranus' interior is severely inhibited (Hubbard and MacFarlane,
1980b).
The rotation period of the planet is the subject of an active
debate. Nearly a dozen different determinations have been
published in the last seven years. Four of these favor rotation
periods near 24 hours, while five are closely clustered around 16
hours. The estimated errors on both sets of determinations are
typically 0.3 to 4 hours, leaving the two sets of results fully
separated by a rotation period interval of several hours.
The discovery of the rings of Uranus has made available to us a
much more sensitive probe of the gravitational field of the
planet. Recent determinations of J2 cluster closely around
0.00335, with J4 close to 3xi0(-5) (Elliot, et al., 1981;
Nicholson, et al., 1982). These fully supercede earlier, less
precise estimates based on the orbital motions of the Uranian
satellites. Estimates of the rotation period based on the new
value of J2 and on the oblateness of the disk lie close to 16
hours (Franklin, et al., 1980; Elliot, et al., 1981).
The bulk composition of Uranus, as deduced from internal models
that are constrained to fit the newer value of J2, includes 24%
rocky core material, 65% icy mantle, and 11% hydrogen- and
helium-rich atmosphere by mass (Hubbard and MacFarlane, 1980a).
For comparison, the corresponding mass percentages for Neptune
were estimated by the same authors as 25% rock, 68% ice, and 6%
gases. Two-layer models (Zharkov and Trubitsyn, 1978), in which
the ice and rock components are merged homogeneously, would yield
a J2 of about 0.0045 for acceptable values of the oblateness,
near 0.023 (Franklin, et al., 1980; Elliot, et al, 1981). The
three- layer model described above would, for the same
oblateness, give a J2 near 0._;327. These models have rather
similar overall composition. The most recent revision of the
three-layer model (MacFarlane and Hubbard, 1982), which takes
into account the latest obseLvational constraints, gives reasons
to favor the 16 hour rotation period. They further find that the
Zharkov and Trubitsyn two-layer model, if updated to take into
account recent improvements in the equation of state of water
ice, gives a good fit to both J2 and the optical oblateness
simultaneously. The 1982 revision of the Hubbard and MacFarlane
three-layer model differs from their earlier model in that the
rotational moment of inertia of the planet has been increased by
placing sufficient methane in the atmosphere to account for 40 to
50% of the total atmospheric mass. They favor this model over
that of Zharkov and Trubitsyn because the latter assumes that a
homogeneous mixture of ices and rock is stable. If, more
reasonably, the rock and ice are allowed to separate according to
density (i. e., the solubility of rock in supercritical water is
not too high), then the value of J2 will fall so low that methane
must be brought from the mantle into the atmosphere to restore
agreement with observation. A rotation period of 16 hours,
combined with a mantle composition with a solar rock:ice ratio of
about 2.4 (methane uncondensed, so that the ice is nearly pure
water), gives a very good fit to the observational constraints
(Podolak and Reynolds, 1981; MacFarlane and Hubbard, 1982).
Two-layer models also have the drawback that, assuming a rotation
period of 16 hours, the predicted value of J4 will be too large to
reconcile with the observed value (Podolak and Reynolds, 1983_.
Note that we have here arrived at an interesting dilemma. If the
icy component of Uranus is sufficiently well isolated from the
atmosphere so that the deuterium abundance in the atmosphere is
not increased far above the cosmic D:H ratio, then how can there
be sufficiently good communication between the ice layer and the
atmosphere so that methane could partition so readily into the
atmosphere? What are the ramifications of mantle-atmosphere
interaction for the atmospheric ammonia and water vapor content?
This is an appropriate place to remind ourselves of the marked
deficiency of ammonia above the ~200K level in the troposphere of
Uranus (Gulkis, et al., 1978) . This may be attributed to
chemical reactions precipitating ammonia quantitatively from a
tropospheric upwelling gas in which the hydrogen sulfide
abundance equals or surpasses the ammonia abundance: the solid
salt ammonium hydrosulfide should precipitate at temperatures a
little above 200K. Since the solar S:N ratio is only about 0.2,
a substantial enrichment of sulfur is required. However, there
is no evidence for any significant excess of hydrogen sulfide
over ammonia, in fazt, the upper limit on the hydrogen sulfide
content of the atmosphere of Uranus above the cloud tops is less
i0
than the solar S:H ratio (Fink and Larson, 1979)o Thus any
addition of large amounts of sulfur for the purpose of
precipitating ammonia would have to be carried out with the
precision of a laboratory titration. If ammonia is enriched by a
factor of 20 relative to hydrogen, then exact removal of this
ammonia by reaction with hydrogen sulfide would require that the
latter gas be enriched by a factor of I00 with a precision of 1%!
PLANETARY RAW MATERIALS
Three principal chemical scenarios for the condensation of
preplanetary solids have been explored for the temperature regime
of interest in the outer solar system (<200K). The first of
these is the case of direct chemical equilibrium between a solar
composition nebula and the condensate (Lewis, 1972). In this
case, the dominant carbon compound at low temperatures (<600K) is
methane, and the dominant nitrogen-bearing species below ~330K is
ammonia. Condensation during cooling follows the sequence:
i. water ice (to exhaustion of water vapor) 2o ammonia
monohydrate (to exhaustion of ammonia vapor)
3. methane clathrate hydrate (to exhaustion of water Ace)
4. solid methane (to exhaustion of gaseous methane).
Other compounds of the major volatile elements (HCNOS) are
unimportant in this temperature range: molecular nitrogen_
carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide are very rare at equilibrium
at low temperatures, while sulfur is fully sequestered as the
mineral troilite (FeS), which saturates at 690K, and is thus
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absent from the gas phase at temperatures appropriate for ice
condensation. Note that this reaction sequence requires that
solids, once formed, remain in intimate chemical interaction with
the gas° This we call the equilibrium condensation process.
A second type of condensation behavior occurs when condensed
solids, once formed, are quickly isolated from the cooling gas.
In this case, products that can only be made by reactions between
nebular gas and condensates already present are forbidden. The
most likely circumstances to produce this kind of behavior are
those in which accretion of solids occurs on a much shorter time
scale than does the cooling of the nebul_. The large accreted
bodies of recent condensate have negligible surface:volume
ratios, and are effectively inert to reactions with the
remaining gas. Similar behavior also occurs in any approximately
adiabatic atmosphere of solar composition, in which sedimentation
of cloud particles prevents condensed solids from experiencing
conditions much colder than those at their point of condensation.
An example illustrative of the difference between this and simple
equilibrium condensation would De the behavior of sulfur. With
rapid accretion, an early condensate of iron-n_ckel metal would
be accreted, buried, and fully isolated from the gas long before
temperatures fall low enough for FeS to become stable. As a
result, sulfur remains in the gas phase (_s hydrogen sulfide)
down to very low temperatures, where it will react with ammonia.
This class of behavior can be variously described as rapid
accretion, heterogeneous accumulation, or disequilibrium
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condensation (Barshay and Lewis, 1976).
The third major variant of low-temperature condensation behavior
arises from consideration of the kinetics of gas-phase reactions
within the solar nebula or within a protoplanetary nebula. In
typical models of the solar nebula, ammonia is the most stable
nitrogen-bearing gas below about 330K, while molecular nitrogen
is more abundant at higher temperatures. For an adiabatic
nebular structure, this is equivalent to saying that the inner
nebula, from the Sun out to the asteroid belt, would contain ample
molecular nitrogen, while the nebula from the heart of the Belt
outward would be rich in ammonia at chemical equilibrium.
However, the nebula was surely turbulent. Imagine a parcel of
gas moving from the 400K region outward to where the nebular
temperature was 300Ko The time taken to move through this
temperature interval may be I000 years, but the time needed for
gas-phase reactions to convert the molecular nitrogen in that gas
parcel into ammonia may be 100 million years. Clearly the
conversion of nitrogen to ammonia will be so sluggish that
chemical equilibrium cannot be closely attained, and high-
temperature gas compositions will be found in the outer, cooler
regions as well. The situation regarding methane formation is
closely similar to that of ammonia. In both cases, reasonable
estimates of the rate of homogeneous and heterogeneously
catalysed reactions capable of reducing carbon monoxide and
nitrogen to methane and ammonia suggest that chemical reaction
time scales will be longer than nebular mixing time scales at all
13
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temperatures below about 1000K. It therefore seems likely that
nitrogen and CO are everywhere abundant in the nebula, while the
low-temperature gases ammonia, methane and carbon dioxide are of
minor importance, probably accounting for only a few percent of
the total inventories of N and C. In planetary subnebulae, with
their much higher densities at each temperature, the formation of
these gases is much easier (Lewis and Prinn, 1980; Prinn and
Fegley, 1981). We refer to the nebular case as the kinetic
inhibition scenario.
The condensation behavior for these three models is compared in
Figure 1 (from Lewis and Prinn, 1984). It is clear from this
Figure that the very identity of the major condensates can be
substantially altered by nebular processes such as radial
turbulent mixing and accretion. Water is the only ubiquitous ice
component.
PLANETARY ACCRETION
Two very recent, and as yet unpublished, contributions appear to
be of great importance for understanding the formation of Uranus
and Neptune. The first of these concerns the discovery by
Greenberg, et al. (1983) that Safronov's (1972) treatment of
accretion in the outer solar system is in error in its assumption
of very high relative velocities of planetesimals: the
eccentricities and inclinations of the orbits of the smaller
planetesimals simply do not build up fast enough to stay close to
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the escape velocities of the largest planetesimals. This means
that Safronov has markedly underestimated the gravitational
cross- sections of the larger bodies, and correspondingly
overestimated the accretion times of planet-sized bodies. With
this correction, accretion times for solid planetary cores near
the present orbits of Uranus and Neptune become comparable to
accretion times in the inner solar system.
However, the formation of a planet with a large amount of
captured nebular hydrogen and helium in its envelope requires
not only rapid accretion of solids (before the dissipation of the
nebula) but also, according to the published models of Perri and
Cameron (1974), Mizuno (1980) , and Stevenson (1982), these solid
bodies need to have masses of 10 to 40 Earths. However, even
very small ("lunar-sized") bodies are capable oi_ _'_ta_ning
significant masses of captured gas if the environmental
conditions are favorable. These conditions are optimized if the
nebular background temperature is low and if the gas capture onto
the solid body is strongly subadiabatic. If, as is reasonable,
the temporary atmosphere about a Ganymede-sized ice ball embedded
in the nebula is rapidly swept clear of dust opacity by
sedimentation and accretion, and molecular sources of thermal
infrared opacity (water vapor, ammonia, etc.) are largely
condensed, then the dominant form of opacity may be
collision-induced absorption by molecular hydrogen (Lewis and
Prinn, 19B4; Stevenson, 1984). Gas capture then occurs grossly
isothermally until pressures near the surface approach one bar.
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Simple compressional heating of the near-surface atmosphere by
further gas capture leads to melting and boiling of surface
material (Lewis and Prinn, 1984; Stevenson, 1984). The power of
this description lies in the realization by Stevenson that the
process of vaporizing surface water causes the atmosphere to
behave as if it had an extremely large heat capacity. By analogy
with instabilities that arise in the interiors of
self-gravitating hydrogen Gazkugeln when central conditions are
favorable for the thermal dissociation or ionization of hydrogen,
the latent heat of the reaction tends to thermostat the deep
interior. Adding mass, and hence deepening the gravitational
potential well, is not effectively balanced by a rise in the
thermal pressure in the core, and, if the ratio of specific heats
falls below 4/3, runaway collapse can result. Note that the
"heat capacity" of the gas, defined operationally in a suitable
way, includes the latent heat of any chemical reactions or phase
changes that occur.
It is clear that this model, in order to be effective, must allow
as much water as possible to evaporate into the atmosphere.
Since the hydrogen-upon-ice initial structure has stable density
stratification, and since the evaporation of ice depends on the
downward transport of heat, one might fairly be skeptical of the
importance of this mechanism. However, it is my suspicion that
non-spherically symmetric gas capture, accretion of gas with some
mismatch of the angular momentum vectors, and accretion of solid
bodies in almost any form, will easily provide the mixing and
16
Loistening of the atmosphere required for this model to work.
_he contributions of Stevenson and of Greenberg, et al. may point
5he way to a credible scenario for the formation of Uranus and
Neptune.
MIXING MODELS FOR URANUS AND NEFrUNE
It is easy, and probably justified at our present level of
ignorance, to regard Uranus and Neptune as having been made of
two components, one condensed, and the other gaseous. The
principal problem in designing a satisfactory two-component model
lies in identifying the composition of the condensed component.
Above, in our summary of the chemistry of planetary raw
materials, we presented three important composition types, each
corresponding to a particular physical environment. It should
be clear that, in a dense circumplanetary nebula in the
intermediate to late stages of assembly of a planet, thorough
equilibration of gases and infalling solids should occur.
Recently, Podolak and Reynolds (1983) have criticised Lewis and
Prinn (1980) for using the kinetic inhibition model to generate
preplanetary solids that went into making Uranus and Neptune.
They also present certain kinetic arguments that suggest that
methane (not ammonia) formation should have been rapid in the
proto-Uranian nebula. They appear to have overlooked the
extension of the theory of Lewis and Prinn to protoplanetary
nebulae by Fegley and Prinn (1981), which reached its conclusions
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by means of much more plausible kinetic arguments.
Podolak and Reynolds (1983) point out that, in a protoplanetary
setting for the origin of Uranus or Neptune, nitrogen may exist
as essentially uncondensable molecular nitrogen gas in the cold
gaseous envelope of the protoplanet. Thus it may be lost by
turbulent exchange of gas with the surrounding solar nebula. (The
detailed kinetic study of the Jovian subnebula by Prinn and
Fegley (1981), however, suggests that even in this relatively
warm nebula the ammonia abundance will still remain comparable
to the abundance of molecular nitrogen. Conditions in the
Uranian or Neptunian subnebula should be much more favorable to
ammonia.) A similar phenomenon allows deuterium to be depleted as
well: thermal isotopic reequilibrat_on of primordial ices with
dense, hot hydrogen in the protoplanet removes the large D
enrichment that should have been associated with the
low-temperature ice condensates. The D partitions back into HD
at high temperatures, and this gas may, like nitrogen, be lost by
gas exchange with the nebula.
Stevenson (1982) addressed the problem of the severe depletion of
ammonia in the upper atmosphere not by discarding nitrogen into
the solar nebula, but rather by sequestering the highly soluble
ammonia molecule in a dense "ocean". The vapor composition in
equilibrium with such an ocean depends sensitively upon the
surface temperature and total atmospheric pressure. Available
laboratory results at normal pressures cover most of the
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compositional range of interest (approximately solar proportions
of ammonia, water, and hydrogen sulfide), and reveal several
general features that bear on the Uranus ammonia problem (Leyko,
1964). First, for solar-composition solutions of ammonia and
hydrogen sulfide in water, the dominant component of the gas at
any temperature in the range below 500K is likely to be ammonia.
For all ocean surface temperatures below 460K the
ammonia:hydrogen sulfide ratio in the gas is greater than the
solar N:S abundance ratio. Absolute pressures of ammonia,
hydrogen sulfide, and water vapor at 400K above a
solar-proportion solution would be 3325, 452, and 1604 mm Hg
respectively. For a 300K surface temperature the respective
partial pressures are i00, 5.07, and 21.6 mm Hg. These ammonia
pressures would provide a solar N:H ratio under hydrogen total
pressures of 200kb (400K surface) or 6kb (300K surface). Of
course, such total pressures are so high that the low-pressure
laboratory data are no longer applicable; nor could plausible
Uranus atmospheric models provide such high pressures at those
temperature levels in an even approximately adiabatic atmosphere.
Thus any "shallow" oceanic surface on Uranus would almost
certainly be in equilibrium with a gas phase that contains a
large excess of ammonia over hydrogen sulfide (and water!), and
of both gases over solar abundances relative to hydrogen. The
most general conclusion seems to be that the weak acid hydrogen
sulfide is so soluble in basic ammoniacal solutions that such
oceans would generally tend to increase the atmospheric N:S
ratio. Removal of ammonia from the visible upper troposphere
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would require either a very cold ocean, possibly near the ternery
eutectic temperature of the water-ammonia-hydrogen sulfide
system, which would have a negligible v_por pressure of all
these species, or a very hot surface, probably over 500K, under
very great hydrogen pressure, where there is a possibility that
the vapor would contain an S:N ratio larger than in solar
material, but still less than unity.
The deuterium problem and the ammonia problem could be solved if
there is not (and never has been) intimate chemical exchange
between _I_ icy component and the atmosphere. This seems to be
an unlikely state of affairs, but we cannot be certain. It is
also quite possible that the enrichment of D in low-temperature
condensates estimated from equilibrium theory is a substantial
overestimate. A careful reanalysis of this problem may help ease
some of the constraints on the vertical mixing history of Uranus
and Neptune.
CONC LUS IONS
The central cosmogonic problems of Uranus and Neptune remain
unsolved, although substantial observation._l and theoretical
progress have been m,_de in recent years° Very accurate
measurements of J2 and J4 by spacecraft flybys or orbiters may
not provide much new insight into the internal structure and
evolution. Accurate measurements of the global heat flow would
be of interest, and further work on the D:H ratio on both Uranus
2O
and Neptune is very desirable. Accurate determination of the
rotation period is clearly needed. We remain, however, in the
same situation we were in ten years ago: the most crucial
questions that we need to answer can best be addressed by suitably
instrumented deep-entry probes.
21
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Figure I
Fig. i. Low-temperature condensation flowcharts for compounds of
H, C, N, O and S. The equilibrium and disequilibrium (rapid
accretion) sequences are from Lewis (1972) and from Barshay and
Lewis (1976); the sequence for kinetically inhibited formation of
ammonia and methane is adapted from Lewis and Prinn (1980). The
heavy line separates gases (above) from :ondensates (below). The
relative masses of condensates cannot be read from these
diagrams. After Lewis and Prinn (1984).
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ATMOSPHERESOF URANUSAND NEPTUNE
Donald Mo Hunten
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
The University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
Abstract
Current knowledge of the atmospheric compositions and structures are surveyed.
Although the two planets are similar in some ways, they are strikingly different
in a number of others. The similarities include mass, size, and effective
temperature. There are differences in heat flow, stratospheric thermal
structure and composition, and spectral appearance. Presumably these are
traceable to some combination of Uranus' unusual obliquity and smaller distance
from the sun, but most of the details are obscure.
I NTRODUCTI ON
This overview is intended to set a context for the more specialized papers on
the atmospheres to follow. Details may also be found in the excellent review by
Trafton (1981) and, for Uranus, in the bicentennial volume edited by Hunt
(1982). This review focuses on work that has appeared since Trafton's. An
earlier Uranus workshop volume edited by Hunten (1974) can safely be left in the
archives; all the worthwhile material in it has been revised and published in
journals. A group of papers by members of the MJU-SAC (Mariner-Jupiter-Uranus
Science Advisory Committee) was published in Icarus, v° 24 (1975). Although we
al| wish that MJU were on its way with the improved (or Modified) IRIS, we can
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at least celebrate the health of Voyager 2 and wish continued health and
prosperity to spacecraft and experimenters. This is a good time to rBnember Bob
Danielson, who was many years ahead of most of us in thinking about these rBnote
planets and was always an inspiration.
Although thermal structure and composition must be considered together in the
real world, especially the remote-sensing part of it, they are treated
separately here. The remaining sections discuss clouds and some miscellaneous
topics, ionospheres, aurora, and rotational periods.
THERMAL STRUCTURE
Temperature profiles are determined mainly by heat balance under the influence
of solar and internal heat, and the transfer processes of thermal radiation and
convection. The internal heat fluxes are one thing in which Uranus and Neptune
are very different, as illustrated in Table 1. The value for Uranus
mN
Table 1. Estimates of internal heat fluxes (roWm-2 or erg cm"2 s"2)
Uranus Neptune
<250 obse_ed 1000
100 (Hubbard 1978)
>10 Danielson (1977)
is known to be less than a quarter of that for Neptune. Hubbard's estimate
refers to the remaining primordial heat, while that of Danielson is for
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radioactive heating in a reasonable quantity of Earth-like material in a core.
Wallace (1980) has considered a range of internal fluxes in Uranus mode]s, and
they should apply reasonably well to Neptune. A flux of 100 mW m-2 seems to be
just enough to maintain an adiabatic temperature gradient at all depths below
the usual radiative-convective boundary at 700 mb or so. With smaller fluxes
there may be another radiative region between 5 and 20 bars, unless solar
radiation penetrates considerably deeper than expected. The effect on the
temperature profile is not very obvious, because the radiative lapse rate is
only slightly less than the convective. Some of Wallace's profiles are shown in
Fig. 1, bottom panel. The breaks in some of these profiles are due to a totally
different effect, condensation of methane and the corresponding influence of
latent heat on the lapse rate. The curves showing the biggest effect are for a
methane mole fraction of 10%, considerably larger than is likely. A possible
analogous effect of water vapor is discussed below.
Another problem in modelling concerns the ortho-para (o-p) ratio for H2, whose
behavior affects the specific heat and therefore the dry adiabatic lapse rate
(Massie and Hunten, 1982). Wal]ace adopted the "intermediate" prescription of
Trafton (1967), in which the o-p ratio is taken as being in equilibrium with the
local temperature, but is not allowed to change during convective motions.
Although this procedure seems to give reasonable results for the Jovian planets,
it has no theoretical justification. It is the best we can do for the present,
but is unlikely to be correct.
Wal]ace's models are constrained by the visible and near-IR spectrum and albedo.
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FIG. 7. Temperature'profiles of the Uranian strato-
sphere obtained by numerical inversion of the light-
curves in Figs. 2, 4, and 5. The profiles are aligned in
altitude at the point corresponding to the half-light
time obtained from an isothermal fit to the data. This
corresponds roughly to a number density of 1.2 x 10 _'
cm -3 and a pressure of 2.8/_b. Because of the uncer-
75 tainties in the initial condition and the choice of base-
I I]'_I ]c \, i I lines used for the inversion, the overall placement of
_- I"_L _' the temperature profiles is uncertain by about I5°K.2.8 _ o uRANUS
b _ : I_., ) Also shown are Appleby's (1980) model profiles c and
!_ e, corresponding to extreme cases regarding relaxation
-75 ra_s and their temperature dependences. The upper
stratosphere is considerably wanner than the warmest
of Appleby's extreme models.
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-"_,'-_,<,_..z_ temperature structure from Appleby (1980) are shown,
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2o for various CH4 mixing ratios in the deep atmosphere:
0.2% (long dashed), 2% (solid), and 10% (short
40 610 810 lOS I_lO 140 I1_0 leo dashed). A hybr/d of the equilibrium structure and anT
ad hoc form above the 250-mbar level is shown for
FiG. 3. Model thermal structures for Uranus. The 0.2% CH, mixing ratio (alternating long and short
atmosphere contains a dense conservative cloud at the dashed).
level of 427 km-am of H= and a haze layer between 0.86
and 1.4 bar. CJR for H= was calculated for the
intermediate case. Model parameters are given in (0rton et al., 1983)
Table I1. At pressuresof <0,6 bar only the hottest and
coldest of the models are shown. At the highest
pressures the curves are labeled 1, 2, or 3 in order of
increasing _,t. Curve 2 for X(CH,) = 0.10 is not
shown because it is no more than 2°K warmer than
Curve 1 for X(CH,) = 0.10. All of the other curves are
plotted at high pressures and terminate at some lower
pressure where the overlap would make them other- Fig. 1. Temperatureprofiles
wise incomprehensible. The levels above which meth- for Uranus•
ane condenses are indicated by horizontal bars in the
same coding as the thermal structure curves.
(Wallace,1980)
3O
The center panel of Fig. 1, and the lower one of Fig. 2 for Neptune, are
obtainedby inversion of thermal IR data, shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A number of
important measurements with the NASA-Hawaii IRTF have been reported by OTC
(Ortonet al., 1983),the source of all these figures,and by TOC (Tokunagaet
al., 1983). The principal point of TOC is to establish the existence of a
substantialtemperatureinversionin Uranus's lower stratosphere, so that the
profileis not very differentfrom that of Neptune. Thiswas done by a careful
comparison of measurementsof 17.8 and 19.6 _m; the pointscan be seen in Figs.
3 and 4. Though the differencesare small,especiallyfor Uranus,they appear
to be significant. The issue arises becauseof the absenceof ethane emission
at 12 _m, highly visible in Neptune's spectrum (see again Figs. 3 and 4).
Previouslyit had been widely assumedthat the differencewas in the temperature
profiles (Gautier and Courtin, 1979). OTC argue that it must be in the
hydrocarbonabundances;they find that ethanemust be 1% as abundant in Uranus's
stratosphereas in Neptune's (3 x 10-8 vs. 3 x 10-6). There is a corresponding
differencefor methane, undoubtedlythe source of the ethane:on Uranus the cold
trap at the tropopause seems to be effective, while on Neptuneit is not. In
fact, the suggestedmixing ratio of 1-4 % requiresthat there be essentiallyno
cold-trappingat all. The simplestway to achievethis effect is to have enough
strong updraftsto carry the precipitatedmethane crystals right through the
temperature minimum to a warmer altitude where they can re-evaporate.
trapping on Uranus is also discussedby Atreya and Ponthieu (1983), who find
major depletionssimilarto those inferredfrom observations.
The highest altitudesin Figs. 1 and 2 are represented by data from stellar
occultations(Frenchet al., 1983; Sicardyet al., 1982). Generally speaking,
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FIG. 7. Temperature structurefor Neptune derived
this work. Perturbations of an equilibrium model
Fi9 2 TemperatureprofiIes for Neptune. temperaturestructurefromAppleby(1980)areshown
• " for various mixing ratios of CH4assumed in the deep
atmosphere in the same way as Fig. 3. A hybrid of the
equilibrium structure and an ad hoc form above the
200-mbar level is also shown for a 0.2% CH4 mixing
ratio, also denoted as in Fig. 3. A warm upper strato-
sphere alternative to the perturbed equilibrium model
is shown by the short dashed line for pressures les_
than 10mbar.
(0rtonet al., 1983)
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FIG. 2. Brightnesstcmperaturcspcctrum of Uranus from 8 to 20 txm.Fillcdcirclesrepresent3o"
upperdctectionlimitsofGillcttand Rickc(1977).CircleswithcentralpointrepresentdataofTokunaga
etal.(1982).Open circlesrepresentdatareportedhere.VerticalbarsrepresentIo"uncertaintieswhcn
largerthanthe circles,Horizontalbarsarc schcmaticrcprcscntationsof thc FWHM of interfcrcncc
filters.Model spectra,consideringH_ opacityalone,are representedby curves forvariousvolume
mixingratiosof CH4 inthedccp atmosphere:0.2% (longdashed),2% (solid),and 10% (shortdashed).
Thin solid lines represent the apparent brightness temperatures corresponding to values of geometric
albedo, g, as marked.
Fig. 3. Uranus brightness temperatures.
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FIG. 6. Brightness temperature spectrum of Neptune from 8 to 20/zm. Filled circles represent data of region for the perturbed equilibrium model with warm
Gillett and Rieke (1977). Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 2, with upper detection limits upper stratosphere. Models for a tropospheric CH4
representing 3o-noise levels and model spectra considering Hz opacity alone with various tropospheric volume mixing ratio of 0.2% are shown. Solid curves
volume mixing ratios for CH4: 0.2% (long dashed), 2% (solid), and 10% (short dashed). Thin solid lines represent model spectra (1.5% resolution) for various
represent the apparent brightness temperature corresponding to values of geometric albedo, g, as maximum mixing ratios of stratospheric C2H6:1 ×
marked. 10-5, 3 x 10-6, and 1 x I0 -6 (upper to lower) and
stratospheric CH4:1 × 10-l, 4 x 10-2, and 2 x 10-2.
The dotted curve represents the spectrum in the ab-
sence of C2H6or CH4.
Fig. 4. Neptune brightness temperatures.
they represent a reasonable continuation of the infrared data. Similar
structure is probably present at all altitudes above the tropopause, but it
cannot be resolved in infrared soundings. As noted in the caption for Fig. 1,
the thermal models of Appleby (1980) predict temperatures rather lower than
observed.
The stratospheric thermal emissions are not the only area where striking
differences are found between Uranus and Neptune. Figure 5 shows a collection
of near-IR spectra by Fink and Larson (1979). The bottom two panels show the
absorptions in the Earth's atmosphere and in a laboratory cell containing
methane. Although both planets show very strong methane absorption, the shapes
in the bottoms of the bands are very different. Uranus gives flat, almost
black, bottoms, resembling the laboratory spectrum more than any other
atmosphere. Neptune's bands are almost pointed in the middle, and the best
match in Fig. 5 is with Titan. For shorter wavelengths, 0.8-1 pm, a similar
difference is seen (Trafton 1981, Fig. 10). A quantitative analysis is still
not possible, because we do not have adequate laboratory data and because models
combining radiative transfer and band models are not sufficiently developed (see
Wallace and Hunten, 1978). But empirical comparisons may not be out of place.
The resemblance of Neptune's and Titan's spectra suggests that Neptune's
atmosphere may contain an extended, somewhat absorbing, haze. Similarly, the
resemblance of Uranus's spectrum to that of the laboratory cell suggests a
relatively clear atmosphere with a discrete reflecting cloud layer at the
bottom. Such a cloud is needed in the models of Wallace (1980), although he
also has some haze at higher altitudes. These models are further discussed
below.
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Fig. 5. Near-infrared spectra.
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The remarkable temporal change in Uranus'smicrowave emission is discussed
below. Briggs and Andrew (1980) have suggestedthat it might be linked to a
seasonalbehaviorof the tropospheric convection, such that the compositionis
very different in the polar regions and low latitudes. Wallace(1983)took up
the challenge of modeling this effect with a series of time-dependent
radiative-convectivemodels for the poles. The behavioris very complex, with
most of the internal heat coming out during the winter, and interleavedlayers
of radiative and convective cont:ol at various seasons. However,nothingwas
found to suggesta major effect on the composition.
COMPOSITIONAND CLOUD
An excellentsummaryof the compositionsis given by Trafton (1981),whose Table
6 is reproduced here as Table 2. There is reallyno empiricalinformationon
the helium abundance,but in view of the difficultyof findingany mechanismfor
separating it from hydrogen, a solar abundancefor the planet as a whole is
highly probable. Gravitationalsegregation as on Saturn also seems unlikely.
Not included in Table 2 is the study by Wallace(1980),who attemptedto deduce
the methane abundance in the deep atmosphere by analysisof spectra in the
visible and near IR. This work extendsan earliertreatmentby Trafton (1976).
The methane partial pressurewas constrainedto remainat or below the vapor
pressure. The sets of curves in Fig. 1 are for mole fractions X of 1%, 3%, and
10%. The leverage from the spectral data is not very strong, because the
differences occur at depths that are barely reached by visible radiation.
Nevertheless, Wallace is able to concludethat X is between1% and 10%, with a
reasonablefit at 3%. The smallerfigures in Table 2 are not inconsistent,as
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Atmospheric Composition of Uranus and Neptune
Abundance Ratio or Column
Abundance Above Cloud Deck
Line or Wavelength
Gas Uranus Neptune of Absorption Main Source
H2 50(0700 km Am 300--600 km Am 0.5-1.1 # Trafton [1976a]
HD D/H - (3.0 + !.2) X 10-s Rs(0) Macy and Smith [1978]
D/H - (4.8 + 1.5) x 10-s Rs(I) Trafton andRamsay [1980]
D/H < 9.6 x 10-5 P4(I) Trafton [1978a]
D/H < 1.4 x 10-4 P4(l) McKellar et al. [1976]
D/H < 4 X 10-4 P4(I) Lutz and Owen [1974]
D/C _ 7 x 10 -3 0.4--0.8/_ Encrenaz and Combes [1978]
H2S S/H less than solar 1.6 tt Fink and Larson [1979]
NH3 N/H less than solar 1 crn Gulkis et al. [1978]
less than solar I cm Oisen and C-ulkis [1978]
CH4 C/H -. 1.3--4 times solar 1.1 p Encrenaz and Combes [1978]
CH=2x 10-3 C/H-0.9 x 10-3 6400cm-l,7900 cm -I FinkandLarson[1979]
C/H ->5 x 10-3 C/H • 5 × 10-3 6818.9 A Macy et al. [1978]
C/H ~ 2 x 10-3 model Courtin et al. [1979a]
C/H - ! × 10-4 1.5-2.5/t Joyce et al. [1977]
C21_ detection detection 12.2/_ Gillett and Rieke [1977],
Mac), and Sinton [I 977]
He He/H2 -- 0.11 -4-0.11 model Courtin et al.[ 1978]
< ! 0.65 tt Trafton [1974b]
<0.5 i/_ Trafton [1976a]
Rotational Period Determinations for Uranus and Neptune
Period, hours
Investigator Uranus Neptune Technique
Moore and Menzel [1928] 15.8 + I classical spectroscopy
Moore and Menzei [1930] 10.8 + 0.5 classical spectroscopy
Hayes and Belton [1977] 24 + 3 22 + 4 classical spectroscopy
Brown and Goody [1977] 15.57 + 0.80 classical spectroscopy
Brown and Goody [1980] 16.2 + 0.3 classical spectroscopy
Miinch and Hippelein [1980] 15_+4.6 i 1.2_+_:4s classical spectroscopy
Belton et al. [1980] 24.4 + 4 15.4 + 3 classical spectroscopy
Traflon [ 1977a] 24_+_ Doppler compensation spectroscopy
Trauger et al. [1978] 12.9 + 1.5 Doppler compensation with Pepsios
Dunham and Elliot [1979] 12.8 :t=1.7 oblateness and J2
Franklin et al. [1980] 16.6 + 0.5 oblateness and -/2
Cruikshank [1978a] photometric light curve
Smith and Slavsky [1979] 23.92 + 0.03 photometric light curve
Slavsky and Smith [1978]. 18.44 + 0.01 photometric light curve
Table 2 (above): Compositions.
Table 3 (below): Rotation
from Trafton (1981)
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they refer to higherlevels where most of the methane has been frozen out. A
similarcomment appliesto the 0.3% found by Teifel (1983).
The papers of Balneset al. (1983)and Baines (1983)arrivedafter this paper
had been written. The methane abundance, (4.5+2.5)% is consistent with
Wallace'sconclusion.
The stratospheric abundances of methaneand ethanededuced by OTC have been
mentionedabove. Macy (1980) has also obtainedan acetyleneabundanceof 10-8
for Neptune.
Ammonia is of course totally invisibleat opticalwavelengthsbecause of the
cold temperaturesof the visible atmosphere, but as on all the giant planetsit
can be probedwith microwaves. In JupiterandSaturn the abundanceis found to
be close to solar, probablyslightly above (Gulkis and Poynter, 1972). The
behavior of Uranus is strikinglydifferent (Gulkis et al., 1978; Gulkiset al.,
1983; see Fig. 6). The brightness temperature in the centimeter range is
considerablyhigher than expectedfor solar abundance, as illustrated in the
first panel of Fig. 6. This effect cannot be explained by changing the
temperatureprofilefrom the assumedadiabat, because it is impossibleto have
warmer temperaturesat a given depth. Coolertemperatureswould be in the wrong
direction. The only reasonable explanationseems to be a depletionof ammonia,
which is explored in detail by Gulkiset a1. (1978).The models shown in Fig. 6
(which is also their Fig. 6) do not really fit the data; if a mole fractionhad
to be chosen, it would be about 3 x 10-7. A better fit is found if it assumed
that ammonia is removedfrom the vapor phase by reaction with hydrogen sulfide
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and condensation into cloud. A flvefold enhancementof S relative to solar
would be required. In view of the strong enhancement of C, such an effect seems
more plausible than the huge reduction of N otherwise required, qu!te apart from
the better fit to the data. Muchless information is available for Neptune, but
It ts reported to resemble Uranus (Olsen and Gulkls, 1978).
Even more surprising is the behavior of Uranus as a functton of time. The
announcement by Klein and Turegano (1978) has been amply borne out by more
recent results, conveniently summarized by Gulkts et al. (1983), the source of
the two ri.ght-hand panels of Fig. 6. Essentially no increase Is seen at
millimeter wavelengths, where the maln opactty is that of H2, In the centimeter
region there has been a marked increase. As suggested tn the bottom panel of
Fig. 6, the aspect of Uranus has been changing from equatorial to polar over the
time of observation, and the depletion of ammoniamay be confined to the polar
region. Somedoubt seems to be cast on the relevance of the earlterdata set
considered by Gulkls et el. (1978), and the conclusions drawn from it,
particularly the role of hydrogen sulfide. The current suggestion Is that
saturated ammonia dominates the opacity at low latitudes, but that it Is
essentially absent at the poles and water vapor dominates instead.
Apart from the very indirectinferencejust mentioned,and the equally Indirect
inference from the mean density, there is no empirical evidence on the H20
abundance. Even if it is abundant in the planet as a whole, it may have been
segregatedinto the core during formation(as may also be true for ammonia).An
alternativeworth exp]oring is that there may be as much water vapor belo some
cloud level as there is methanebelow its cloud level, 3% following Wallace
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(1980). The resulting temperature profile has been calculated (see the
Appendix), and is shown in Fig. 7. The H20 wet adiabat begins to depart
noticeably from the dry at about 100 bars, and the cloud base for the 3% mole
fraction is at about 550 bars. The temperatureat this level is 42 K cooler
than it would be for the dry atmosphere. The 8% differencewould be reflected
at all deeper levels. Figure 7 includesa set of other curves for smallerH20
abundances;for example,with 1% the cloud base is at 200 bars.
Such a cloud is far too deep in the atmosphere for optical probing. As far as
radio frequenciesare concerned, the speculationsof Gulkis et al. (1983)have
been mentionedabove. These arguments, even if confirmed,relateto the top of
the putativecloud, and do not tell us anythingabout the mole fractiondeep in
the atmosphere. Much better informationfor the higher levels is availablefrom
the work of Wallace (1980). His best fits to the spectral data are for an
opticallydense cloud at about 4 bars and a slightlyabsorbinghaze between0.5
and 1.4 bars; its opticalthicknessis 0.3 at 6435 A. These pressurelevels are
approximatebecausethey were actually specified in terms of the column density
(or partial pressure) of H2. In addition, there is small amount of pure
absorption distributedin proportionto the gas density. The dense cloud is
roughly in the methane condensation region. The haze occurs at far too low a
temperature to be a condensate,and must thereforebe a photochemicalsmog, or
Axel-Danielsondust (Axel,1972),of the type now familiaron Titan.
Even less is known about cloudiness on Neptune, although there is one major
difference: On Neptune there are enough distinctclouds to show up in images
(Smithet al., 1979; Belton et al, 1981) and to permitestimatesof the rotation
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rate (discussedbelow). Such work is done at wavelengthsstronglyabsorbedby
methane,to suppresslight scattered by the enormousamount of hydrogenin the
atmosphere. It is assumed that the clouds in question must be at high
altitudes,perhapseven stratospheric,to be made visible in this way.
OTHER AREAS
Aurora. Two groups have detected Uranian Lyman-alpha emission with the IU_
(Durranceand Moos, 1982; Clarke, 1982). Figure 8 illustratesthese results,
which require subtraction of the geocoronalintensity(at left) from the total
(middle) to get the planetary emission (on the right). By itself, such a
detectiondoes not prove the presenceof aurora;the importantpoint is that the
intensityvaries from measurementto measurementover a range from 427 to 1600
Rayleighs (disk-averaged). In turn, the presenceof aurora is strong evidence
for the presenceof a magnetosphere on Uranus, something that has long been a
matter of faith, reinforcedsomewhatby dynamo theory. For Neptunewe are still
left with faith.
In principle, the observed flux from Uranus could be explained by Rayleigh
scatteringof solar radiationwith an albedo of 0.5; the variationmight stem
from the difficultyof accuratelysubtractingthe geocorona, which is 3-4 times
brighter. This was pointedout by D.E. Shemanskyin a recentconversation. The
entire stratospherewould have to be essentiallyempty of methane, which seems
unlikely but not much less likelythan the depletionalreadyestablished. The
formulation of Carlsonand Judge (1971)for Jupiteris directlyapplicable and
the requiredmole fractionis found to be 6 x 10-9.
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/Intense Lya emission from Uranus
Samuel T. Durrance & H. Warren Moos (.1982)
Fig. 1 Projection of the Ly_ flux in the IUE short wavelength spectrograph focal plane showing the Lya emission from Uranus. a, Sum
of three exposures with geocorona only normalized to b; b, sum of two 2-h exposures with Uranus at the centre of the large entrance
aperture; c, the uranian Lya emission obtained by subtracting the geocoronal contribution from b and multiplying the result by 3. The long
dimension of the aperture is approximately parallel to the axes pointing upward and to the right. The dispersion direction is approximately
parallel to the axes pointing downward and to the right.
Fig. 8. Aurora on Uranus.
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Ionospheres. Atreya and Ponthieu (1983)have computedan ionospherefor Uranus,
taking into account the cold-trapping of hydrocarbonsin the stratosphere. On
Jupiter, Saturn, and Titan such molecules play a major role by reaction to
produce rapidly-recombiningions. On Uranus they are predictedto be much less
important. The electrondensityat the peak is expectedto be (2-3)x 104 cm"3,
but it is suggestedthat the actualvalue may be lower, perhaps5 x 103 cm-3, as
found on Jupiterand Saturn. If the hydrocarbonsare much more abundant in the
upper atmosphereof Neptune,the densitiescould be furtherreduced,quite apart
from the smallerflux of solar UV.
Rotation. Excellent surveys have been published by Trafton (1981) and, fo
Uranus,by Goody (1982). Table 3, from Trafton'spaper,hardly needs comment,
but more recent papers on Neptunehave been published by Belton et al. (1980,
1981) and R. H. Brown et al. (1981). Photometricperiodsare found at 17.73,
18.56, and 18.29 h. The suggestionof Belton et al. is that the true period is
18.2 h, with the others due to amplitudemodulationor winds up to 102 m s"1,
Our knowledge of Uranus has increased enormously in the last decade,and some
very puzzlingfacts have also been revealed. The stage is well set for Voyager
and for furtherEarth-basedstudies.
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APPENDIX
The dry and wet adiabats in Fig. 7 were calculatedas follows. The adiabatic
law is
d InT R
-i3 = d Inp Cp , (I)
where R is the gas constantand Cp the molar specific heat, which is somewhat
temperaturedependentfor H2. A curve fit to the tabulation of Trafton and
Stone (1974)for a He-H2 mixture gives
T (2)
-8 = a+bT
with a = 9.77° K, b = 0.2589. A small allowancehas been made for the specific
heat of 3% methane. The integralof (2) is
P (bars)= (a+bT)I/b (3)
a+bTl
where T1 is the temperatureat 1 bar. In the presentcase, T1 is taken as 69° K
to fit the curve given by Wallace (1980), shown in Fig. 1 (155° K at 10 bars).
The temperatureat 1 bar is thereforesomewhathigherthan TI.
For the wet adiabat, the vapor pressureof liquidwater is
Pv = 1.159 x 106 exp (-5211/T) bars. (4)
Accordingto Lasker (1963),
l + X(l+_) (5)
-8 = (Cp/R)+ X_(l+_) ,
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with _ = 5211/T and X = Pv/P, the H20 mole fraction. If T is used as the
independentvariable, (1) can be integrateddownward in steps until the assumed
final value of X is reached. The curve then reverts to the dry adiabat. In
view of all the uncertainties,(Cp/R)was taken constantat 3.3 in solution of
(5).
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Abstract
From the known composition (H2, CH4, C2H2(?) , NH3(? ) at Uranus, and H2, CH4,
C2H6 at Neptune) and the inversion and photolysis region temperatures,
reasonable theoretical models for the upper atmospheric distribution of the
neutral and ionospheric species can be constructed on the basis of the
expected physical and chemical processes. The models indicate that C2H 2
would condense over an extensive height range on Uranus. The extent of the
haze is expected to be smaller and deeper in the polar region. Some ethane
is also expected to condense, mostly in the vicinity of the temperature in-
version. The behavior of the acetylene condensation with latitude and time
appears to be consistent with its apparent abundance variation (detected by
IUE), and the brightening of Uranus observed in ground-based imaging.
Neptune's polar region, on the other hand is expected to be more 'hazy' or
'cloudy' than the equatorial region. Ionospheric calculations indicate peak
electron concentrations in the 3000-5000 cm-3 range, with an upper limit of
2x104 cm-3 at Uranus. The maximum atomic hydrogen abundance is calculated
to be 2x1016 cm-2, including flux from the ionosphere; it is a factor of l0
lower than required to explain the observed Ly_ from Uranus by resonance
scattering of the solar Ly_ photons. The 'apparent' depletion of NH 3 on Uranus
results from its loss in the aqueous-ammonia cloud.
INTRODUCTION
The aeronomy of Uranus differs from that of Jupiter and Saturn because of the
peculiar inclination of its equator to the orbital plane, lack of internal
heat, and the greater heliocentric distance (Table i). All these physical
characteristics have a definite effect on atmospheric thermal structure,
thermodynamics, photochemistry, energy transfer and distribution, eddy mixing
and the neutral and ion composition. Neptune, on the other hand, has its
spin axis orientation similar to Saturn, it possesses an internal heat source,
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and has a warmer inversion layer than Uranus. The aeronomy of Neptune,
however is not expected to be radically different from the aeronomy of
Uranus, only that it is modified due to Neptune's greater distance from
the Sun.
Table 1
Physical Characteristics
Property Uranus Neptune Jupiter Saturn
Equatorial radius (km) 25,400 24_300 71,398 60,330
Ellipt icity 0.024(?) O.0266 0.0637 0. 102
Mean density (gm cm-3) 1.19 1.66 1.314 0.69
-2
Equatorial surface gravity (cm s ) 777(?) ii00(?) 2288 905
Equatorial rotation period (hrs) 15.5 15.8 9.84 10.23
Inclination of equator to orbit 98° 28°8 3° 29 °
Internal heat (Emitted Thermal/ <1.05(?) ~2(?) 1.668 1.78
Absorbed Solar)
Average surface dipole field (Gauss) i(?) ? 4.2 0.2
This paper is a discussion of the aspects most germane to the upper
atmospheric physics and chemistry -- i.e., distribution of the neutral and
charged particle constituents. The emphasis is on Uranus, some relevant
digression to Neptune is included when warranted by some novel data. Various
assumptions used in the theoretical models of this paper are discussed below.
THERMAL STRUCTURE
Radiative-convective models, such as those of Wallace (1980_ and Courtin,
et al. (1978)2 yield thermal structure up to about the i mbar level.
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Infrared measurements at 17.8_m and 19.6_m (Tokunaga, et al., 1983)3 give
the inversion level temperature, while the ground-based stellar occultation
data yield temperatures in the 0.3_b - 30_b region (French, e__ta__l.,1983) 4.
Only preliminary theoretical models of Appleby (1980) 5 are avilable for
thermal structure in the 'middle atmosphere' -- ~i mb to ~l_b region. The
range of temperature gradients in these models is large, and there is no
clear indication of their validity to Uranus -- which is entirely reasonable
considering the uncertainties in the composition of Uranus atmosphere. For
Jupiter and Saturn, a linear interpolation between the tropopause tempera,
tures and the homopause temperatures was found to be a reasonable
assumption (See Atreya, et al., 1981, 6 and Festou and Atreya, 1982) 7. A
temperature profile as shown in Fig. i is adopted for the purpose of
calculations presented in this paper. The temperature at the inversion
level is approximately 55K (after data of Tokunaga, et al., 1983)3 where the
atmospheric pressure is ~100mbar. Some of the models give ~50K for the
tropopause temperature; its effect on the calculations will be discussed.
The temperature at the ~l_b level is between 95 and 154K (after the stellar
occultation data). It should be emphasized that the photochemistry calcula-
tions are mostly sensitive only to the temperature around the iBbar level,
and not to the thermal structure in the i mbar - 1 Bbar region. However,
if condensation occurs in the middle atmosphere, the density and extent of
the condensate become strong functions of the thermal structure. Finally, no
handle on the exospheric temperature of Uranus or Neptune can be obtained
from the available observations. On Jupiter and Saturn, the exospheric
temperatures appear to be controlled by the power deposited in the auroral
latitudes (Atreya, et al., 19816; Atreya, et al., 1984)8"
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Figure i. Ur_us temperature profile adapted from 4
Wallace (1980), solid lines, and French, et ai.(1983) ,
stellar occultation data. The solid lines--corrrespond to
CH4/H2=0.03, and internal heat of i0 erg cm -2 s-I (.inner
curve) and i00 erg cm-2 s-I. The Wallace models are
extrapolated linearly above the i00 mb level, and they
fall within the range of the stellar occultation data
shown by the shaded area. This is a 'working model' of
temperature for aeronomical studies -- see chapter by Orton
and Appleby for physically more realistic stratospheric
thermal profiles.
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A crude estimate of the power deposited in Uranus' auroral latitudes may be
obtained from consideration of the Lyman-alpha intensity measured by the IUE
(Clarke, 19829; Durrance and Moos, 1982)10. The range, 400-1600R, itself is
quite large. It is not at all clear if the range represents real difference
or is simply the result of data reduction and interpretation. It should be
pointed out that the angular size of Uranus, 4 arc se_ is much smaller than
the IUE aperture. Furthermore, Lyman-alpha intensity at Uranus may be quite
different from the value measured by IUE at IAU due to possible inter-
planetary absorption of the solar and planetary Lyman-alpha. Assuming that
the size of the Uranus auroral region is equal to the size of Uranus, and
that the interplanetary absorption is negligible, one can calculate the
power dissipated into the auroral region of Uranus to be ~i0 II Watts (Atreya
and Ponthieu, 198311_ J. Clarke, personal comm., 1983). The Lyman-alpha
intensity in the aurora was assumed to be 400R. A further assumption that
the auroral energy is spread uniformly over the planet with 100% efficiency
-2 -i
by thermospheric circulation would yield an energy flux of 0.02 erg cm s .
Solution of a simple one-dimensional heat conduction equation:
dT
K dZ = F
where K = conductivity, F = energy flux
yields i00 to 150K rise in temperature above the homopause value. In other
words, exospheric temperature in the range of 200-300K on Uranus is
conceivable. No sensible guess for Neptune can be made at this time.
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ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
The species detected so far on Uranus and Neptune are listed in Table 2.
Table 2
Composition of Uranus and Neptune Atmospheres
Abundance
Constituent Uranus N__ptune Reference
H2(0.5-1.1_m) 500-700 km am 300-600 km am Trafton (1976)12
HD (R_(O); R5(1); 1.8xlO-5<D/H<4xl0 -4 _ Macy & Smith
• " (1978)13 •TraftQn,
P4(1)_ & Ramsey (1980_ 4
Trafton (1978_5; ;
Lutz & Owen
(1974)16
NH3 (microwave) N/H<IO -6 in 150-200K less than solar Gulkis. et al.
range (1978_ _ _Gulls,
et al. ('1983)18;
Olsen & Gulkis
(1978_9
CHA(I.IDm, 1.5-I 1.3-4 times solar IxI0-_<C/H< Encrenaz & -0
2._m; 6500 cm-_; 5x10 -a Combes (1978_ ;
7900 cm-l; 6819A ) Fink & Larson
(1979 _ I;Court_,
et al. (1979)_=;
Joyce, et al.
(1977) 2_----
C2H6(12.2_m ) Detection Macy & Sinton(1977)24
C H Variable ? Encrenaz (1983,
(_U_, >I600_UV) personal comm.;
Caldwell, 1984
-- this book)
H(IUE, 1216_) Ly_=400rl600R <200R Fricke & Darius
(1982_5; Clarke
(1982_; Durrance
& Moos (1982)10"
J. Clarke,perso6.
comm.,1984
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Figs. 2a and 2b show the structure of the major cloud layers in the Uranus
atmosphere for the 'so].ar' and '10xsolar' ratios of the elements (Atreya
and Romani, 1984_6. It is apparent from these figures that H20 , NH 3 and
H2S (as NH4SH) are condensed out deep in the troposphere. 70-95% of NH 3
is lost in the aqueous clouds, depending upon the choice of thermal
structure. The apparent depletion of NH 3 (in the 150-200K range) detected
in the microwave is caused by its solution in the aqueous-NH 3 cloud. CH4
clouds are expected to form around the 1 bar pressure level. With CH4
mixing ratio of 3%, CH4 clouds are formed around the 3-bar level. The only
constituent likely to undergo photolysis is CH4 since its saturation mixing
ratio even at the Uranus cold trap is large enough that the unit optical
depth in CH 4 occurs nearly 400 to 500 km above the tropopause.
Table 3
Ammonia Mixin_ Ratios on Uranus (from Atrey_a and Roman i, 1984) 26
COLD WARM
T Solar 10x Solar 10x H20 Solar 10x Solar
125 1.2xlO-_ 0 0 33xlO-_ 1.4xlO-_
150 4.OxlO-? 0 0 9.2xlO-_ l.4×lO-f
_75 4.OxlO-? 3.6xlO-_1 l.OxlO-_° 9.2xi0-_ OxlO-fl.O.lO-_ 3.0xlo-_200 4.2xZo-_ 3.2x10-_ 9.4xi01_ 2.
225 1.5xlO -_ 6.2xi0 -_ 8.9xi0 _ 2.2xi0 -_ 4.4xi0 -_
Notes COLD model has T = 450K at P = 670 bars
WARM model has T = 450K at P = 250 bars
'Solar' case has 0/H, C/H, N/H and S/H in the solar ratios of the
elements
'i0 x Solar' case has O/H, C/H, N/H and S/H in i0 x Solar ratios of
the elements. Because of the large density of Uranus, volatile
abundances may be enhanced.
'I0 x H20' case has only O/H = i0 x Solar; C/H, N/H and S/H are in
the solar ratios. This case is for illustration purposes only, and
should not be construed to imply author's prejudice.
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Figure 2a. Cloud structure of "cold" (T = 450 K at
P = 670 bars base level), solar composition Uranus.
The NH4SH cloud is composed of solid particles.
Altitudes are relative from the base level, cloud
densities are log base i0, g = 900 cm sec -2, and the
average lapse rate is 0.72 K km-I. (Atreya and
Romani, 1984_ 6.
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Figure 2b. Cloud structure of "cold" Uranus with NH3,
H20 , CH4, and H2S in i0 x solar amounts. The other
parameters are same as in Figure 2a. (Atreya and
Romani, 1984)26.
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The CH4 mixing ratios above the tropopause is dictated by the vertical eddy
mixing coefficient and the photolysis rate. The relevant atmospheric models
for Uranus and Neptune are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4
Thermal Structure and Methane Mixing Ratios
Uranus Neptune
He/H 2(assumed solar) 11% 11%
Inversion/Tropopause temperature 50-55K 60- 63K*
3
-i ,
t_4 saturation vapor pressure at 2.4xlO-_(50K) 1.4xlO I(60K),tropopause (mbar) 2.2x10-" (55K) 3.6xlO-'(6_3K)
Inversion level pressure ~100mbar ~100mbar
Temperature at l_bar 95-154K 140K
Exospheric temperature 200-300K ?
*Therma]_structure for Neptune from Tokunaga, et al. (1983)3 , Orton, et al.
(1984)27, Gillet and Rieke (1977)28 and Sicardy, et al. (19.83)29 .
VERTICAL MIXING AND SOLAR FLUX
Considering that Uranus does not possess an internal heat source, that it
receives only 1/400 of the solar energy incident at IAU, and the fact that its
globally averaged auroral energy input is small would imply a relatively
sluggish turbulence in its atmosphere. On the other hand, little is known
about the relation of these factors to the homopause value of the eddy
diffusion coefficient, Kh. In the present calculations, therefore, a value
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similar to that at the homopause of Jupiter and Earth, 106 cm s , is
considered to be nominal and effects of lower value are discussed. Presented
in Table 5 is a comparison between the values of _ for the various planets.
The solar flux at Uranus is appropriately reduced, by approximately a factor
of 400 from that at IAU, to account for its 20AU distance from the Sun at
the time of the Voyager encounter. Since the Voyager encounter is to occur
in 1986, which is the time of the solar minimum, the fluxes measured at the
last solar cycle minimum (Hinteregger, 1981)30 are used.
PHOTOCHEMISTRY
As discussed earlier, only CH4 can undergo photolysis on Uranus and
Neptune. Subsequent to the CH4 photodecomposition, the products C2H2, C2H4
and C2H 6 can also be photolyzed. Due to the relatively cold temperatures
in the photochemical regime, however, these latter constituents are likely
to condense over an extensive height range. We show in Fig. 3 chemical
scheme for the CH4 photolysis. The pathways for the CH4-photochemistry are
explained in Table 6.
A set of coupled partial differential equations is solved to determine the
distribution of CH4 and its principal photolysis products, C2H2, C2H6 and
C2H 4. Both molecular and eddy diffusion are taken into consideration, and
all species are initially assumed Gobe in the gaseous phase (with CH4
mixing ratio at the lower boundary, lO0mb, fixed by its saturation vapor
pressure). Fig. 4 shows the distribution of CH4 for the various scenarios
of eddy diffusion coefficient, tropopause temperature, and the latitude.
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Table 5
Eddy Diffusion Coefficient and Temperature (from Atreya, et al., 1984)8
Atmospheric Photolysi 3
Density atI Altitude of2 Pressure at Region
2 -i) Homopaus e Homopaus e Homopause Temperature(cm s (cm-3) (km) (bars) (m) References
Uranus 104-106 expected ? ? 10-6 to 10-7 ~i00 Atreya &
Ponthieu (1983) _i
French, et al.
(1983_
Saturn i. 7(+4.3,-1.0)xl0- 8 1.2x10 ll iii0 4x10 -9 140 Atreya (1982) ,_i
8.0(+4.0,-4.0)xi0 / Sandel, et al.
(19829 2-- __
o_ Jupiter 1.4(+0.8,-0.7)xi06 1.4x1013 440 10-6 170 Atreya, et al.
o, (1981) ,_ -- --
McConnell, et al.
(1982) 33
Earth 106 1013 i00 3x10 -7 Hunt en (1975)34
iDensity: II2 for Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus; atmospheric for others. Densities at the homopause
correspond to the central values of Kh.
2Altitude: For Jupiter and Saturn, the altitudes are above the l-bar atmospheric pressure level in
the equatorial region; some previous publications had the cloud-tops or the 1019 cm-3 level as the
reference. For Earth, the altitudes are above the surface.
3Temperature: Average temperature in the middle atmosphere photochemical regime is given. See text
for temperature profile near the NH 3 and CH4 clouds.
+H+M
+h_ .h z,
CH4 CH3 ' +CHzi+M C2H6 +h, C2H2 .H+M
+CH4 ; +C2H 4; 'I-C2Hs
+hp +H+M
+h +hr
4"
+CH.
C2H4
+CH4
Figure 3. Photochemical scheme for CH4 (from Atreya and
Romani, 1984) ,26
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Table 6
C_HH4 Photochemistry (--adaptedfrom Gladstone_ 1982) 35
I. CH 4 is photolyzed in the upper layers (max. J at Lya)
and C2H 4 is eventually produced (10% of all photons by CH 4
produce C2H 4)
Reaction
Number
CH 4 + h_ --_ 3CH_ + 2H (R6.1)i
CH 4 + h_ --_ CH2 + H2 (R6.2)
ICH2 + H2 --+ CH 3 + H (R6.3)
CH 3 + 3CH 2 -----+C2H 4 + H (R6.4)
Net 2(CH4+h_ ) -----+ C2H 4 + 4H (R6.5)And
CH 4 + h_ -----+ _H + H + H2 (R6.6)
CH + CH4 --_+ C2H4 + H (R6.7)
Net 2CH 4 + h_ -----+ C2H 4 +2H + H2 (R6.8)
2. C2H 4 is quickly lost by photolysis to C2H 2, or by
recycling to CH 4.
C2H 4 + h_ -----_C2H2 + 112 (R6.9)
C2H 4 + h_ _C2H 2 + 2H (R6.10)
Net 2(C2H 4 + h_) ----+ 2C2H 2 + H2 + 2H (R6.11)
And
C2H 4 + H + M ---+C2H5 + M (R6. 12)
C2H 5 + H --+2CH 3 (R6.13)
2(CH 3 + H + M ----+CH4 + M) (R6. 14_)
Net C2H 4 + 4H --+2CH 4 (R6.15)
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3. Dissociation of CH4 also leads to the formation of
C2H 6 (20% of all photons absorbed by CH 4 produce C2H 6)
2(CH 4 + h_ ----+ ICH2 + H2) (R6.16)
2(_CH 2 + H 2 -----+CH 3 + H) (R6.17)
2CH 3 + M __+ C2H 6 + M (R6.18)
Net 2(CH 4 + h_ --> C2H 6 + H)
4. C2H 6 is also lost by conversion to C2H 2 or by
recycling to CH 4, as is the case with C2H 4
C2H 6 + h_ ------'+C2H 2 + 2H2 (R6.20)
C2H 6 + h_ -------+C2H 4 + H2 (R6.21)
C2H 6 + h_ _ C2H $ + 2H (R6.22)
Followed by
C2H 4 + h_ _ C2H 2 + H 2 (R6.23)
C2H 4 + h_ --_ C2H 2 + 2H (R6.24)
Net 3C2H 6 + h_ ------+ 3(C2H 2) + 4H2 + 4H (R6.25)
And
C2H 6 + hv ------+ C2H 4 + H 2 (R6.26)
_ C2H 4 + 2H
Followed by
C2H 4 --+ CH 4 Conversion, (R6.15) (R6.27)
JC H -< I/I0 JC H so that C2H 6 is stable in the upper
at2o_phere and_s41ost by diffusion to the lower
altitudes.
5. Once produced in the above manner, C2H 2 is highly
stable; it undergoes the following reactions
H + C2H 2 + M ----+ C2H 3 + M (R6.28)
C2H 3 + H --+ C2H2 + H2 (R6.29)
Net 2H --+ H2 (R6.30)
And
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6. c2H2 + t_ ,*c2_ + u (a6.3t)
C2H + H2 _+C2H 2 + H (R6.32)
Net H 2 _+2H (R6.33)
C2H 2 is therefore long-lived and its concentration builds
up until its production is balanced by diffusive flux to
the lower boundary. In the lower atmosphere also C2H 2 is
photolyzed and immediately recycled in the upper layer.
C2H 2 + hv _* C2H + H (R6.34)
C2H + CH 4 ------+C2H 2 + CH3 (R6.35)
Net CH 4 + h_ -----+CH 3 + H (R6.36)
This is an indirect manner in which CH 4 can be
"dissociated" to give CH3 + H. The reaction CH 4 + hv -_
CH 3 + H is not permitted (Slanger, 1982).--CH 3 so
produced, however, is either recycled to methane (CH3 + H
+ M . CH 4 + M) 65% of the time, or converted to ethane
(CH3 + CH3 + M -_ C2H 6 + M) 35% of the time. Finally,
higher order hydrocarbons, such as propane (C3H8) ,
methylacetylene (C3H4), butane (C4HIo), etc. are formed by
reactions of the following nature:
C2H 5 + CH 3 + M _ C3H 8 + M (R6.37)
C3H 7 + CH 3 + M . C4HI0 + M (R6.38)
The heavier hydrocarbons diffuse down, some condense and snow out of
the atmosphere. Once in the high pressure, high temperature
interior of Jupiter and Saturn, they undergo pyrolysis and are
decomposed to give CH 4. Methane is thus recycled, and it convects
to the Upper atmosphere.
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Figure 4. Variation of CH4 volume mixing ratio on Uranus with: (i)
Kh: curves 'a', 'b', and 'c', where _ = 1.3x10 I0 cm2 s-l_ 1.4x106
cm2 s-1, and 1.3x104 cm2 s-I respectively. Curves 'a', 'b', and 'c'
have inversion temperature, Tinv=55K (P=I00 mb; CH4/H2=2.4xI0 -4)
photolysis region temperature T_h to=95K, and latitude 2°. Curve 'b'
v v V v v
is termed as the nominal case; _ii) Tinv: curve d , where Tinv=
50K so that [CH4]/[H2]=2.2xI0 -5 at the i00 mb level. Other parameters
are same as in curve 'b'; and (iii) latitude: curve 'e' where the
latitude is 82° which represents the sub-solar point; the North-pole
is pointing almost directly at the Sun in this geometry, and other
parameters are same as in curve 'b'. The atmospheric densities shown
on the right ordinate correspond to the altitudes on the left.
Altitudes are referenced to the i00 mb (inversion layer) level. Add
approximately i00 km to obtain altitudes above the 1-bar level (after
Atreya and Ponthieu, 1983).ii
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The curves 'a', 'b' and 'c' show the effect of changing K, which is assumed
to vary inversely as the square root of the atmospheric number density.
2 -i)Curve 'b' is for the nominal value of _ (~106 cm s , while 'a'
(_ i010 2 -i) .cm s-1) , and 'c' (_104 cm2 s represent the two extremes
Neither of the extremes have ever been encountered in a planetary atmosphere.
The curves 'd' and 'e' show respectively variations of the nominal case with
the tropopause temperature and the latitude. Reducing the inversion level
temperature to 50K from 55K (curve 'd') has little effect on the CH4
distribution in the photochemical regime (_550 km), while below it, the CH4
mixing ratio is dictated by its lower saturation vapor pressure. A much
more dramatic effect is seen if the latitude is changed from equatorial
to 82°N (comparing curve 'e' to curve 'b'). This is due to the availability
of substantially greater solar flux along with a reduced mass path to
attenuate it, in the high laitudes. This gives rise to the photolysis of CH4
at greater depths in a narrow height region. If the photolysis region
temperature were changed to 154K from 95K, one finds that the CH4 mixing ratio
decreases by a factor of 2 at the atmospheric density level of 6x1015 cm-3,
-3
and by a factor of i0 at the 3x1014 cm density level (Atreya and
Ponthieu, 1983).11
The calculated distributions of CH4, C2H 6 and C2H 6 for the nominal case
(T. = 55K; = 95K; = 106 2 S -1)
inv Tphoto _ cm are shown in Fig.
5. These
are assumed to be gas-phase distributions. The mixing ratios near the
i00 mbar (z=0 km) are quite similar to the values at 350 km in this figure.
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Figure 5. Volume mixing ratios of CH4, C2H2 and C2H 6 as a function of
altitude (left ordinate) for the 'nomlnal' case. Here, eddy mixing
coefficient aS the tropopause, Ko=103 cm2 s-l; at the homopause,
Kh=l.4xl0- cm- s-l; temperature at the inversion level, Tinv=55K, in
the photolysis regime, Tphoto=95K; latitiude=2°; and solar minimum flux.
Broken line curves represent saturation vapor mixing ratios corresponding
to the thermal structure in Fig. i. Altitude scale is same as in Fig. 4.
A comparison of the calculated and the saturation vapor mixing ratios of
C2H2, C2H 6 and CH4 at the i00 mb (55K) level given in Table 7 is quite
illustrative of the hydrocarbon condensation scenario on Uranus.
Table 7
Partial and Saturation V__aporPressures (mbar) of C H
•n m
at the i00 mbar level on Uranus
Partial(calculated) Saturated
CH4 1 (Wallace, 1980) 1 2xlO -2' (55K)
7xlO-2 (solar) 2x10 -3 (5OK)
C2H 6 ~10-3 ~10 -5 (55K)
~10 -6 (50K)
C2H2 ~10-4 <10 -12 (50 or 55K)
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A comparison of the partial and saturated vapor pressures in Table 7
reveals that condensation of _llmajor photolysis products is a distinct
possibility near the inversion layer of Uranus. The calculated C2H 4 abundance
is found to be too low for it to condense anywhere on Uranus. Relatively
high concentration CH4 clouds are expected to be formed around the i bar
level, if the CH4 is indeed as enhanced over its solar value as suggested
by Wallace (1980).1 An extensive regime of C2H 2 condensation is expected
in the equatorial region of Uranus. The C2H 6 condensation, however, is
limited to within i00 km above the temeprature inversion. A warmer inversion
temperature at Neptune would virtually render C2H 6 condensation improbable,
although C2H2 condensation is still a good possibility. Indeed, C2H 6 has
been detected in the IR spectrum at 12.2 _m at Neptune, but not Uranus
(Macy and Sinton, 1977).24 There is some indication of the C2H 2 detection on
O
Uranus at wavelengths greater than 1600A in the IUE spectrum (T. Encrenaz,
personal comm., 1983; J. Caldwell, this book). It is also found that
the C2H2 abundance has 'decreased' from 1979 to 1983 on Uranus. Most IUE
spectra were taken using the large aperture, 10"x20". These results, to the
first order, appear to be consistent with the models just presented.
First, in order to be able to detect C2H 2 in the u.v., its vertical optical
depth should approach unity around 1600A. In the nominal equatorial
model of C2H2, Fig. 5, this occurs around 330 km where the temperature is
approximately 70K. The corresponding C2H2 vapor density at 70K is
I010 -3
~ cm , i.e. very close to the value needed for TC2H2 = i. Thus
detection of C2H2 in the equatorial region of Uranus at wavelengths ~I600A
is feasible. The IUE observation of the apparent variation in the C2H 2
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abundance with time is equivalent to seeing a latitudinal change since the
N-pole is beginning to point toward the Sun. We can therefore turn to the
82° latitude case, Fig. 4, curve 'e', and find that the unit optical depth
in CH4 (or C2H 2) would occur much deeper in the atmosphere, assuming that the
calculated C2H 2 is 'all' in the gas phase. Actually, it is found to occur,
fQr C2H 2, at an altitude where the temperature is ~5OK.
The corresponding C2H2 vapor density (at ~50K) is much less than i0I0 -3cm ,
and thus much smaller, if any C2H2, can be detected at the 82° latitude.
The situatiQn with IUE observations is somewhere in between the two
extremes (equatorial and polar) just discussed. However, the conclusion
remains unaltered.
Returning to the analysis of the CH4 distributions in the equatorial and
polar regions (curves 'b' and 'e', Fig. 4) of Uranus, one discovers
possibility of some interesting phenomena. The corresponding C2H 2 and
C2H 6 distributions alao show similar behavior, i.e. a much compressed
distribution in the polar region. This implies that the condensation
regime (mostly of C2H2, and some C2H 6) in the polar region would be much
narrower, raising the possibility that the sunlight would be able to
penetrate deeper. This means that as the N-pole begins to point toward
the Sun, the sunlight would be able to penetrate deeper and deeper, and
the appearance of Uranus should become brighter and brighter due to both
scattering off the relatively thick CH4-ice cloud, and the haze of
C2H2 and C2H 6. In fact, ground-based imaging observations by B. A. Smith
(personal comm., 1983) done over the last decade, seem to bear this out.
The atmospheric haze, or the CH4 clouds do not necessarily preclude
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6800_ photons from penetrating to several bars of atmospheric pressure.
Seeing to any depth is a function of size and number distribution of the
particles and their rate of falling out of the cloud.
Although thorough analysis is lacking, it can be stated width some confidence
that the photochemical models for Neptune would reveal a behavior nearly
opposite to that of Uranus. That is to say, the polar regions would be
'more' cloudy and hazy than the equatorial ones than the corresponding
regions on Uranus. This is on account of Neptune's equator-orbit inclinia-
tion. Also, UV detection of C2H 2 at Neptune should be possible with Voyager/
UVS, if not with IUE.
In the CH4 photochemistry, hydrogen atoms are also produced. Another major
source of the H-atoms is the downward flux from the ionosphere. The latter
results from the photodissociation and dissociative photoionization of H2
(see ionospheric section). A chemical scheme for the H-production in the
ionosphere is shown in Fig. 6. The pathway involving He contributes less
than 10% to the total H abundance. The abundance of H-atoms above the level
of unit optical depth in methane (TCH4=I) is given in Table 8.
Table 8
Uranus [HI Abundances (cm-2) ahove _4=i
Equator MidLat High Lat (82 °)
l.Sx1015 3.0x1015 2.3xi016
_,_$=i Level at N(cm -3)
4.3xi014 2.6x1015 3.5xi015
2 -i = 55K; = 95K
= 106 cm s ; Ttrop Tphot °
K = atmospheric density
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Figure 6. Photochemical scheme of atomic hydrogen
.H 2 +CH4
(_ +h_ (Xe,912 A) +2H2+e
o +CH4
+hv(X_,911 A)+e
0
+hv(X< 504 A)
+e
H2
37
Figure 7. Ionospheric scheme (Atreya and Donahue, 1983)
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The entries include the ionospheric flux of hydrogen atoms. The maximum
-2
H-abundance, 2.3xi016 cm , occurs for the situation in which the N-pole is
pointing at the Sun (this is the orientation Uranus will have at the time of
Voyager 2 encounter in 1986, and is close to the present orientation). In
order to account for the 400-800R of Ly_ observed by IUE on the basis of
resonance scattering of the Solar Ly_ photons, one needs on the order of
1017 to 1018 -2cm (Clarke, 1982_ column abundance of H. The calculated
H-abundance is nowhere close to the value required for interpreting the
Lya observations. The discrepancy between the calculated and the required
H-abundance is perhaps even greater since the observations represent at least
hemispherically averaged Ly_ as the slit size is far greater than the angular
dimension of Uranus. The implication is then that the source of Ly_ and
H-atoms may lle in something other than resonance scattering and phQto-
chemistry respectively. Because of the pole-on magnetospheric geometry,
there is a strong possibility of solar wind particle deposition in the high
latitudes, causing both an aurora and particle dissociation of H2. Additional
H-atoms can be produced by the latter process, and resonance scattering of
the solar Lya photon could still account for the observed Lya. Unit
optical depth for Rayleigh scattering of Ly_ by H2 occurs around
l024 cm-2 H2 column abundance. This is well below the level for
T=l at Ly_ for CH4. Therefore, Rayleigh scattering cannot account for
the observed Ly_ emission.
IONOSPHERE
Except for the relatively high latitudes where particle precipitation may
occur, the ionospheric profile at Uranus is expected to be dominated by the
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solar EUV ionization of H2, H, and He. The chemical scheme for the major ion
production, atom/molecule-ion interchange, and ion loss is shown in Fig. 7.
Further details are given in Atreya and Ponthieu (1983) 11 Atreya and
Donahue (1975a37, 1975b 39, 197640) and Atreya, et al. (1984)8. The terminal ion
in the topside is expected to be H+, although the possibility of a molecular
+ in the auroral latitudes exists due to reaction of H+
ion, such as H3,
+
with vibrationally excited H2. In the middle ionosphere H+ and H3 mixture
is likely, while the lower ionosphere experiences the emergence of low
concentrations of several hydrocarbon ions. All terminal ions are presumed
to be eventually lost by electronic recombination. The Voyager radio
occultation measurements of the ionosphere are planned near the terminator
at latitudes of 2°N (entry) and 6°N (.exit) (L. Tyler and D. Hinson, personal
comm., 1983). Because of the 98° inclination of the Uranus equator to its
orbit, all latitudes northward of 8°N will be in perpetual daylight, while
latitudes southward of 8°S will be in perpetual darkness. Latitudes
between 8°N and 8°S will have a 'diurnal' cycle -- which is a useful
information for choosing the solar flux, but does not cause a diurnal cycle
in the ionosphere. This is because the major ion, H+, has a lifetime of
~107 s, which is considerably greater than the length of a Uranian
night. On the other hand, if the topside ion were converted to a molecular
ion, as discussed earlier, the lifetime of the terminal ion would be
extremely short. Again, this possibility applies only to the auroral
latitudes.
The ionospheric structure calculated for the latitudes of Voyager radio
occultations is shown in Fig. 8. The peak electron concentration for the
-3
entry and exit occultations is calculated to be ~2x104 cm .
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Figure 8. Photochemical equilibrium electron and ion concentrations for the
Voyager/Uranus radio occultation prints at 2°N and 6°N. The atmospheric
model is same as in Figure 4 ('nominal' case). Hydrocarbon ion concentrations
are shown only for the 2°N case (from Atreya and Ponthieu, 1983) ii The peak
electron concentration is, in fact an upper limit. The effect of plasma
diffusion, ion drifts, and thermospheric dynamics is to reduce the peak con-
centration t_ 3000 to 5000 electrons cm-3, as shown by the shaded area which
also takes into account possible 200-300Kexospheric temperature.
It should be emphasized that it is the photochemical equilibrium peak, and
represents an upper limit to the peak concentration. The actual electron
concentration at the peak is expected to be lower due to effects of ion
drift, plasma diffusion and thermospheric dynamics, in general. Experience
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with Voyager/Jupiter and Saturn would indicate peak electron concentrations
at Uranus to be (3-5)xi03 cm-3, i.e. about a factor of 5 smaller than the
chemical equilibrium peak. The hydrocarbon ion concentrations are small --
-3
less than I00 cm . The topside plasma scale height, i.e. above ~900 km
could he greater hy a factor of 2 to 3 than shown in Fig. 8, if the
exospheric temperature in the equatorial region turned out to be 200-300K,
as discussed previously. A very crude calculation of the auroral region
ionosphere at Uranus is shown in Fig. 9. The power input is assumed to be
i01_, principally through the deposition of energetic electrons.
I keY
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Figure 9. Calculated electron concentration profiles due to
impact of 1 keV electrons in the polar regions of Jupiter,
Saturn and Uranus. Altitudes are above the 1-bar level.
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Since virtually nothing is known with certainty about the magnetic field
strength, and the energy and number flux of the incoming particles, one
should regard this profile to be correct to no more than a factor of i0.
For the sake of illustration, the conductivities in the ionospheres of
Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus are given in Table 9.
Table 9
Height Intesrated Pedersen Conductivities
Jupiter Saturn Uranus
op(mho) 0.02-10 20-58 0.5 5-10(Auroral)
Assumptions
Peak Ne (cm -3) 106 105 5xlO 3 5x104-105
B (Gauss) i0 0.2 1 1
* -i 9x109 -i1 mho m = s
At Neptune, one can only make some speculative guesses regarding the
ionospheric structure. I would not venture to make predictions about the
auroral (?) region. However, in the equatorial to midlatitude regions,
the solar EUV ionization would still dominate. One can expect peak electron
concentrations between i000 to 3000 cm-3 because of approximately 1/2 rate
of ion production at Neptune compared to Uranus, and due to its 29 °
equator-orbit inclination. The thin, dark rings of Uranus are not expected
to modify the ionosphere by any ring-shadowing effect. Material ejected
from Uranus, perhaps on account of energetic particle sputtering could
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conceivably diffuse into the Uranus atmosphere. This cannot, however have
significant influence on the atmospheric and ionospheric structure. Even in
the case of Saturn whose atmosphere has a much greater potential of receiving
material from its vast ring system, no clear indication of atmospheric/
ionospheric modification has been found.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Theoretical considerations indicate that extensive region of C2H2 and
C2H 6 haze should exist in the equatorial region of Uranus. The extent of
the haze should be substantially reduced in the polar regions, perhaps giving
them a brighter appearance. The latitudinal distribution of the haze
should show opposite behavior at Neptune. The calculations need to be
extended to take into consideration (i) actual temperature structure in
the middle atmosphere, (ii) irreversible pseudo-adiabatic processes in
which part of the condensate drops out as snow from the cloud. The iono-
spheric calculations indicate that the peak electron concentrations in the
-3
equatorial region should be around 3000-5000 cm at Uranus, and i000-
-3 -3
3000 cm at Neptune, the upper limit at Uranus is 2x104 cm . Exospheric
temperatures oi_ the order of 200-300K are possible. The aeronomical
calculations and results presented in this paper are preliminary, and sub-
stantial improvements are needed before one truly understands the upper
atmospheric processes at Uranus and Neptune. Certain fundamental
measurements can help; they are listed below.
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(i) Thermal structure -- from troposphere through exosphere (possible
techniques Voyager/RSS, UVS, IR)
(2) Vertical Eddy Diffusion -- Voyager/UVS
(3) Lyman-alpha airglow and aurora 'at' the planet-Voyager/UVS, ISS
(4) Haze/A_rosold_stribution-- Voyager/PPS, ISS
(5) NH3 abundance to the 5"bar level -- Voyager/RSS
(6) He/H 2 ratio--Voyager/IRIS, RSS
(7) Tropospheric and upper atmospheric composition, in general -- Voyager/
IRIS(?) , UVS
(8) Internal Heat -- Voyager/IRIS
(9) Planetary Magnetic Field -- Voyager/Magnetometers
(i0) Magnetospheric Interaction with the Atmosphere -- Voyager/Particle and
Fields and PRA
(ii) Ionospheric Structure- RSS
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Abstract
Temperature structures of Uranus and Neptune are currently derivable from
a combination of stellar occultation and thermal radiance observations. The
globally-averaged temperatures of Uranus and Neptune appear quite similar in
their convective regions_ reaching temperatures near 75 K at 1 bar and 150 K
near 10 bar. Temperature minima near 200 mbar are also similar, near 53 - 55
K. The temperature in the stratosphere of Neptune rises much more steeply
with altitude than for Uranus in the range of 0.I to I00 mbar. Above this
level, near 1 _bar, both atmospheres reach temperatures of 120 - 160 K. The
bolometric radiant energy output is equivalent to the output of a blackbody at
58.3 + 2.0 K for Uranus and 60.3 + 2.0 for Neptune. These values imply approxl-
mate equilibrium with absorbed sunlight for Uranus but an internal energy
source 1.9 to 2.6 times the absorbed sunlight for Neptune. The implication of
the thermal spectra is that while the bulk composition may be consistent with
a solar mixture of H2 and He, the mixing ratio of CH4 is probably about 2%
in the deep atmosheres of both planets. Observations near i0 _m are also
consistent with clouds at the CH4 condensation level in Uranus. Stratospheric
clouds (of CH4 and other hydrocarbons) are implied for Neptune, with CH4 trans-
ported (convectively) through the cold trap. Such vigorous convection is
consistent with the variability of the stratospheric cloud reflectivlty, the
large internal heat source, and the strongly inhomogeneous visual appearance
of the planet.
INTRODUCTION
We are at a notable stage in our acquisition of knowledge about the atmo-
spheres of Uranus and Neptune. A great deal of the quantifiable information
we have about these planets, much of it derived from remote sensing data at
infrared wavelengths, clearly differentiates them from Jupiter and Saturn as
well as from one another. Uranus and Neptune can no longer be viewed as dis-
crete points in a more-or-less continuous variation of properties beginning at
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Jupiter and proceeding outward. The planets are both alike and different in
distinct, unexpected and often baffling ways.
We believe that we have surpassed the "exploratory" stage decribed not so
long ago by Belton I, particularly in regard to achieving a satisfactory first-
order picture of temperature structure. Similarly, work from several different
approaches is converging on a rough but self-consistent picture of composition
and cloud properties. On the other hand, we are not yet able to quantify all
of the properties, such as compositional details, which form the context of a
meaningful comparison of atmospheric properties. Such a context is the basis
for understanding the origin and evolution of the outer solar system. It also
makes possible the generalization of physical theories for processes such as
cloud formation, planetary circulation, and climate.
Knowledge of the temperature structure is important for determining the
vertical distribution of various physical processes which are taking place in
the atmosphere. The need for such information ranges from comparisons, such as
those between cloud layers and the temperatures associated with condensation
of various gaseous constituents, to sine _ua non requirements, such as the
retrieval of vertically variable physical properties from thermal emission data.
Remote sensing information on temperature is derived from several sources.
One of these is the analysis of stellar radiation occulted by the atmosphere;
this has been particularly effective in determining temperatures for the O.l-
through lO-pbar levels of Uranus and Neptune. Other sources of information on
temperature structure come from sampling thermal emission emerging from the
atmosphere. Infrared data can also provide information on composition and
cloud properties. However, these have not yet been explored very thoroughly,
largely owing to the weak thermal emission associated with both planets and the
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often superhuman efforts which sometimes seems to be required to extract mean-
ingful measurements with tolerable noise levels.
This state of affairs will soon change. Even before the Voyager 2 encoun-
ters with Uranus and Neptune, the development of new detector and cryogenic
technologies and the use of new observational facilities is expected to
strengthen the empirical Constraints on atmospheric conditions. To some extent
this has already taken place since the last major reviews of the atmospheres
of these planets I_2. We will review these very recent data, along with poten-
tial future developments and suggest profitable directions of future efforts.
DATA
Infrared Observations - The wavelength interval between 4.5 _m and 3 mm
roughly defines the spectral domain relevant to our discussion here. (These
upper and lower wavelength boundaries are not to be construed as meaningful in
any sense except that of our own convenience and mutual agreement among the
reviewers.) One measure of the primitive state of our globally-averaged charac-
terization of Uranus and Neptune is that nearly all the observations which have
been reported between 4.5 _m and 3 mm could be summarized on a single page.
The shortest wavelengths are covered the most sparsely, since most of the
near infrared spectra of Uranus and Neptune are overwhelmed by saturated CH4
absorption bands. One exception is the 5-_m region which has been measured
by Gillett and Rieke 3, Macy et al. 4, and most recently by Brown et al. 5, using
filtered radiometery (Table I). Only Brown et al. detected Neptune at this
wavelength, and they implied that the brightness variation which they observed
was correlated with the periodic variabiity which they detected in the differ-
ence between the 1.25- and 2.2-_m brightnesses. A glance at Table i shows that
the Brown et al. observations are, in fact, characterized by a higher overall
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Table I
Summary of 5-_m Observations of Uranus and Neptune
Date Planet Filter Brightness Geometric Albedo, TB (K) Reference
%; A%(_m) (W cm-2 _m-I ster. -I) P
1975, 1976 U 5.0; 1.0 1.5 + 1.0 x 10-9* 0.003 + 0.002* 133 + 4 3
1978 June U 5.2; 0.7 < 8.2 + 3.5 x 10-9* < 0.019 + 0.008* < 140 + 3 4
1978 June U 4.8; 0.5 6.4 + 3.4 x i0-I0. 0.0015 + 0.0008* 132 + 3 4
i 1980 Aug. 8 U 4.8; 0.5 7.2 + 1.8 x 10-10. 0.0018 + 0.0006 133 + 2* 5
J _ 1975, 1976 N 5.0; 1.0 < 5.2 x 10-9 < 0.03* < 141 3
1978 June N 5.2; 0.7 < 2.4 + 0.9 x 10-8* < 0.13 + 0.05* < 148 + 3 4
1978 June N 4.8; 0.5 < 1.7 + 0.8 x 10-9* < 0.010 + 0.004* < 138 + 3 4
1980 Aug. 8 N 4.8; 0.5 1.9 + 0.4 x 10-9* 0.011 + 0.003 139 + i* 5
1980 Aug. 9 N 4.8; 0.5 < 1.4 x 10-9 (3_)* < 0.008 < 137" 5
1980 Aug. 19 N 4.8; 0.5 1.5 + 0.3 x 10-9* 0.009 + 0.003 137 + i* 5
* derived from planetary radius and solar irradiance values given in Ref. 5
signal-to-noise ratio than the other measurements. The low reflectivity for
Uranus was interpreted4, 5 as implying gaseous absorption in this spectral
region, but no higher resolution studies have been made to confirm this or to
identify the absorbers. Brown et al. further interpreted the lower albedo of
Uranus as consistent with the "generally hazier atmosphere" of Neptune, as
implied by the spectrum at shorter wavelengths. They interpreted the radiation
as reflected sunlight, rather than thermal emission. It is likely that this
is the correct interpretation, because the reflectivity requirements are easily
met. In comparison, rather high temperatures are required to explain a purely
thermal origin.
Indisputable differences between the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune
were first revealed in the 8- to 14-_m spectral observations of Gillett and
Rieke 3 and Macy and Sinton 7. Emission features were apparent in the spectrum
of Neptune near 7 _m and near 12 _m, respectively corresponding to the features
of methane and ethane also seen in emission in the spectra of Jupiter, Saturn
and Titan. Nothing of the kind was remotely apparent for Uranus. In fact,
Uranus remained undetected until the recent 10.3- to 12.6-_m observations of
Orton et al. 8, who also extended the 12-_m observations of Neptune down to
10.3 _m. Most groups generally assumed that the observed radiation was thermal
in origin, with the continuum due to emission from a cloud or from the colli-
sion-induced opacity of H2. Alternatively, Orton et al. 8 suggested that a
substantial portion of Uranus" outgoing flux in this region and of Neptune's
outgoing flux between the emission bands at 7 and 12 _n could also be reflected
sunlight. Such an interpretation would mitigate inconsistencies between the
brightness observed in this region and at longer wavelengths. Data in this
spectral region are displayed in Fig. i.
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Figure i. Brightness temperature spectra of Uranus (top) and Neptune (bottom)
from ref. 8. Filled circles represent 30 detection limits of Gillett and
Rieke 3. Circles with central point represent data of Tokunaga et al. 22 with
their original calibration; open circles represent data of Orton et _8. Ver-
tical bars represent Io uncertainties, horizontal bares FWHM of filters. Model
spectra consider H2 opacity and thermal emission alone for 0.2% (long-dashed),
2% (solid), and 10% (short-dashed) tropospheric CH4 mixing ratios. Thin solid
lines represent apparent brightness temperatures corresponding to values of
geometric albedo, g, as shown.
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Fig. 2. Brightness temperature spectra of Uranus (top) and Neptune (bottom).
The data include those of Tokunaga et al. 23 (squares), Moseley et al. 26 (inver-
ted triangles), Hildebrand et al.2_-_o-_n circles), Nolt et al.-_8-_filled cir-
U 25 Fcles), and lich (triangl_. Representation of the WHM o_ discrete filters
is omitted for clarity. Where larger than the symbols, vertical bars represent
io internal errors only, except for 3.3-mm data _5where the absolute uncertain-
ty is represented. The absolute flux uncertainty of the 32-_m to 2-mm data is
estimated as about 10% 26,27,28 .
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At wavelengths between 17 _m and 3 mm, the historical record is somewhat
larger 3,9-22 but also of questionable utility. While these early and often
heroic efforts should not go without recognition, the large internal errors
and the dispersion in data quality prompts us to delete these older data from
detailed quantitative discussion here. There are other reasons, as well.
Often observations were made with filters whose spectral response is impossible
to reconstruct. Analysis of this collection of data is extremely difficult
simply because many of the data are quite inconsistent with one another. This
is a much less serious problem in the more recent data set which we will dis-
cuss. Finally, while it is a classic canard in discussion of poor data, we
are genuinely concerned about the possible variability of outgoing radiation
with time. This is especially true for Uranus, where changes in the microwave
spectrum, first documented by Klein and Turegano 19, may extend down to 3mm (see
the chapter by Gulkis and de Pater).
The data we would like to consider are all taken or are consistent with
data taken after 1978, providing a convenient and well-defined epoch. The
spectral functions associated with filtered radiometry are known and reconstruc-
table, to the extent that the optical path of water vapor is known (often the
most difficult variable to establish, when it is important). Their calibration
scales are known, if not absolutely consistent with one another. Such knowledge
includes information about the assumed flux of the object used for the calibra-
tion and the assumed angular size of the planet. Here, we have adjusted the
angular size of the planet as appropriate to the effective emitting radius,
taken at the 1-bar level. This adjustment was necessary for the data of Toku-
naga et al. 23 (where a new calibration scale 24 was also applied) and Ulich 25
but was already adopted by Moseley et al. 26, Hildebrand et al. 27 and Nolt et
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Table 2
Summary of Stellar Occultation Observations of Uranus and Neptune
Date Planet Star Event Suboccultation Observatory Mean Isothermal Reference
Latitude Temperature (K) I
U SAO 158687 I +5 ° _ Kuiper Airbone Obs. 106 301977/3/10
E -18o _ 88
I +7 ° _ Capetown 88
E -21 ° _ 95
1979/6/10 U KM 9 I +25 ° _ Las Campanas 136 in preparation
E -29 ° _ 123
1980/8/15-16 U KM 12 I -260 _ I Las Campanas 145 (1) 2 31, 33
E +18 ° _ European Southern Obs. 143 (1) 2 32, 34( Cierro Tololo 151 (1) 2 in preparation
156 (E) 2 33
1981/4/26 U KME 13 I +8 ° Anglo-Austrailian 129 31
E -19 ° Telescope 131
_O 1982/4/22 U KME 14 I -15 °
_a E -3 ° European Southern Obs. 34
I -ii ° Pic-du-Midi
E +8 °
,, ,, " Las Campanas in preparation
Cierro Tololo in preparation
1968/4/7 N BD-17°4388 (not given) Tokyo Astronomical Obs. 40 _ 103 35, 36, 37
Mr. Stromlo Obs.
1981/5/10 N MKE 28 Anglo-Australian Telescope 133 (1) 4 in preparation
Mr. Stromlo Obs. 165 (E) in preparation
1981/5/24 N uncatalogued I -56 ° _ Cierro Tololo 145 38
E -16 ° _ 157
1983/6/15 N MKE 30 39 and several
others in prep-
1 where available aratlon
2 from ref. 32; Las Campanas values are 138 K (I) and ii0 K (E)
3
for 90% H 2 and 10% He atmosphere by volume
4 Mt. Stromlo data only
al. 28. These four sources form the entire set of data which we will discuss,
and they are displayed in Fig. 2. In the analysis of this spectral region, we
have chosen between the earth-based submillimeter data of Hildebrand et al. 27
and those of Nolt et al. 28 in favor of the latter on the basis of much smaller
internal errors and consistency with a smooth extrapolation to the 3.3-mm data
of Ulich 25. An important point worth special attention is that the data of
Ulich span several years between 1975 and 1980, and they indicate that, within
the + 1.3 K uncertainties of the observations, the 3.3-mm fluxes of Uranus and
Neptune are constant. As we will discuss in greater detail, the atmospheric
opacity over this entire spectral region is probably dominated by the collision-
induced opacity of H2, as first suggested by Trafton 29.
Stellar Occultations - The stellar occultation method of determining temp-
erature structures in the upper atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune is responsible
for all our information on the 0.i- to 10-_bar region, which is otherwise
observationally inaccessible, at least from the earth. The availablilty of an
astonishing number of suitable stars, in spite of the very small apparent
disks subtended by these planets, is aided by the planetary spectra. Where the
planetary spectra are extremely dim owing to strong CH4 absorption (i.e. at
nearly any wavelength between 0.7 and 2.5 _m), stars need not be extremely
bright. Table 2 summarizes the occultations for both planets which have pro-
duced published results to date (or work in progress) on the temperature struc-
ture.
The temperature structures can be determined from occultation data far
more directly than is the case with infrared data. Samples of the reduced
results of these occultations are shown in Figs. 3 through 5. The refractivity
vs. altitude curve can be transformed into a gas density vs. altitude curve
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Fig. 3. Summary of stellar occultation results for Uranus for six events, com-
piled by P. Nicholson. Events are coded as follows: 1977 March (Kuiper) in-
gress [i], egress [2]; 1979 June (Las Campanas) ingress [3], egress [4]; 1980
August (Las Campanas: reduced by P. Nicholson) ingress [5], egress [6]. Open
circles with vertical bars represent mean temperature and associated uncertainty
at 10-5- and 10-6-bar levels.
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I00
for a given assumption about the mean molecular weight (a value of 2.2 was used
for each of the curves shown, corresponding to a bulk composition of 90% H2 and
10% He by volume). Temperatures and total pressures are subsequently derivable
via the gas law and the hydrostatic equation. More thorough descriptions of
the technique itself, its limitations, and its reliability are available else-
where32,40-42.
All the results clearly indicate temperatures well above the minimum
values (near 50 K) deeper in the atmospheres, and they thus establish that
both planets possess "inverted" stratospheres where the temperature lapse rate
is negative. In comparing several of the Uranian occultations over time,
French et al. 31 reported a possible temperature change of about 15 K per year.
However, they cautiously advised acquiring more data to determine whether the
trend is merely, in their words, "fortuitous groupings of data points". Uncer-
tainties in the zero level of the lightcurves alone are likely to produce
uncertainties on the order of i0 K in absolute temperature. While small fea-
tures and the general shape of the curves are far better known, the absolute
temperatures should thus be regarded as uncertain to at least i0 - 15 K when
comparing data from different observers and results from somewhat different
data analysis approaches (cf. Fig. 7 of ref. 32). Sicardy et al. 34 reported
their examination of recent results which they felt indicated a definite lati-
tudinal dependence, with the warmest regions centered near the equator. Such
trends are not readily apparent in the previous data. On the other hand,
their effort has the significant advantage of data taken with similar instru-
mentation and analyzed by the same techniques. This would tend to remove bias
from the relative temperature results to a greater extent than can be achieved
when comparing data from completely independent groups.
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Fig. 6. Pressure at which unit optical depth is reached in the atmospheres of
the giant planets owing to the opacity of the collision-induced H2 dipole alone.
A molar mixing ratio of 90% H2 and 10% He is assumed.
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ANALYSIS OF INFRARED RADIATION
Methods - Analyses of thermal radiance observations of Uranus and Neptune
contrast in several respects with the relatively straightforward determinations
of temperature structure from stellar occultation lightcurves. On the other
hand, in principle such observations can be made at any time without reliance
on special circumstances (beyond the weather and the disposition of a telescope
time allocation committee). Another difference is that, when obtained from
the earth, such information is global and average in representation.
One of the primary goals of both approaches is to retrieve the temperature
structure, but this is not the only type of information which can be derived
from thermal infrared measurements. The spectrum between 5 _m and 3 mm is
replete with information about a variety of atmospheric properties. In fact,
questions of atmospheric structure and chemical composition as constrained by
infrared data must be addressed simultaneously. The objective is to extract
information about (i) temperatures, (2) gas composition, and (3) clouds and
aerosols while minimizing the dependence of the results on one another.
Of necessity, the approach is iterative. Consider the determination of
temperatures. Fig. 6 shows the location of unit optical depth for all the
outer planets as determined by the opacity of the collision-induced H2 dipole,
a gas which should be abundant and uniformly mixed in the atmospheres of Uranus
and Neptune. An extra advantage is that the spectral region shown in Fig. 6
encompasses the bulk of thermal flux emitted by the planet: if we want signal-
this is where to find it! Therefore, radiation sampled between 17 _m and 3 mm
should be sensitive to the temperatures between about i00 mbar and 6 bars, if
the molar fraction of H2 is about 90%.
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However, several problems arise at the outset. Much of this spectral
region is inaccessible from the ground, owing to strong telluric water vapor
absorption. Even the maximum thermal flux corresponds to a very low signal
when considering brightness temperatures on the order of 55 - 60 K. We must
assure ourselves that H2 is, in fact, providing the bulk of the gaseous
opacity. We then want to determine the molar fraction of H2 (as well He and
CH4) and the ratio of ortho- to para-H 2. Finally, we want to assess the
influence of cloud particles or other atmospheric aerosols on the outgoing
thermal radiance and to correct for it.
There are two quite distinct approaches to the problem. Direct "inversion"
of the radiance data can be employed to determine temperature structures,
similar to the approach used to determine terrestrial atmospheric structure
from meteorological satellite radiance data. This has been used by Courtin e__t_t
al. 43 for Uranus and Courtin et al.44 for Neptune. Alternatively, the older of
the two approaches began essentially with Trafton's 29 pioneering work on the
temperature structures of the outer planets. This kind of modeling establishes
temperature conditions under which radiative and convective energy transport
mechanisms achieve equilibrium between (i) the incoming insolation from outside
the atmosphere together with infrared radiation upwelling from the deep atmo-
sphere and (2) the outgoing energy radiated at each level of the atmosphere.
Such models have been produced by Danielson 45, Danielson e__t_tal.46, Wallace 47,48,
49 for Uranus, by Macy and Trafton 50 for Neptune, and by Appleby 51 for both
planets.
The direct inversion approach (also known as temperature sounding) is
quite flexible. It can provide information which might not be evident through
the modeling approach, and it has been used to obtain information besides
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temperature 52,53,54 by minimizing residuals to the data. On the other hand, it
can depend on the form of the initial guess in an iterative solution, it has dif-
ficulty in temperature minimum regions, its intrinsic vertical resolution is
often poor, results can depend critically on boundary conditions, and there is
no mathematical guarantee of uniqueness in the solutions. A casual approach to
the technique thus has the potential for producing spurious results with alarm-
ing speed, and its use must be tempered with considerable caution and numerical
testing.
Radiatlve-convectlve (R-C) modeling has the advantage of being rigorously
based on physical processes at work in the atmosphere. Such techniques form the
basis for terrestrial climatological studies, for example, and they have proved
their worth in the interpretation of planetary data. On the other hand, obser-
vational data do not provide adequate constraints for some important components
of R-C equilibrium models, such as the vertical distribution of aerosols or gas-
es which absorb sunlight. Other processes must be omitted from these models al-
together, such as the role of atmospheric circulation in redistributing energy.
The merits of each approach are in many ways complementary, and recently our
colleagues have been successfully persuaded to use a hybrid approach8,22,26, 27
in which results from equilibrium models are combined with temperature sounding.
Moseley et al. 24 have also combined approaches in analysis of their airborne
spectral data. One should keep in mind that both approaches are subject to the
uncertainties associated with unknown gaseous composition and poorly-understood
cloud influences cited earlier.
Fundamental Properties and Assumptions - Before discussing the details of
the models, it would be useful to obtain a first-order picture of the empirical
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bounds which can be placed on the atmosphere or which must be assumed prior to
any modeling work.
The bolometric flux emitted by the atmosphere is one of the most fundamen-
tal characterizations of the atmosphere. It is one of the major constraints on
equilibrium models. In concert with visual reflectivity data, the bolometric
flux value places a constraint on the presence and size of any source of inter-
nal heat, such as both Jupiter and Saturn possess. From the earth, our view of
both planets is somewhat restricted and far short of the 47 steradian sampling
of planetary emission which represents the ultimate ideal.
The data sets summarized in Fig. 2 provide a good basis for determining
the bolometric output of the apparent disks. Represented as a "planetary
effective temperature", the integrated spectra yield values of 58.6 + 2.0 K for
Uranus and 60.3 . 2.0 K for Neptune 27,28. The value for Uranus is consistent
with previous estimates by Steir et al. II, Fazio et al. 12 and Loewenstein et
al. 14. The value for Neptune is larger than that derived by Loewensteln et
al. 57 but quite close to that derived by Steir et al. II. The uncertainties
quoted here include an absolute calibration uncertainty estimated as 10%. The
fact that the absolute calibrations for the most relevant observations is based
on a fairly unsophisticated model for the thermophysical properties of the
planet Mars 55,56 is cause for some concern. We believe that further work is
required before we know whether this estimate of the uncertainty is reasonable
or joyously optimistic.
Internal energy estimates can be made from these results. Estimates of
the Bond albedo of Uranus in 1961 and 1981 by Lockwood et al. 58 imply equili-
brium temperatures of about 57.0 + 0.8 K and 55.8 + 1.0 K, respectively. An
estimate of the Bond albedo of Neptune by Murphy and Trafton 59 implies an
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equilibrium temperature of about 45 K. Recent measurements of the phase curves
of Uranus and Neptune using the Voyager ISS experiment reported by Wenkert and
Danielson 60 would support equilibrium temperatures revised upward by as much
as 7% (equivalent to 30% increase in flux). If these revisions are correct,
then Uranus almost certainly has no internal heat source. For Neptune, the
estimate of internal heat ranges from 2.56 to 1.90 times the amount of absorbed
solar energy, depending on the estimate of the phase integral chosen 59,60.
The bulk composition of the atmosphere is an important constraint on the
interior structure and formation history. For lack of information to the con-
trary, it is usually assumed to be approximately solar-like or Jovian-like 52,
with mixing ratios of 90% for H2 and 10% for He. Hunten 61 has argued that
abundances of He which are enriched with respect to the solar value are implaus-
ible by any process operating on a planetary scale, although devising mechanisms
for He depletion is relatively easy. However, D. Stevenson (unpub. communica-
tion) believes that an enchancement of He is possible if substantial amounts of
H2 are mixed with H20 in a liquid phase deep in the interior. The extant data
do not strongly favor any particular value, nor are they inconsistent with the
solar value. The technique formalized by Gautier and Grossman 62, used success-
fully as a part of the Voyager IRIS analysis of Jupiter 52 and Saturn 53 spectra,
takes advantage of changes in the H2 collision-induced dipole spectrum under the
influence of He collisions to produce an optimized fit to the data. Unfortu-
nately, for the data sets displayed in Fig. 2, the technique yields rather in-
conclusive results.
For the interim, the solar values apprently will not get us into any great
trouble. In regard to the different species of H2, a popular assumption is that
ortho-H 2 and para-H 2 are mixed according to equilibrium at the ambient tempera-
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ture. This presents no contradictions with any current data set, although there
may be problems associated with understanding how these conditions are estab-
lished, as discussed later. Estimates of the opacity of the atmospheres at
infrared wavelengths from the H2 collislon-induced dipole are estimated from
the recent multi-thermal laboratory observations of Dore et al. 63 for pure H2,
Cohen et al. 64 for H2-He collisions and ongoing revisions to a preliminary esti-
mate shown by Orton et al. 8 for H2-CH 4 collisions. Efforts are underway to
improve the reliability of our quantitative estimates of these absorptions,
especially at low temperatures. Collaborative work with G. Birnbaum (National
Bureau of Standards) and L. Frommhold (Univ. of Texas) is making headway on
this problem by (i) fitting semi-empirical models to laboratory data, and (2)
assembling a detailed ab initio quantum theory for the H2 molecule and using
it to predict the absorption at any frequency and temperature.
The abundance of CH4 in the atmosphere is an important quantity for analy-
sis of infrared radiation because of the intrinsically greater strength of the
H2 dipole induced by collisions with CH4, compared with those induced by colli-
sions with H2 or He. This is especially true in the spectral regions beyond
200 _m or less than 14 _m, where the H2-H 2 or H2-He absorption spectra are very
weak. Obviously, the CH 4 mixing ratio in the deep atmosphere is also important
for internal structure and cosmogony as a general indicator of the abundances
of heavier elements. Historically, CH 4 abundances determined spectroscopically
have implied mixing ratios as low as about 2 - 4 x 10-3 65. More recent research
on visual and near infrared measurements (cf. Wallace 48 or the chapter in this
volume by Bergstralh and Baines) imply values an order of magnitude higher.
Current thermal infrared data can place better constraints on these values but
not without some model dependency, as we will show.
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The effect of clouds and other atmospheric aerosols on infrared radiances
is poorly understood. For the wavelengths under discussion, stratospheric par-
ticles in the submicron size range are unlikely to be important. On the other
hand, the CH4 condensate cloud expected to form near the 1-bar level in both
planets may influence upwelling thermal infrared radiances for particles on the
order of microns in size. In a questionable extension of Occam's razor, such
effects have been ignored because (almost all) the data can be fitted reason-
ably well without invoking clouds. The exception involves the possible contri-
bution of reflected solar radiation near i0 _m8.
Direct Soundin$ Models - The only models based purely on direct inversion
of infrared Radiance data are those of Courtin et al. 43 for Uranus and Courtin
et al.44 for Neptune. These models assumed an adiabatic lapse rate in the
portion of the atmosphere below the level where direct sounding was possible
(near 3 bars total pressure) and a constant value for the change in temperature
with pressure logarithm above the highest level sounded (about 150 mbar total
pressure). Both efforts labored under the handicaps imposed by the infrared
data set extant at the time, which sometimes required making educated guesses
among contradictory measurements. For Uranus, an isothermal lapse rate above
the 150 mbar level fitted the overall data best, although a mildly inverted
lapse rate was used to fit the 24- and 22.5-_m data of Gillett and Rieke 3 (Fig.
7). For Neptune, the model which Courtin et al. 44 considered to fit the entire
suite of data most successfully was one in which the CH 4 mixing ratio, assumed
to be 2 x 10-3 , was uniform throughout the atmosphere. The level of "supersat-
uration" which their model required at some levels was necessary to explain the
strong CH4 7-_m emission feature.
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Fig. 7. Temperature structures for Uranus and Neptune. The direct inversion results of Courtin et al. 43
(Model I) and Courtin et al. 44 (Model N) are respectively shown for Uranus and Neptune in solid lines.
Results of Appleby's 51 models are shown as dashed lines.
Radiative-Convective Equilibrium Models - The models of Danielson 45, Dan-
ielson et al. 46 and Wallace 47, clearly the most prominent among the early equi-
librium models of Uranus, are now known to be incorrect. They were the casual-
ties of an increasingly constraining data base, and they were forced to invoke
somewhat ad hoc assumptions in order to match the constraints existing at the
time. Danielson's models used arbitrary functions to represent deposition of
solar flux, and the millimeter spectra predicted by the models turned out to be
colder than is observed. Wallace's models, concentrating on the stratosphere,
considered a constant (i.e. "supersaturation") CH4 mixing ratio as well as a
CH4 distribution consistent with saturation equilibrium. The former model pre-
dicted 7-Bm emission which proved to be much higher than upper limits observed,
by Gillett and Rieke 4 and Macy and Sinton 7 and the latter model was much colder
than observations at longer wavelengths.
In later models, Wallace48 concentrated his attention on the troposphere
of Uranus and deleted the CH4 supersaturation effects present in his earlier
models. He presented evidence that the CH4 mixing ratio in the deep atmosphere
was between 1 and 10%, by calculating the adiabatic temperature gradient under
the influence of condensation by various amounts of CH4 and constraining these
models with millimeter observations. He presented profiles for equilibrium H2
and for the case in which the molar fractions of para-H 2 and ortho-H 2 replicat-
ed those in the equilibrium state, but the specific heat was simply the weight-
ed sum of each species (as in Trafton's 29 original study). He called this state
"intermediate" between equilibrium H2 and normal H2. Not to be accused of in-
completeness, Wallace also calculated first-order cloud effects on the deposi-
tion of solar energy, using models for the clouds from a variety of observation-
al constraints in the visible and near infrared spectrum. He also calculated
iii
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the structure of the deeper atmosphere. Both of these areas are treated in
other chapters of this volume.
Wallace followed this work with an examination of the time and spatial
dependence of the temperature variations and convective flux activity likely in
the Uranian troposphere 48. Beyond mixing-length theory, considerations of
dynamics were excluded from the calculations. Even with this potential equili-
brating force excluded, the amplitude of temperature variations throughout the
Uranian year was only 5 K at the poles and less at lower latitudes. The mini-
mum local effective temperature was found to occur at the end of the period
when a given latitude is in darkness, and the size of the convective flow was
found to depend critically on the vertical distribution of CH4 assumed, i.e.
whether or not it is limited to the saturated vapor pressure (assuming a mixing
ratio of 3% in the deep atmosphere). Observational te_ts of this model will be
difficult to achieve until the advent of spatially-resolved measurements cover-
ing several latitudes. Wallace's 48 work is also reviewed elsewhere in this
volume.
The most recent radiative-convective models for Uranus are those of Apple-
by 51, who emphasized the examination of the atmosphere above the l-bar level,
with particular attention to the stratopshere. The simplest of his models
which matched the available data was one with a characteristic effective temper-
ature of 58 K. The stratosphere of this model was heated radiatively by (i)
residual CH4 above the cold trap and (2) aerosols which were uniformly distribu-
ted and absorb about 15% of the incident insolation. While the mixing ratio
of CH 4 was assumed to be 2% in the deep atmosphere, the heating rate in the
stratosphere was largely independent of this assumption, owing to the predomi-
nance of control by the saturation vapor pressure at the temperature minimum.
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This model (Figs. 8 and 9) demonstrated that the observational constraints
could reasonably be satisfied by a model with no extraordinary or ad hoc assump-
tions about the distribution of CH4 or insolation-absorbing aerosols in the
stratosphere. Associated models also demonstrated that small changes in the
vertical distribution of the stratospheric aerosols could produce large changes
in the temperature structure (Fig. i0) while still remaining more or less con-
sistent with the observational constraints. By implication, we might expect
detectable changes in stratospheric temperatures as a function of insolation
history.
Since Trafton 29, there have been few detailed examinations of the struc-
ture of the atmosphere of Neptune from the purely radiative-convective equili-
brium standpoint. Somewhat cursory models were demonstrated by Danielson 45 and
Wallace 47. Macy and Trafton 50 also explored models with arbitrary solar energy
deposition functions, similar to those of Danielson 45 and Danielson et al.46.
More recently, Appleby 51 examined Neptune along with Uranus. As for the atmo-
sphere of Uranus, his examination concentrated on the atmosphere above the l-
bar level, particularly the stratosphere, and he assumed a 2% mixing ratio for
CH4 in the deep atmosphere. A model was developed which appears to fit the
observational constraints, including the maximum value of 5% insolation absorb-
ed by the stratosphere. In order for the stratosphere to be heated sufficiently
to explain the observed level of 7-pm CH 4 emission, more CH 4 was required to be
present above the temperature minimum than is consistent with the saturation
vapor pressure at the temperature minimum. Rather than stipulate the ad hoc
11 I!
requirement that CH4 to be supersaturated everywhere as did Courtin et al. 44
Appleby extended remarks originally made by Hunten 61. He formulated a quantita-
tive model of local saturation equilibrium, in which the partial pressure of CH4
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Fig. 8. Results of Appleby's51 radiative-convective equilibrium models for Ura-
nus. The temperature inversion is supported by heating due to CH4, which is
constrained by saturation equilibrium, and by insolation-absorbing aerosols uni-
formly distributed above the top of the convective zone. The 15% uniform aero-
sol heating model fits the infrared constraints best. The locations of the con-
densation levels corresponding to CH4 (M), C2H2 (A), and C2H6 (E) are indicated
for models (a) and (d).
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Fig. 9. Spectra for three radiative-convective equilibrium models of Uranus
compared with observational data shown in Figure 2. Spectra (a) and (b) cor-
respond, respectively to the 10% and 15% uniform aerosol heating models pre-
sented in Figure 8 above. Model (c) assumes 5% uniform aerosol heating, with
the mean insolation twice as large as that in models (a) and (b) (which employ
the usual diurnal average factor of 1/2). The temperature profile for model
(c) is presented with the same label in Figure 21 below.
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Fig. i0. Temperature profiles for Appleby's 51 models of radiative-convective
equilibrium in Uranus under a variety of assumptions for the distributions of
stratospheric insolation-absorbing aerosols.
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was set equal to the vapor pressure (unless exceeding a 2% maximum mixing ratio)
in the stratosphere as well as the troposphere. This was called the "convec-
tive penetration" model, focusing on the most likely mechanism for transport
of methane from the troposphere into the stratosphere. While this admittedly
left open the question about why this mechanism would work for Neptune and not
for Uranus, this model is preferable to the full supersaturated-CH 4 model (see
further discussion below). The comparison of the model with stellar occultation
results and the thermal emission data are respectively displayed in Figs. ii
and 12. Just as for Uranus, small changes in the stratospheric aerosols could
produce substantial differences in the temperature structure (Fig. i0).
Appleby 66 further developed a model for non-local thermodynamic equilibri-
um (non-LTE) for CH4 emission in the stratospheres of the outer planets, based
on the thermalization of solar energy absorbed in the CH4 band groups centered
at 1.7, 2.3 and 3.3 _m. These all show large departures from LTE at pressures
below 0.01 mbar, and their potential influence on the stratospheric tempera-
tures of Uranus and Neptune is on the order of i0 to 15 K (Fig. 13). Substan-
tial variations on the equilibrium temperatures of the stratospheres of Uranus
and Neptune result from various assumptions about relaxation rates which cannot
be resolved at this time in the absence of relevant low-temperature laboratory
data.
Several recent authors have used results from equilibrium models in concert
with direct inversion to provide some greater sense of physical reality to an
otherwise poorly-constrained mathematical environment. The measurements of
Tokunaga et al. 23 confirmed with high precision the implications of earlier
signal-poor data of Gillett and Rieke 3. Not only Neptune, but also Uranus, pos-
sesses a measureable temperature inversion in the lower stratosphere (50-100
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Fig. ii. Results of Appleby's 51 radiative-convective equilibrium models for
Neptune. In models (b), (c), and (d), there is deposition of 5% of the insola-
tion in the stratosphere via aerosol absorption. Model (a) employs twice as
much aerosol heating but CH4 is distributed according to saturation equilibrium
from below (as in the Uranus models). In model (b) CH4 is distributed uniformly
(with a 2% mixing ratio) at all levels (therefore, CH4 is supersaturated by
large factors at levels near i00 mbar). In model (c) CH4 is distributed
according to the local saturation vapor pressure, even in the stratosphere.
Model (d) is similar to model (c), but the distribution of insolation-absorb-
ing aerosols has been changed to provide warmer temperatures in the upper
stratosphere.
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Fig. 12. Spectra for two radiative-convective equilibrium models of Neptune
compared with observational data shown in Figure 2. Spectrum (a) corresponds
to the 10% uniform aerosol heating model, shown as (a) ]in Figure ii. Te =62.3 K for this model. The stratosphere, where [CH4]/[H 2 ~ i0- , is much too
cold, as evidenced by measurements between 8 and 20 _m. By contrast, model (b)
is a "convective penetration" model in which [CH4]/[H 2] = 0.02 above and below
the CH 4 condensation region. Te = 59.8 K in this case and the temperature pro-
file is given by model (c) in Figure ii. The 8 to 13-_m emission for this
model is consistent with observation, although the 18-_m flux is somewhat too
high.
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Fig. 13. Summary of CH 4 non-LTE models for Uranus (left) and Neptune (right) from Appleby 66. The temp-
erature profiles of Dunham et al. 30 for Uranus are shown for comparison. Curves (a) are the LTE control.
Curves (b) and (c) are the nominal and "extreme" VT vibrational models. Curves (d) are the nominal VV
relaxation models, and curve (e) and (f) for Uranus are "extreme" VV relaxation models.
mbar). However, with only two newly measured spectral points per planet, con-
straints on a wider vertical range were required. The models of Appleby 51
(then taken from Appleby's thesis results) were perturbed in the stratosphere
until a best fit was achieved to the new data. Fig. 14 demonstrates these
perturbations together with a constant lapse rate model, similar to the assump-
tions of Courtin et al.43,44. One must realize that the constant lapse rate
models are able to fit the data just as well as those based on a perturbation
of Appleby's models. This figure shows that such perturbations were quite
small for Uranus but somewhat larger for Neptune.
Newer data in the 10-_m region by Orton et al. 8 were originally interpreted
as indicative of a continuum determined by the high-frequency wing of the colli-
sion-induced dipole of H2 (cf. the model spectra shown in Fig. i). Temperature
sounding, starting with an initial model given by the earlier work of Tokunaga
et al. 23, determined that if the data were so interpreted, then a steep tempera-
ture gradient in the troposphere was implied which contradicted measurements at
longer wavelengths (unless the He mixing ratio were on the order of 40% or more
by volume). Rejecting this interpretation, Orton et al. postulated that, in
the absence of systematic errors in the measurements (such as undetectable leaks
in the interference filters), there was an additional contribution from reflect-
ed solar radiation. The required atmospheric reflectivities were modelled
simply as Lambert surfaces, characterized by an albedo which was taken as a
free parameter. For Uranus, a 450-mbar surface (which could simulate a cloud
top near the radiative-convective boundary) would be required to have a reflec-
tivity of 0.82 to contribute sufficient sunlight (together with the overlying
thermal emission) to match the observations at 10.3 _m. If the cloud were
deeper, the reflectivity would be required to be higher. For Neptune, a unit
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Fig. 14. Temperature structures of Uranus (left) and Neptune (right) derived by Tokunaga et al. 23.
Perturbations of Appleby's 51 models (long-dashed line) are shown as solid lines. The short-dashed
lines respresent a simple stratospheric temperature structure equally consistent with their data.
reflectivity surface at this level would not contribute sufficient radiance to
match the observations at 10.3 _m. However, a surface at I00 mbar would require
reflectivity of only 0.70 to meet the same constraint. The pressure level could
similarly be adjusted with appropriate changes in the reflectivity. Looking at
the spectrum carefully, one realizes that, for Uranus at least, such a "gray"
surface model does not fit the 11.6- or 12.2-_m observations simultaneously with
the one at 10.3 _m (Fig. 15). The lack of optical constants for CH4 ice, the
most likely candidate to form such cloud tops, prevented a more thorough exami-
nation as to whether this was a physically reasonable explanation.
The spectra were also studied in order to estimate the abundances of C2H 6
and CH4 from features at 12 _m and 7 _m, respectively. For Uranus, depletion
of CH4 in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere following the saturation
vapor pressure was found to produce an absorption feature at 7 _m which fell
well below current limits of detectability (Fig. 16); this indicated that greater
abundances of CH 4 might, in fact, be possible. The maximum permissible mixing
ratio for C2H 6 was determined to be on the order of 3 x 10-8 . For Neptune, the
emission feature of CH4 was found to be consistent with a maximum mixing ratio
(limited by local vapor pressure) on the order of 1 - 4% (Fig. 16), provided
that the temperature structure in the 0.I to i0 mbar region could be made
slightly warmer than in the Tokunaga et al. model. Such a change at these low
pressures did not significantly affect the fit to the 17.8- and 19.6-_m data.
With this temperature structure, a similar fit for the C2H 6 maximum mixing
ratio (again limited by the vapor pressure equation) was found to be about 3 x
10-6 • Similar values for the C2H 6 mixing ratio were given in an analysis by
Macy 67, who also suggested a value of about 10-8 for the mixing ratio of C2H2,
but in arguments which relied on the model assumptions of Courtin et al. 44.
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Fig. 15. Brightness temperature spectra of Uranus (top) and Neptune (bottom).
Data are depicted as in Fig. i. The lower curves represent model spectra from
thermal emission alone, assuming the perturbed equilibrium temperature profiles
of Tokunaga et al. 23 (Fig. 14). The upper curve represents the spectrum from
combined thermal emission and reflected sunlight from models with lower boun-
daries characterized by emissivities as described in the text. Both model
spectra assume atmospheric opacity due only to H 2.
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Fig. 16. Spectra of Uranus (left) and Neptune (right) for models with thermal emission only matching
the 10-_m fluxes. Dashed curves represent the spectra considering H 2 opacity alone. Solid curves for
Uranus _epresent emission for stratospheric CpH 6 with mixing ratios of 3 x 10-8 , 1 x 10-8 , and
3 x i0-_ (lower to upper) and absorption of 0.2-% CH 4 in the troposphere. For Neptuine they represent
C2H 6 emission from maximum stratospheric mixing ratios of 1 x 10-5 , 3 x 10 -6 and 1 x 10-6 and CH 4
emission for maximum stratospheric mixing ratios of 1 x I0-I, 4 x 10-2 , and 2 x 10 -2 . Both consti-
tuents obey local saturation equilibrium vapor pressures in the stratosphere of Neptune.
The mixing ratio suggested for CH4, corresponding to some cold-trap penetration
model for CH4 vertical transport, implies equilibrium with the resevoir of CH4
available in the deep atmosphere. This indicates that a mechanism is involved
which is at least as fast as the precipitation rate.
Moseley et al. 26 obtained data (Fig. 2) which are consistent with the
assumption that the collision-induced H2 dipole dominates the opacity in the
middle through far infrared planetary spectrum. Using their own data between
30 and 50 _m, they derived a temperature structure between i00 and 600 mbar for
both Uranus and Neptune, assuming an adiabatic extrapolation at higher pressures
and Wallace's 47 temperature structures at lower pressures. The results for this
inversion and for one in which the data of Tokunaga et al. 23 were included are
shown in Fig. 17 and a portion of the predicted spectra in Fig. 18. A satisfac-
tory fit to their own data and those of Tokunaga et al. simultaneously was not
possible, although recalibration 24 of the Tokunaga et al. data 23 (down 0.6 K for
Uranus and 0.8 K for Neptune for both filters) reduces this discrepancy. We
suspect that this arises from an inconsistency in the two calibration systems
used as well as the errors intrinsic in the measurements.
Recent observations by Hildebrand et al. 27 and Nolt et al. 28 provided a
great increase in our understanding of both planets in the 30-_m through 2-mm
range. Both reports discuss similar techniques and address overlapping spec-
tral ranges. We will concentrate on the perspective of the Nolt et al. results
because (i) in the submillimeter region where their two data sets overlap, the
results of Nolt et al. appear to be characterized by less intrinsic noise, and
(2) Nolt et al. included consideration of the measurements of Ulich 25 and
Moseley et al. 26 (the latter was not available for Hildebrand et al. in final
form).
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Fig. 17. Vertical temperature profiles for Uranus (left) and Neptune (right), derived by Moseley et
al.26. The solid curves represent the region of maximum information content for their measurement-_
and the broken line their extrapolation outside this region.
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Fig. 18. Brightness temperature spectra of Uranus (top) and Neptune (bottom)
for the temperature profiles of Moseley et a126 shown in Fig. 17. Error bars
represent only statistical errors of the measurements. The measurements of
Tokunaga et al. 23 are shown as squares.
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As a set, these data are sensitive to temperatures in a vertical range
from the 200-mbar level down nearly as deep as the 6-bar level. The initial
temperature structures were taken from Tokunaga et al. 23 for Uranus and Orton
et al.8 for Neptune, both derived from the models of Appleby 51. Small changes
in the stratospheric temperature structures were made, similar to (but much
smaller than) those made by Tokunaga et al. 23 in Appleby's original models.
This procedure was performed to reduce the residuals of the temperature sound-
ing fit even further. A few data were o.....Led from consideration, in order to
discriminat_ againt broad-banded filters° Narrower filters were preferred in
order to reduce as much as possible the vertical range of temperatures to which
each would be sensitive. The derived temperature structures are shown in Fig.
19 and their associated spectra in Fig. 20.
As part of the background for their analysis, but unreported by Nolt et
al.28, GSO attempted to determine the mixing ratios of He in Uranus and Neptune
by assuming various values and minimizing the residuals to the fit62. As inti-
mated earlier, these results were quite inconclusive. Formal errors for the
derived value of the mixing ratio of He were in the range of 20 to 35%. The
formal results of these "optimized" fits were not considered significant.
Furthermore, we believe that the current data sets (Fig. 2) are not yet capable
of determining a meaningful value of the He mixing ratio unless some discrimi-
nation between the thermal and reflected solar components of the 10-_m spectrum
were to become possible. Nolt et al. 28 then simply assumed molar mixing ratios
of 90% H2, 8% He and 2% CH4 (in the deep atmospheres and in the Neptune strato-
sphere). The assumption of CH4 mixing ratios of 0.2% or 4% in the deep atmo-
sphere perturbed these results, owing to the change in the H2-CH 4 collision-
induced dipole opacity, only by about 2.5 K.
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Fig. 20. Spectra of models derived by Nolt et al. 28 for Uranus (top) and Nep-
tune (bottom). Data are displayed identically as in Fig. 2. Solid curves and
short-dashed curves correspond to similarly drawn temperature profile curves in
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pond to models where the CH 4 mixing ratio in the deep atmosphere is 0.2, 2 and
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The small temperature gradients in the relevant levels of the Uranus and
Neptune atmospheres, compared with their counterparts in the atmospheres of
Jupiter or Saturn, dim the prospects for acquiring a very precise fitting using
the infrared technique 62. On the other hand, the comparison of the Voyager
Radio Science Subsystem results with those of IRIS to determine consistent
temperature and mean molecular weight values may likely lead to much greater
accuracies, so long as the influence of heavier molecules is not important o_
can be understood independently.
A variation of this approach was used (the only one, in fact, adopted by
Hildebrand et al. 27) by limiting the vertical region of direct temperature
retrieval to no deeper than 400 mbar and substituting an adiabatic extrapola-
tion for these deeper levels. A variety of assumptions about the physical
conditions in the upper troposphere were then tested against the measurements.
The bottom line of such comparisons is that the conditions which are most
consistent with the data are given by an equilibrium-like mixture of H2 para
and ortho states with an effective specific heat equal to the weighted sum of
both species (i.e. Wallace's 46 "intermediate" H2) , rather than equal to the
equilibrating mixture, and a CH4 mixing ratio of about 2% (Fig. 20). Normal H2
does poorly; even the limited 16 - 30 _m data discriminate against this possi-
bility. Equilibrium H2, including the heat of conversion term, also does
poorly as a result of the shallow lapse rate which is predicted, even if the
He mixing ratio is raised to 50% in an attempt to compensate. The temperature
structures (Fig. 19) and associated spectra (Fig. 20) are shown for the "inter-
mediate" H 2 models with CH4 mixing ratios of 0.2, 2 and 4% in the deep atmo-
sphere.
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The results are not inconsistent with the range of stellar occultation
results for each planet which are denoted schematically in Fig. 19. There is
still (Fig. 20) difficulty in matching th 17.8- and 19.6-_m measurements of
Tokunaga et al. 23 and the 30-_m measurements of Moseley et al. 26 simultaneously.
A further problem with the results for Uranus is that the models do not fit
the details of the data in the submillimeter region, especially the narrow
filtered results and wider filtered results located, respectively, at 350 _m
and 370 _m in the Nolt et al. 28 measurements. These suggest that spectral fea-
tures are present which the model does not take into consideration. The "usual"
molecules which have strong rotational spectra in this region such as NH3 or
PH 3 are saturated at these low temperatures. A likely possibility involves
ordinarily weak transitions in CH4: (i) the pure rotation lines arising from
the permanent dipole moment caused by centrifugal distortion 67 or (2) the
vibrational and rotational transitions associated with CH 4 dimers, which
might be expected at low temperatures on the basis of both laboratory measure-
ments and ab initio molecular quantum mechanics 68. Unfortunately, at this
time little can be said about CH4 dimers, given the dearth of relevant labora-
tory data. Until these possibilities are clarified quantitatively, conclusions
based on this portion of the spectrum must be considered provisional. If weak
transitions of CH4 are the cause of the suspected features, then their presence
in the Neptune spectrum is simply disguised by the relatively larger amount of
noise associated with the measurements of Neptune relative to those of Uranus.
Alternatively, a volatile with strong rotational transitions, such as CO, may
simply be very abundant in the atmosphere of Uranus but not Neptune.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The Emerging Picture: Uranus (mostly) - The stratosphere of Uranus is
inverted, and it is probably supported by insolation absorbed by visible and
near infrared bands of CH4, a small amount of which remains above the temper-
ature minimum. Additional heating is required, indicating possible absorption
of some i0 - 15% of sunlight in the stratosphere by aerosols. There are no
inconsistencies between temperature structures based on or constrained by
infrared data and those derived from stellar occultation data. This is heart-
ening, not only for the prospect of a consistent first-order picture of the
temperature structure but also for the choice of the 90% H2 and 10% He composi-
tion in the stratosphere. A bulk composition with 25% He by volume, for exam-
ple, would change a 150 K result to 170 K and produce poorer agreement between
these two independent approaches. This same observation can be applied to the
results of comparisons between the (largely) infrared-based model structures
and the limited stellar occultation results for Neptune.
Radiative transport phenomena are obviously important in the upper strato-
sphere, including consideration of CH4 non-LTE effects 66. Observations by
Sicardy et al. 34, suggest that a temperature maximum occurs near the equator,
while French et al. 31 suggest that the close agreement of immersion and emer-
sion temperatures supports the idea of active meridional transport in the
stratosphere. Also, French et al. found that no significant radiative cooling
occurred at points in the atmosphere which had been in darkness more than i/2
of a terrestrial year. They conclude that molecular and eddy diffusion and
atmospheric dynamics are probably just as important as radiation among the
competing energy transport mechanisms in the upper stratosphere.
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There is still considerable uncertainty in the detailed structure of the
lower and middle stratosphere because the infrared data do not provide adequate
constraints. For example, these data together with observed geometric albedos
(which roughly constrain the total aerosol energy input) give rise to several
possible temperature profiles based on localized aerosol heating.
Deeper in the atmosphere, at pressures of I00 mbar to about 6 bars, the
average temperature structure i_ now _P_o_nqhlv well constrained (within the
uncertainties associated with the bulk composition). The boundary between
predominantly radiative and predominantly convective control of the atmosphere
is in the vicinity of 400 to 500 mbar. At higher pressures, temperature sound-
ing results are not inconsistent with the assumption of a wet adiabat asociated
with about 2% CH4 by volume in the deep atmosphere and "intermediate" H248.
These conclusions also appear to be true for Neptune. There is not yet a good
consensus for how both Uranus and Neptune produce physical conditions which
result in this mixture of H2 species. Opposing explanations for the state of
H2 in outer planet atmospheres are offered by Massie and Hunten 70 and by Conrath
and Gierasch 71. For Uranus, at least, these conclusions are subject to the
uncertainty associated with confusion by possible discrete features in the
spectrum. These features might well originate from the pure rotation or dimer
transitions of CH4.
Wallace 47 indicates that maximum temperature variations of 5 K are expec-
ted in the atmosphere over an annual insolation cycle. These small variations
may further be suppressed by the equilibrating effects of convection. As a
whole, the conclusions for Uranus so far are consistent with a stable atmo-
sphere, but one in which convection is the dominant energy transport mechanism
at pressures higher than about 400 - 500 mbar. To first order, the effects of
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clouds, which are expected in the vicinity of the CH4 saturation level, are
not apparent. The only infrared evidence for their existence is from somewhat
model-dependent interpretations of 10-_m radiance observations; CH4 condensate
clouds at 450 mbar could be consistent with these data as well as with indica-
tions from analysis of shorter wavelength data. Radiances observed at 5 _m
are probably reflected sunlight which is strongly attenuated by as yet unknown
atmospheric absorbers. Otherwise, there is no evidence in the 5-_m to 3-mm
spectral range for the presence of deeper clouds in either atmosphere.
Neptune - Neptune's stratosphere is more strongly inverted than Uranus"
in the i0 - I00 mbar range, but similar temperatures are achieved in the 1-bar
region. The temperature structure is consistent with radiative support by
(aerosol) absorption of 5% of the incident insolation together with strong
absorption by CH4 gas in the stratosphere. CH4 is probably mixed at ratios
which appear to be in the same range as those in the deep troposphere (i.e.,
about 2%). These conclusions are discussed in detail by Appleby 51. For exam-
ple, as long as the total aerosol energy input to the atmosphere is about 5 to
10% of the insolation, then aerosol heating cannot power Neptune's thermal
inversion regardless of the vertical aerosol distribution.
This implies that CH 4 is actively being transported through the cold trap
near i00 mbar. Several mechanisms could accomplish this, some originally
suggested by Hunten 61. (i) Convective activity could be sufficiently strong
in some places in the atmosphere that it "overshoots" the regular radiative-con-
vective boundary and delivers CH4 gas to the stratosphere on a time scale shor-
ter than the time scale for precipitation. (2) Very small particles of CH4 ice
could be updrafted to the stratosphere where they resublimate at warmer tempera-
tures. (3) The atmosphere could be so stable and density variations or other
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nucleation sites could be so rare that CH4 remains in a supercooled state on a
global scale in the temperature minimum region and passes from the troposphere
to the stratosphere in a gaseous state. (4) There are sufficient areas in the
planet where the temperature minimum is so warm that the cold trap ceases to
exist, i.e. on a global scale the cold trap has "leaks".
We tend to favor (i), which Appleby 51 has called the "convective penetra-
tion" model (by analogy with this well-known effect in terrestrial dynamics).
We think that there is persuasive evidence for vigorous dynamics in the atmo-
sphere of Neptune. Neptune could have one of the largest internal energy
sources (relative to incoming solar energy) among the outer planets. Visible
images (reported in another chapter in this volume) show unmistakable evidence
for horizontal inhomogeneitles. Joyce et al. 72 report "weather", non-secular
changes in atmospheric reflectivities, estimating the transient cloud top
location to be in the neighborhood of about 50 mbar 73. Such a picture is also
consistent with the appearance of diurnal variations in the I- to 2-_m range
(J and K filters) and possibly at 4.8 _m (M filter). It could also be consis-
tent with the requirement for the atmosphere to be reflective near or above
the i00 mbar level to match the 10.3-_m observation of Orton et al. 8. Appleby 51
also pointed out that condensation of CH 4 photolysis products, such as ethane
and acetylene, would also occur near the base of the stratosphere (Fig. Ii).
Similar to Saturn, Titan and even Jupiter, we might expect considerable
differences between the stratospheric temperature structures associated with
the polar regions in different seasons, owing to substantial differences in
insolation history. At the time of the Voyager 2 encounter with Neptune in
1989, we expect that the northern hemisphere will be in middle to late winter.
At that time, the south polar region should be perceptibly warmer than the
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north if the radiative adjustment time in the middle stratosphere (where hydro-
carbon emission features originate) is comparable to or shorter than a Neptun-
ian season (about 40 years).
In the deeper atmosphere, the average temperature structure is reasonably
well constrained. As for Uranus, the radiative-convective boundary lies in
the region near 400 - 500 mbar, and a correspondence between the direct sound-
ing and adiabatic temperature structure exists, assuming a composition of about
2% CH4 by volume in the deep atmosphere and an "intermediate" para-H 2 vs. ortho-
H2 mixture. The corresopndence between the mixing ratios of CH4 in the deep
atmosphere and the stratosphere implies an active and efficient transport sys-
tem between the two.
It is uncertain at this point whether there is a substantive difference
between the spectra of Uranus and Neptune in the far infrared and submillimeter
with respect to the existence of discrete spectral features. Obviously if they
are due to CH4, then they should appear in the spectra of both atmospheres, but
the existing data for Neptune (Fig. 2) are too noisy to resolve this question.
Further, if they are due to CH4 transitions, then current poor spectral resolu-
tion would be unable to distinguish between a spectral continuum and absorption
features with emission centers in Neptune's spectrum.
Clouds would be expected near the 400-mbar to 1-bar range, owing to satura-
tion of CH 4 gas, but there is no direct evidence for them at infrared wave-
lengths beyond 4.8 _m nor is there any evidence for any deeper cloud layers.
Problems and Future Prospects - A potentially serious problem in analysis
of stellar occultation results is the uncertainty associated with the location
of the homopause, the atmospheric level where diffusive separation of H2 and He
becomes important. Uncertain knowledge of the molecular weight, including its
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variation with height, precludes a straightforward interpretation of the data
to determine temperatures. Even worse, spatial inhomogeneities in the location
of this level would violate the fundamental requirement of spheroidal symmetry
for the results of the technique to be valid. Depending on the eddy diffusion
coefficient, the number density at this level is expected to be i0II to 1013
cm-3, corresponding to atmospheric pressures of 0.01 to 1 _bar. Independent
determinations of its location would be even more useful.
Several processes of energy transport in the upper stratosphere are not
modeled on a reliable quantitative basis. Rates for vibration-to-vibration (VV)
and vibration-to-translation and rotation (VT) transitions for CH4 are poorly
known at low temperatures 64. Owing to the important role of these rates in
non-LTE effects for CH4, estimates for radiative equilibrium temperatures can
differ by some I0 - 15 K. These rates should be measured, and eventually some
estimate should be made of the adequacy of the simple two-level model used by
Appleby 66 to estimate the relevant CH 4 non-LTE radiative effects. Other energy
transport mechanisms, cited by French et al. 31 may be as important as radiation
at these _bar levels in the atmosphere. However, it is difficult to examine
these processes quantitatively until some independent estimate is made for the
eddy viscosity of the stratosphere and its variation with height. This might
be possible via interpretation of the CH4 abundance profile 74. The CH4 profile
might be determined from the atmospheric ultraviolet absorption of sunlight or
starlight, similar to the Voyager 2 UVS observations of the occultation of
Leo (Regulus) 75. Finally, the contribution of energy associated with chemi-
cal reactions, especially photochemistry of CH4, and its interaction with the
ambient thermal energy resevoir should be estimated.
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Appleby's 51 models for both Uranus and Neptune have shown that insolation-
absorbing material in these stratospheres can significantly infleunce the temp-
erature structure (Fig. 10), which leads us to seek further constraints on this
effect. One approach could be to tighten the constraints available from the
reflectivity models in the amount of solar energy absorbed or, if possible, in
determination of its vertical structure. This might be possible from Voyager
PPS or ISS results at ultraviolet wavelengths, using the advantage of sampling
the angular dependence of reflected ultraviolet radiation.
Another approach would devise strategies for extending upward the region
capable of thermal sampling. This could be accomplished by obtaining measure-
ments closer to the rotational line centers, especially near 27 _m (370 cm-l).
S. H. Moseley (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center) plans to attempt this soon in
the 25- to 60-_m range from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory; additional measure-
ments are possible from ground-based observatories. If there is sufficient
signal, spacecraft observations, such as Voyager IRIS, could also observe at
this wavelength with some added advantage of high emission angle measurements
near the limb. For Neptune, the numerical stability and information content
of temperature sounding via the 7-_m CH4 band in the context of the convective
penetration model might also be explored.
Some theoretical effort should and can be invested to extend Appleby's 51
work in the stratosphere to determine the variability of the temperature struc-
ture as a function of insolation and insolation history. Appleby presented
first-order, time-independent exploratory calculations showing the magnitude of
such effects (Fig. 21) if meridional transport were negligible; however, French
et al. 31 have argued that it may be very efficient, at least near the 1 _bar
level. Clearly, rigorous time-dependent studies are needed to establish res-
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Fig. 21. Appleby's 51 exploratory models for Uranus, showing the response of
the atmosphere to variations in the effective insolation. A "diurnal average
factor" of 1/2 is usually employed to achieve a day-night mean solar flux.
Curve (c) represents a pole-on configuration (which occurs in 1987). The mag-
nitude of these differences would be expected in the absence of meridional
heat transfer in the stratosphere.
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ponse times of the atmosphere to a variety of possible insolation histories.
While such models are universally regarded as awesome sinks of computer re-
sources, they are not beyond current expertise, viz. Wallace's work in the
troposphere of Uranus 49. Additional work for the stratosphere of Neptune
might determine (I) the dependence of the radiative equilibrium temperature
structure on slightly higher amounts of CH4 than the 2% in Appleby's models
(tropospheric values might conceivably be as high as 4%) and (2) the maximum
possible heating of the atmosphere at the 100-mbar level to evaluate quantita-
tively the potential for creating "leaks" in the cold trap from radiative
heating effects.
The calibration of absolute infrared fluxes is a pervasive uncertainty,
especially troublesome in comparisons between data sets based on different cali-
bration systems (e.g. Tokunaga et al. 24 and Moseley et ai.26). The fundamental
uncertainty of absolute infrared flux calibrations remains as the primary
uncertainty in the determination of the bolometric thermal flux from Uranus
and Neptune. A program in which GS0 is involved is underway to measure Uranus
and Neptune at 30 _m from the ground, based on a calibration other than the
"standard" Mars model 55,56 in order to cross-calibrate with the data of
Moseley et al.26. An improvement in the absolute flux may also be forthcoming
from Infrared Astronomy Satellite observations of Uranus and Neptune, using a
comparison with their calibration system which involves both stellar and
solar system objects. In terms of the Voyager contribution, while the IRIS
experiment will not be expected to sample a large portion of the spectrum,
its excellent calibration might establish another benchmark to cross-calibrate
other sets of earth-based observations. This latter possibility can only be
realized technically, however, if observations of the whole disk (or simula-
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tions of the whole disk) are made which are relevant to the geometry observable
from the earth.
Improvements in measurements of the bolometric thermal output can be made
with certainty by sampling the full latitude range. The unique Voyager encoun-
ter with Uranus actually helps fulfill this requirement to a much greater extent
than for the nearly equatorial trajectories of the other Voyager planetary en-
counters. However, in practice, the restricted spectral grasp of the IRIS
experiment may limit the extent to which this is possible by direct observa-
tions. Nonetheless, IRIS may be able to retrieve sufficient spectral informa-
tion to form reliable physical models on which the full spectra and thermal
flux output may be based. Future spacecraft missions in which determination
of the temperature profile, for example, is a science goal must be able to
observe much longer wavelengths than the 50-_m limit of the IRIS experiment.
The nearly vanishing constraints on the mixing ratio of He in the atmosphere
can be improved prior to the Voyager encounter by better data longward of the
50-_m limit of Moseley et al. 26. Where possible, such continuous measurements
may be more helpful than the broader-band filtered radiometric measurements of
Hildebrand et al. 27, for example. To provide a truly useful lever on the spec-
tral shape, such measurements should extend out to i00 _m. Measurements in the
10-_m region would provide another lever, were it not for confusion with pos-
sible reflected solar radiation. On the other hand, the most definitive meas-
urements of this ratio will probably best come from a coordinated examination
of IRIS spectra of the region characterized by the RSS occultation experiment,
as for Jupiter 52 and Saturn 53. However, for both Uranus and Neptune the mean
molecular weight may vary significantly with altitude and make a proper trans-
formation of the refractivity profile to the temperature profile rather chal-
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lenging. The presence or absence of 2% CH4 in gaseous form changes the mean
molecular weight by 12%. A f_ilure to consider changes in the level-by-level
partial pressure of CH 4 could therefore produce systematic errors of 8 K or
more in temperature. Furthermore, the possible presence of heavier gases such
as N2 or Ar must also be considered.
Uncertainty about the origin of the putative far infrared and subnilli_eter
features may best be resolved Dy direct spectroscopic observations. Such obser-
vations will be attempted fo Uranus by I. Nolt (U. Oregon) and P. A. R. Ade
(Queen Mary College, London) ind their colleagues in the near future, using a
Fabry-Perot spectrometer in the 350-_m through 2-mm region. If successful (and
if features are actually detected) then it may be possible to detect and identi-
fy new atmospheric species for lines not due to CH4 absorption. If CH4 is the
source of the features, then a more accurate determination of the CH 4 mixing
ratio may be possible, providing sufficient molecular spectroscopic information.
Similarly, spectroscopy should be performed in the 5-_m region, even at
low resolution, to determine to first order whether the low flux from this reg-
ion is due to discrete gaseous absorption. Measurements at sufficiently high
resolution could lead to improved quantitative information about the abundances
of minor constituents, provided that the cloud continuum reflecting properties
can be characterized adequately.
More observations in general, even those which appear to duplicate pre-
vious efforts could be quite useful. This could be particularly true if a new
approach were to be used and the data compared with older results (e.g. spec-
tral radiometry compared with older filtered radiometry). The perversity of
infrared photons is not to be denied. Independent judgements are strongly
encouraged which might help to determine whether filtered radiometric observa-
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tions in regions of weak thermal flux, such as those of Tokunaga et al.23 or
Orton et al. 8, have been influenced by small (but potentially devastating)
shorter or longer wavelength leaks.
The mechanisms for producing an adiabatic lapse rate consistent with the
specific heat characterized by "intermediate" H2 is not unquestionably estab-
lished. Massie and Hunten 70 explain the existence of such a state by suggest-
ing that the most efficient conversion process involves catalytic reactions
between free-radical surface sites on aerosol particles and H2 molecules. Equi-
librating collisions (on aerosol surfaces) change the para- and ortho-H 2 ratios
and redistribute the rotational levels among and between even and odd quantum
number levels. Other bimolecular collisions simply redistribute rotational
levels among even-only and odd-only levels. If the number of equilibrating
collisions is much less than the number of binary collisions, an equilibrium-
like para-ortho ratio results with a specific heat nearly equal to the weighted
sum of the para- and ortho-H 2 molecules present. Significant amounts of equili-
brated H2 can be produced near the 1-bar level, they estimate, if the efficien-
cy of conversion per collision is between 10-8 and 10-9 and the effective eddy
mixing coefficient is 104 cm2/sec.
On the other hand, Conrath and Gierasch 71, reviewing the variability of the
Jovian para-ortho ratio as a function of position on the planet, show evidence
that the Jovian atmosphere is not characterized by "intermediate" H2, as might
be inferred from Massie and Hunten's report. Furthermore, they suggest that
H2-H 2 collisions, not aerosol surface catalytic reactions, are the dominant
means for para-ortho conversion with a characteristic conversion time scale of
109 sec; this is much longer than suggested by Massie and Hunten. They argue
that the para-ortho variations in the Jovian atmosphere are quite uncorrelated
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with first-order estimates of the presence of clouds, further diminishing the
strength of Massie and Hunten's picture of the conversion process in Jupiter.
Conrath and Gierasch do, in fact, predict close equilibration of ortho- to para-
H2 for the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune. However, they expect a strong
influence of the conversion process on the convection overturning rate and
they would have expected the lapse rate characteristic of equilibrating H2.
Infrared data for both planets suggest that the atmospheres are best
characterized by "intermediate" H2. We could be confused by different signa-
tures from strongly inhomogeneous atmospheres characterized by strong vertical
updrafts and downdrafts, creating different mixtures of species we are attrib-
uting to a single state. But that would only be creative (i.e. laminar) hand-
waving, because the dynamical regimes of Uranus and Nepture appear to be very
different. The issue involves two distinct problems. One is the proper estima-
tion of catalysis reaction rates on the surface of NH3 and CH4 ices for which
Conrath and Gierrasch 70 suggest that more laboratory information is needed. The
other concerns the effects of the energy of conversion of ortho- and para-H 2.
In the views of Conrath and Gierasch (personal communications) the presence of
"intermediate" H2, i.e. significant amounts of converted H2 remaining in the
vicinity of the same temperatures where conversion took place, would seem to
imply that parcels of gas cyclically traverse the same temperature fields on a
planet-wide basis. More thought should be given to the possibility that more
efficient energetic pathways exist. Other tests of the Conrath and Gierasch
view 71 will develop from examining the depth dependence of the para-ortho
ratio in the atmospheres of Jupiter and possibly Saturn.
Another problem lurking in the troposphere is the presence of clouds and
their potential influence on outgoing radiation. More information on clouds
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is available from the visible and near infrared spectral region. However,
extrapolation of heuristically-determined cloud properties over a decade or
more in wavelength is not wise. Probably the best approach is to test specific
physical cloud models by studying their influence on synthetic infrared spectra.
Such work has been done for NH 3 ice clouds for Jupiter 76,77 and should be
attempted for CH4 condensates in the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune. This,
of course, requires the determination of indices of refraction for CH 4 ice
from absorption and reflection measurements in the laboratory. These do not
yet exist in a set covering a wide spectral range, but provisional values may
be determinable for a narrower range. Further complications will also arise,
similar to those for NH3 ice as a candidate cloud constituent in the atmospheres
of Jupiter and Saturn, in estimating the scattering properties of non-spherical
particles of unknown shape. Nevertheless, even rudimentary estimates would help
determine whether such "model clouds" (I) are responsible for the reflection
of solar radiation at 5 _m, (2) are capable of providing the "additional" flux
at I0 _m to be consistent with observations, or (3) influence the outgoing
thermal flux at longer wavelengths. Some additional work in constraining the
particle size would also follow from a study of various characteristic size and
time scales associated with cloud formation along the lines pursued by Rossow 78
for the Earth, Venus, Mars and Jupiter. Further observational work might
strengthen the link between 10-_m flux and clouds in Neptune by suggesting a
correlation of the flux with the established diurnal variability of the planet
at shorter wavelengths 5.
For the deeper atmosphere, a test of Wallace's model 49 for the time-depen-
dence of convective and radiative flux as a function of planetary position
must be made by spacecraft observations or by imaging the planet at millimeter
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wavelengths. Voyager IRIS results may shed some light on this by searching for
temperature variations of the kind predicted by the model near 450-mbar (the
level to which 50-_m radiation is sensitive). For information about deeper
atmospheric levels, only future missions equipped with far infrared through
millimeter detection capability (or several direct probes) would be able to
provide answers in sufficient detail.
In summary, the Voyager mission should be able to provide some answers -
even if only provisional ones, for the remaining problems in the characteriza-
tion of the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune. Other answers may be forthcom-
ing through further earth-based observations. In fact, the prospect of acquir-
ing new and useful information about Uranus and Neptune from ground-based and
airborne observatories is still quite exciting. This will certainly be true
with the development of millimeter (and submillimeter) synthetic imaging arrays,
similar to the capability of the VLA in the microwave region (cf. Gulkis and
de Pater's chapter in this volume). Further theoretical work needs to be done
on several fronts, as outlined above. The cross-comparlson of results among
several planets will be an especially fruitful approach in general. Additional
cross-comparisons may also be useful between different approaches to a spectral
problem, involving efforts to understand information from several different
spectral regions, following Wallace's 48 example.
However, any information about spatial variability of temperatures or any
other infrared-derived properties in a wide variety of locations across the
planet must rely on spacecraft experiments. Future considerations of relevant
spacecraft experiments must consider the hardware requirements involving obser-
vations of much colder thermal sources and much longer wavelengths than has
been the case for previous missions.
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Abstract
From 2000 to 3000 _, both Uranus and Neptune have albedos that are about two
times higher than Jupiter or SaturnPs, implying that the outer giants have
stratospheres that are relatively free of aerosol absorption. Uncertainties in
the absolute calibration procedure allow discrepancies of order 15% between
conservative models and the observations. A small amount of aerosol absorption
is therefore possible. Below 2000 _ the derived albedo is highly dependent on
the solar spectrum source used in the data reduction. The most recent result
for Uranus, first reported here, is consistent with a secular change in C2H2
mixing ratio from ~ 3"i0 -s in 1980 to _ 10 -9 in 1983. These values are ~ 2
orders of magnitude less than the mixing ratios of this gas on Saturn, and
comparable to the amount on Jupiter.
INTRODUCTION
This review of ultraviolet observations includes critical discussion of
published work from three earth-orbiting satellites and also presentation of
new results from the International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite (IUE) not
previously published. The first two authors are responsible for writing this
review. The others participated in the observing phase of the new results, but
because of the deadline for preparing this manuscript, they unfortunately
could not be included in the writing.
Between 2000 and 3000 _, data reduction is quite straightforward. Broadband
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photometry and intermediate resolution spectrophotometry of Uranus and Neptune
in this spectral region from 3 satellites are presented. The data clearly show
that the albedos for both planets are higher than the corresponding albedos
for Jupiter and Saturn. The implication is that the outer two giantWs
stratospheres have much less aerosol absorption than do the inner two. As will
be discussed, existing observations cannot conclusively distinguish between
the possibilities of nearly-conservative aerosol scattering and no aerosol
scattering. The Voyager PPS experiment may resolve this issue with its wide
phase angle coverage at the 1986 Uranus encounter.
Below 2000 _, where many interesting gases in trace amounts could produce
significant absorption, derived albedos are extremely sensitive to the method
used to determine the solar spectrum. This has resulted in a diversity of
opinion on whether or not such absorption actually exists on Uranus. One gas
which is known or suspected to be present on the other three giant planets,
CzH 2, is modelled and compared to recent IUE observations of Uranus. Our
results are consistent with a variable abundance of CzH z there, but this
result is critically dependent on corresponding, published solar variability.
A Voyager UVS solar occultation experiment would clarify this question.
The unique observing geometry that will be achieved by Voyager therefore has
the potential to improve our understanding of stratospheric ultraviolet
absorbers in several aspects.
OBSERVATIONS BEFORE IUE
In addition to studies with the International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite,
which is still active, there have been UV observations of both Uranus and
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Neptune by two other satellites: the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory - A2
(0A0-A2) and the Netherlands Astronomical Satellite (ANS) 1'2'3. In each case,
the earlier satellites produced broad-band photometry which together covered
the range 1800 to 4300 R. The resulting geometric albedos are summarized in
Table I. In each case, the greater absolute brightness of Uranus led to the
formal quotation of an albedo one filter shorter than was done for Neptune,
but these short wavelength values have much greater uncertainties than the
other Uranus data. With the exception of the questionable OAO-A2 point at 2110
_, there is very good agreement between the two satellites in their region of
spectral overlap. This agreement is certainly helped by the common data
reduction procedures, which involves comparison of planetary and G star
photometry. This technique avoids all instrumental calibration errors.
For the region 2000 to 3000 _, the numbers in Table I indicate that the
albedos of both planets are very near 0.5. As a class, these two planets are
distinctly different from Jupiter and Saturn, where the geometric albedos are
approximately a factor of 2 lower. 2'4 The strong implication is that the
stratospheres of both Uranus and Neptune are relatively much clearer than
those of Jupiter and Saturn, where the appreciable ultraviolet absorption is
usually attributed to absorption by hypothetical aerosols. The aerosols are
thought to be the result of some chemical disequilibrating agent such as solar
ultraviolet photons or high energy particles, acting primarily on
stratospheric CH4.
The atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune are sufficiently cold that much of their
CH4 must be frozen in their tropospheres, with a consequent severe depletion
of CH4 in their stratospheres relative to Jupiter and Saturn. The relatively
high albedos in Table I are completely consistent with there being a reduced
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Table I. BROADBANDGEOMETRIC ALBEDOS
a) URANUS
OAO-A2 ANS
Effect ire Geometric Channel Geometric
Wavelength (_) Albedo (_) Albedo
43 O0 O. 54 - -
3360 0.49 3300 0.48
3075 0.50 - -
2590 0.49 2500 0.54
2110 O. 70* 2200 0.51
- - 1800 0.39**
extremely uncertain uncertain
b) NEPTUNE
4300 0.58 - -
3360 0.54 3300 0.51
3075 0.50 - -
2590 0.59 2500 0.56
- - 2200 0.57
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amount of raw material, CH4, at high enough altitudes to be affected by the
disequilibrating agent(s).
Savage et al. (1980) 1 found that there was still some indication of aerosol
scattering in their data, however. They compared their results with a semi-
infinite, Rayleigh-Raman scattering H2 atmosphere, including effects of almost
conservative aerosol scattering. They concluded that the case of no aerosol
scattering could be ruled out, and that for both planets, a wavelength
independent, homogeneously distributed aerosol extinction, with single
scattering albedo _ = 0.97 and extinction optical depth set equal to Rayleigh
scattering optical depth at 2500 _, matched their data well.
Because their shortest wavelength point for Uranus was less certain than the
other ones, they merely pointed out that a decrease in albedo below 2000
would be consistent with absorption by trace amounts of H2S, CS2 or PH3, for
example. They did not claim that their data constituted firm evidence for such
absorption, however. As will be seen in the following discussion, this point
remains unsettled even with the best available evidence today.
INITIAL OBSERVATIONS WITH THE IUE
Caldwe11 et al. (1981) 3 presented IUE spectrophotometry of Uranus and Neptune
(and Titan) mostly above 2000 _. The effective resolution was ~ 10 _, so that
there was in principle much more information than in the broad band photometry
previously discussed. However, no narrow absorption features were seen for
either planet. The upper limit for equivalent widths was approximately 2 _.
There were problems with the absolute scale of the data, so to determine
continuum reflectivities, 50 _ running averages were normalized to the OAO-A2
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Figure 1: IUE spectrophotometry of Uranus, combining five
separate exposures. The photometry point at 2100 _ has been
disregarded. The other photometry points have been used to
normalize the IUE data. IUE error bars increase toward shorter
wavelengths in each exposure as the declining absolute
planetary signal merges with the background.
photometry. In the normalization, the shortest wavelength point for each
planet was given low weight. The results are shown here as figures 1 and 2
reproduced from Caldwe11 et al. 3. Also included is the Rayleigh - Raman
scattering curve calculated by W.D. Cochran (1978, private communication).
This curve is not as high as would be the case for Rayleigh scattering only,
because Raman scattering includes a shift in photon wavelength, which
simulates an absorption.
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Figure 2: IUE spectrophotometry of Neptune. In normalizing the
IUE data, the photometric point at 2600 R has been given
relatively low weight.
Consistent with the conclusions of Savage et al. (1980) 1, the observed albedo
curves are somewhat lower than the model curves for both planets. This is what
led Savage et al. to conclude that there was some high-altitude aerosol
absorption on both.
However, Caldwe11 et al. (1981,) 3 were persuaded to a different conclusion.
They noted that the shapes of the observed albedo curves both agreed very well
with the model, and that they were both lower by approximately the same
amount. Coupled with the knowledge that the stratospheres of these planets are
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known to be very different in many aspects, as is discussed elsewhere in this
volume, this led Caldwell et al. 3 to speculate that there might be a common
systematic error in the data reduction, and that both stratospheres might
indeed exhibit conservative Rayleigh - Raman scattering.
Caldwe11 et al. 3 further suggested that a plausible systematic error was the
choice of solar V and B magnitudes implicit in the reductions by both Savage
and Caldwell (1974) 2 and Savage et al. (1980) 1 . Arguing that if the Sun were
fainter and redder than assumed in the earlier reductions, but within
plausible limits, Caldwe11 et al. 3 concluded that the observational curves in
figures 1 and 2 could indeed be consistent with the total absence of aerosol
absorption in the upper few km-atm of Hz on both planets.
As a result of experience gained, it is now possible to do a better
normalization with IUE data alone than was done previously. A proposal has
been submitted to the IUE Observatory to do this for Uranus. It was motivated
in part by the possibility that such information could be uniquely useful to
the Voyager PPS experiment for absolute calibration. It is also possible that
the Voyager PPS could contribute significantly to the aerosol problem on
Uranus by taking advantage of its wide range of observable phase angles, to
distinguish polarimetrically between aerosol and Rayleigh scattering.
If the PPS should determine that Uranus is in fact clear at those altitudes
sampled by 2000 to 3000 _ reflected photons, then at those wavelengths Uranus
would be a unique standard for which the reflectivity can be calculated from
first principles, as Cochran has done. Spectrophotometry of the Sun could then
be accomplished accurately by conventional astronomical facilities, such as
Space Telescope, using Uranus as a known reflector. It may even be possible to
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determine the B and V colors of the Sun by this means, indirectly but more
accurately than has been done otherwise.
Caldwe11 et al. (1981) 3 also made a preliminary attempt to push the IUE range
below 2000 _. Using the photographic spectrum of Kjeldseth-Moe et al.
(1976) 10 , Caldwe11 et al. 3 concluded that the reflectivity of Uranus below
2000 _ was flat down to 1800 R, contrary to the result of Savage et al.
(1980) 1 . Caldwe11 et al. 3 suggested that the difference might be due to the
choice of the specific G star (18 Sco) used by Savage et al. 1 to represent the
Sun. As will be discussed below, however, the problems with establishing the
solar spectrum below 2000 _ are still far from resolved, and the possibility
of sub 2000 _ molecular absorption on Uranus continues to be open.
SOLAR SPECI_ABELOW 2000
To derive a planetary albedo, one must know the solar spectrum accurately. The
IUE has routinely extended the accessible ultraviolet region of Uranus below
2000 _. There, the Sun is highly variable $, so that its output must be
monitored regularly. Because of the importance of this calibration, and the
difficulties of making the solar measurements, we describe our data sources in
some detail.
The full-disk solar irradiance between about 1150 and 3170 _ has been measured
by Mount and Rottman in 4 rocket flights in 19796 , 19807 , 19828 and 19839 .
There were some problems with the 1979 and 1983 data, but within their
uncertainties they were similar to the 1980 and 1982 spectra respectively.
There is, however, a significant decrease of the flux shortward of 1900 _ from
the near solar maximum data of 1980 to those of 1982. In the following
discussion, the 1980 spectrum of Mount and Rottman is assumed to be
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representative of the Sun for the solar maximum years 1979 and 1980, and the
1982 spectrum for 1982 and 1983. We will denote them as MR1980 and MR1982
respectively.
Their instrument consisted of two scanning spectrometers covering the
wavelength regions from 1130 to 1900 _ and 1600 to 3170 _ respectively. To
improve the wavelength-scale, we compared the two spectra to higher resolution
photographic spectra 10'11, that we convolved to the resolution of Mount and
Rottman's spectrometers (about 2.1 _). We measured shifts of about 100 solar
absorption and emission lines. The largest shifts were 10 g for MR1980 and $
for MR1982. We adjusted the wavelength-scales of Mount and Rottman to agree
with the photographic spectra. In so doing, we improved the feature to feature
agreement between MR1980 and MR1982 and also between their solar spectra and
our IUE spectra.
In addition to the wavelength shifts, we also suspect problems in the
intensity values of both spectra of Mount and Rottman over very limited
spectral ranges, where the scans from the two spectrometers have been joined
together. MR1980 shows a sharp discontinuity near 1780 _ that is clearly
instrumental, not physical. The data are qualitatively different on each side
of the discontinuity. This discontinuity is illustrated in figure 3, which is
a ratio of MR1980 to the solar spectrum of Kjeldseth-Moe et al. (1976) 10 . The
latter is a high resolution photographic spectrum of a quiet region on the Sun
combined from data taken during two rocket flights in 1973 and 1974 near solar
minimum. Figure 4, which is a ratio of MR1982 to the same quiet region solar
spectrum also shows a discontinuous interval between 1820 and 1870 _. We
applied subjective, empirical corrections to the two spectra of Mount and
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_F__ure 3: Ratio of MR1980 _ to the high resolution spectrum of
I0
Kjeldseth-Moe et al. convolved to the same resolution 2.1
_. The broken line shows the same ratio after a subjective
correction to MR1980 has been applied to remove the
discontinuity at ~1780 _.
Rottman, as shown by the broken lines in figures 3 and 4, to restore
continuity. The corrections were the smallest possible ones that would render
the ratio spectra continuous throughout the range 1700 - 2000 _, which is the
region of primary interest for planetary studies. In figure 5, we show the
resulting ratio of MR1980 to MR1982. The error bars are from Mount and
Rottman, except where we have increased them between 1780 and 1870 _ because
of our empirical adjustments.
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Figure 4: Similar to figure 3 except for MR1982 s. In this case
there are two discontinuities at two different wavelength.
While the data of Mount and Rottman are imperfect, they appear to be the best
available for our needs. The problems described above illustrate the great
difficulty in obtaining absolute solar spectra in this region. We hope that
continued efforts will be made to monitor solar variations in the ultraviolet
in order to improve planetary data reduction, as well as for their intrinsic
merit.
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_ Ratio of MR1980 to MR1982 after the corrections have
been apvlied. The error bars are the ones given by Mount and
Rottman 7,s, except in the regions where corrections have been
applied. At these wavelengths the errors have been increased to
show the uncertainties due to the corrections.
IUE SPECTRA OF URANUS BELOW 2000
Medium resolution (10 _) spectrometric observations of Uranus shortward of
2000 _ have first been made possible with the launch of the IUE satellite in
1978. The characterictics of the instruments have been described elsewhere 12.
In the followlng, only the limitations specific to planetary observations
will be discussed:
1. Solar Variabilit_/_y.i The solar spectrum shortward of 1900 _ is highly
varlable, as discussed in detall in the previous section.
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Table II. 1980 small aperture Uranus spectra
Image number date exposure normalization
time (h) factor
SWP 7679 17 Jan. 80 2 0.972
SWP 7680 17 Jan. 80 5 1.089
SWP 8765 16 Apr. 80 6.5 0.975
SWP 9478 9 Jul. 80 14 0.964
Table III. 1983 large aperture Uranus spectra
Image number date exposure normalization
time (h) factor
SWP 20501 21 Jul. 83 1 1.145
SWP 20502 22 Jul. 83 3.5 1.042
SWP 20503 22 _ul. 83 6.42 0.897
SWP 20504 22 Jul. 83 0.83 0.855
SWP 20505 23 Jul. 83 13.2 1.135
SWP 20737 20 Aug. 83 6.25 0.927
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2__.Lo__wwdynamic range of the IUE: Over the IUE spectral range from 3000 _ to
1200 _ the continuum solar fluxes and hence planetary fluxes decrease by more
than 5 orders of magnitude. The dynamic range of the IUE cameras, on the other
hand, is only about 25, which means that a number of individual exposures with
a wide range of exposure times must be combined to achieve maximum wavelength
coverage. We obtained two such sets of spectra, one in 1980 with the small (3
arcsee) circular aperture (see Table II) and the other one in 1983 with the
large (10 X 20 arcsec) aperture (see Table III).
During an 8 - 9 hour period every day, the IUE spacecraft in its elliptical,
quasi-geostationary orbit passes through the outer radiation belts. This
greatly increases the overall camera background level due to Cerenkov
radiation from high energy electrons. The remaining 16 hours of low background
are divided between the ESA, controlling the spacecraft from a 8roundstation
near Madrid during the eastern most part of the orbit, and NASA (GSFC).
Fortunately, exposures started in Europe can be continued without
interruption, in the United States, thus allowing us to obtain exposures as
long as 14 hours. In the case of Uranus this yields spectral information down
to about 1700 _. Any attempt to obtain longer exposures would be defeated by
instrument saturation due to the high background in the remaining part of the
orbit.
3_._.Scattered !i_ht in the SWP: The Short Wavelength Primary (SWP) camera,
designed to measure the spectral range from 1200 to 1980 _, is also sensitive
to scattered light from longer wavelengths up to 3500 _. In most cases this is
negligible, but in solar type spectra, with steeply increasing fluxes toward
longer wavelengths, even a small amount of scattering along the dispersion
direction introduces a significant amount of contamination in the SWP camera.
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We adopted a wavelength-independent intensity correction, which is determined
empirically by the observed flux between 1250 and 1500 _, where the true flux
from Uranus should be negligible.
After being calibrated, individual spectra are normalized to the same level in
regions of overlap with the factors indicated in Tables II and III, and then
combined using a weighted average. The errors were estimated from the standard
deviations of the background on either side of the dispersion line. The
combined spectra are converted to photon flux and convolved with a 6
gaussian filter to smooth the data and then divided by the solar spectra
MR1980 and MR1982 respectlvely after they have been convolved to I0 _ FWHM
resolution. These ratios are scaled to geometric albedos (p) with the
relation:
Fu.
P -F ° fl
Fu = Uranian flux at 1 AU
Fo = Solar flux at I AU
fl.62"10 -x° steradians for sm.ap.fl m_
2.10"i0 -x° steradians for ig.ap.
(solid angle of Uranus)
In the case of the small aperture, which covers only the central 3 arcsec of
the 3.4 arcsec disk of Uranus, the true geometric albedo will be somewhat
smaller due to limb darkening. But no correction for that has been made,
because it is estimated from our models (see below) to be a reduction of less
than i0%, which is less than the uncertainties in our data. The results are
plotted in figures 6 and 7. The places where the curves are interrupted are
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F_F_!gure 6." 1980 geometric albedo of Uranus from 4 small aperture
spectra. The straight dashed line is the Rayleigh-Raman
scattering model of W.D. Cochran. The broken line is a semi-
infinite Rayleigh scattering msodel with C_Hz homogeneously
mixed at a mixing ratio of 3"10- .
the positions of reseau marks, points on the faceplate of the camera used to
determine the wavelength scale. The error bars indicate the combined errors of
the IUE spectra and the solar spectra as discussed above. The IUE errors do
not include possible systematic errors due to guiding errors or defocusing.
These effects have been observed to vary the exposure levels of point sources
in the small aperture by up to 50%, but they are negligible for extended
sources like _upiter and should be intermediate for Uranus, which with a
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Figure 7." 1983 geometric albedo of Uranus from 6 large aperture
spectra. The straight dashed line is the Rayleigh-Raman
scattering model (see figure 6). The broken line is a semi-
infinite Rayleigh scattering model with C2H_ at a mixing ratio
of 10 -9 .
diameter of 3.4 azcsec slightly overfills the small aperture. An indication of
a good photometric repeatability are the rather small deviations ((10_) of the
normalization factors in table If.
The geometric albedo of Uranus appears to have decreased from 1980 to 1983,
although there are large unoertaintles due to the variability of the Sun and
the calibration of the small aperture. Below, we model this change as an
affect of variable C_H2 abundance on Uranus.
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MODELS
We computed one layer models of Rayleigh scattering, semi-infinite H 2
atmospheres with no particle absorption, which we normalized to the Rayleigh-
Raman scattering model of Cochran. We then added some C2H 2 to match the slove
of the albedo curves in figures 6 and 7. We could not reliably identify any of
the C2H 2 spectral features, because of noise in our data. Nor were we trying
to fit the absolute level of the 1980 small aperture albedo curve in figure 6,
because of the relatively large uncertainty of the absolute calibration of the
small aperture. A C2Hz mixing ratio of 3,10 -s happens to fit both the slope
and the nominal absolute level of the 1980 data quite well. The curve for 1983
is much flatter and is consistent, both in slope and absolute level, with CsH 2
mixing ratios _10 -9.
The change of the Uranian albedo from 1980 to 1983 can thus be modelled with a
change of C2H z abundance. We should point out that C2H 2 may not be the only
absorber in this wavelength region, and the fit is not unique, because of the
non-detection of C2H z bands. On the other hand, CzH 2 is a plausible candidate,
because it has been detected on _upiter and Saturn and is suspected to occur
on Neptune. On Jupiter 13'14 and Saturn 15"16 CzH z band features have been
detected with the IUE, with model abundances as high as or even higher than
the ones reported here.
Further IUE observations of Uranus have been proposed to clarify the structure
and possible temporal variation of its stratosphere.
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PROPERTIES OF THE UPPER TROPOSPHERES OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE DERIVED FROM
OBSERVATIONS AT "VISIBLE" TO NEAR-INFRARED WAVELENGTHS
Jay T. Bergstralh and Kevin H. Baines
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109
Photons at wavelengths between 0.3 and 4.5 _m penetrate the atmospheres of
Uranus and Neptune to pressures between about 0.01 bar and I0 bars. This
pressure range brackets the radlative-convectlve boundary in both atmospheres
and is therefore designated "upper troposphere." Physical processes which
govern the transfer of radiation in Uranus's and Neptune's atmospheres at these
wavelengths include Rayleigh/Raman scattering by hydrogen, scattering and broad-
band absorption by suspended aerosol particles and absorption in discrete bands
and lines by methane and hydrogen. Consequently, tropospheric properties con-
strained by observations at these wavelengths include optical properties and
distribution of aerosol particles, methane/hydrogen ratio, and ortho/para hydro-
gen ratio. Recent observations of Uranus and Neptune in this spectral range,
including unpublished work by the authors, are reviewed and compared with pre-
dictions based on models of the atmospheric structures. Significant results
for Uranus include the presence of an opaque lower boundary to the visible
atmosphere very near the level corresponding to 2 bars pressure, and conse-
quently a methane/hydrogen ratio no less than 3 percent.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper reviews what is known about the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune
from spectroscopic and spectrophotometric observations at wavelengths between
0.3 _m and 2.5 _m. This interval is dominated by reflected solar radiation and
is easily accessible to ground-based observation. Consequently, it is associ-
ated with a long history of observations. James Keeler may have taken the
earliest photographic spectrograms of Uranus and Neptune late in the nineteenth
century. Between 1905 and 1931, V. M. Slipher detected and reported all of the
major molecular absorption bands which characterize the spectra of the outer
planets, out to nearly I _m wavelength (Figure i). In 1931, Rupert Wildt identi-
fied most of these bands as rotational-vibrational overtones of methane. In
1952, Gerhard Herzberg identified a feature in Uranus's spectrum, detected by
Gerard Kuiper, as a collision-induced dipole transition of hydrogen and thereby
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confirmed what had long been inferred: that hydrogen is a major constituent of
the atmospheres of the giant planets.
Photons at these wavelengths probe the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune at
depths corresponding to pressures between about i0 millibars and i0 bars. This
pressure range brackets the expected level of the radiative-convective boundary
in the atmospheres of both planets, and, consequently, we designate this region
as the "upper troposphere." Belton I has noted that this part of the atmosphere
is in "most effective radiative contact with space."
Three physical processes dominate transfer of radiation in this wavelength
and pressure range and therefore govern the character of the spectra of Uranus
and Neptune: (i) Rayleigh and Raman scattering by hydrogen and other atmo-
spheric gases, (2) scattering and broadband absorption by aerosol particles
suspended in the atmospheres, and (3) absorption in discrete bands and lines by
methane and by quadrupole and collision induced dipole transitions of hydrogen.
Tropospheric properties that can be constrained by such observations therefore
include (i) optical properties and distribution of suspended aerosols, (2)
methane/hydrogen ratio, and (3) ortho/para hydrogen ratio. All of these
properties have significant influence on atmospheric structure. Aerosols and
the distribution of methane affect the pressure-temperature structures in the
radiative layers of the atmospheres because they affect the deposition of
incident solar radiation in these layers. The methane/hydrogen and ortho/para
hydrogen ratios affect the temperature lapse rates in the convective layers of
the atmospheres through their influence on specific heat. Scattering by aero-
sols modifies the transfer of radiation within discrete molecular absorption
features and, therefore, affects the interpretation of methane and hydrogen
abundances.
Several comprehensive reviews 1,2,3,4 have summarized observations and analy-
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ses of Uranus and Neptune in this spectral interval prior to about 1980. We
will focus on analysis of very recent observations5, 6.
II. SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
A. UV - Blue Continuum
Scattering processes dominate the spectra of Uranus and Neptune between
0.35 and 0.45 Bm. The effects of scattering are most evident within this
spectral interval, although they are non-negligible at several other wave-
lengths. The characteristics of the planetary spectra in this interval
(Figure 3) lead immediately to two semi-quantitative conclusions about the
structures of the atmospheres.
First, nonconservative scattering aerosols are suspended in the upper
tropospheres of Uranus and Neptune. If Rayleigh scattering were the only
source of opacity within this spectral interval, then the geometric
albedos of both planets would be about 0.75--significantly higher than the
measured values (cf. Figure 3). Belton, McElroy and Price 7 demonstrated
that Raman scattering by hydrogen must reduce the UV continuum albedo of
Uranus owing the the nearly exponential fall-off of solar flux towards
shorter wavelengths. An improved analysis published by Wallace 8 reached the
same conclusion qualitatively but demonstrated quantitatively that the
albedo of a deep aerosol-free hydrogen atmosphere still would be higher than
the observed values for Uranus and Neptune. Cochran and Trafton 9 published
the most physically realistic and presumably the most accurate predictions
of the effects of Raman scattering on the spectra of aerosol-free hydrogen
atmospheres. Their model 1--an aerosol-free hydrogen atmosphere deep enough
to be semi-infinite in Rayleigh scattering--is represented by the dashed
curves in Figure 3. Their results agreed quantitatively with Wallace's
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Raman scattering in the planetary spectrum (cf. Refs.
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"best" model; the geometric albedo predicted for a deep aerosol-free hydro-
gen atmosphere is significantly higher than the observed albedos of Uranus
and Neptune even when Raman scattering is taken into account. An additional
source of broad-band UV opacity must be present in the atmospheres. The
most likely source of such opacity is nonconservative scattering by aero-
sols.
Second, while nonconservative scattering aerosols are suspended in the
atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune, the aerosols are tenuous or essentially
absent from the uppermos t i00 to 200 km amagat of hydrogen. Evidence for
this conclusion stems from the high spatial frequency features in Figure 3.
These features are not statistical noise (Figure 4); they are further mani-
festations of Raman scattering. Their origin has been discussed in several
papers9,10,11, 12. Their significance here is simply that they are visible.
Cochran and Trafton 9 estimated that the cores of the Fraunhofer H and K
lines should appear about twice as high as the neighboring continuum in
their model I. The presence of nonconservative aerosols decreases the
proportion of photons that are Raman-scattered and thus rapidly decreases
the contrast of these features. Belton, Wallace and Price II detected the
Fraunhofer "H" line in "emission" and the negative S(0) and S(1) Stokes
"ghosts" of Fraunhofer H and K in the spectrum of Uranus, with amplitudes
significantly lower than those expected for a deep, aerosol-free hydrogen
atmosphere. Price I0 estimated from the observed amplitudes that the volume
scattering coefficient for aerosols in Uranus's upper atmosphere could be
no more than an order of magnitude larger than the volume coefficient for
Rayleigh scattering, if the aerosols are uniformly mixed with the atmospher-
ic gases. An alternate interpretation is that the observed amplitudes "are
consistent with any H2 column density greater than 200 km-amagat," and
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consequently the uppermost 200 km-amagat of hydrogen may be free of aero-
sols.
To our knowledge, the data presented in Figure 3 represent the most
complete and detailed picture to date of Raman scattering in Uranus's
spectrum and the first reported detection of Raman scattering in Neptune's
spectrum. The amplitudes of the Fraunhofer H and K features in Uranus's
spectrum are comparable with those reported by Belton, Wallace and Price II
and therefore they lead to the same conclusions I0 regarding aerosols. By
inspection, the amplitudes of the Raman features in Neptune's spectrum are
comparable with those in Uranus's, so the same conclusions apply to Neptune.
B. 'Blue' _thane Bands
M_lecular absorption first becomes evident in the spectra of Uranus
and Neptune with the weak methane band at 4410 A. Progressively stronger
methane bands appear at longer wavelengths until, in the visible and near-
infrared, they dominate the spectra. Longward of about 5000 A, the wings
of neighboring methane bands overlap so absorption dominates the spectra
even in the intervals between the strong bands. The spectral interval
between 4500 A and 5500 A can be characterized as a "transition" region,
from dominance by scattering processes to dominance by molecular absorption
bands.
The relatively weak methane bands at 4410, 4590, 4860, 5020 and 5210
A are conventionally designated the "blue" bands. Even in the deep
atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune, absorption by these bands should be
unsaturated. Consequently, in the absence of scattering, photons at these
wavelengths should penetrate to the deep convectively-mixed layers of the
atmospheres. The blue bands are therefore sensitive to the abundance of
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methane in the line of sight and should give us our best estimate of
methane/hydrogen ratio 13 •
Lutz, Owen and Cess 14 employed empirical curves of growth, a semi-
empirical band model and a reflecting layer radiative transfer model to de-
rive methane column abundances of 5.8 (+0.4, -I.0) km-amagat for Uranus and
7.6 (+0.6, -0.4) km amagat for Neptune from the measured equivalent widths
of the 4410, 4860, 5430 and 5760 A bands. They adopted a hydrogen column
abundance of 450 km amagat for both planets, from which they derived average
methane/hydrogen ratios in the range (1.3-1.7) × 10-2 for the visible layers
of the atmospheres. Higher values of the ratio are implied for the deep,
warm, convectively-mixed layers.
Figure 5 illustrates our best current effort to model the blue methane
bands in the spectrum of Uranus. The significance of this model is that its
methane/hydrogen ratio is 3 percent in the convectively-mixed part of the
atmosphere, consistent with the results of Lutz, et al. 14. As we shall see
in subsequent discussion, the hydrogen quadrupole and collision-induced di-
pole features in Uranus's spectrum imply the existence of an opaque boundary
to the visible part of the atmosphere at a level corresponding to 2 bars
total pressure. Consequently, we can not decrease methane/hydrogen and in-
crease the visible depth of the atmosphere to keep the methane column abun-
dance constant. Furthermore, methane becomes saturated very near the 2 bar
level for a methane/hydrogen ratio of 3 percent. The saturation level moves
deeper for higher values of the ratio, to levels that are invisible accord-
ing to the evidence of the hydrogen absorption features. The methane column
abundance in the visible layers of Uranus's atmosphere is insensitive to CH4
molar fraction greater than 3 percent in the deep atmosphere. Therefore,
our data imply a lower limit of 3 percent to the methane/hydrogen ratio.
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5b. "Best" model for Neptune. Ph = 0.17 bar, TN = I0/Pcld = 3 bar
(cf. Fig. 2).
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C. Hydrogen Collision-Induced Dipole Absorption
Because the hydrogen molecule has no permanent dipole moment, its spec-
trum is ordinarily confined to weak quadrupole transitions (to be discussed
in Section III). However, collisions with other molecules temporarily in-
duce a dipole moment, so hydrogen can have a dipole spectrum under proper
density conditions. Indeed, the induced rotational-translational spectrum
of hydrogen is the principal source of thermal infrared opacity in the atmo-
spheres of the giant planets 15. The induced $3(0) rotational-vibrational
overtone feature at 8270 A was the first hydrogen feature identified in the
spectrum of Uranus.
Belton and Spinrad 16 published the earliest quantitative analysis of
the $3(0) induced feature in the spectrum of Uranus. They found that an
aerosol-free atmosphere model predicted geometric albedos that were signif-
icantly lower than measured values. They achieved reasonabl_ fits to their
data only with models that incorporated aerosols in some form. Two extreme
cases of models which produced acceptable fits were (i) a semi-infinite
homogeneous scattering model, incorporating a Rayleigh scattering aerosol
mixed uniformly with atmospheric gases (modelled by doubling the volume co-
efficient for Rayleigh scattering by hydrogen) and (2) a finite reflecting-
layer model with 300 to 400 km-amagat of hydrogen overlying an opaque cloud
deck with surface reflectivity A = I.
Figure 6 presents our data in the interval 8000-8500 A, with our best
current attempts to model these data. The important feature of these models
is that they are insensitive to all parameters except the pressure Pc at
which we place an opaque cloud deck. By inspection, Pc is not much greater
than 2 bars for Uranus and 3 bars for Neptune, corresponding to hydrogen
column abundances of 230 and 300 km amagat, respectively. In the case of
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6a. Geometric albedo spectrum of Uranus between 8000 A 6b. Same as 6a, but with Neptune data
and 8500 A (same data as Fig. I, on expanded scale), substituted for Uranus.
Fitted models correspond to Ph = 0.3 bar,_h = 0.15,
various values of Pr]d-
Uranus, this is significantly less than Belton and Spinrad's column abund-
ance for a similar model. The difference stems principally from the system-
atically higher geometric albedos we measured in the vicinity of $3(0).
This difference may reflect a real secular or seasonal variation in Uranus's
brightness. Belton and Spinrad employed Younkin's 17 spectrophotometry of
Uranus to calibrate their spectrum scans photometrically. Younkin made his
observations in 1961-1963, when the subsolar latitude on Uranus was nearly
equatorial. Our observations were made in 1981, when the subsolar and sub-
earth latitudes were greater than 70 degrees. Recent imaging observations
of the planet indicate that a bright region is present around the visible
pole. This may be a manifestation of a higher concentration of aerosols
suspended in the circumpolar atmosphere and consequently a smaller scatter-
ing mean free path, averaged over the visible hemisphere.
Another significant result incorporated in Figure 6 is that the ortho/
para hydrogen ratio evidently follows the equilibrium distribution at the
local temperature in the atmospheres of both planets. Models in which the
ortho/para ratio is set equal to the "normal" value of 3 fail to reproduce
the $3(0) dip which is clearly evident at 8260 A in the spectra of both
planets.
D. Methane Red and Near-lnfrared Bands
The methane bands longward of 6000 A are saturated quite high in the
atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune. Their strengths are, therefore, insens-
itive to methane column abundance and methane/hydrogen ratio. With one
exception, they are not sensitive to any of the free parameters in our
models.
In the absence of scattering, the residual intensities in the cores of
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the methane bands longward of 8000 A would be sensibly zero. The residual
intensities are observed to be significantly greater than zero in the spec-
tra of Uranus and Neptune, which indicates that scattering is significant at
quite high altitudes in these atmospheresl8, 19. The residual intensities of
the near-IR methane bands in Uranus's spectrum can be modelled successfully
with Rayleigh scattering by a column density of approximately 70 km amagat
of hydrogen, provided that (i) conservative aerosol scattering is absent and
(2) methane is depleted (i.e., the methane partial pressure follows the
saturation vapor pressure) in the uppermost atmospheric layersl8, 19. The
resldual intensities of the near-infrared methane bands in Neptune's spec-
trum are significantly higher than in Uranus's. They strongly suggest the
presence of a scattering aerosol, with approximately I/% dependence of scat-
tering cross section, at a depth no greater than 50 km-amagat of hydrogen
(approximately 0.6 bars total pressure) 19.
Another manifestation of scattering in the cores of the near-infrared
methane bands is the presence of Raman "ghosts." Cochran and Trafton 9 cal-
culated the contribution of Raman scattering to the residual intensity of
the 9000 A methane band for two variants on their deep hydrogen model atmo-
sphere: model la in which methane is uniformly mixed with hydrogen at a
ratio of 0.005 at all levels of the atmosphere (i.e., methane is super-
saturated in the stratosphere) and model Ib in which the methane partial
pressure follows the saturation vapor pressure curve throughout the visible
atmosphere. The result is two "ghost" features: S(0) at about 8500 A and
S(1) at approximately 8700 A. The predicted ghosts reproduce features
evident in our spectrophotometric data (Figure 7), which appear to favor
model lb.
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Cochran and Trafton's 9 models la and Ib are super-
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E. Limitations and Caveats
While low-resolution observations yield much useful information about
the structures of planetary atmospheres, they have limitations which re-
strict their interpretation. Their principal limitation is imposed by the
unknown temperature behavior of the unresolved methane bands. There are
good compilations of room temperature methane absorption coefficients20, 21,
but there has been no effective investigation of their temperature behavior.
Yet, since the population distribution of rotational levels in the ground
vibrational state--which determines the strengths of individual lines com-
prising the unresolved bands--is a strong function of temperature, it is
unlikely that the behavior of these bands is not strongly temperature
dependent. Specifically, since the temperatures in the visible regions of
Uranus and Neptune are significantly lower than room temperature (50-100 K
compared with 300 K), we expect spectral regions dominated by lines of low
rotational quantum number (J < 5) to show markedly enhanced absorption in
Uranus and Neptune while spectral regions dominated by high-J lines should
show decreased absorption.
Another limitation is imposed by differing radiative transfer properties
within individual transitions comprising an absorption band. Scattering by
gases and aerosols generally enhances absorption in intrinsically weak lines
relative to absorption in strong ones. This is because scattering prefer-
entially increases the mean atmospheric path lengths of photons in weak ab-
sorptions so that such photons have a greater chance of being absorbed. By
contrast, photons in strong absorptions are likely to be absorbed regardless
of the presence of scatterers.
Further limitations arise from pressure effects in unresolved bands.
Pressure generally broadens and desaturates isolated spectral lines. As
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pressure increases, absorption within isolated lines increases beyond what
is expected in the absence of broadening. In bands, however, neighboring
lines increasingly influence the absorption experienced by photons near
each other's intrinsic wavelengths as pressure increases. Consequently, a
spectral interval which has a high density of strong lines may show little
increase in absorption with pressure because the interval is virtually
saturated at all pressures.
III. HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY
Analyses of high-resolution observations of isolated spectral lines can
potentially overcome these shortcomings. The temperature and pressure behaviors
of the lines must be known accurately. For a spectral interval containing
methane lines, this reduces to knowing the rotational quantum number and the
room-temperature intensity, and pressure-broadening coefficient for each line as
functions of temperature. Owing to the pressure effects discussed earlier,
accurate analysis also requires knowing the behavior of lines whose intrinsic
wavelengths may be quite far from the interval under analysis. There are few
regions of the optical spectrum where these conditions are even partially met.
While room temperature line strengths and pressure-broadening characteristics
have been determined for a few specific methane features (e.g. the 6818.9 A
line), rotational quantum numbers have never been determined theoretically or
experimentally for any methane line in the visible to near-IR. This parameter
is critical because the populations of rotational state (and, consequently, the
line intensities) are quite sensitive to it. For example, lines corresponding
to rotational quantum number J = 4 have intensities in Uranus's atmosphere which
are essentially identical to their intensities measured experimentally at room
temperature. By contrast, lines with J = 0 are more than an order of magnitude
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more incense at temperatures corresponding to the visible part of Uranus's
atmosphere than at room temperature. Earlier investigations have resorted to
(i) assuming temperature-independent line intensities 22, (2) an assumed rota-
tional quantum number assignment 23, or (3) deriving rotational quantum number
assignments from observations of planets whose atmospheric structures are
(presumably) known 24. None of these methods is above reproach. Atmospheric
properties derived from analyses of isolated methane lines will be no more
accurate than those derived from analyses of unresolved bands until the rota-
tional quantum numbers of the isolated lines can be determined. However, we
expect this situation to improve markedly in the near future, as low-temperature
high-resolution techniques are applied to the problem.
A number of investigators have acquired high-resolution observations of
isolated spectral features in Uranus and Neptune over the past two decades.
Owing to the relatively low temperatures and large methane path lengths in these
atmospheres, useful observations have been restricted principally to the S(O)
and S(1) lines of the (3-0), (4-0), and, for Uranus, (5-0) hydrogen quadrupole
overtones and isolated lines in the 6815 A methane band. Tables 1 through 4
summarize all high-resolution observations of which we are aware. The appari-
tion, equivalent width, and instrumental resolution are listed for each observ-
ation.
A. Hydrogen Quadrupole Lines
Herzberg 25 first suggested the possibility of detecting hydrogen quad-
rupole lines in the spectra of the hydrogen-rich giant planets. Only a
few features are available for study, but they are valuable because their
temperature and pressure behaviors are well known from quantum mechanical
theory and from experimental measurements.
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TABLE I
Uranus: Summary of H2 (3-0) and (4-0) Quadrupole
Line Equivalent Widths
(3-0) (4-0) Res.
Year Ref. S(0) S(I) S(0) S(1) (mA)
1964 26 30+8 41+15 160
1971 29 95+25 114+15 250
1972 30 62+19 58+13 260
1973 31 30+4 29+6 40
-3 -3
1970 18 122+21 121+21 470
-9 -9
1971 18 131+28 157+27 4+5 370
1972 18 146+15 157+11 27+3 31+5 430,270
1973 18 138+4 119+6 29+4 31+2 290,160
1974 18 141+4 114+6 29+3 31+2 290,160
1975 18 137+4 119+6 28+i 31+1 290,160
1975 32 21.5+1.6 35
1976 33 22+4 21+3 75-85
1981 6 23.4+i 22.5+i 30
1983 34 107+10 18.6+3 80
Additional Observations:
Encrenaz and Owen 31 report <i mA for (4-0) S(2).
Trafton 35 reports 6.7+1.5 mA for (5-0) S(0) and 4.9(+0.6,-0.3) mA for (5-0)
s(1).
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TABLE II
Neptune: Summary of H2 Quadrupole Line
Equivalent Width Observations
(3-0) Res.
Year(s) Ref. S(0) S(I) (mA)
1973 27 28+4 31+4 150
1976-78 33 22+6 19+2 75-80
1983 34 19+3 80
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Giver and Spinrad 26 reported the earliest quantitatively useful measure-
ments of the (4-0) equivalent widths in Uranus. A number of other investi-
gators have subsequently measured quadrupole lines in the (3-0) and (5-0)
overtones. For Neptune, only the (4-0) overtone has been measured 27.
Specifically, no measurements of the (3-0) overtone have been reported for
this planet.
The (4-0) S(O) and S(1) lines are especially useful because they are
relatively free of interference from other planetary and telluric spectral
features (by contrast, the lines of the (3-0) overtone are clearly contam-
inated by planetary lines in the strong 8000 A and 8400 A methane bands and
by telluric lines in the "z" band of water vapor). Nonetheless, there is
considerable dispersion in the equivalent widths reported for the (4-0)
lines. This probably reflects systematic differences among observers in
estimating the continutml level and in accounting for residual contamination
by neighboring methane features. Smith, et al. 28 emphasized this when they
noted that the equivalent widths they measured during the 1976-1978 appari-
tions were i/3 smaller than the values reported by Trafton 18. It is
extremely unlikely that Uranus and Neptune simultaneously underwent global
atmospheric changes of this magnitude between the 1975 and 1976-1978 appari-
tions. Thus, no temporal variations can be ascertained conclusively from
the published measurements. However, the most recent measurement of (4-0)
S(1) by Smith 34 suggest that temporal variations may be detectable.
For Uranus, the highest resolution observations reported to date are by
Trauger and Bergstralh 6. They report the first detection of asymmetry in
the (4-0) quadrupole line profiles which is readily explained as a manifest-
ation of the pressure dependence of the central line frequency. Figure 8
shows recent models by Bergstralh et al. 36 compared to the observed (4-0)
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8. Modelled 4-0 S(O) line profiles for various cloud-top pressures, Pcld, vs
the observations of Trauger and Bergstralh (1981). Breadth of line and
line position restrict Pcld < 2.4 bars. Depth of line satisfied by line
strength S = 0.000030 cm -I (km-am) -I, assuming Tn = 0.3.
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9. TH vs Pcld constraint diagram which satisfies equivalent widths and con-
tinuum continuum albedos for 4-0 S(0) (dashed) and 4-0 S(1) (solid)
simultaneously (cross-hatched area). Line strengths of Bragget al (1982)
and an equilibrium distribution of ortho/para states for H2 are assumed.
Constraints impose a limit of TH < 1.3. Additional constraints imposed by
shape of line profile, e.g. the full-width at half-maximum (numbers, in
mA), restrict solutions to TH < 0.3 Peld < 2.5 bars.
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S(0) line profile. The analysis reveals that a model incorporating the
nominal haze parameters and an optically thick cloud top at about 2 bars
satisfies both the line width and frequency shift of the peak absorption.
The absorption peak itself is modelled well with a room-temperature line
strength of 3 x 10-5 cm -I (km-amagat) -I (i.e., midway between the theoret-
ical value, 3.7 x 10 -_, and the value 2.2 x i0 -_ measured experimentally by
Bragg et ai.37). The identical model fits the profile of the S(1) feature
well if a line intensity within the uncertainties of the Bragg, et al. mea-
surements is adopted. An equilibrium distribution of ortho-para states is
assumed for these models. The "normal" ortho/para ratio, 3:1, is qualita-
tively incompatible with the observed near-equality of the equivalent widths
of the S(0) and S(1) lines.
It should be noted that Cochran and Smith 38 previously predicted the
existence of a base at 2 bars pressure for the visible part of Uranus's
atmosphere from the equivalent width measurements of Smith et al. 33. Their
conclusions were essentially correct because they adopted the Bragg et al. 37
line intensities for their analysis. They would have inferred the presence
of a base nearly twice as deep in hydrogen column abundance if they had
adopted the weaker experimental line strengths reported by Mickelson et
al. 39 and Bergstralh et al. 40. Our analysis relies principally on the half-
widths and pressure shifts of the quadrupole lines, and, therelore, is
independent of the values adopted for the line intensities. Indeed, we have
utilized the model we have derived for the atmosphere of Uranus to constrain
the quadrupole line intensities.
Figure 9 shows the range of haze optical depth vs. cloud-top pressure
which satisfies both the observed equivalent widths and geometric albedos
for the S(0) and S(1) lines simultaneously, if we adopt the line intensities
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reported by Bragg et al. 37. Not surprisingly, as the haze optical depth
increases, the cloud-top pressure also must increase to compensate for the
increasing proportion of photons reflected by the haze. Owing to pressure-
shift effects, this mechanism preserves the equivalent width of the line by
increasing its width rather than its depth. The observations of Trauger and
Bergstralh 6 impose a tight constraint on the width of the profile, so that
we are restricted to the lower left hand region on the diagram (i.e., 2 bars
and 0.15 < TH < 0.30).
Relatively little modelling of hydrogen quadrupole features has been
performed for Neptune. The most thorough analysis to date is by Smith et
al. 33 who report a hydrogen column abundance greater than 200 km-amagat
(corresponding to pressure greater than 2 bars at the visible base), based
on the similarity of the observed equivalent widths to those observed for
Uranus and adopting a helium molar fraction of about I0 percent. The
observed enhancement of high altitude aerosols in Neptune implies that the
base of the visible atmosphere lies deeper than on Uranus, to compensate for
the greater proportion of photons scattered out of Neptune's atmosphere at
high altitudes.
B. The 6818.9 A _thane Line
As far as we know, the weak band at 6815 A is the only methane feature
in the spectra of Uranus and Neptune which has been resolved into individ-
ual rotational lines. Detailed analyses have concentrated on the most
prominent feature in the band--the line at 6818.9 A. There is notable
agreement among the equivalent widths reported by various observers over
the past decade (Tables III and IV), suggesting (i) that there is little
temporal change in the atmospheres of these planets, on a global scale, and
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TABLE III
Uranus: Summary of 6818.9 A Methane Line
Equivalent Width Observations
W Res.
Year Ref. (mA) (mA)
1966 43 detection 1500
1973 23 155 150
1974 44 150 300
1975 22 150 280
1980 42 150+10 i00
TABLE IV
Neptune: Summary of 6818.9 A Methane Line
Equivalent Width Observations
W Res.
Year Ref. (mA) (mA)
1975 22 140 280
1980 42 130+10 I00
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(2) there is little systematic difference among observers in determining
the continuum level.
Baines 41 has utilized the highest resolution observations of this fea-
ture 42 to model the line profile. He found that the halfwidth rather than
the equivalent width of the line is diagnostic of the methane column abund-
ance, owing to saturation effects. Assuming the value J = 0 for the rota-
tional quantum number of the line, he derived a methane molar fraction of
3-4% for a 2.4 bar atmospheric base--essentially in agreement with the
results of the analysis of broadband spectrophotometry described earlier in
this paper. An optical depth of 2.4 was derived for the tropospheric haze
from the residual intensity at the bottom of the 6818.9 A feature. This is
a factor of 16 greater than the value we derived earlier from the broadband
data. We note that we adopted absorption coefficients measured experiment-
ally at room temperature for the weak methane bands used to constrain the
haze optical depth. It is possible that our analysis under estimated the
haze optical depth if the peak absorption coefficients increase with
decreasing temperature. Nevertheless, an optically thick haze disagrees
with the results of our hydrogen quadrupole analysis: Figure 9 shows that
the permitted range of optical depths does not overlap that derived by
Baines 41, TH being restricted to values less than 0.75 for cloud-top
pressures less than i0 bars.
As in the case of the hydrogen quadrupole features, comparatively lit-
tle modelling has been performed for the 6818.9 A methane line in Neptune's
spectrum. Macy, et al. 22 determined pressures approximately 0.4 bars less
than the values they found for Uranus from a rather qualitative analysis of
their measured line width (i.e., they found an effective pressure in the
range 1.9-3.5 bars vs. 2.3-3.8 bars). However, their value is suspect
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because they did not account for line saturation effects or for the broad-
ening effects of scattering. Baines 41 performed a cursory evaluation which
demonstrated that a Uranus haze model satisfies the observed line profile 30
with the exception that tH = 3.0. However, he noted that if Neptune's
stratosphere is supersaturated with methane, as postulated by Fmcy and
Trafton 45 to account for the u4 emissions at 7.7 _m, then the aerosol
content could be considerably greater.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Table V summarizes the atmospheric model parameters derived for Uranus from
analyses of visible to near-infrared observations.
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TABLE V
Uranus: Summary of Derived Parameters
Parameter Range Observational Constraints
Haze :*
Th 0.15-0.3 Weak methane bands, (4-0) S(0),
S(1) peak absorption
mh(%) Wa = 0.24; Wb = 4.56 Blue continuum
W a = 0.90; Wb = 4.37
Haze-top pressure 0.5±0.1 bar Blue continuum, residual
pressure PH-T intensities in strong CH4 bands
Haze bottom < 2 bars CH 4 molar fraction from weak CH 4
pressure PH-B bands, 6818.9 A line equiv, width;
saturation vapor pressure
Cloud:
mcld 0.9985 Peak geometric albedo (5150 A)
Cloud-top 2 bars (4-0) quadrupole widths, peak
pressure Pcld absorption, freq. shifts; (3-0)
PIA dipole peak absorption
CH4:
_olar fraction > 3% Weak CH4 bands, 6818.9 A line width
Distribution Depleted in upper Residual intensities in strong CH 4
troposphere and bands; limb brightening in strong
stratosphere CH 4 bands (Ref. 46)
!2:
Ortho/para ratio Equilibrium (4-0) quadrupole S(0) and S(1) equiv.
distribution widths; (3-0) PIA
(4-0) S(I) line Theoretical Peak absorption in (4-0) S(1)
strength quadrupole line
* Wavelength-dependent haze optical properties parameterized as:
_h(%) = [I + Wa(3500/% ) WD]-I
Th(% ) = TH (6435/%) 4
Wallace's 47 parameterization of Trafton's 18 haze properties satisfied by
Wa = 0.02, Wb = 4, T = I.
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TABLE VI
Neptune: Summary of Derived Parameters
Parameter Range Observational Constraints
Haze:
Optical depth (5000 A) 0.032 < TH < 0.I Blue continuum*
Cloud:
Cloud-top pressure Pcld = 3 bars (3-0) PIA dipole peak absorption
Surface albedo Acl d > 0.75 Blue continuum*
CH4:
Molar fraction 0.01 < f CH 4 < 0.03 CH 4 bands*
H2:
Ortho/para ratio Equilibrium (3-0) PIA dipole peak absorption
* From Reference 48.
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NEAR INFRARED IMAGING OF URANUSAND NEPTUNE
Bradford A. Smith
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
Abstract
Imaging of Uranus and Neptune in the deep methane absorption band at
890nm has been used to detect high-altitude atmospheric hazes and to
search for possible undiscovered close-in satellites. The appearances
of Uranus and Neptune are very different from one another and Uranus
seems to be changing with time. The Neptune images show rotation in
the direct sense. No new satellites have been found to date.
INTRODUCTION
The remoteness of Uranus and Neptune is the single-most important
factor in our lack of knowledge of these distant systems. Although
their true diameters fall somewhere between those of the giant
planets, Jupiter and Saturn, and those of the terrestrial bodies, the
size of their disks in the focal plane of a groundbased telescope is
exceedingly small. The image of Uranus (3.9 arcsec) would almost fit
within the image of the Great Red Spot of Jupiter, while that of
Neptune (2.3 arcsec) is scarcely larger than the disk of Ganymede.
Furthermore, the feeble solar illumination in the outer solar system,
370 and 900 times less than at the earth for Uranus and Neptune,
respectively, causes the surface brightness of the tiny disks to be
lower than that of many planetary nebulae. Thus, the longer
integration times required to overcome the low surface brightness
further compounds the difficulty of observing these distant bodies.
Earlier attempts to record cloud structure on Uranus, by the
Stratoscope project and by the writer while at New Mexico State
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University, have been unsuccessful. Within the limited spatial
resolution, the disk of Uranus in the visible region of the spectrum
seems to be featureless, not unlike a visible image of Venus.
However, this lack of detail is not due to remoteness alone; the 45
arcsec disk of Jupiter, reduced to 3.9 arcsec, would still reveal the
familiar banded pattern. The contrast of any large-scale cloud
structure on Uranus (and, presumably, Neptune as well) in visible
light must be less than that of the clouds on Jupiter.
Since the mid 70s, the writer (and, more recently, with R.J. Terrile
of JPL) has renewed an attempt to image cloud structure in the
atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune and to search for small nearby
satellites of both planets. Because the atmospheres of both planets
contain relatively large amounts of methane, the strong absorption in
the methane bands in the far red and near infrared create very low
geometrical albedoes, approximately 0.01 for both Uranus and Neptune.
Thus, imaging within these deep methane bands subdues reflected light
from the planetary atmospheres and provides the best opportunity to
detect high altitude atmospheric hazes and to search for nearby faint
objects. The deepest of these optical methane bands, at 890 and 1000
nm, became easily reachable only with the advent of scientific quality
CCDs in the mid 70s.
EARLY OBSERVATIONS
Among the first astronomical results obtained with CCDs were a series
of Uranus images taken in the 890 nm methane band in April 1976 with
the 1.5 m Catalina reflector at the University of Arizona. The images
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(see Fig. 1) showed a dark disk with limb brightening that was
asymmetrically stronger toward the pole. A search for undiscovered
satellites in these and later images revealed no new objects to m =
19. However, a marginal detection of the Epsilon ringI suggested a
ring albedo of 0.01-0.02. In 1979 the CCD camera was successful in
recording discrete clouds in the atmosphere of Neptune2. The clouds,
probably thin, high-altitude patches of methane ice or photochemically
produced particulates, were observed to rotate with Neptune (Fig. 2).
Although the temporal coverage was inadequate to provide an optical
rotation period, the sense of the rotation was determined to be
direct, not retrograde, i.e., not in the same direction as the
revolution of Triton.
As the CCD has greatly improved our ability to study Uranus and
Neptune, so also has the development of a long-forgotten instrument,
the coronagraph. First used by Lyot 3 in the 1930s, the coronagraph
was reintroduced by Whitaker 4 in the early 70's. Based on the
principle of using an exit pupil mask to remove diffraction producing
edges, the coronagraph effectively eliminates diffraction created at
the edges of the primary telescope mirror, the secondary mirror cell
and the secondary mirror support system. Scattered (diffracted) light
from mirror dust and microscratches and from atmospheric
inhomogeneities (seeing) remain, but the total amount of diffracted
light around a stellar image is dramatically reduced. The use of a
coronagraph thereby improves the recorded contrast of features on
extended objects and greatly increases the detectability of faint
objects close to very bright ones.
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RECENT OBSERVATIONS
In 1982 and 1983, R.J. Terrile and the writer observed Uranus and
Neptune with the 2.5-m du Pont telescope of the Las Campanas
Observatory (Chile)using a CCD camera system provided by the Space
Telescope Wide Field/PlanetaryCamera InstrumentDevelopmentTeam and
two coronagraphs designed and fabricatedat the Lunar and Planetary
Laboratory. Because of optical constraints, the first Arizona
coronagraph operated in a reducingmode only. Consequently, during
1982, we were able only to conduct satellite searches; no direct
imaging of either Uranus or Neptunewas possible. In 1983 a second
Arizona coronagraph was used, allowing both continued satellite
searchingat a reducedfocal ratio of f/2.8 (widerfield of view) and
direct imagingat f/7.5.
The direct images of Uranus and Neptune were taken with the
coronagraph through a 890nm filter, 40nm wide and centered on the
methaneabsorptionband. Exposuretimes of one minute were typical.
The Uranus images (Fig. 3) appeared to be very different from those
obtained in the mid to late 70s. No pronounced limb brightening is
seen in the unprocessedimages,althoughcarefulprocessing(yet to be
attempted)may show detail not visiblein the raw images. It appears
likelythat real changeshave taken place on Uranus. Neptune,on the
other hand, shows a cloud pattern (Fig.4) very similarto that seen
in 1979. The Las Campanas images,unlikethose obtained in 1979, were
collectedover a five-dayintervaland thus presentan opportunityfor
determining an optical rotationperiod. Terrile reports on those
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resultselsewherein these Proceedings.
The 1983 Neptune images are characterizedby severalpatches of haze
located at the mid-latitudes in both northern and southern
hemispheres. Becausethe earth'sdeclinationon Neptuneis presently
at-240 , the southern hemispheric features are most clearly seen.
Neptune appears to show less limb brighteningin the 890-nm methane
band than did Uranus duringthe mid to late 70s, but thismay be due
in part to the preliminary processing;Neptuneappearsto have cloud
structurewith inherentlyhighercontrastand the images, therefore,
are not as stronglyenhancedduringprocessing.
If the rotationperiod of Neptuneis established,al|owinggeometrical
solutionsfor the changingair mass over the brightclouds, it may be
possible to solve for the columnardepth of methane over the clouds
and therebyderive their pressureheight in the Neptune atmosphere.
The search for faint new satellites around Uranus and Neptune has
continuedthrough1982-83. The survey includesimages taken in both
the direct and reducing coronagraphmodes and both with and without
focal plane masks. The focal plane mask is a small (0.5 to O.7mm)
opaque disk, supportedin the focal plane of the telescope by silk
monofiliments and centered on the planetarydisk. While the mask
tends to furtherreduce scatteredlight by blockingthe image of the
relativelybright planetarydisk, it is alwayschosen to be somewhat
larger than the planetarydisk itselfand, therefore,does not permit
searchingclose to the planetarylimb. The limitingmagnitude of the
search reachesm,_23 at distances well away from Uranus and Neptune
and decreaseswith decreasing distance from the limbs. The search
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limit,expressedas the radius of a satellite having a geometrical
albedo of 0.2, is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of distancefrom each
planet. To date only a cursorysearchhas been completed;the current
limit is a radius severaltimes greaterthan that indicatedin Fig. 5.
No new satelliteshave been found to date.
Analysis of the direct and satellitesearch images is continuing;new
observationaldata will be collectedin April 1984.
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A REVIEW OF THE MILLIMETER AND CENTIMETER
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Abstract
Millimeter and centimeter wave astronomical data of Uranus are presented
and discussed. Some recent observations of the brightness distribution across
the disk at 2 cm and 6 cm wavelength are reported. Data which relate to the
variability of the microwave spectrum are reanalysed taking into account the
strong variation of temperature with wavelength, and including up-to-date
data. The results indicate that the brightness temperatures of Uranus have
probably reached their maximum values. The evidence for the depletion of
ammonia in the upper atmosphere is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The angular diameter of Uranus subtends an angle of less than 4 arc
seconds at the earth's distance and until quite recently, the only radio
measurements of Uranus were of the unresolved disk. Nevertheless, the total
flux density measurements when combined with the best estimates of the planet's
radius are sufficient to show that the upper atmosphere of Uranus is distinctly
different from those of Jupiter and Saturn. Despite its greater distance from
the sun, Uranus is as warm as, or warmer than both Jupiter and Saturn at
centimeter wavelengths. The spectrum rises sharply with wavelength between I
and i0 centimeters, although a "flat" spectrum is expected due to the high
pressure at which an ammonia cloud would form on Uranus. The higher tempera-
tures on Uranus are believed to be related to a relatively lower atmospheric
opacity thereby allowing higher temperatures to be sensed. Modelling studies
have shown that Uranus must be severely depleted of ammonia compared to the
solar abundance in the 150 K to 200 K temperature range of the atmosphere
(Gulkls et al., 1978). This corresponds roughly to the pressure range 7 to
20 atmospheres. No such dramatic depletion is indicated from the microwave
observations of Jupiter and Saturn. Another observation, apparently unique
to Uranus, is that its spectrum at centimeter wavelengths is changing with
time. This effect is unexplained at the present time.
Since 1978, a number of important new measurements of Uranus have been
achieved. Most notable are the short millimeter wavelength flux density
measurements which have been made with the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility
(IRTF) and the 12 m NRAO telescopes, and the high angular resolution measure-
ments which have been made with the NRAO Very Large Array (VLA) telescope.
These later measurements have sufficient resolution to resolve the disk,
thereby opening up an entirely new class of observations.
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In this review, we summarize both the disk integrated flux density
measurements and the resolved disk measurements. We review the principal
inferences which have been drawn from the data and reexamine these using the
up-to-date data base and current models of the atmosphere. Many of the newer
measurements are unpublished and consequently undocumented. In the spirit of
the workshop, we discuss the unpublished data where we have the permission
of the original researchers. However, we caution the readers that unpublished
data are preliminary and that firm conclusions based on these data should
await publication by the original researchers.
OBSERVATIONS
Average Disk Brightness Temperatures - Most of the existing radio measure-
ments of Uranus have insufficient resolution to resolve the disk. Consequently,
most disk brightness temperatures reported are not measured directly. The
fundamental measurement which leads to the disk brightness temperatures is
the integrated (over the solid angle of the planet) flux density (S) at a
given frequency (f), bandwidth (df), and time (t). The fractional bandwidth
(df/f) covered in a single observation is generally small and the measured
average flux density over the bandwidth is assumed to be the flux density at
the center frequency of the measurement. Flux density is usually expressed
in units of Janskys (Jy) where 1 Jy = 10-26 wm -2 Hz-!.
Table I gives a list of the reported flux densities, but adjusted such
that they refer to a common calibration scale and an earth-Uranus distance
of 19 AU. The disk temperatures corresponding to the adjusted flux densities
are given in column 6. Figure 1 shows the disk brightness temperatures as a
function of wavelength. These were calculated using the Planck radiation
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Figure 1 - Microwave spectrum for Uranus. The data shown are from Table I.
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law. We assumed Uranus to be an oblate disk with an equatorial diameter(ED)
of 51300 km and a polar diameter(PD) of 50274 km. The solid angle subtended
by the planet is assumed to be given by (_/4)(PD)(ED). This assumption
introduces a small systematic error due to the large inclination of the
rotation axis. When observed pole on, the solid angle of Uranus should be
(_/4)(ED)(ED), which is 2 % larger than the solid angle assumed. Consequently,
the disk temperatures given in column 6 may be too high by up to 2 %. This
is particularly true for the recent measurements in which Uranus was viewed
nearly pole on.
In column 3 of Table I, we give the original value of the published
disk temperature. Note in some cases, the very large discrepancy between the
adjusted temperatures given in column 6 and the original values. This is
primarilly due to the adoption of a different solid angle for Uranus.
High Resolution Spatially Resolved Radio Maps - Various VLA observations
of Uranus have been made over the past few years, in 1980 and 1981 by Jaffe
and co-workers and in 1982 and 1983 by de Pater and co-workers. Neither set
of maps has yet been published. The de Pater et al. maps were made at wave-
lengths of 1.3, 2.0, 6.1, and 20.5 centimeters. Figures 2 and 3 show the
preliminary high resolution maps obtained by de Pater et al. in 1982 at 6
and 2 cm wavelengths respectively. These maps have an angular resolution of
0,65 arc sees at both wavelengths. (We did not show the 20.5 cm maps because
they do not resolve the disk nor the 1.3 cm maps which are of overall lower
quality than the others.) The pole and the sub-earth points are indicated by
a cross and a dot respectively on both maps, at the time of the observations.
Both maps clearly show the brightness distribution to be slightly asymmetric.
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TABLE I
NORMALIZED ESTIMATED
PUBLISHED FLUX RMS NORMALIZED REFERENCE
WAVELENGTH DISC TEMP DENSITY ERROR DISC TEMP
EPOCH (CM) (K) (JY) (%) (K)
1982.45 20.463 240.0 4.051E-03 8.0 244.8 De PATER (P.C.)
1978.92 18.002 291.0 6.388E-03 21.9 299.1 CONWAY (1980)
1979.45 13.100 255.0 1.026E-02 7.1 254.3 BATTY et al. (1981)
1965.00 11.300 130.0 8.361E-03 30.8 154.3 KELLERMAN (1966)
1968.10 11.132 180.0 8.965E-03 22.2 160.5 GERARD (1969)
1971.40 ii.i00 195.0 I.I08E-02 8.9 197.2 WEBSTER et al. (1972)
1978.07 6.148 259.0 4.653E-02 1.5 254.1 BRIGGS&ANDREW (1980)
1969.70 6.000 210.0 4.247E-02 6.3 220.9 MAYER&McCULLOUGH (1971)
1982.45 6.141 231.0 4.329E-02 3.5 235.6 De PATER (P.C.)
1978.20 4.815 243.0 7.119E-02 3.7 238.6 BRIGGS&ANDREW (1980)
1977.17 4.769 230.0 6.884E-02 3.9 226.3 BRIGGS&ANDREW (1980)
1966.20 3.750 165.0 8.123E-02 8.5 165.2 KLEIN&SELING (1966)
1971.40 3.710 189.0 9.364E-02 3.9 186.4 WEBSTER et al. (1972)
1977.24 3.560 212.0 1.155E-01 3.8 211.6 KLEIN&TUREGANO (1978)
1977.73 3.560 217.0 1.180E-01 4.6 216.2 KLEIN&TUREGANO (1978)
1978.33 3.560 217.0 1.182E-01 3.2 216.6 KLEIN&TUREGANO (1978)
1967.33 3.126 158.0 1.180E-01 10.4 166.8 BERGE (1968)
1978.25 2.921 228.0 1.820E-01 .9 224.6 BRIGGS&ANDREW (1980)
1977.22 2.863 203.0 1.692E-01 2.0 200.5 BRIGGS&ANDREW (1980)
1973.33 2.852 202.0 1.794E-01 4.0 211.0 BRIGGS&ANDREW (1980)
1969.70 2.700 212.0 1.825E-01 3.9 192.5 MAYER&McCULLOUGH (1971)
1972.70 2.069 178.7 2.980E-01 7.0 184.6 GARY (1974)
1974.40 2.030 201.1 3.259E-01 3.6 194.3 GARY (P.C.)
1982.54 2.005 176.0 3.110E-01 6.8 179.5 DePATER (P.C.)
1969.29 1.950 181.0 2.860E-01 5.7 157.5 PTOTH&KELLERMANN (1970)
1969.70 1.650 201.0 4.501E-01 4.2 177.4 MAYER&McCULLOUGH (1971)
1982.54 1.333 176.0 6.863E-01 10.8 173.4 De PATER (P.C.)
1969.29 .950 125.0 8.676E-01 11.8 113.9 PTOTH&KELLERMANN (1970)
1969.29 .350 iii.0 6.460E+00 5.3 116.3 PTOTH&KELLERMANN (1970)
1969.22 .330 i00.0 6.092E+00 27.0 98.0 EPSTEIN et al. (1970)
1969.46 .330 85.0 5.164E+00 36.5 83.4 EPSTEIN et al. (1970)
1970.01 .330 97.0 5.910E+00 27.8 95.1 EPSTEIN et al. (1970)
1970.13 .330 125.0 7.617E+00 17.6 122.0 EPSTEIN et al. (1970)
1974.28 .330 132.0 8.076E+00 15.3 129.2 ULICH (P.C.)
1974.50 .330 125.0 6.885E+00 5.4 110.5 ULICH&CONKLIN (1976)
1974.87 .330 133.2 8.127E+00 5.3 130.0 ULICH (P.C.)
1975.30 .330 138.0 8.392E+00 2.7 134.2 ULICH (P.C.)
1975.56 .330 125.7 7.686E+00 4.3 123.1 ULICH (P.C.)
1976.37 .330 143.5 8.730E+00 3.1 139.5 ULICH (P.C.)
1976.66 .330 133.8 8.146E+00 3.1 130.3 ULICH (P.C.)
1977.09 .330 130.8 8.315E+00 2.2 133.0 ULICH (P.C.)
1977.30 .330 134.5 8.550E+00 5.1 136.7 ULICH (P.C.)
1978.34 .330 130.8 8.315E+00 4.7 133.0 ULICH (P.C.)
1979.17 .330 135.4 8.608E+00 2.3 137.6 ULICH (P.C.)
1980.01 .330 134.1 8.525E+00 4.6 136.3 ULICH (P.C.)
1973.40 .214 122.0 1.730E+01 6.8 117.8 COGDELL et al. (1975)
1975.25 .140 105.0 3.614E+01 10.5 10774 COURTIN et al. (1978)
1974.03 .139 113.0 3.990E+01 11.5 116.4 COURTIN et al. (1978)
1980.50 .131 117.0 4.663E+01 13.2 121.0 ORTON (P.C.)
1983.50 .137 i01.0 3.850E+01 3.0 103.0 ULICH et al. (1984)
1980.50 .i00 97.0 6.546E+01 3.0 101.6 ORTON (P.C.)
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Figure 2 - Preliminary high resolution map of Uranus at 6 cm. The contours
indicated are at 5, I0, 25, 40, 55, 70, 85, 95, and 98% of the peak flux density
in the map. The integrated flux density is 48.5 mJy. The cross and the dot
indicate the position of the pole and the sub-earth point respectively at the
time of the observation. The data were taken on June 15-17, 1982.
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Figure 3 - Preliminary high resolution map of Uranus at 2 cm. The contours
indicated are at 15, 25, 40, 50, 75, 85, and 95% of the peak flux density in
the map. The integrated flux density is 336 mJy. The cross and the dot indi-
cate the position of the pole and sub-earth point respectively at the time of
the observation. The data were taken on July 18-20, 1982.
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The peak brightness is shifted toward the pole. At 6 cm, the brightest point
on the map nearly coincides with the position of the pole; at 2 cm it is
half-way between the sub-earth point and the position of the pole.
DISCUSSION
Thermal emission from a deep atmosphere whose temperature increases
with depth appears to explain the microwave spectra of Jupiter and Saturn,
and is believed (by us) to be the prime candidate model for explaining the
spectrum of Uranus. The recent VLA observations show convincingly that the
vast majority of the emission originates from the vicinity of the optical
disk, thereby ruling out the possibility of any major extended source of
emission (in the 2 to 20 cm wavelength range) including synchrotron emission
or emission from rings. No extreme limb brightening is observed thereby
ruling out thermal emission from a hot ionosphere as discussed by Gulkis
et al. (1978). A remaining possibility, is that there is a localized source
of emission centered near the pole. As an example, a super dense polar
ionosphere, possibly induced by charged particle dumping at the poles, could
explain the high brightness temperatures.
The most widely used method of calculating the disk brightness temperature
is to integrate the brightness temperature over the the entire disk assuming
spherical symmetry of the disk. This approximation makes the angle between
the line of sight to the observer and the normal to the "surface" easy to
compute. Because the oblateness of Uranus is only .02(+/-.01) this approxima-
tion is not expected to introduce a large error. The brightness temperature
is calculated by integrating the equation of radiative transfer through a
model atmosphere in which the pressure, temperature, and absorption coefficient
are defined at every point.
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A serious concern is the lack of good experimental data on the absorp-
tion coefficients of the various gases which are likely to be responsible
for the microwave opacity. The problems anticipated are associated with the
line shapes produced by foreign gas broadening at high pressures over the
wide range of temperatures and pressures which are encountered. In particu-
lar, the absorption coefficient of ammonia under the conditions in the Uranus
atmosphere has never been measured, while the calculation requires a large
extrapolation from the meagre laboratory data which are available, de Pater
and Massie (1984) show that a comparison of the spectra of all four Jovian
planets with model atmosphere calculations indicates that the line shape
profile may lie closer to the Van vleck Weiskopf profile than the Ben Reuven
profile which has generally been used. An alternative explanation to the one
given by dePater and Massie, is that the pressure-broadened line widths and
coupling elements (i.e. Berge and Gulkis, 1976) used in the Ben Reuven line
shape are incorrect. In particular, a reduction in the magnitude of the
coupling element will move the Ben Reuven line shape closer to the Van vleck
Weiskopf while maintaining the principal features of the line shape.
Gulkis et al. (1978) considered a wide variety of atmospheric models and
compared them with the available data. They assumed that the major sources
of microwave opacity were due to hydrogen, ammonia vapor, and water vapor.
They showed that collision-induced absorption due to hydrogen provided the
major source of opacity at short millimeter wavelengths, while absorption due
to the inversion transitions in ammonia dominates the spectrum at wavelengths
longer than about 3 mm. They showed that if ammonia is uniformly mixed
throughout the atmosphere with a mixing ratio of _2 parts in i0000, and
follows the vapor pressure relationship for pure ammonia in the upper atmo-
sphere, then the expected spectrum for Uranus is nearly flat (temperature is
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constant) from 3 mm to I0 cm. The observations show a sharp rise in tempera-
ture which starts at about 1 cm and extends to I0 cm or longer. They showed
that the mixing ratio must be reduced by two orders of magnitude inorder to
explain the high brightness temperatures in the vicinity of 2 cm. Figure 4
shows their calculations of the microwave spectra for Jupiter, Saturn, and
Uranus along with the data available in 1978. Klein and Turegano (1978)
later discovered that between 1966 and 1978 the flux density of Uranus was
increasing in the wavelength range from 2 to 3.6 cm.
Both the depletion of ammonia and the variability are of paramount
importance to the understanding of the atmosphere. Therefore, it seems
worthwhile to re-examine these results using the most up-to-date data bases
available to us. In particular, we will examine the following three areas
below: a) the variability of the spectrum, b)theoretical spectra based on
up-to-date models of the atmosphere, and c)implicatlons of the high resolution
Uranus maps.
A. Varlability-The data base for variability studies spans the years
1965 to 1982.45. Published studies (Klein and Turegano, 1978; Batty et al.,
1981; Gulkls et al., 1983) have examined the variability by subdividing the
data into narrow wavelength intervals as shown in Figure 5. A potential
source of error with this analysis arises from the gradient of temperature
across the wavelength interval. An alternative means of illustrating the
variability, which is independent of this source of error, is shown in Figure
6. In that figure, we show the entire data set using crosses for data taken
before 1973 and rectangles for data taken after 1973. The trend of the early
data showing that Uranus was cooler prior to 1973 is evident. The variability
appears to start at a wavelength at least as short as three millimeters and
extend to longer wavelengths.
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Figure 4 - Microwave spectra for Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus (after Gulkis et
al., 1978). Progressing from Jupiter to Saturn to Uranus the model calculations
show that the temperature-wavelength dependence becomes less steep due to pres-
sure broadening. The poor fit of the data in the vicinity of 2 cm wavelength
provide evidence that ammonia must be depleted on Uranus.
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Figure 5 - The disk temperatures of Uranus plotted against the date of observa-
tion. The wave length interval 2cm to 4cm is the same interval used by Klein
and Turegano (1978) in their "discovery" paper.
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Figure 6 - The microwave spectrum of Uranus plotted using cross symbols for
the data taken before 1973 and rectangles for data taken after 1973, The
early data are seen to be systematically lower than the later data,
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While dividing the data into two groups is useful to illustrate the
presence of variability, it is less useful as a tool to determine the form
of the variability. To investigate the form, we divided the data set up
into wavelength intervals and applied a correction for the temperature
variation across the interval.
The solid llne superimposed on the data in Figure 7 gives a reasonable
representation of the temperature gradient between 1.5 and 10 cm. The
gradient between I0 and 20 cm is ill defined at the present time because of
the sparslty of data at long wavelengths.
The analytic expression of the solid llne in Figure 7
is
T = 175 LOG(WAVELENGTH,CM) + 115 K .
From this relationship, we estimate the temperature gradient across the
wavelength interval dl to be
dT = 76 dl/l
Since dl/l was approximately unity in previous studies, the temperature
gradient potentially introduces an error of up to 76 K. Klein and Turegano
(1978) measured a total variation of approximately 60 K which is comparable
to the magnitude of this error. Consequently, the temperature gradient could
have a dramatic effect on the interpretation of the data.
In Figure 8, we show the same data set as in Figure 5, but with a
"correction factor" for the temperature gradient applied to each data point.
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Figure 7 - The disk temperatures of Uranus are shown wlth a solld llne repre-
senting the temperature gradient between 1 cm and i0 cm. The equation of the
solld llne is T = 175 log (wavelength, cm) + 115,
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Figure 8 - The disk temperatures of Uranus plotted against the date of observa-
tion. The wave length Interval is 2 to 4 cm as in Figure 5. The figure differs
from Figure 5 in that each data point has been adjusted to account for the
gradient across the wavelength interval as explalned in the text.
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The algorithm used to adjust the data was
T(adj) = T - 175 log(wavelength,cm) + 83
This algorithm leaves the 3 cm data unperturbed, adds up to 30 K to the 2-3 cm
data, and subtracts up to 22 K from the 3-4 cm data. The principal difference
between the data trends suggested by the adjusted data in Figure 7 and the
raw data in Figure 5 is that the raw data show a steady increase in temperature
from 1966 to 1978 whereas the adjusted data suggest an increase between 1966
and 1971 with a leveling off at later years.
The i0 to 20 cm wavelength range has previously been analysed in the
same manner as the 2 to 4 cm data (Batty et al., 1982; Gulkis et al., 1983).
In this wavelength range, the temperature variation is about twice as large
as that seen at 2 to 4 cm. Thus we expect that an adjustment for the tem-
perature gradient between I0 and 20 cm will have a smaller effect than at
the shorter wavelength interval. It is difficult to estimate the tempera-
ture gradient between 10 and 20 cm. Current measurements suggest that the
gradient is rather small. We are suspicious that the error bars on the
early 10-20 cm data are too small; confusion from background radio sources
makes these measurements difficult to carry out with a single dish antenna.
Figures 9 and i0 show the I0 to 20 cm data plotted in the same manner as
Figures 5 and 7. The temperature variation is clearly present in both cases.
As expected, the adjusted data do not differ significantly from the raw data.
Gulkis et al. (1983) had previously reported a small variation in the 2
to 4 mm wavelength range which appeared to them not to be statistically
significant. They estimated a temperature drift rate of 0.7 K/year with an
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Figure 9 - The disk temperatures of Uranus plotted against the date of observa-
tion. The wave length interval is I0 to 20 cm.
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Figure I0 - The disk temperatures of Uranus plotted against the date of observa-
tion. The wave length interval is i0 to 20 cm as in Figure 9. The figure dif-
fers from Figure 9 in that each data point has been adjusted to account for the
gradient across the wavelength interval as explained in the text.
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uncertainty of (+/-)i K /year on the drift rate. Figure 6 prompted us to
re-examine this result. Figure ii shows the brightness temperature data in
the 3 to 4 mm wavelength range. It is evident that there is little evidence
of variability after 1972; however in prior years there is a clear trend to
be cooler. This did not show up as significant in the earlier analysis
because the authors searched for a linear dependence in time and because the
early data were excessively noisy. No correction for the temperature
gradient need be applied to this data because the spectrum is flat in this
wavelength range. A further result of a non-linear variation in time is
that we no longer can be sure that the spectrum at 1 mm is not variable since
few measurements were available before 1975. Gulkis et al. (1983) have
mentioned that the nonvariability of the short millimeter wave data implies
that the pressure-temperature profile is not changing dramatically.
B. Theoretical spectra - Theoretical microwave spectra (here defined as
the frequency range from 1GHz to 300 GHz) depend both on the temperature-
pressure structure of the atmosphere and on the distribution of the opacity
in the atmosphere. The sources of opacity in the Uranus atmosphere are not
well known although it seems certain that they consist of non-resonant,
collision induced absorption in hydrogen, and probably resonant absorption
due to ammonia, water, and/or hydrogen sulfide. Slightly broadened pressure
lines can in principal be used to measure the temperature, pressure, and
mixing ratio of an absorber. However, at the high pressures encountered in
the Uranus atmosphere, resonant spectral lines are collisionally broadened
into a continuum making it impossible to unambiguously separate the pressure-
temperature profile from the opacity distribution. Probably the greatest
leverage provided by the microwave observations is in testing model atmo-
spheres which have been derived from a broad set of considerations such
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Figure 11 - The disk temperatures of Uranus plotted against the date of observa-
tion. The wavelength interval is 3 to 4 mm.
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as composition, solar heat input, infrared flux, etc. A number of such models
have been generated including those of Wallace (1980), Appleby (1980), and
Orton (1983).
In order to re-examine the evidence for the depletion of ammonia in the
Uranus atmosphere, we chose the temperature-pressure profile of Orton (1983)
to represent Uranus' atmospheric structure and superimposed a number of
ammonia distributions. Theoretical spectra were then calculated using the
methods described in Gulkis et al. (1978). Figure 12 shows the pressure-
temperature profile we used and Figure 13 shows the up-to-date spectra with
various model calculations superimposed. For all curves we used the following
concentrations by number: Hydrogen, 90%; helium, 7%; methane, 3%; water, I x
10-4%. Curve I is for the case in which ammonia is uniformly mixed with a
ratio of 1.5 x 10-4 below the saturation level (9.5 atm and 160 K) and follows
the saturation vapor pressure law for ammonia at higher altitudes. Curve 2
is for an atmosphere with an ammonia abundance which is strongly depleted
1.0 x 10-6 compared to the solar value of 1.5 x 10-4 . Curve 3 is for an atmo-
sphere in which the only absorption is due to hydrogen. Curve 1 shows a good
fit to the millimeter data, but is much too cold compared to the centimeter
wave data. Curve 2 provides a much better fit over the spectral range from
1 mm to i0 cm but predicts a higher temperature than is observed at 20 cm.
Curve 3, a model in which no absorption due to ammonia is included, shows
that the short millimeter spectrum is controlled by the hydrogen opacity.
This implies that the millimeter wave brightness temperatures provide a
direct constraint on the pressure temperature profiles. Courtin et el.
(1978) have used this argument to rule out methane rich models which are too
cold in the convective regions to explain the observations.
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Figure 12 - The pressure-temperature profile of Uranus (after Orton) used in
the brightness temperature calculation.
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Figure 13 - Theoretical microwave spectra for Uranus based on an Orton model
atmosphere with various concentrations of ammonia.
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In order to match a theoretical brightness temperature model to all of
the microwave data using the 0rton (1983) pressure-temperature profile, it
is necessary that the ammonia be depleted only in the upper levels of the
atmosphere. (This is true of all adiabatic convective atmosphere models we
have tried.) Atreya and Romani (1984) have proposed that a plausible mechanism
for selective alititude depletion is loss of ammonia in the aqueous ammonia
cloud. This mechanism does not require an enrichment of volatiles over solar
values however a slight enrichment of the volatiles (0,C,N,S) enhances the
depletion. This mechanism for depletion appears more reasonable than selective
enrichment of sulfur as was suggested by Gulkis et ai.(1978).
The evidence for depletion of ammonia is based on the assumption that
the atmosphere is in adiabatic convective equilibrium. Small changes to the
adiabatic lapse rate will not change this conclusion. However if the
atmosphere should become superadiabic or isothermal the spectrum could be
dominated more by the lapse rate than the mixing ratio of ammonia, de Pater
and Massie (1984) considered a model in which the upper atmosphere is in
convective equilibrium while at deep levels the atmosphere becomes isothermal.
This model has the effect of flattening the spectrum at long wavelengths.
C. Radio Maps - The radio maps shown in Figures 2 and 3 provide quanti-
tative data on the brightness distribution across the disk. We have already
remarked on the apparent asymmetry of the distributions_ with the tendency
for the peak brightness to be shifted toward the pole. A symmetrical limb
darkened planet would show a peak brightness at the sub-earth point rather
than at the pole. Here we will make some quantitative, but preliminary
estimates of the limb darkenlng/brightening distributions.
We have calculated the limb darkening for several plausible atmospheric
models for Uranus at I0 GHz and 22 GHz. These models include microwave
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absorption due to H2 alone, a model in which the ammonia concentration is
very low (less than 10e-7), and a model in which the ammonia is depleted in
the upper atmosphere but present at the solar abundance value at depth. In
the first case, the limb darkening is very severe whereas in the latter case
the llmb darkening is very slight. We indicate these two extreme cases in
Figure 14. Figure 15 shows the center-to-llmb variation on a uniform and
limb darkened (case I) Uranus model, after the planet was convolved with a
Gaussian shape beam which matched the VLA beam. The half-power beam width
was 0.65 arc sec.
Superimposed on Figure 15, we show the normalized brightness temperatures
measured from the 6 cm radio map. The data were measured along a longitude
llne on Uranus which intercepted the sub-earth point (and the pole). Data
measured from the sub-earth point toward the sunlit pole are indicated by
filled dots; data measured from the sub-earth point in the opposite direction
are indicated by crosses. The asymmetry in the brightness distribution causes
these two curves to diverge. The curve which passes through the pole reaches
a shallow maximum away from the sub-earth point and then decreases falling
between the two model llmb darkening curves. The measured brightness in the
opposite direction falls off faster than the severely llmb darkened model.
We believe that these results cannot be explained by limb darkening alone
and must respresent a true temperature variation across the disk.
If the brightness temperature distribution across the disk is modeled
by a spherical harmonic series expanslon,symmetrlc about the rotation axis,
and warm at the sunlit pole, then the first two terms of the series are that
of a constant and a dipole of the form
T = T(O) + (T(p) - T(eq)) cos(l)
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6Figure 14 - Limb darkening model calculations for Uranus at 10.7 GHz to
illustrate a range of possibilities. Curve A is for a case in which ammonia
is severely depleted above the 200 K level and has a mixing ratio of 10e-4
below that level. Curve B is for a case in which the absorption is due to
H2 alone. The curves are normalized to the center of the disk and plotted
versus the cosine of the emission angle, _.
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Figure 15 - The solid curves show a uniform disk (upper curve) and a severely
(curve B from Figure 14) limb darkened disk (lower curve) with the angular
dimensions of Uranus convolved with a 0.65 arc sec Gaussslan beam. The filled
dots are measurements from the 6 cm map measured along a strip from the sub-
earth point toward the sunlit pole. The crosses are measurements along a
strip from the sub-earth point and away from the sunlit pole. Note that the
crosses lie considerably below the severely limb darkened model.
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where i is the colatltude of the sub-earth point, T(0) is a constant term,
T(p) is the temperature at the pole, and T(eq) is the temperature at the
equator. The solid curves in Figure 16 show the expected llmb darkening for
a planet with this brightness distribution and using the parameters T(0) =
200 K and (T(p)-T(eq)) ffiI00 K. The curves were generated by convolvlng the
model whose angular dimensions matched Uranus (1.97 arc see radius) at the
time of the observations with a Gausslan beam (HPBW = 0.65 arc sec). No
llmb darkening other than that produced by the model itself was included.
These curves give a very striking resemblance to the data which are indicated
(as in Figure 15) by crosses and filled dots.
It is interesting to speculate whether a permanent temperature distribu-
tion of this form and magnitude might explain the variability which was
discussed earlier. A straight forward calculation of the disk brightness
temperature for this model shows that it will vary as
T ffi T(O) + .66 (T(p)-T(eq))cos(1)
provided that the temperature distribution itself is not time variable. The
variation of this function with epoch is shown in Figure 17. The cos(l)
dependence in this equation causes the greatest variation to occur between
1965 and 1976. Qualitatively, the adjusted data showed this same trend. We
show in Figure 17 all data in the 2.0 to I0 cm wavelength range, adjusted
for the temperature gradient and centered on 6 cm wavelength, plotted versus
the epoch of the measurement. The 2.0 to I0 cm range is a very wide range
to consider since the amplitude of the variations appears to be wavelength
dependent. However, since the time history of 6 cm measurements is incomplete,
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Figure l6 - The solid curves show the expected llmb darkening for the model
described in the paper along a strip which passes through the pole and sub-
earth point. The filled dots are measurements from the 6 cm data measured
along a strip from the su_earth point toward the sunlit pole. The crosses
are measurements along a strip from the sub-earth point and away from the
sunlit pole. The radius of Uranus was 1.97 arc see at the time of the observa-
tions.
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Figure 17 - The disk temperatures of Uranus in the wavelength range 2 to I0 cm
corrected for the gradient across the wavelength interval. The solid llne
shows the expected variation of the brightness temperature for the model des-
cribed in the text.
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we have used the wide window to establish the trend. The solid curve is seen
to be in qualitative agreement with the observed variations.
This comparison suggests that the observed time variability of the
Uranus centimeter brightness temperatures is due to a gradient in the bright-
ness temperature across the planet. The temperature distribution can either
be caused by a true temperature variation or by a variation in the opacity
of the atmosphere or both. It seems unlikely that the major effect is due
to a true temperature change since the heat capacity of the atmosphere is so
large. It seems most likely to us that the variation is due to an opacity
difference between the pole and equator. If the brightness temperature
distribution is that of a dipole, with the sun-llt pole being the warmest,
the pole to equator temperature difference would have to be about 100K. A
least square fit to the data has not been attempted at this time.
To be certain, we do not believe this preliminary analysis of the 6 cm
data proves that the variability is tied to the brightness distribution and
changing aspect of the planet. It may however point the way for more detailed
analysis and assist in the planning of spacecraft experiments. In particular,
we note that the brightest point on the 2 cm map (Figure 3) is not at the
pole, nor at the sub-earth point, but somewhere in between. The 2 cm map
shows a brightness variation across the disk, but somewhat different than
that at 6 cm.
SUMMARY
The principal conclusions we have reached on re-examlnlng the Uranus
brightness temperature data and on carrying out a preliminary analysis of a
high resolution 6 cm map of Uranus are as follows:
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I) The brightness temperatures of Uranus are variable throughout the
centimeter wavelength range ( 2 to 20 cm) with some evidence of variability
at wavelengths as short as 3 mm. The data near 1 mm wavelength are too
incomplete to allow one to draw firm conclusions about variability. The
brightness temperature variation was greatest between 1965 and 1971 and
appears to have leveled off since then.
2) The Uranus upper atmosphere is depleted in ammonia by a factor of
the order of i00 below the solar values at temperatures less than 200K. The
temperature pressure profiles derived by Appleby (1980), Orton (1984) and
Wallace (1980) are consistent with the microwave observations. The principal
constraint to the profiles is from the millimeter observations which sets
limits on how hot or cold the atmosphere can be. If the thermal structure
of Uranus is not in adiabatic-convective equilibrium, conclusions based on
modelling studies may need to be revised.
3) The high angular resolution 6 cm map of Uranus shows an asymmetric
brightness distribution. The peak brightness is near the sunlit pole. This
spatially variable brightness distribution may be responsible for the observed
variability of the microwave spectrum.
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ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS OF URANUS
AND NEPTUNE: THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
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Abstract
Uranus, because of its pole-on orientation and low internal
heat source, is in a dynamically different atmospheric regime
from Jupiter and Saturn. Neptune resembles Jupiter and
Saturn in orientation and internal heating, but its extremely
long radiative time constant puts Neptune in a different
class. Voyager observations of seasonal temperature
gradients, equator-to-pole temperature gradients, infrared
emission, Bond albedo, posslble cloud structures (bands,
spots, eddies), and cloud motions should greatly improve our
ability to classify planetary atmospheres according to their
dynamical regimes.
The subject of atmospheric dynamics of Uranus and Neptune is short on
observational constraints but long on potential impact. The educated layman
appreciates that the atmosphere of Uranus, with its pole-on orientation, is
driven by sunlight in a way that is different from that of other planets.
Predicting the circulation patterns of the clouds is a major challenge.
Neptune resembles Jupiter and Saturn as far as orientation is concerned, but
its long radiative time constant, as discussed below, puts Neptune in a
separate class.
In this paper I will first review models of the seasonal thermal cycles
published recently by Wallace (1983). 1 I will then review the internal heat
and its role in the meteorology as explained by Ingersoll (1976) 2 and by
Ingersoll and Porco (1978) 3. Stone's (1972, 1975) 4,5 models of the
atmospheric heat transport (from pole to equator on Uranus) will then be
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discussed. Finally, possible Voyager observations that bear on these
questions will be mentioned.
SEASONALTHERMALCYCLE
Wallace (1983) I has published a tlme-dependent, radiative-convective
seasonal model for Uranus. Horizontal heat transport is neglected. The
height of the convective zone and the temperature profile are allowed to vary
over the year. The pressure range is roughly 0.03-10 bars, although most of
the seasonal change occurs at P _ 1.0 bars.
Wallace finds that the maximum temperature change over the year occurs at
the poles and is about _2.5 K. The emergent IR flux varies by about _18%,
with the largest flux occurring almost 1/4 Uranian year after the peak solar
heating. The results are sensitive to (and diagnostic of) the amount of CH4
and absorbing haze as well as the latitudinal distribution of internal heat
flux.
The important point for dynamics is that the seasonal variation of
emergent infrared flux is not as large as that of the absorbed sunlight. The
polar atmosphere gains net heat in the summer and loses it in the fall.
Moreover, despite the pole's effective temperature being hotter than that of
the equator, there is still net energy deposited at the pole on an annual
basis and net energy radiated at the equator. This energy must be transported
equatorward, and the question arises: at what level (i.e., in the atmosphere
or in the interior) does this transport take place? As discussed below, the
answer probably depends on the magnitude of the Internal heat source.
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INTERNAL HEAT AND THE METEOROLOGY
At the May 1975 Tucson Conference on Jupiter, Ingersoll argued that
Jupiter's convective interior would short-circuit the atmosphere in
transporting heat poleward and upward. As a result the equator-to-pole
temperature difference and atmospheric heat transport should be small. The
argument was published in the conference special issue by Ingersoll (1976), 2
and detailed models were published by Ingersoll and Porco (1978). 3
Because of its internal heat, _upiter's net (emitted infrared minus
absorbed solar) irradiance is positive at all latitudes. This fact was
established by Pioneer and Voyager infrared and visible observations
(Ingersoll et al., 1976; Hanel et al., 1981). 6*7 As a result the upward flux
of internal heat must be positive at all latitudes, and the deep atmosphere
and interior must be convective at all latitudes. Since convection tends to
maintain all fluid particles close to the same adiabat, temperature variations
on constant pressure surfaces should be small. This nearly isentroplc state
of the interior is maintained by convection currents that drive internal heat
poleward and upward to balance the latitudinal variation of absorbed sunlight.
Within each band of latitude the visible atmosphere receives as much solar and
internal energy as it emits to space, so the poleward atmospheric heat
transport is zero.
The internal energy sources of Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune all seem to be
large enough so that the net irradiance is positive at all latitudes (Gautier
and Courtln, 1979). 8 Uranus has a weaker internal energy source. $ In this
respect it is an earth-like planet. Those latitudes (the poles) that receive
the most sunlight over the Uranlan year must transport energy to other
latitudes (the equator). Without a large internal heat source this transport
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must take place in the visible atmosphere--above the deepest levels to which
sunlight penetrates. Using curves for the annual average isolation of Uranus,
I calculate that the internal heat source must be at least 27% of the absorbed
sunlight before Uranus would no longer be an earth-like planet in this
respect.
An interesting possibility is that the extra annual average sunlight at
the Uranian poles might completely inhibit the internal heat transport there.
The deep atmosphere might be subadiabatic from the poles down to some critical
latitude determined by the magnitude of the internal heat source. If the
internal heat source were slightly less than 27_ of the absorbed sunlight, the
subadiabatic polar region would be small. If the internal heat source were
much less than the absorbed sunlight the subadiabatic polar region would be
large. Within the subadiabatic polar region, the visible layers of the
Uranian atmosphere might behave in an earth-like manner, with lateral
(equatorward) heat transport by baroclinic eddies in a stably stratified
environment. In the equatorial band outside the subadiabatic polar regions
the Uranian atmosphere might behave in a more lovian manner, with strong zonal
jets and little evidence of mixing across latitudes.
ESTIMATES OF ATMOSPHERIC HEAT TRANSPORT
Stone (1972, 1973, 1975) 4,9,5 has developed a set of scaling arguments to
estimate the equator-to-pole temperature gradient aT/ay, the vertical
potential temperature gradient aO/0z, the horizontal eddy velocity v, and
horizontal eddy length scale L. The estimates are based on several
assumptions, first, that the eddies grow to a size where their meridional
velocities are comparable to the zonal velocity difference from top to bottom
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in the baroclinic atmosphere. A second assumption is that the heat transport
takes place in the visible atmosphere, with no compensation by the internal
heat flux for the latitudinal gradient in incident sunlight. For _upiter,
Saturn and Neptune, this second assumption should lead to an overestimate of
the equator-to-pole temperature gradientp for reasons discussed in the
preceding section. A third assumption is that the upward and lateral heat
transports by eddies are balanced by radiation, which tends to de-stabilize
the atmosphere in most of StoneWs worked examples. In particular the
contribution of small-scale convection to the upward heat transport is
neglected.
Subject to these limitations, StoneWs formulas provide a classification
scheme for the giant planets that complements the classification of the
preceding section. The two most important parameters are 8 = _ and s = Qr/ct
where 0 is the rotation rate of the planet, _ is the radiative time constant
of the visible layers, r is the planetary radius, c = (sH) I/2 is the speed of
sound, g is the acceleration of gravity and H is the pressure scale height.
Both 8 and e are larger than unity for the earth and the giant planets. When
8 is large the radiative forcing is weak. When s is large the inhibiting
effects of rapid rotation, large horizontal distances, and small buoyancy are
strong. Thus planets with very large _ and not-so-large s tend to have small
((5%) equator-to-pole temperature differences AT/T because radiative forcing
is weak and the heat has to be transported over a relatively short distance r.
Uranus and Neptune are in this category. Conversely, planets with large e and
not-so-large 8 tend to have large (20%) horizontal temperature differences
AT/T. _upiter, and to a lesser extent Saturn, would be in this category if
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their internal heat fluxes were independent of latitude. The earth has modest
values of both s and 6, and has moderately large (10%) values of AT/T
according to Stone's formulas.
In other words, Uranus and Neptune, because of their extremely weak
radiative forcing (long radiative time constants) are in a class by
themselves. Uranus, which seems to have insufficient internal heat to
compensate for lateral variations in sunlight, should have small temperature
differences (Tpole - Tequato r < 1 K), small eddy velocities (v < 2 m s-l), and
small eddy length scales (L < 1000 km). Verifying these scaling relations
would help in classifying the different types of atmospheric behavior for the
different types of planets.
VOYAOER OBSERVATIONS
Both visible-wavelength imaging at high spatial resolution (better than
100 km per pixel pair) and visible and infrared radiometry at low spatial
resolution can yield important information about Uranus and Neptune. The
global energy budget and the magnitude of the internal energy source can be
inferred from the infrared emission and the spherical Bond albedo. Infrared
observations by Voyager must be used with a seasonal temperature model to
infer the annual average emission. Visible-wavelength observations by the
Voyager IRIS and imaging systems must be used with a scattering model to infer
the globally averaged absorbed sunlight. The winter-summer temperature
gradient and the associated infrared emission gradient are important for
estimating the seasonal cycle. The pole-to-equator temperature gradients (the
poles should be hotter) are important for understanding the horizontal
atmospheric energy transport. In spite of the featureless appearance of
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Uranus from earth, visible-wavelength imaging is still the best means by which
Voyager can determine the large-scale cloud structure (bands and spots, should
they exist) and motions of small-scale features. Experience of Voyager at
Saturn indicates that numerous small-scale features could be present without
their having been seen from earth.
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DETECTIONAND MEASUREMENTOF CLOUD
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Abstract
Historicaldata concerningvariabilityof surfacebrightnessof the
visible cloud deck are reviewed. The data do not rule out low contrast
small cloud structuresof the type measuredin the SaturnianVoyagerwind
measurements. Convectivemodels in which methanecan condensesuggest
similarstructuremay be presentat the level of the visible cloud deck in
Uranus'atmosphere. Horizontalspace and time scales derived from
dynamicalconsiderationslie within the accessiblerange of the wide- and
narrow-angle Voyager cameras. Therefore,Voyager2 may obtain significant
dynamicalinformationabout the Uranianatmosphere.
INTRODUCTION
More than two hundredyears have passedsince 13 March 1781when William
Herscheldiscoveredthe planet Uranus. During the interveningperiod,
Uranus has approachedperihelion in 1798, 1882, and 1966. At perihelion,
we observethe Uraniansatellitesystemalmost edge on; thus, if the
equatorialplane coincideswith the plane of revolutionof the satellites
we observeUranusequatorward-onat perihelionand aphelion. This would
imply that the most favorableperiodsof this centuryfor observinga
zonal cloud systemsimilarto that on Jupiterand Saturnoccurredin 1924
and 1966when the bandedstructurewould have beenparallel to the plane
of revolutionof the satellites.
The highestresolutiondata consistof the March 26-27,1970 Stratoscope
II photographsI. These data, photographedthrougha pass band of 380 to
580nm,showed no visible markingswith contrastsabove 5%. In addition,
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the observed equatorial and polar limb-darkening could be fit with a
conservative Rayleigh layer of optical depth = 0.5 overlying a Lambert
surface (albedo = 0.75).
In contrast, in Alexander's review2 of the history of observations of
Uranus, he cites observations by E. M. Antoniadi in 1924 with the 33-in
aperture Meudon refractor where he draws two faint dusky belts on each
side of a brighter equatorial zone and notes that the observed pattern is
in agreement with Laplace's theory.
Alexander also cites earlier work 3 by Young in 1883, and the Henry
brothers and Perrotin in 1884 which reported that the south Dole was
brighter than the north pole and there were two faint belts; however,
these belts were reported to be inclined to the line of the satellites.
Belton and Vescelus4 argue that reports of the existence of markings
cannot be dismissed based on the Stratoscope II results. They point out
that the pass-band of the Stratoscope data is insensitive to color
difference and that these data represent observations on a single night.
On the other hand, the fact that the diameter of Uranus is less than four
seconds of arc places severe constraints on the visual observer and
suggests that a more reliable way to determine the maximum possible cloud
contrast would be color dependent integrated disk photometry.
In 1933, Becker published a summary of visual magnitudes of Uranus which
is reviewed by Alexander. Becker reported a sinusoldal component with an
amplitude of _29 and a period of 42 years, as well as fluctuations in
brightness of about _15. It should be noted that these were visual
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observations and do not have the accuracy of Lockwood'_ photoelectric
photometry. For data from 1953 to 1966, Lockwood reports a monotonic
decrease in brightness of 0.04 magnitudes and for data from 1953 to 1961
no short ten variations greater than 0.002 magnitudes were observed.
Combining data from 1972 to 1976 with the 1953 to 1966 data, Lockwood
proposes a geometrical oblateness of 0.01 in agreement with Dantelson et
al. 7 and Smith 8 and a south pole 15% brighter than the equator before
perihelion and a north pole 20% brighter than the equator after
perihelion. Additional searches by Lockwood and Thompson9 for photometric
evidence of a rotational period fail to detect any short term variation
above the level of 0.003 magnitudes; therefore, there is little evidence
of rapid brightening reported in earlier visual work. Based on these
data, Lockwood and Thompson state that this level of variation precludes
an albedo feature analogous to Jupiter's Red Spot with an albedo variation
of 25%. These observations indicate that variation in cloud structures at
visible wavelengths are dominated by polar brfghtenings; however, Lockwood
et al.'s limits on variability do not preclude the presence of small low
contrast structure.
ARGUMENTS FOR LOW CONTRAST FEATURES
A review of preliminary zonal wind measurements of Voyager 1 and 2 Saturn
images reveals that measurements were made on low contrast features. A
comparison of Smith et al.'sI° figure 1, 3 and 5 illustrate the low
contrast detail utilized in the northern hemisphere. Although the
southern hemisphere showed far fewer large features and appeared to be
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more heavily obscured by an overlying haze, figure 2 in Smith et al.'s
Voyager 2 review 11 shows bright banding associated with eastward maxima in
the zonal winds and a more mottled pattern in regions undergoing westward
displacement. Inspection of figure 5 reveals strong hemispheric symmetry
in the zonal wind pattern even though large scale albedo contrast was less
in the southern hemisphere. It should be noted that the low contrast and
small surface area of the individual cloud structures that were used to
establish the zonal winds of Saturn would not be detectable as photometric
variations; therefore, we should examine the Uranian atmosphere in terms
of the possibility of the existence of similar structure.
Modeling by Wallace 12 illustrates the importance of absorption of solar
flux by methane in comparison with the magnitude of an internal heat
source. He finds that methane condenses throughout a large portion of the
atmosphere and agrees with Trafton's model13 which requires a haze between
1.1 and 1.8 bars of pressure. Wallace points out that methane would
condense in the lower portion of Trafton's haze and that the ~225°K
brightness temperature at 6cm requires a small internaI heat source. With
or without an internal heat source his models are convective down to a 15
bar pressure level. These results suggest that convective overshoot
could carry material up into a region where methane ice could form markers
for displacement measurements similar to those on Saturn.
ADVANTAGES OF THE APPROACH GEOMETRY OF VOYAGER 2.
Two main observing periods 14 allow detailed analysis of single frame
series which will contain the whole Uranian image and simplify navigation.
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Because the approach path is essentially pole-on, a series of scans of
surface brightness at a fixed latitude extending over a longitudinal range
up to 360° can be obtained with time spacings that are independent of the
rotational period of the planet. Cross-correlations of a series of these
scans could yield significant zonal velocities for a major portion of the
illuminated hemisphere. If features are ill-defined or if a measurable
component of mertdtonal motion is evident, two dimensional cross-
correlations and analysis of three-dimensional plots of surface brightness
as a function of latitude and longitude are possible if the cloud contrast
is similar to that of Saturn.
The period from -10 to -S days before encounter provides a time period when
the narrow-angle camera will produce an image of Uranus with a resolution
of 300 to 150 km/line pair. Also the wlde-angle camera provides similar
resolution over a twenty-four hour period from 1.75 to .75 days before
encounter. This second opportunity allows use of a methane filter in
the wide-angle camera and selected nested narrow-angle images.
EVIDENCE OF SEASONAL FORMATION OF AEROSOLS
Voyager observations of Saturn and Titan suggest that increases in
reflectivity are correlated with increased local Insolatlon. A detailed
analysis of ground-based broad pass-band photographs of Saturn by Sugg_ s
indicates that the greatest change in the albedo of the belts and zones in
the visual region of the spectrum occurs in the interval spanned by the
violet Voyager filters centered near 40Ohm. This is a region where
aerosol scattering competes with Rayleigh scattering. Historically, the
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South Temperate Region of Saturn shows the largest response to variation
of insolation. This can be interpreted in terms of cloud heights in
current models and integrated solar insolation.
Because perihelion occurs when the axis of rotation is perpendicular to
the incident rays, and the eccentricity of Uranus' orbit is 0.047, the
solar illumination was 21% greater in 1966 than at aphelion in 1924, when
Antoniadi reported seeing dusky grey equatorial belts. In addition, the
axial tilt provides a geometry such that the visible hemisphere receives
more insolation per Uranian day at all other times. Based on historical
data concerning belt-zone contrast in Saturn's atmosphere, the period when
Antoniadi reported a belted aspect to the Uranian Atmosphere was the most
likely time to observe its occurance.
Loss of albedo contrast in narrow band CCD methane images* and a
systematic change in Lockwood's b-y color index IG indicate an increase in
reflectivity in the northern hemisphere at mid-latitudes in methane images
and in the b filter centered at 465nm. These results indicate that
aerosol obscuration is increasing in Uranus' northern hemisphere as the
subsolar region shifts toward the pole.
CONCLUSIONS
Although the orbital geometry is such that enhanced aerosol concentration
eliminates the chance that we will have maximum belted contrasts in 1986,
and although we are observing when the solar insolation is near pole-on,
we cannot rule out the possibility that we will be able to detect low
*See Smith, B. A. in this publication.
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contrast cloud features such as those we measured in Saturn's atmosphere.
Because models predict a convective atmosphere in which methane can
condense it is possible that convection may carry material up through the
observed cloud deck and fresh methane ice will form and serve as markers.
If the size of cloud features and the horizontal winds are of the order of
magnitude estimated by Stone17, the spacial resolution available in the
narrow and wide-angle camera frames when Uranus is easily navigated should
allow us to identify and characterize the latitudinal dependence of the
clouds and the narrow-angle frames for the period from 5 days to 18 hours
before encounter should provide adequate resolution (150 to 20 km per line
pair) for preliminary classification of cloud morphology.
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Abstract
Earth-based observers of Neptune have found that the planet varies in bright-
ness at various wavelengths in ways that suggest that changes occur in the
planet's atmosphere on several different time-scales. Global inhomogeneities
in high-altitude haze distribution that are stable for several days permit
measurements of the planet's rotation period (about 18 hours), but this sta-
bility sometimes breaks down, obscuring the diurnal lightcurve. In addition,
there is an apparent long-term variability of the brightness of Neptune in
anticorrelation with the cycle of solar activity. This slow variability of
low amplitude may be punctuated by outbursts of high-altitude condensation of
particles in the atmosphere, whose decay time is several months.
INTRODUCTION
A decade of photometric observations at various wavelengths has shown
that Neptune varies in brightness with at least four characteristic time-
scales. Inasmuch as changes of the optical properties of planet's upper atmo-
sphere are related to the global dynamics of the atmosphere, a review of the
observational facts may serve as a useful point of departure for comparisons
with theoretical studies. This paper is not intended to be a thorough review
of the literature of Neptune observations, but will focus on the crucial re-
sults of the last decade in establishing the variability of the planet's
brightness as seen at various wavelengths.
I. Diurnal Variation. Because portions of Neptune's spectrum, especial-
ly in the near-infrared, are strongly absorbed by methane in the planet's at-
mosphere, and because some spectral regions are unaffected by methane absorp-
tions, various investigators have sought to define the rotation period of
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Neptune from photometric observations Using a color index that is defined on
the basis of the planet's absorption spectrum. The strongest contrast between
spectral regions of absorption and nonabsorptlon occurs in the near-lnfrared
(1-3 _m), and Crulkshank (1978) 1 showed that Neptune exhibits a brightness
change of at least 1 magnitude in the J-K color (1.25-2.2 _m). [One magnitude
is a factor of 2.5 in brightness.] Using a set of observations obtained over
a 56-day interval in 1977, Crulkshank found a best-fit period of 18.2 hours,
but noted an apparent cycle-to-cycle variation superimposed on the presumed
diurnal llghtcurve (Figure i).
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Fig. I. J-K color of Neptune, 1977, plotted with a best-fit period of 18.2
hours. Crosses are data for period May 31-June I; open circles, for July Ii-
14; and filled circles for July 23-25. From Cruikshank (1978), I reproduced
from The Astrophysical Journal.
The near-lnfrared photometry was repeated by Brown et al. (1981), 2 who
found a more uniform llghtcurve in a four-day set of observations in 1980.
Their llghtcurve (Figure 2, upper panel) yields a rotation period of 17.73 ±
0.I hours. Observing in the same year, Belton et al. (1981) 3 found the same
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period, but identified two additional fundamental periods (18.56 and 19.29
hours) in their larger data set (which included the Brown et al. data). Bel-
ton et al. suggested that all three fundamental periods are real, and they
proposed that they reveal distinct zonal wind systems in Neptune's atmosphere.
Golitsyn (1979) 4 had reached a similar conclusion about the presence of two
fundamental periods in the 1977 Cruikshank data. With a Jupiter-like model of
the zonal wind structure, they deduced a rotation period of 18.2 ± 0.4 hours
for the body of the planet. At levels somewhat deeper in the Neptune atmo-
sphere, where the weaker CH 4 bands are formed, the photometrically determined
rotation period is 18.44 ± 0.01 hours (Slavsky and Smith 1978). 5
Thus, planet-wide inhomogeneities in the atmosphere, when stable, permit
the observation of Neptune's diurnal period. The stability time for the Brown
et al. and Belton et al. observations was on the order of several days.
2. Day-to-Day Variations in the Atmosphere. The observations of Brown
et al. (1982) 2 and Belton et al. (1981) 3 cited above succeeded because there
was during the observing period an inhomogeneity in Neptune's atmosphere that
was stable for several days. It is the inhomogeneity, as modeled by Brown et
al. (1981), 2 that gives the lightcurve in the first place, and it probably
represents a nonuniform distribution of high-altitude haze.
The atmosphere of Neptune is not always stable in this sense, however,
for attempts at further photometric observations in 1981 gave rather different
Fig. 2 (previous page). Upper panel: J-K photometry of Neptune, 1980, plot-
ted with a period of 17.73 hours. Solid line is a model fit. From Brown et
al. (1981), 2 reproduced from Icarus. Lower panel: J-K photometry of Neptune,
1981, plotted with the same period as the upper panel. Different symbols rep-
resent different nights of observations. Observations obtained by Robert R.
Howell, Univ. of Hawaii.
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results. The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the J-K lightcurve as observed by
Robert R. Howell; various symbols represent sequences on various nights in
April and June, all plotted with the 17.7-hour period determined from observa-
tions in the previous year. The range of variability is greater than in 1980,
but the diural lightcurve is completely masked by other variations in bright-
ness of Neptune that appear to be related to activity in the planet's atmo-
sphere. This is the same kind of interruption of the diurnal lightcurve,
though to a much greater degree, seen in the original Crulkshank data of
1977.*
3. Variability of Neptune with the Solar Cycle. Neptune has been ob-
served at photovisual wavelengths for a number of years, together with Uranus
and Titan, to monitor the stability of the solar flux. In 1979 Lockwood and
Thompson 6 reported a significant anticorrelation between solar activity and
the brightness of Titan and Neptune in the interval 1972-1978. Neptune
brightened by about 4 %, as shown in Figure 3, in apparent synchronism with
solar activity. The brightness of Neptune has been monitored since the publi-
cation of the original paper, and while it stabilized at approximately the
1978 level until early 1982, there is preliminary evidence that the brightness
increased unexpectedly in 1983 (G. W. Lockwood, private communication, 1984).
The anticorrelation of Neptune's brightness with solar activity is not
*In the early 1980s, Neptune moved into the galactic plane, where there are
countless diffuse and point infrared sources of radiation that are comparable
in signal strength to the planet itself. This has increasingly complicated
the photometric observations to the extent that after 1981 the project at the
University of Hawaii was abandoned for several years until Neptune moves to a
less crowded part of the sky. Dr. Howell's 1981 data were taken under these
difficult circumstances, and to a small degree may be degraded by the unseen
background sources, though every effort was made to ensure the purity of the
signal from the planet. It is believed that most of the variations seen in
the lower panel of Figure 2 represent the variation of Neptune itself.
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Fig. 3. Brightness of Neptune in the Stromgren b and y filter bands (large
points and connecting lines) and indices of solar activity (Rz = monthly mean
sunspost number, F = flare index). From Lockwood and Thompson (1979), 6 repro-
duced from Nature.
proven because of the relatively short interval of precise observations, but
continued monitoring will help to establish if the particle or photo output
of the sun affects the planet's upper atmosphere. In any event, the vari-
ability of Neptune's brightness on a time-scale of about i0 years appears
established.
4. Outbursts. In March 1976, Richard Joyce discovered that Neptune was
unexpectedly bright in the JHKL near-infrared filter bands in comparison with
Uranus and with Neptune's brightness measured a year earlier. Continued moni-
toring of the photometric brightness showed a steady decrease over the next
several months. A near-infrared spectrum of Neptune, the first ever obtained
beyond 2.5 _m, showed that at the time of the maximum planetary brightness the
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methane absorption bands were at minimum strength. This result is consistent
with the interpretation that at the time of maximum brightness there was a
haze of global extent in the planet's high atmosphere that limited the pene-
tration depth of solar photons to an extent much greater than that during
ambient conditions (Joyce et al.). ? In a detailed study of the outburst,
Pilcher (1977) 8 showed that the data could be satisfactorily accounted for
with a model in which a cloud of unit or greater optical depth formed (perhaps
by condensation) of particles at least 1 _m in diameter at high altitude in
the atmosphere of Neptune. Eventual dissipation of the cloud by the settling
of the particles to greater atmospheric depths slowly restored the infrared
brightness of Neptune to its normal level. The time history of the photometry
of this event is shown in Figure 4. Note, incidentally, that the peak in the
Lockwood and Thompson curve correlates quite closely in time with the outburst
reported by Joyce et al. The decay times of the two curves are also compar-
able, though the change in brightness in the photovisual light was only 1%,
while that in the infrared was nearly a factor of two. One might speculate
that the sudden rise in brightness in 1983 suspected by Lockwood (private com-
munication, 1984) would also show as an infrared outburst, but there is no
supporting evidence from the infrared observers.
While there was a suggestion by Apt et al. (1980) 9 that another outburst
had been observed in April 1980, it is now thought that the flux of Neptune
was contaminated with that of a strong background infrared source (R. N.
Clark, private communication, 1982).
In any event, it appears that a major disturbance to the high atmosphere
of Neptune has been observed, and that recovery took a few months. There is
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Fig. 4. Photometry of Neptune in the JHKL filter bands. From Joyce et al.
(1977), 7 reproduced from The Astrophysical Journal.
no information on the frequency of these events, unless the 1983 photovisual
brightening also signaled an infrared outburst, in which case the interval be-
tween the two events was seven years.
SUMMARY
The upper atmosphere of Neptune is variable with at least four character-
istic time-scales. While stable global inhomogeneities in the high-altitude
haze distribution allow the diurnal period to be observed, these inhomogene-
ities can be unstable on a time-scale of about i0 hours, thus obscuring the
lightcurve. There is a long-term brightness change of Neptune that appears to
be anticorrelated with solar activity, though only one full cycle has been
observed so far. This low-amplitude variability is punctuated by occasional
outbursts that have their greatest contrast in the near-infrared.
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Theories of the dynamics of the atmosphere of Neptune must account for
the observed changes outlined here. It is clear that additional ground-based
observations will be useful in improving the definition of the variabilities
in Neptune's photometric and spectroscopic properties.
This work was supported in part by NASA grant NGL 12-001-057. I thank
Dr. G. W. Lockwood for advance information on his photometry, and Dr. R.R.
Howell for permission to show his infrared data.
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Abstract
This paper discusses key measurements which are diagnostic of Uranus' inter-
ior structure and evolutionary history, and reviews their present status.
Typical interior models have chondritic cores, but have the bulk of their
mass in an envelope consisting of "ice"-component, principally H20. The
total amount of free H2 in the planet cannot exceed ._, 1-2 earth masses.
Measurements of the gravitational moments of Uranus are beginning to be
accurate enough to constrain models, but are limited in utility by uncer-
tainty in the rotation period. We discuss evidence that the outermost
planetary layers have a gravitationally significant quantity of denser
material ("ice"-component?) in addition to H 2and He. The He/H ratio and
the deuterium abundance in the atmosphere may be diagnostic of the planet's
previous evolutionary history. It is argued that the planet's interior is
likely to now be at a temperature _i03 °K. We compare Uranus' interior
with Neptune's in a number of ways, considering heat flow, degree of intern-
al differentiation, and possible magnetic field.
INTRODUCTION
Study of the interior structure of Uranus is still at a preliminary stage.
A number of zeroth-order questions about the interior are still only partly
answered at best. Such questions include the following:
(a) What is the bulk chemical composition of Uranus? How does it compare
with the presumed primordial solar composition?
(b) What is the chemical composition of observable layers of Uranus? What
does this tell us about the interior?
(c) To what degree is Uranus differentiated, and how does this compare with
the other Jovian planets? What processes could lead to chemical differen-
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tiation of Uranus?
(d) What is the value of the globally-averaged heat flux for Uranus? What
processes contribute to this heat flux? How are they related to the plan-
et's formation processes? How are they related to the planet's interior and
atmospheric dynamics? Does Uranus support a hydromagnetic dynamo?
We review the available answers to these questions in the following
sections, and discuss future measurements which would be desirable for the
purpose of providing better answers. It will also be useful to compare
Uranus with the other Jovian planets in order to better understand the
degree to which Uranus' interior can be included in a general conceptual
framework. Attempts to construct such a framework have been partially
successful, but some unresolved paradoxes still exist.
BULK COMPOSITION
Although the mass and radius of Uranus are now known to satisfactory accura-
cy for most purposes, these quantities alone only weakly constrain possible
interior compositions. The mass of Uranus is taken as 14.51 ME (ME = earth
mass) .i
For purposes of modeling the interior, it is customary to define the
planetary radius to be the equatorial radius of that level surface which is
at a pressure of one bar. This choice is not altogether arbitrary because
this portion of the atmosphere probably includes the troposphere and is
readily incorporated as an extension of interior models with an adiabatic
interior temperature distribution. An accurate measurement of the radius of
the 1-bar level cannot be accurately obtained with presently available
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techniques. On the other hand, the l-microbar level, which is detected
during stellar occultation observed from the earth, is readily measured.
Thus it is necessary to employ a model atmosphere to calculate the altitude
difference between the two levels. This exercise yields a value of about
480 km, with some uncertainty due to lack of detailed knowledge of atmos-
pheric structure. Applying this correction to the l-microbar equatorial
/
radius of a' ffi26,145 _ 30 km, 2 one obtains an equatorial radius at one bar
of a = 25,662 ! 60 km, where the error bars have been doubled to account for
the probable uncertainty in atmospheric structure. The value of the polar
radius at one bar, b, can be computed using the known oblateness: 2
= (a - b)/a ffi0.024 _ 0.003, (I)
yielding b = 25046 ± 60 km.
Using these values, we can then plot Uranus on a plot of l-bar equato-
rial radius vs. mass (Fig. I), and compare it with the other Jovian planets
and with theoretical curves (solid lines) for hydrostatic equilibrium ob-
jects having various chemical compositions and interior temperature distri-
butions. The hydrogen-helium curve is computed for a solar-composition
fluid mixture having an adiabatic temperature distribution starting at a
temperature of 140 °K at 1 bar pressure. The segments marked with rotation
periods just above this curve indicate its shifted position after one ap-
plies a rotation correction for Saturn and Jupiter respectively.
Corrections due to a finite interior temperature and finite rotation
rate are comparable and significant for deducing the bulk composition of
Jupiter and Saturn. However, the uncertainty in these corrections plays no
role in reaching the conclusion that Uranus and Neptune differ markedly from
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bulk solar composition. The absence of a large hydrogen-rich envelope seems
to be the principal feature of Uranus and Neptune which differentiates them
from Jupiter and Saturn.
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F__. !: Plot of equatorial radius at I bar pressure vs. planetary mass for
the Jovian planets, compared with theoretical curves for a solar composition
H-He mixture with an adiabatic temperature distribution, and curves for H20 ,
magnesium, and iron.
Fig. I shows a radius-mass curve for water which is based on recent
data 3 on shock compression of H20. The proximity of Uranus to this curve
indicates Chat H20 is a good candidate for a major chemical constituent of
its interior_ as would also be expected on the basis of the cosmic abundance
of oxygen.
Table I presents selected data from a recent compilation of solar
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abundances (Anders and Ebihara 1982). This table includes those elements
whose cosmic abundance is sufficiently large for them to be of potential
significance in the bulk composition of Uranus. We also include the princi-
pal elements responsible for radioactive heating. One of our main tasks is
to determine whether the relative proportions of any of these groups are
preserved in Uranus.
TABLE 1
Solar abundances of selected elements
Derived from C1 chondrites and astronomical data*
(from Anders and Ebihara 4)
element component number/H mass fraction
H G 1 0.744
He G 0.080 0.237
C I,G? 4.412E-04 3.912E-03
N I,G? 9.081E-05 9.389E-04
0 I,G? 7.390E-04 8.725E-03
Ne G 1.283E-04 1.910E-03
Mg R 3.934E-05 7.058E-04
Si R 3.676E-05 7.621E-04
S I,R? 1.892E-05 4.477E-04
Ar I? 3.824E-06 1.127E-04
K R 1.386E-07 4.000E-06
Fe R 3.310E-05 1.364E-03
Th (present) R 1.232E-12 2.110E-10
Th (primordial) R 1.544E-12 2.645E-I0
U (present) R 3.311E-13 5.816E-II
U (primordial) R 8.761E-13 1.539E-10
*The number of significant figures given is for the sake of
numerical consistency and does not necessarily reflect the
accuracy of the determination.
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The number of independent parameters of a Uranus interior model would
greatly exceed the number of constraints if each of the relative abundances
in Table 1 were separately adjustable. It is therefore convenient to group
the most abundant elements into three main classes: gas (G), ice (I), and
chondritic or "rock" (R). 5 These classifications reflect the presumed phase
of the component under primordial solar nebula conditions when Uranus was
forming, rather than its phase in the present planet. It is a reasonable
(but debatable) procedure to assume that solar proportions of elements are
preserved in Uranus within each of the three main classes (G,I,R), although
not necessarily between the classes. We therefore assume that when Uranus
formed, compounds which were in a condensed phase at the ambient tempera-
tures and pressures were more readily incorporated in the primordial planet
than those compounds which were still gaseous. Thus the G-group is defined
to consist of those compounds which were gaseous at the time that Uranus
formed, and which were therefore incorporated in the planet, if at a11, only
by relatively inefficient capture processes, or by secondary outgassing from
condensates. The I-group comprises those compounds whose condensation
temperatures lie close to the range of plausible ambient temperatures at the
time of Uranus' formation. Relative abundances within this group in the
planet would therefore depend somewhat sensitively on details of the plane-
tary formation process, and might be diagnostic of the process. The R-group
comprises the remaining compounds, principally magnesium silicates and iron,
which would almost certainly have been fully condensed at the time of Ura-
nus' formation.
According to calculations for thermodynamic equilibrium conditions in
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the presumed primordial solar nebula, 6 the G-component would consist prima-
rily of H2 and He, while the Z-component would consist of H20 , CH4, and NH3.
The G-component would never condense under plausible nebular conditions.
The Z-component condenses over temperatures ranging from about 160 °K to
60 °K, and the major constituents of the R-component condense in the temp-
erature range _1500 - 1400 °K. Since the three components have such wide-
ly-separated condensation ranges_ the simplest model for the bulk composi-
tion of Uranus suggests itself: Let the planet have an undepleted core of R-
component, and assume that the Z-component is also present in solar propor-
tions, Only the G-component is depleted, and is present as a relatively
thin envelope.
The mass ratio of ice to rock (Z/R) in Uranus is readily calculated for
the above assumptions, using the data of Table i. The result is I/R = 3.5.
This is the largest possible value of Z/E; smaller values would be expected
for plausible formation scenarios which differ from the one assumed above.
For example, ammonia and methane are substantially more volatile than H20 ,
and could have been primarily in the G-component at the time of planetary
formation. If this is so, the planet's bulk composition should correspond
to I/R = 2.0.
The value of I/R in Uranus could be even lower if a suggestion of Lewis
and Prinn 7 proves to be correct. According to the latter, under the low-
pressure conditions of the primordial solar nebula, the major carbon-,
nitrogen-, and oxygen-bearing species will be CO, N2, and H20 at high temp-
eratures, converting to CH4, N2, and H20 at intermediate temperatures, and
finally to CH4, NH3, and H20 at low temperatures. But because of kinetic
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inhibition of reaction rates, the high-temperature species may not reequili-
brate at low temperatures, so that the primordial Uranus possibly formed
from material containing H2, He, N2, and CO in the G-component and H20 as
the only significant member of the I-component. This would have major
repercussions on the I/R value since CO then ties considerably up more than
half of the available oxygen (see Table 1), greatly reducing the amount of
H20 which can be formed. 8 In this limit, I/R = 0.6.
In summary, the mass and radius of Uranus imply that only a minor
amount of G-component is present in the planet. But the I/R ratio is not
constrained by the mass and radius alone, and is only weakly constrained by
cosmogonical/chemical considerations. In following sections we will present
further observational constraints on the relative amounts of G, I, and R in
Uranus.
ATMOSPHERIC ABUNDANCES: IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERIOR STRUCTURE
The atmosphere of Uranus seems to be predominantly composed of H2 gas,9 and
it is customary to assume that this atmosphere corresponds to the same G-
component atmosphere that we see in Jupiter and Saturn, i.e., that it repre-
sents a captured remnant of the primordial solar nebula, although much
reduced in mass. As discussed below, however, some now-unknown fraction of
this atmosphere might be of a different origin.
One of the principal puzzles in understanding the abundance of other
constituents in Uranus' atmosphere is that the CH4/H 2 number ratio seems to
be substantially enhanced relative to solar composition, while the NH3/H 2
ratio may be depleted. According to Wallace, the CH4/H 2 number ratio is
between about I0 and i00 times solar. I0 This could be a gravitationally
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significant enhancement if it extends throughout the hydrogen-rich envelope;
it corresponds to a methane mass fraction ranging from about 7% up to about
40%. The latter figure could have implications for the external gravity
field. We will consider evidence for this in the following section.
It is not easy to understand why NH3 is depleted. According to Gulkis
e_/ta_l 11 ammonia is depleted in the outer layers of Uranus by at least two
orders of magnitude relative to solar abundance. As ammonia is less vola-
tile than methane, this presumably does not reflect an interrupted primor-
dial condensation sequence. Gulkis e/_tal.___11 suggest that ammonia could be
depleted by the reaction NH 3 + H2S --> NH4SH, but as is evident from Table
1, this process requires about a fivefold enhancement of sulfur to begin
with if it is to go to completion. However, as pointed out by Lewis and
Prinn 7 and further discussed by Podolak and Reynolds, 8 a nonequilibrium
solar nebula with most of the nitrogen in the form of N 2 could produce a
primordial Uranus with very little NH3, virtually all of which would be
converted into NH4SH. But this hypothesis has further implications for the
bulk I/R ratio in the planet, which we discuss in the following section.
Deuterium abundances in a Jovian planet could in principle be used to
confirm bulk I-component abundances in the body of the planeto12 According
to equilibrium chemistry, at temperatures low enough to condense the I-
component (< 200°K), the deuterium/hydrogen number ratio in the I-condensate
will exceed by at least one order of magnitude the D/H ratio in the primor-
dial solar-composition gas from which the condensate forms. This phenomenon
arises because of a rather delicate difference between the binding energy of
a deuteron in an HD molecule on the one hand and in an HDO, CH3D , or NH2D
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molecule on the other. The deuteron is somewhat more tightly bound in the
latter than in the former, and the small energy difference becomes thermody-
namically significant in the temperature range where the E-component con-
denses. Thus, i__fequilibrium ca___nnb__eattained, the I-component in Uranus or
Neptune will have a D/H ratio which greatly exceeds the primordial ratio of
about 2 x 10-5. After the deuterium reequilibrates with the thin hydrogen-
rich atmosphere (and there is certainly plenty of time available for it to
do so), the atmosphere should reflect an enhanced D/H ratio. For an in-
terior with significant amounts of E-component (several earth masses), and
an atmosphere with only one or two earth masses of hydrogen (the most
permitted by the mean density), one then expects to see an atmospheric D/H
ratio greater than _ 10 -4. But the observed values in Uranus' atmosphere
are13, 14 (3 _ 1.2) x 10 -5 and (4.8 _1.5) x 10-5 , not significantly differ-
ent from values for Jupiter and Saturn.
There are three possible interpretations of the observed deuterium
abundance in Uranus' atmosphere. First, it is quite plausible that the
deuterium concentration never comes to thermodynamic equilibrium at the low
temperatures where the I-component condenses. Second, Uranus may be so
inactive that the atmosphere never reequilibrates with the interior (this
seems most unlikely). The third possibility is that Uranus may have ini-
tially had a hydrogen-rich envelope comparable in mass to that of Jupiter or
Saturn, but that most of this envelope was somehow dispersed following
formation of an E-rich core.
A definitive, more accurate, measurement of the D/H ratio in the atmos-
phere of Uranus (and Neptune as well) is needed in order to help resolve the
30O
questions outlined above.
As we will discuss below, a definitive measurement of the He/H ratio in
Uranus' atmosphere will also be diagnostic of interior structure and evolu-
tionary processes.
DEGREE OF DIFFERENTIATION
A further diagnostic of the bulk chemical composition of Uranus is
obtained by considering the relative mass distribution in its interior.
This distribution is constrained by the zonal harmonic coefficients of the
planet's external gravitational potential:
V = (GM/r)[1 - _ J2_ (aG/r)2Z P2_ (cos e)], (2)
Zffil
where G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass, r is the distance from
the planet's center of mass, J2Z are the dimensionless zonal harmonic
coefficients (whose value depends on the choice of normalizing radius aG),
P2Z (cos 8) are the even Legendre polynomials, and 8 is the colatitude, or
angular distance from the rotation axis. If the planet is in exact hydro-
static equilibrium, probably a valid assumption (at least for the low-degree
harmonics) considering Uranus' likely composition and interior temperatures,
then the planet's interior structure is characterized by a set of response
coefficients:
J2 = A2,0q + A2,1q 2 + ...,
-J4 = A4,0 q2 + A4,1 q3 + "''' (3)
etc.,
where
q = _2aG3/GM , (4)
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and _ is the planet's angular rotation rate. 5 Elliot 2 derives a rotation
period of 15.5 +__1.3 h from Uranus' figure as measured by occultation, while
Goody 15 finds a rotation period of 16.31 +__0.27 h from a weighted mean of
all available data. Using the customary choice aG = 26,200 kin, we obtain q
= 0.0394 (+0.0075, -0.0059) from the former and q = 0.0355 +__0.0011 from the
latter. Elliot 2 finds J2 = (3.352 + 0.006) x 10 -3 and J4 = (-2.9 + 1.3) x
10-5 using aG as defined above, while Nicholson et al._1 give 32 = (3.347 +__
0.008) x 10-3 and J4 = (-3.6 +_ 1.2) x 10 -5 . In the absence of a varying
rotation rate, we cannot determine all of the coefficients in expansions
(3). Assuming that q << i, we define A 2 to be an estimate of the initial
coefficient A2, 0, etc. (accurate calculation of interior models takes the
full expansion into account):
A2 -_J2/q (5)
and
A4 _--J4/q 2, (6)
the above results give
A 2 = 0.089 + 0.011, (7)
and
A 4 _ 0.03. (8)
The value of A2 is related to the dimensionless moment of inertia factor
C/Ma 2, where C is the polar moment of inertia, to the extent that the Radau-
Darwin approximation is valid. Thus the smaller the value of A 2, the more
centrally-condensed is the relative planetary density distribution (a uni-
form-density sphere has A2, 0 = 0.5, while a polytrope of index one, a good
approximation to Jupiter, has A2, 0 = 0.173). Table 2 gives a summary of
values of A2 for the Jovian planets. The value given for Neptune is based
upon a new occultation determination of the planet's oblateness 16 and a
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corresponding determination of Neptune's q = 0.038 +_0.013 and a rotation
period of 13.7 h (+3.2 h, -1.9 h). The value of Neptune's J2 is also uncer-
tain by about 10%, which contributes to the sizable error bars on A2"
TABLE 2
Approximate second-degree response coefficients for the Jovian planets.
Planet A2
Jupiter 0.166
Saturn 0.108
Uranus 0.089 ! 0.011
Neptune 0.i0 (+0.07,-0.03)
Note that if Neptune's rotation period were taken to be equal to 18 h
or greater 17,18,19, the corresponding A 2 for Neptune would equal 0.20 or
greater, making this planet's interior structure grossly dissimilar to that
of Uranus or any other Jovian planet.
According to Table 2, a "typical" second-degree response coefficient
for the Jovian planets has a value of about 0.I. Based on our current
understanding of the interior structure of Jupiter and Saturn, the relative-
ly large value for Jupiter occurs because about 90-95% of this planet's mass
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comprises an approximately-solar envelope, whose gradual increase in density
toward the center of the planet under self-compression dominates the density
profile and corresponding moment of inertia. The Jovian core, while compar-
able in mass to the entire mass of Uranus or Neptune, 20 plays a subordinate
role in this density profile.
In Saturn we find a much more significant core (about 20% of the total
planetary mass20), which leads to a substantially smaller value of A2.
Since Uranus and possibly Neptune have similar values of this parameter, one
class of acceptable models for their interior structure would be those with
density distributions homologous to Saturn's.
It is suggestive that both Jupiter and Saturn have deduced "core"
(i.e., R- and I- component) masses of about 15-30 M E. This is about the
same as the total mass of Uranus or Neptune, and may imply that Jupiter and
Saturn can be regarded as objects similar to Uranus or Neptune, but
"clothed" with extensive envelopes of G-component material.
Successful models of Jupiter and Saturn can be constructed along the
following lines. We start with an inner core of R-component material, and
an outer core of 1-component. The two components are presumed to be differ-
entiated because of their greatly differing volatilities and melting points
at high pressures. 21 Actually, this hardly matters in Jupiter or Saturn
because the core structure is not significantly expressed in the external
gravity expansion. The composite core is then overlain with an extensive G-
component envelope, which may be slightly enriched with CH4 and possibly H20
relative to solar composition.
It turns out that such a three-layer model does not work for Uranus.
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Such a highly-differentiated structure is too centrally condensed, for it
predicts A2 = 0.067. The point is illustrated in Fig. 2, which exhibits
properties of interior models 22 in terms of the two observable parameters J2
and c . A model with given A2 plots as a straight line on this diagram
with slope (3+ A2-I)/2, Hydrostatic equilibrium imposes another linear
relationship between _ and J2 for a fixed rotation period (dashed lines).
The observed value of J2 and two slightly different values23, 2 of _ are
indicated on this figure, along with Hubbard and MacFarlane's 24 three-layer
model, described above. The figure also shows both Zharkov and Trubitsyn's 5
original two-layer model (Z + T), and a version modified for an improved H20
equation of state (2-1ayer). Finally, the figure shows a modified three-
layer model "dense atmosphere" in which the I/R ratio remains approximately
solar in the inner two layers, but the outermost hydrogenic layer is nearly
50% methane (or some other 1-component) by mass. 25 The latter two models
are consistent with the observational constraints on oblateness and J2"
For comparison, Fig. 3 shows a similar plot for Neptune. Two of the
models shown (H + M, Z + T), are analogous to the corresponding ones for
Uranus. The model marked "no ice" is calculated assuming that Neptune
contains only an R-component core and a G-component envelope. It is clearly
inconsistent with the data points, which show Neptune's oblateness deter-
mined by Hubbard e_/_tal.16 and an earlier result from Kovalevsky and Link.26
Data on J2 and e appear to rule out interior models for both Uranus
and Neptune in which the 1/R ratio is low compared with chemical-equilibrium
cosmic proportions. This result is confirmed by further studies which take
into account the weak constraint imposed by the observed value of Uranus' J4
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term. Studies of two- and three-layer Uranus models 8 find that a rotation
period of 16 h can be accommodated within other constraints only by a three-
layer model analogous to that of Hubbard and MacFarlane24, but with an I/R
ration of = 3.0 (Hubbard and MacFarlane used Z/R = 2.7). However, such a
model has J4 near the upper limit of observation: J4 = -5 x 10 -5 .
I I I I I I I I I
FiZ. 2: Oblateness vs. J2 for several Uranus models (from MacFarlane and
Hubbard, "Internal Structure of Uranus", in Uranus and the 0ute__.____ErPlanets
(ed. G. Hunt), Cambridge Univ. Press, 1982.
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3: Oblateness vs. J2for Neptune models. The upper data point is f_m
Hubbar--de_/tal..16 while Cne lower data point is from Kovalevsky and Link._v
The most recent study of the problem of Uranus' gravity field 27 has
applied an automatic model-fitting procedure 20 to Uranus models. In one
class of models, the planet has an R-component core with a fixed pressure-
density, and a single envelope with a polytropic equation of state of the
form
P = KO l+I/n (9)
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where P is the pressure, p is the mass density, and K and n are the poly-
tropic constant and index respectively. The model-fitting procedure adjusts
the core mass and K and n in order to obtain agreement with the gravita-
tional constraints.
The results of this study are roughly consistent with those of Podolak
and Reynolds. 8 First, with a rotation period of 16.3 h, a converged model
is found only if IJ41 is near its upper limit of 5 x 10-5 . Further, the
rock core mass is 6.2 M E (43% of the total mass). The polytropic constant
for the envelope is K = 0.518 (for P in Mbar and _ in g/cm3), and n =
0.450. The resulting empirical envelope pressure-density relation is shown
in Fig. 4 (solid line)_ along with the pressure-density relation for one of
Hubbard and MacFarlane's three-layer models 24 (dashed lines). The empirical
relationship emphasizes the earlier result of MacFarlane and Hubbard: 25 an
acceptable model seems to demand that the G- and l-layers in Uranus be mixed
together to a considerable extent_ which forces the value of A2 to in-
crease. Using the additive volume mixing lawj the empirical pressure-
density relation shown in Fig. 4 implies that the G-I envelope of Uranus is
about two-thirds l-component and about one-third G-component. Thus, very
roughly_ the overall composition of Uranus would be about 43% R_ 38% 13 and
19% G, leading to l/R = 0.9.
It should be emphasized that modeling studies of Uranus' interior
differentiation via gravitational field constraints do not yet accurately
define the bulk value of I/R in the planet. Nevertheless, it appears highly
unlikely that this ratio could be substantially smaller than 1.0. There is
little evidence that I/R could be as small as 0.6_ as would be implied by
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the nonequilibrium condensation chemistry proposed by Lewis and Prinn. 7_8
There is some evidence that the outermost layers of both Uranus and Neptune
have a substantial mass fraction of Y-component in addition to pure G-
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4: Pressure-density relations in Uranus' envelope. Dashed curve:
pressure-density relation in a model with a deepp adiabatic solar-composi-
tion atmosphere over an l-component layer. Solid curve: polytropic relation
found by automatic model-fitting procedure•
Although ground-based measurements of Uranus' bulk rotation period now
seem to be converging on _ 16 h, the uncertainty is still substantial, and
is likely to be the limiting factor in applying improved measurements of
Uranus' J4 to constrain interior models (without a correspondingly accurate
value of q, an accurate value of J2n is useless). A definitive measurement
of the rotation period will therefore greatly enhance the value of future
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efforts to define Uranus' gravitational multipole moments via studies of
ring motions. Experiments on the Voyager flyby which can contribute to this
goal are important.
HEAT FLUX
Table 3 presents heat flow data for various solar system objects. In this
table, Te is the observed overall effective temperature of the body, which
is the temperature of a blackbody of the same surface area which radiates an
equal amount of power integrated over the thermal infrared. T s is the
effective temperature that the object would have were it merely reradiating
absorbed solar energy. H i is the intrinsic surface heat flux, i.e., the
total surface heat flux less the contribution from thermalized sunlight.
Finally, Li/M is the specific luminosity of the body, or the average intern-
al power per gram of material.
Several different internal power mechanisms are represented in Table 3.
The sun's source of power is thermonuclear fusion; this mechanism cannot be
important in any planet. Radioactive heating is important in chondritic
material, and its present value is indicated in Table 3. We will consider
the possible significance of this source in the R-component core of Uranus.
Tidal dissipation appears to be a dominant source of heating in Io, but
cannot be significant in Uranus because of the small size of its satellites.
Jupiter's heat flow is primarily derived from cooling of its inter-
ior.37,38,39 Much of Saturn's heat flow is likewise derived from such a
cooling process, although gravitational unmixing of helium may also be an
important contributor. 40,41
Uranus is the only Jovian planet whose intrinsic heat flow has not yet
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been detected. We will now review the possible importance in Uranus of the
mechanisms listed above, and the implications of the nondetection of a
Uranian heat flow for such mechanisms.
TABLE 3
Heat flow parameters for some solar system objects.
Object Te (OK) Ts (OK) Hi (erg/cm2/s) Li/M (erg/g/s)
Sun 28 5770 6.2 x I0I0 1.9
carbonaceous
chondrite 29 4 x 10-8
Earth 30 246 62 5.3 x 10-8
Moon 31 274 17 8.7 x 10-8
Jupiter 32 124.4 _ 0.3 109.5 _ 1_6 5400 _ 400 1.7 x 10-6
lo33 106 + 1 I00 1500 + 300 6.7 x 10-6
Saturn 34 95.0 + 0.4 82.5 + 1.3 2000 + 140 1.5 x 10-6
Uranus 35 58 + 2 57 <180 <2 x 10-7
Neptune 36 55.5 ± 2 46 285 2 x 10-7
Radioactive heating can have only marginal importance in the energetics
of Uranus or Neptune. Assuming chondritic composition for the R-component,
the specific luminosity of the rocky core as a function of time t is given
very approximately by
Li/M = 3 x 10-7 exp(-t/z ) erg/g/s, (I0)
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where t is the time since the origin of Uranus and T = 1.88 x 109 years,
which is the decay time constant for 40K, assumed to be the dominant con-
tributor to radioactive heating. Averaging eq. (i0) over the age of the
solar system and over the entire mass of Uranus, we find that the planet has
received an average radioactive heat input of 2.39 x 1021 erg/s, which would
correspond to an average surface heat flux Hi __30 erg/cm2/s, well below
the detection threshold given in Table 3. The total amount of radioactive
heating over the age of the solar system could have raised the average
interior temperature by only a few hundred °K.
Nevertheless, it is likely that the average interior temperature of
Uranus (or Neptune) is on the order of several thousand °K. The gravita-
tional binding energy of the planet is on the order of 1041 erg. A moderate-
ly efficient process of planetary accumulation and heating could transform a
significant fraction of this energy into thermal energy, since the average
temperature equivalent to the gravitational binding energy would be about
105 °K. The collapse of a G-component envelope onto an ice-rock nucleus may
also be an important step in the heating of the planet's interior, because
adiabatic compression of hydrogen from a pressure of _ 1 bar and a tempera-
ture _ 80 °K to a pressure _ 200 Kbar can produce a final temperature
2000 °K.
The simplest "hot" model of the interior of Uranus or Neptune has an
adiabatic temperature distribution. 42 This model proceeds by considering
the points stated above, and by noting that the thermal diffusivity of "icy"
material is so low that very little primordially-stored heat could escape
from a Uranus-sized object over the age of the solar system.
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It is possible to calculate models for the thermal evolutlon of Uranus
or Neptune if we assume that an adiabatic temperature profile is maintained
in the planet as it evolves. Thermal evolution could proceed in this manner
if the planet's interior behaves like the interior of Jupiter, that is, if
it is liquid and transports heat by efficient convection. However, it
should be emphasized that this model is assumed for purposes of convenience,
because it short-circuits the need to know interior transport coefficients,
and not because it has been justified by fundamental calculations.
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Fig. _: Temperature distribution in a Uranus interior model. The tempera-
ture is assumed to follow an adiabatic lapse rate within the G-component and
l-component layers, and to be isothermal in the E-component core.
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Fig. 5 shows the present temperature distribution in a three-layer
Uranus model , calculated under the assumption that the interior temperature
follows a piecewise-continuous adiabat from the one-bar pressure level to
the bottom of the "icy" layer. The "rocky" core is assumed to be isotherm-
al. For such a temperature distribution, calculations 21 show that the l-
component layer is likely to be liquid. The adiabatic temperature distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 5 probably represents an upper limit to temperatures in
Uranus' envelope because convection would tend to level out a steeper temp-
erature distribution.
The tidal Q values for Uranus and Neptune are quite large, larger than
values _ 10 2 which are frequently associated with solid layers in the
terrestrial planets. This provides further evidence that their interiors
are largely liquid. The limit is placed on Q by considering the satellite
which could have undergone the greatest degree of tidal evolution, and
requiring that that satellite be just outside the Roche limit at the time of
origin of the solar system. 43 This argument then requires Q _ 3 x 105 for
Jupiter (ignoring possible additional constraints imposed by lo's heat flow)
and Q _ 3 x 10 4 for Saturn. The most stringent constraint on Uranus' Q so
far comes from its satellite Ariel: Q _ 5000. The lower limit is substan-
tially less than the lower limit for Jupiter or Saturn because of the
smallness of Ariel. Interestingly, it may now be possible to place a more
stringent limit on Neptune. Because Triton's orbit is retrograde, the
existence of this satellite places no limits on Neptune's Q. However, the
unconfirmed new satellite 1981NI may do so if it is in a prograde, regular
orbit at a distance of _ 3 Neptune radii. 44 Taking a mass of _ 6 x 10 21 g
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for this satellite, the Neptune Q is then constrained to be larger than
36,000.
Once an interior temperature distribution has been specified, it then
becomes possible to calculate a Kelvin cooling time for the planet, and to
determine whether a cooling model is consistent with observational con-
straints on the planetary heat flow. Fig. 6 shows results of calculations
for three-layer models carried out by Hubbard and MacFarlane, 24 where the
interior temperature distribution is assumed to he piecewise isentropic (as
in Fig. 5), but where the starting temperature for the adiahat changes as a
function of Te, as specified by a model atmosphere solution for a specified
net heat flux (interior + converted solar) through the effective planetary
photosphere. At age zero (the present), the value of T e is constrained to
equal the observed value. Two values of Ts are shown for Uranus to demon-
strate the sensitivity of the model to this parameter, while the solution
for Neptune is less sensitive and uses the value of Ts given in Table 3.
The principal conclusion which we reach from Fig. 6 is that a Kelvin-
type model for the heat flows of Uranus and Neptune encounters no apparent
difficulties with regard to adequacy of stored thermal energy. That is, if
enough I-component is present in the planet, then interior temperatures of
several thousand °K correspond to enough thermal energy to allow the planet
to radiate interior heat at the present rate (or at a somewhat higher rate
in the past) for at least the age of the solar system. If enough I-compon-
ent is present, that is, if the I/R value is on the order of 2.5 to 3, then
primordial values of Te and corresponding interior temperatures are only
modestly higher than present values. This is because, with a relatively low
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molecular weight_ the I-layer can store considerably more thermal energy
than the R-layer. The mass of the G-layer is limited to a minor fraction of
the total mass because of restrictions on the planetary mean density.
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F__.6: Thermal histories of Uranus and Neptune models. Age zero is the
present, and age 4.6 x 109 years (horizontal dashed line) corresponds to the
beginning of evolution; thus models evolve from bottom to top. These are
"icy" models, i.e., they contain about 50X H20 by mass.
According to this model, the low intrinsic heat flux for Uranus com-
pared with Neptune is attributable to Uranus' higher value of Ts. The
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interior of Uranus cools more slowly than the interior of Neptune, at the
same temperature, because the heat delivered to the atmosphere from the
interior of Uranus can be smaller and still satisfy the surface boundary
condition.
We cannot completely rule out the possibility that Uranus or Neptune
were formed at much higher interior temperatures and luminosities. If the
mean heat capacity of the planet is reduced by reducing the amount of I-
component, the evolutionary curves start out farther to the right, and cross
the horizontal dashed line at higher values of Te. If the I/R ratio in
Neptune is reduced below unity, the model does not have enough heat capacity
to continue radiating to the present. In this case, the evolutionary curve
does not intersect the horizontal dashed line. This serves as an additional
piece of evidence that Neptune (and presumably Uranus) contains a substan-
tial mass fraction of l-component. But, by "fine-tuning" the heat capacity
of Uranus and Neptune models to marginal values_ it is possible to find
models which asymptotically approach the horizontal dashed line (going
backwards in time). Such models would resemble models for the early evolu-
tion of Jupiter 37,39 which postulate an early high-luminosity phase.
Other models for the luminosity of Uranus and Neptune need to be inves-
tigated. For example, it is possible that some type of gravitational sepa-
ration may generate internal heat. According to Ross_ 45 CH 4 may be pyro-
lized in the deep, hot layers of the envelope, producing solid carbon and H2
gas. If methane is sufficiently abundant, the settling of the carbon might
produce an energy source.
The principal evidence for this process comes from reflected shock
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experiments on initially-liquid methane. 46 At pressures on the order of 900
Kbar, methane seems to have a slightly lower density than would be predicted
by a simple model of compressed, intact CH4 molecules. Ross and Ree inter-
pret this discrepancy as evidence that the methane is converted into molecu-
lar hydrogen and elemental carbon at pressures greater than _ 200 Kbar. A
pressure of 200 Khar corresponds to a temperature of about 2500 "K in an
adiabatic model of the G-component envelope of Uranus or Neptune. If the
carbon can form macroscopic particles of precipitate (Ross suggests that the
precipitate might be in the diamond phase), then an irreversible loss of
carbon toward the center of the planet might proceed. Evidence from Uranus _
gravity field (see earlier sections) may indicate that methane is concen-
trated in the outer layers of these planets, if anything_ so this mechanism
may not be operating. Of course, methane will be much more dilute in a
hydrogen-rich envelope, which may result in the equilibrium being driven
back toward stability of methane molecules. Quantitative calculations of
this process are needed.
If decomposition of methane primarily depends on the temperature being
sufficiently high to break the carbon-hydrogen bonds, then formation of
precipitate will costa certain amount of thermal energy. If the planet
loses more thermal energy than it gains by formation of sinking precipitatej
methane pyrolysis will shut itself off and the temperature will stabilize in
the vicinity of the critical temperature. If the opposite is truej conceiv-
ably most of the planet's methane would be pyrolized, leaving only a small
amount (possibly enriched relative to solar composition, however) in the
outermost_ cool layers. Interestingly_ if a large amount of methane were
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originally present in Uranus or Neptune (say 3-4 earth masses), then nearly
one earth mass of molecular hydrogen could be produced after complete decom-
position. Thus a significant portion of the observed atmosphere might be of
secondary origin, rather than derived from capture of primordial hydrogen in
the solar nebula, as is evidently the case for Jupiter and Saturn. An
obvious test of this rather speculative hypothesis can be made: an accurate
measurement of the He/H ratio in the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune would
reveal whether their atmospheres have values similar to Jupiter's (in which
case the hydrogen is captured), or much smaller (which would indicate secon-
dary origin of the hydrogen). Available information about phase separation
processes for hydrogen-helium mixtures 40 indicates that such processes would
not occur under the comparatively low pressures in the envelopes of Uranus
and Neptune.
Data on the shock compression of water and ammonia 3 indicate that these
substances undergo a substantial increase in electrical conductivity at
pressures and temperatures comparable to those in the envelopes of Uranus
and Neptune ( _I0 2 Kbar, _103 °K). The conductivity of compressed H20
appears to level off at a value of about i0 ohm-lcm -I at the highest ob-
served pressures. This number gives a magnetic diffusion coefficient of
about 7 x 106 cm2/s for the interior of Uranus or Neptune. The correspond-
ing magnetic diffusion time for the entire planet is about 1011 s. Accord-
ing to conventional ideas about hydromagnetic dynamos in planets, 47 a self-
regenerative magnetic dynamo can exist in a planetary interior if the diffu-
sion time is small compared with circulation times for convection and dif-
ferential rotation. If convective velocities are on the order of 0.I to 1
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cm/s in Uranus or Neptune, the condition might be obeyed. A definitive
measurement of the intrinsic heat flow from Uranus (i.e., a measurement of
Te and Ts to an accuracy _ I0-i00 times the current accuracy), together
with a positive identification of an intrinsic magnetic field, would help to
confirm the validity of the '_ot-interior" model presented here.
CONCLUSION
Because of the remoteness of Uranus, many quantities which are funda-
mental for understanding its interior structure have not been adequately
measured by ground-based techniques. We have listed certain crucial mea-
surements in the above discussion and explained why they are important to
issues concerning the planet's interior structure and origin. A successful
Voyager encounter should reduce the number of existing major uncertainties.
This work was principally supported by NASA Grant NSG-7045.
ADDENDUM :
The results for Neptune's rotation period and second-degree response
coefficient given above 16 are based upon the Neptune pole position given by
Gill and Gault 48. Somewhat different numbers are obtained if we derive the
Neptune pole position from Harris' analysis (this volume). Specifically, if
the nominal Triton mass is adopted, then we find 16 q = 0.033 +0.009, A 2 =
0.12 (+0.06, -0.04), and a rotation period equal to 15 h (+3 h, -2 h).
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ABSTRACT
An assessment of recent research bearing on the
rotational properties of Uranus and Neptune is given.
We conclude that these properties are best described by
the following estimates: URANUS. Direction of pole =
(1950) = 256_72 6 (1950) = -15_04 with an absolute
uncertainty of about 0_2, Period = 15 to 17 hours"
i
Sense of spin = Retrograde; NEPTUNE: _ (1950) = 297_8;
(1950) = + 41_2, with an uncertainty of about 4
degrees towards the pole of Triton's orbit, Period =
18.2 ± 0.4 hours, Sense of spin = Prograde. There is a
clear signature of large-scale, zonal, atmospheric
flows in observations of the atmosphere of Neptune.
Wind velocities are at least as great as 109 m.sec -I.
There is no evidence pro or con for atmospheric motions
in the Uranus case.
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INTRODUCTION
Precise knowledge of the rotational properties of
a planet is needed if its gravitational moments are to
be of some use as probes of its internal structure. In
addition the sense and magnitude of a planets spin are
important boundary conditions for understanding the
nature of observed atmospheric motions as well as for
understanding the evolution of the orbits of the
planets' satellites through tidal interaction.
Deep within their convective interiors the outer
planets are expected to be in solid body rotation
although this basic assumption has not been discussed
in detail in the published literature. We will refer
to the period of this rotation as the "true" or "body"
period. In Jupiter and Saturn this is assumed to be
the same as the System Ill period which measures the
rotation of the planetary magnetic field and is assumed
to be locked to the planet's core.
In the region of their visible atmospheres global
scale flows with sufficient velocity occur so that the
apparent rotation period may deviate substantially from
the true period. These "atmospheric" periods can be
greater or less than the true period and a planet may
exhibit several depending on how it is observed.
Experience shows that (for prograde planets) the major
high velocity flows are directed from west to east such
that the predominant atmospheric periods are
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substantially less than the true period of rotation.
For example on Jupiter and Saturn the 'atmospheric'
periods differ from the 'body' periods by -5 and -25
minutes respectively. An extreme, and probably not too
relevant an example for the outer planets, is the case
of Venus where the observed atmospheric period is some
240 days shorter than the period of rotation of the
planet itself!
Because of their distance, small angular diameter,
and bland appearance, the rotational properties of
Uranus and Neptune are, at present, poorly defined.
Major leaps in their precision are among the more
confidently anticipated results of the Voyager-Uranus
and -Neptune encounters.
CURRENT STATUS
In table 1 we show a matrix of techniques that
have been used to explore the rotational properties of
Uranus and Neptune. Two techniques, which have been
very successfully used elsewhere, but have not or
cannot be used in the case of these planets are radar
sounding and the analysis of magnetospheric radio
emission for periodic modulation. The latter method
may soon be available to Voyager as the spacecraft
approaches the vicinity of Uranus. In the case of
Neptune this will depend on whether the planet has a
developed magnetosphere. Also the exceptional pole
orientation of Uranus with respect to the approaching
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spacecraft may frustrate early results. Nevertheless,
using Saturn as a benchmark, we expect that the Voyager
PRA experimenters may have a new information on the
"true" period of Uranus as early as the beginning of
1985.
1. Direction of Polar axis. URANUS: The observed
regularity and apparent stability of its satellite
system demands that the individual members all have
very small inclinations to the planets equatorial
plane. Dunhams' (1971) analysis of satellite
motion is the reference most widely favored
although it remains unpublished. He finds:
a(1950) = 256_72±0.04; 6(1950) = -15704±0.04
More recently Elliot et al. (1981) have published
an analysis of five stellar occultations behind Uranus'
ring system. With the assumption that the mean ring
plane is coincident with the planets equatorial plane
they find:
a(1950) = 256.61±0.04; 6(1950) + -15.22±0.05
The significance of the small 0.2 degree discrepancy in
the two studies is not known. Elliot et al. suspect
that their formal errors underestimate the true errors
in their determination.
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Crude, but nevertheless direct, support for these
results come from spectrographic observations of the
position angle of the spin axis projected on the plane
of the sky. At a time when the position angle of the
projected spin axis was expected to be 278_8 Hayes and
Belton (1977) measured a value of 283 ° _ 3.5.
NEPTUNE: The unpublished analysis of Tritons'
orbital precession between 1887-1958 by Gill and Gault
(1968) gives the direction of the pole as:
a(1950) = 294_91; _(1950) = +40_53
The time span of the observations is only 12 percent of
a complete precessional period, formal error estimates
are not available, and this study does not take into
account the possible substantial effects of the large
angular orbital momentum that resides in Triton
(Harris, 1984). There is very crude spectroscopic
confirmation for this pole in Hayes and Beltons'
work. At a time when the direction of the pole
projected on the sky was predicted to be at PA = 32_8
they measured a PA of 32 ° ± ii. More recently Harris
(1983) has reported the results of a study of Tritons'
orbit which based on a data set that extends the
observational base to the present day. He reports that
the north pole of the invariable plane points in the
direction
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_(1950) = 297_813±i_5; 6(1950) = +41:185±i_5
This is the direction of the planet's pole only if
the Mass of Triton is negligible. According to Harris,
current estimates of Tritons' mass could lead to a 3.6
degree inclination of the equatorial plane to the
invariable plane (Harris, 1981, 1984) in the direction
towards Tritons' orbital plane. Ground-based CCD
imaging of Neptune (Terrile et al., 1984) gives us a
sky plane projection of its rotation axis to within 1 °
_+ 8 ° of the pole of the invariable plane. Our
assessment is that the best that can be done is to
accept at present the orientation of Harris's
invariable plane as Neptunes' spin axis and recognize
that uncertainies of as much as four degrees of arc
exist. In any event the uncertainties appear to be
considerably greater than are implied by the precision
of Gill and Gaults' reported numbers.
2. Sense of rotation: Spectrographic studies of line
tilts have, in our opinion, convincingly and
consistently shown that the sense of Uranus' spin
is retrograde and that of Neptunes' is prograde.
(cf. Hayes and Belton for modern results and a
review of earlier work). Imaging studies of the
motion of spot like markings on Neptune confirm
these results (Smith et al., 1979, Terrile and
Smith, 1983).
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3. Periods and atmospheric motions: There are, at
present, no ways to measure the true periods of
rotation of Uranus and Neptune with high
precision. Given our experience that large-scale
zonal atmospheric flows exist with velocities of
the order of i00 m.sec -I in the other planets then
we can expect that periods deduced by occultation,
spectroscopic, imaging, or photometric means will
be different to the true rotation period. These
differences can be expected to be easily as much as
half an hour or so.
The occultation method is based on the expectation
that the surface of a rotating planet will be
coincident with a surface of constant geopotential,
i.e. the atmosphere is in hydrostatic
equilibrium. If this is true then the following
relationship between the gravitational moment, J2,
the ellipticity or oblateness, e, of the outer
surface of the planet and a parameter m = _2R3 (i -
e)/GM will be approximately true:
J = (2/3)e - (1/3)m (1)
This is correct to the first order in e; to improve the
accuracy a further term, equal to e(-(i/3)e + (2/21)m),
should be added to the right hand side. This will make
it correct to the second order in the ellipticity
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(Jeffreys, 1959). In these expressions _ is the spin
angular velocity of the surface whose oblateness is
measured and is assumed constant on that surface;
(_2_/period); R, the equatorial radius, G, the
gravitational constant; and M, the mass of the planet.
A suitable test of the utility of eq. 1 is an
application to Jupiter and Saturn. Using data taken
from the recent compilation of Davies et al. (1980) and
the 1983 Astronomical Almanac we find that the
relationship holds to an accuracy of better than 1
percent for Jupiter, i.e. dP = P(System i) _ P(predict)
= +3 minutes. The true period of Jupiter is some 1.3
percent, or 8 minutes longer than the prediction. For
Saturn the predicted period is 33 minutes shorter than
System i, a large discrepancy which can be improved by
about 12 minutes if the second order terms in e are
included. The predicted period is about 46 minutes
shorter than the true period measured by Kaiser et al.
(1980) a difference that seems to us surprisingly large
and which has not, to our knowledge, been noted
before. It probably implies that the value for the
oblateness (= 0.107; Reese, 1971) is high by about i0
percent and possibly that small adjustments in the
dimensions of Saturn are in order. Ingersoll and Beebe
(1984) have told us of improved fits to the limb of
Saturn when unpublished Voyager data is used to derive
a new value for the oblateness.
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With the above results it appears that given data
of contemporary accuracy on e and J2, eq. 1 can be used
to infer atmospheric rotation periods of Uranus and
Neptune to an accuracy of better than i0 percent that
refer to the i-i0 _ bar level.
In addition we note that their small sizes, and
what turn out to be relatively long rotation periods,
lead us to expect that eq. 1 should hold particularly
well in their cases (Hubbard, 1984).
There have recently been major advances in our
knowledge of Uranus' gravitational moment through the
observation and analysis of stellar occultations behind
its system of elliptical rings. These rings which are
thought to be uniformly precessing in Uranus'
spheroidal gravitational field, maintain their
geometric integrity through the action of as yet
unobserved "shepherding" satellites (Nicholson et al.,
1978; Elliot et al. 1981). Parallel advances on J2
have also been made by Veillet (1980) through a
detailed analysis of the orbit of Miranda.
For the oblateness Elliot et al (1981) have used
stellar occultations behind the planet to yield a value
of e which agrees with the result of Franklin et al
(1980) based on a detailed analysis of the high spatial
resolution Stratoscope II images. Using eq. 1 Elliot
et al. find a period for Uranus of 15.5 hours based on
their own data. With a slightly different combination
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of the data Goody (1982) computes a rotation period of
16.7 ± 0.5 hours by this method. Folding in the
experience with Jupiter and Saturn related above we
believe that the best that can be said is that the
atmospheric rotation rate for Uranus most probably
falls in the range of 15 to 17 hours and, lacking
further evidence, this represents the best estimate of
the body rotation of Uranus that can be made at this
time.
In the case of Neptune, Hayes and Belton (1977)
used published estimates of the rate of precession of
Tritons' orbit to estimate J2 and combined it with a
value for the oblateness derived from the analysis of
the occultation of BD -17 4388 behind the planet
(Freeman and Lynga, 1970; Kovalevsky and Link, 1969).
They estimate an atmospheric period of 15.4 hours,
however the large formal uncertainties in this estimate
(primarily in the estimates for the oblateness) allow a
wide range of possible periods. Hayes and Belton find
that this period might reasonably lie anywhere between
13.4 and 18.5 hours. An occultation by Neptune of the
star MKE 30 in June 1983 was widely reported but no new
results on the oblateness, or infered period, have been
published to date.
Several modern attempts have been made to measure
atmospheric rotation periods for these planets by
spectrographic means (cf. the review by Goody (1982) or
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the compilation of Davies et al. (1980)). In our
opinion, the wide discrepancy in the results of these
studies indicates that these measurements are
susceptable to large, uncontrollable, systematic errors
(eg. Munch and Hippelein, 1979, for a discussion of the
effects of observational seeing and the dependence on
limb darkeningl ). All of the studies are, in our
opinion, of high quality and probably the best that can
be done with these results is to take the simple, but
brutal, step of forming their grand average and view
the result as a simple, but crude, check on other
methods.
In the case of Uranus such an average yields an
atmospheric period near 18 hours (considerable
uncertainty is, of course implied by the wide spread of
results). This period agrees tollerably well with the
range noted above that was based on eq. 1 but,
unfortunately, is otherwise not very useful.
For Neptune a period near 13 hours results (there
are only two studies). In our opinion, little faith
should be placed in this estimate since the true limb
darkening of Neptune, which is an important factor in
assessing the very large systematic seeing corrections
to the observed line tilts (a factor of 2 or more), is
not known with adequate precision.
Unlike Uranus' atmosphere, which has an
exceedingly bland appearance at all observed
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wavelengths, that of Neptune has been found to show
contrasty, spotlike, markings when imaged in a narrow
range of wavelengths centered on the 8900 A methane
absorption band (Smith et al., 1979). Terrile and
Smith (1983) report that these bright features are
confined to two latitude regions at ± 30 ° • Over a
period of 7 Neptune rotations these features were used
to measure an atmospheric rotation period of 17.83 ±
0.i hours Terrile et al. (1984). Furthermore, no
-Idifferential rotation greater than about i0 m. sec
was detected between features at these two latitudes.
Figure 1 from Terrile et al. (1984) shows an 8900_
image of Neptune recorded on 25 May 1983 from the Las
Campanas Observatory. Also shown is the Neptune
geometry using the invariable plane to define the pole.
Neptune also shows extreme photometric variability
in the near IR (Joyce et al., 1977) and similar
variability, but at a much lower amplitude, has been
found at visible wavelengths by Smith and Slavsky
(1980). As a result a number of precise atmospheric
rotation periods for Neptune have recently been
determined by means of extracting periodicities from
extended time-series of photometric observations. Work
by Cruikshank (1978), Brown et al. (1981), Belton et
al. (1981), and Smith and Slavsky (1980) have yielded
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the following periods:
PERIOD (hours) AUTHORS
17.73 Brown et al (1981)
17.73
18.29 *Belton et al (1981)
18.56
18.44 Smith and Slavsky (19SO)
17.71
(*Belton et al. believe that the two periods near
18.42 hours could be the manifestation of a
single period whose source is undergoing strong
amplitude modulation with a time-scale of i00
days.)
Figure 2 from Belton et al. shows the near IR
photometric data set plotted against the predicted
variation. The fact that the predicted curve remains
physically reasonable throughout the period covered by
the observations (i.e. greater than zero almost
everywhere), particularly in the long stretches of time
where there are no data to constrain the solution, we
consider to be strong support for the reasonablness of
their analysis.
The existence of well separated and clearly
defined periods at 17.7 and near 18.4 hours leaves no
doubt in our minds that wind systems exist on Neptune
and that the velocity contrasts are at least 109 m.
sec -I. The small differences between Smith and
Slavsky's periods and those based on IR photometry can,
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if believed significant, be explained in terms of a
vertical shear in the atmosphere. A modest shear
greater than 3 m sec -I (scale-height) -I is all that is
needed. Other explanations such as zonal contrasts are
also possible and should be looked for by using speckle
imaging techniques at the longer infrared wavelengths
to determine the latitude of the contrasts.
Neptune, like Jupiter and Saturn, is in prograde
rotation, and so its true period should most likely be
identified with the longer of the various observed
atmospheric periods. The period cannot be much in
excess of 18.5 hours for otherwise there would be
conflict with the range of periods allowed by observed
values of J2 and the ellipticity. Belton et al.
(19Sl), using an analogy based on atmospheric periods
on Jupiter recommend a value for the true period of
Neptune of 18.2 ± 0.4 hours.
For Uranus the only evidence for an atmospheric
period is in the unpublished work of Slavsky and Smith
(1980). They find a periodicity in a photometric time
series near to 24 hours. However this modulation is so
weak and so close to the dominant sampling frequency
that its credibility has been seriously questioned
(Goody, 1982). We also note that in spite of its
agreement with the spectrographic work of Trafton
(1977) and of Hayes and Belton (1977), it is so far
removed from the range of periods allowed by the figure
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of the planet that we have not considered it further.
In summary the true period of Uranus is poorly
determined but probably lies somewhere in the range
from 15 to 17 hours; there is no convincing
observational evidence either for or against the
existence of large scale atmospheric flows in the
atmosphere of this planet. For Neptune the true period
is estimated at 18.2 + 0.4 hours; the observation of
several distinct atmospheric rotation periods indicates
that large-scale atmospheric currents with relative
zonal velocities of at least 109 m.sec -I exist in its
atmosphere.
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TABLE 1
METHODS USED TO DERIVE ROTATIONAL PROPERTIES OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE
Planet Properties URANUS NEPTUNE
Pole direction i. Geometry of satellite i. Precession of
plane Tritons' orbit
2. Geometry of ring 2. Spectroscopy
plane (plane of sky only)
3. Spectroscopy. (plane 3. CCD Imaging
of sky only) (plane of sky only)
Direction of spin i. Spectroscopy i. CCD Imaging
(line tilts)
2. Spectroscopy
(line tilts)
Period i. J2 and oblateness i. J2 and oblateness
- Satellite precession - Satellite precession
- Ring Precession - Stellar occultation
- Stellar occultation
- Photography and visual
observations,
2. Spectroscopy 2. Spectroscopy
- Line tilts - Line tilts
- Line shape
3. Photometry 3. Photometry
- visible - IR colors
- visible
4. CCD Imaging
Atmospheric Motions I. CCD Imaging
2. Photometry
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OBLATENESSES OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE
Richard G. French
Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambrldge, MA 02139
Abs tract
The oblateness of a planet is closely related to its rotation rate and
internal mass distribution, and is therefore an important indicator of gross
planetary structure. Analysis of Stratoscope II images of Uranus yields e
0.022 + 0.001, and stellar occultation observations yield e = 0.024 + 0.003.
Because of the current pole-on aspect of Uranus, it is unlikely that a
significantly more accurate value can be determined by stellar occultations
before Voyager 2 encounters Uranus in January, 1986. Neptune's oblateness has
been determined from stellar occultation observations made in 1968 and 1983.
The 1968 observations yield an oblateness of 0.021 + 0.004. A recent
determination of Neptune's oblateness using both the 1968 and 1983
observations is consistent with this value. Space Telescope observations of
several stellar occultatlons by Neptune could provide a significantly more
accurate determination of the oblateness before the Voyager 2 encounter in
1990.
INTRODUCT ION
The geometric oblateness (also known as elliptlclty, or flattening) of a
planet is defined as e = l-Rp/Re, where Rp and Re are the polar and equatorial
radii, respectively. For an isolated, slowly rotating fluid body in
hydrostatic equilibrium, equlpotential surfaces are oblate spheroids, and the
oblateness is closely related to the rotation period and the distribution of
mass within the planet by the relatlon: 1
P : 2_ (I)
_----_i_ 9 J22)'2GM(e
where P is the rotation period, J2 and J4 are the coefficients of the first
two even harmonics of the gravitational potential, G is the gravitational
constant, and M is the planetary mass. (If the reference radius, Rr, for the
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harmonic expansion of the gravitational potential does not equal Re, then one
must set p = Rr/R e and substitute p2J 2 for J2 and p4J 4 for J4 in Eq. 1.)
Elliot and Nicholson have shown that the period predicted by Eq. 1 is quite
close to the actual period in those cases where all required quantities are
known. 2 For Uranus and Neptune, rotation periods have not yet been agreed
upon by all concerned, and accurate measurements of their oblatenesses can
provide important indicators of gross planetary structure.
THE OBLATENESS OF URANUS
Because of the small angular diameter of Uranus, direct measurement of its
optical flattening from ground-based images is quite difficult. Photographs
of Uranus, obtained in 1970 by the Stratoscope II balloon-borne 91 cm
telescope, initially yielded a value of E = 0.01 + 0.01 for the oblateness,
based on estimates of the polar and equatorial diameters of the Images. 3
However, the photographs were recently re-dlgltlzed and re-analyzed by
Franklin et el., using techniques not available at the time of the earlier
study. To determine the oblateness, Franklin et al. performed least-squares
fits of ellipses to a series of isophotes in the annular region, 0.97 Re < r <
1.00 Re, of several images. Their final estimate of the oblateness was s =
0.022 + 0.001, where the uncertainty is the standard error, based on the rms
scatter of the independent results from 23 exposures. A key assumption of
this analysis is that there is no latltude-dependent llmb darkening, which
would cause the isophotal ellipses to deviate from the true planetary figure.
Stated somewhat differently, it must be assumed that the isophotes are
gravitational equlpotentlals if the measured optical flattening is to be
identified as g in Eq. I.
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Stellar occultation observations provide an independent measure of the figure
of Uranus. From the measured times of disappearance and reappearance of the
occulted star, a chord across the planet can be determined. It has become
conventional to define these immersion and emerslon times as the time at which
the best-fltting isothermal model light curve reaches half-lntenslty. These
are the "half-light" times of the occultation. When chords are combined from
several observations, it is possible to perform a least-squares fit to the
planetary figure. Generally, corrections in right ascension and declination
to the relative positions of the star and planet must be accounted for in the
fit. However, the nine rings encircling Uranus provide a reference system
which allows the offset between the star and planet to be determined
independently with great accuracy, as a by-product of the least-squares
solution for the orbital elements of the rings. Once this offset has been
measured, even a single chord across the planet can provide useful information
about the oblateness, when combined with results from other occultatlons.
Using this technique, Elliot et el. found an oblateness of e = 0.024 + 0.003. 5
The inclusion of more recent observations has not significantly improved this
value. The reason is that the current pole-on aspect of Uranus restricts the
latitude range probed to the equatorial region, which does not provide a
strong constraint on the oblateness.
Although the Stratoscope II and stellar occultation oblatenesses agree to
within their stated errors, two points should be kept in mind when comparing
the two determinations. First, the Stratoscope II measurement refers to a
region near the cloud deck, whereas the occultation oblateness refers to a
level whose atmospheric pressure is of order I _bar, which lles some 500 km
above the clouds. If there are significant merldlonal temperature gradients
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in the region between these atmospheric levels, the oblateness could vary
substantially with height, as was found for Mars. 6 Second, the half-llght
points used in the occultation method lie on a surface which may differ
substantially from an equipotentlal surface. This is especially true if the
atmosphere has strong vertical temperature variations, as Uranus has. ? The
importance of this effect is currently being explored. 8
THE OBLATENESS OF NEPTUNE
Neptune's angular diameter is so small that direct measurement of ground-based
images to determine the oblateness is of little value. However, occultation
observations have provided useful measurements of Neptune's figure. In 1968,
Neptune occulted BD -17 ° 4388, and from an analysis of data taken from several
sites, Kovalevsky and Link obtained _ = 0.021 + 0.004. 9 Freeman and Lyng_
independently analyzed the same observations, and found e = 0.0259 + 0.0051. 10
Data from a 1983 occultation are still being analyzed, and give results that
are consistent with the above values, but with significantly smaller errors.
These results are being prepared for publication. In the meantime, some
comments are in order concerning the results from the 1968 event. First, the
observations were recorded on strip charts, introducing a significant
uncertainty into the time measurements. Second, since Neptune has no known
ring system to provide a well determined reference frame, the relative
positions of the star and the planet must be determined as part of the least
squares fit to the occultation data. On the other hand, the occultation
chords cover a wider range of latitudes on Neptune than on Uranus, so that the
oblateness can still be well determined. Third, the main difference between
the two determinations concerns the choice of occultation times to use as part
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of the fit. Kovalevsky and Link used half-llght times, where Freeman and
0
Lynga used times corresponding to 9 percent fading of initial starlight. The
results of an ongoing analysis of the 1983 observations give an oblateness
within the errors quoted by Kovalevsky and Link, and it is suggested that
their value of E = 0.021 -+ 0.004 be used until the newer findings have been
published.
Because of the orientation of Neptune's pole, the full range of latitudes
can be probed by upcoming occultatlons, which could provide a significantly
more accurate determination of Neptune's oblateness by the time of the Voyager
2 encounter with Neptune in 1990. A series of occultation observations by the
Space Telescope would be especially useful in this regard.
ROTATION PERIODS
The rotation periods of Uranus and Neptune were computed using Eq. I.
The results are given in Table 1. 2 The error in the calculated period
reflects that introduced by the oblateness.
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TABLE I
Rotation Periods of Uranus and Neptune
Uranus Nep tune
Oblateness (e) 0.024 + 0.0035 0.022 + 0.001 _ 0.021 + 0.004 9 0.0259 + 0.005110
Equatorial Radius
(Re, km) 26,145 + 305 25,600 + 1002 25,225 + 30 9 25,265 + 3510
GM x 10 -3
_o (km 3 sec "2) 5,784 + 411 5,784 + 411 6,787 + 512 6,787 + 512Ln
4_
J2 x 103 3.349 + 0.0055 3.349 + 0.0055 4.3 + 0.313 4.3 + 0.313
J4 x 106 -38 + 95 -38 + 95 ? ?
Reference Radius
(Rr, km) 26,2005 26, 2005 25, 2259 25, 2259
Calculated Rotation 15.6 + 1.4 16.6 + 0.5 15.6 + 1.8 13.5 + 2.2
Period (hr)
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NEPTUNE AND TRITON
INFERRED FROM THE ORBIT OF TRITON
A.W. Harris
Jet Propulsion Laboratory of
The California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
The orbital motion of Triton was redetermined from photographic data
spanning the interval 1899-1981. The resulting ephemeris should provide
Triton positions with respect to Neptune with an accuracy of +-500 km through
the end of the century. The following physical results follow from the orbit
solution. The inverse mass of Neptune + Triton is m®/(mN+mT) = 19490 ± 40.
No acceleration of the mean motion nor orbital eccentricity were detected,
thus constrainin_ the tidal dissipation factors of Neptune and Triton to QN _
650 and QT < i0 . Tidal heating of Triton is presently insignificant. The
gravitational harmonic J2 of Neptune is 0.0043 ± 0.0003 if Triton _s as
massive as mT/m N = 0.00128, and if Neptune's spin is prograde with P_18 , or
J2 = 0.0037 ± 0.0002 if Triton is much less massive. Triton undergoes extreme
climatic variations due to the combined motion of it's orbit plane and
Neptune's orbital motion. -10% of Triton's surface is presently hidden from
diurnal insolation, which may provide a powerful cold trap for atmospheric
volatiles.
INTRODUCTION
The last definitive study of the orbital motion of Triton was that of
Eichelberger and Newton I in 1926. Gill and Gault 2'3 recomputed the orbit
including photographic data from 1939-19424,5 , however both solutions were
dominated by the large number of visual observations compared to
photographic. With the availability of photographic data beginning in 1975
from the USNO Flagstaff station, 6'7 it appeared possible to achieve a
meaningful improvement in the determination of the orbit, and the upcoming
encounter with Neptune by Voyager II makes such a redetermination of timely
importance for navigational use. The solution which I present here is based
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on photographic observations only which can be grouped into three time
intervals:
1899-1910 428 observations from the Royal Greenwich Observatory 8, 19
from Pulkovo I and 8 from Lick I.
1939-1942 73 observations from the Yale South Africa station 4,5.
1975-1981 94 observations from the USNO Flagstaff station 6'7.
In the following sections, I will briefly define the theory of motion and
solution obtained, and then discuss the physically significant results which
can be derived from the motion of Triton (mass of the system, gravitational
harmonics, etc.).
ORBIT SOLUTION
The observations were fitted to a theory of uniform motion in a circular
inclined orbit processing at a constant rate about an inertialiy fixed
plane. The definitions of the constants required, and their solution values
are as follows:
to = Jan 1.0 1950 = JD 2433282.5, Epoch
a = 354,290 km = 0.0023683 au = 16.283 arcsec @ 30 au, orbit
radius (semi major axis) of Triton
e E 0, eccentricity of orbit, assumed zero
n = 6192588532 per day, nodal mean motion
%o = 200_913, longitude from ascending node through the invariable
plane at epoch
i = 1589996 = 21_004 retrograde, inclination of orbit to the
invariable plane
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_o = 1519401' angle from the intersection of invariable plane
with the earth's equatorial plane of 1950.0, to the ascending
node of the orbit through the invariable plane
= +0957806 per year (Tp = 622.77 years), nodal precision rate
= 2979813 I 1950.0 Right Ascension and Declination of the
8p = 419185 I pole of the invariable plane.
The assumption of a circular orbit appears justified by the residuals, which
contain no signature above a lo level which could be attributed to eccentric
motion. Also, tidal dissipation in Triton should have damped any original
eccentricity in a very short time compared to the age of the solar system (see
PIIYSICAL RESULTS section).
To obtain the cartesian state vector of Triton at time t (in days),
define X = Xo+ n(t-to) and _ = _o + _t-to)/365.25. The state vector is
given, in earth equatorial coordinates of 1950.0, by:
am=R3(-p- )RI(8p- s0nX, (i)
where Ri(e) is the rotation matrix about axis i, e.g.,
I 0 0 )
Rl(e) = 0 cos0 sine , (2)
0 -sine cose
and R2(8) and R3(8 ) can be obtained by permuting subscripts. To obtain the
apparent position of Triton relative to Neptune, as seen from the earth,
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IIi
multiply by the following rotation matrices:
x r (3)
A_ cos_ = R2(-6N)R3(aN) _ ,
A_ !
where _N, _N' and d are the RA, Dec, and distance of Neptune at observation
time. If r and d are in the same units, the offsets, A_ cos6 and A_, will
be in radians. Multiply by 206,265 to obtain arcseconds, x is the radial
component, positive away from the observer. If _N, _N are 1950.0 coordinates,
then the offsets will likewise be 1950.0 coordinates. To obtain offset
coordinates of date, either precess the state vector r and then use aN,
coordinates of date, or precess the 1950 offsets as follows:
sin e
(Aa cos6)date = (A_ cos_)1950 + A_ N cos _m (4)
m
sin
A_date = A_1950 - (A_ cos_) N cos _m , (5)
m
where N is the precession constant as defined in the Astronomical Almanac, and
_m,_m are 1/2 (e1950 + _date ) and 1/2 (_1950 + 6date)' respectively.
The ephemeris of the orbit normal can be obtained by rotating the unit
vector in the z direction (0,0, i) as in equation (i):
= R3(-ap- _)RI(_ p- _)R3(-_)RI(-i ) . (6)
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The spin axis of Neptune does not lie exactly in the direction of the
pole of the invariable plane (ap,_p), but rather is tipped by an angle
toward the direction of Triton's orbit normal and co-precesses with it such
that the component of Triton's orbital angular momentum which lies in the
invariable plane is equal and opposite to the component of Neptune's spin
angular momentum in that plane. This is illustrated in Figure i. Because
Neptune's spin and Tritons orbital motion are in opposite directions, the pole
is tipped toward the orbit normal, rather than away, as would be the case for
spin and orbit motion in the same direction. For nominal values of all
factors involved, sin e = -0.173 sin i, or E = -3o6 for i = 21°0. The
uncertainties which affect the determination of this angle are discussed
_ l , NEPTUNE SPIN
--ANGULAR MOMENTUM
( __--INVARIABLE PLANE
_....----._-_..___.._ T R I TO N ORBITAL
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
Figure i. The pole of Neptune is inclined by an angle c to the pole of the
invariable plane such that the component of its spin angular momentum in the
invariable plane is equal and opposite to the component of Triton's orbital
angular momentum in the invariable plane.
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further in the next section. For the present purpose, it suffices to note
that the mass of Triton may be much less than the Alden value 5, and thus e may
be much smaller. To obtain the spin axis of Neptune, replace i by -3o6 (or
+3o6 for assumed retrograde spin, or a lower value for assumed lower mass of
Triton) in the above equation. The apparent positions of the orbit and spin
axis can be found by further rotating by the RA and Dec of Neptune, equation
(3).
PHYSICAL RESULTS
Some of the solution constants stated in the last section are highly
correlated. Thus the error bars which should be assigned for the purpose of
deriving physical properties of Neptune or Triton are in some cases much
larger than the precision required to generate a fully accurate ephemeris.
The orbital constants of physical interest, with appropriate uncertainties,
are:
a = 0.00236_3 _ 0.0000015 au
n s = 61_2572 ± 090001 per day
I_I _ 2 degrees/century 2
e _ 0.0005
i = 2190 _ i75
Tp/sin i = 1738 , 3 years
The eccentricity, e, and acceleration of the mean motion, n, were not a part
of the formal solution. The post-fit residuals were examined for charac-
*The above value is the slderal, rather than nodal, mean motion. The large
associated error is due to the uncertainties in the inclination and the nodal
precession rate.
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teristic signatures of each of these effects. Neither was found at a
statistically significant level. The quoted limits correspond to the ability
of the data set to yield a lo detection.
In addition to the above constants, several auxiliary constants are
needed in order to derive physical properties. The equatorial radius of
Neptune, rN, and optical flattening have been determined by stellar
occultation9,10:
rN = 25,225 ± 30 km
f = 0.021 ± 0.004.
The orbit radius of Triton in planetary units is thus a/r N = 14.10 ± 0.01.
The rotation period is best determined by lightcurve variations in the
methane absorption bandsll,12:
PN = 18h2 + 0h4"
Both the direction of rotation and the period appear to be confirmed by direct
imaging 13.
The mass of Triton has been determined by measuring the barycentric
wobble of Neptune against background stars5:
mT/m N = 0.00128 ± 0.00023 .
The difficulty of this measurement, along with the apparently inconsistent
radiometrically determined diameter of Triton 14, suggest that Triton may
actually be considerably less massive. The possibility of a substantial
atmosphere and/or ocean on Triton would considerably alter the thermal balance
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of Triton 15,16, thus it may be possible to reconcile the observed IR emission
with a body as massive as the Alden value and a reasonable density• However,
pending a redetermination of Triton's mass, one should keep in mind the
possibility that Triton may be less massive than the above value.
____:ssof the Neptune Triton system. The mean motion of Triton and the
semimajor axis of its orbit determine the combined mass of the two bodies:
2 G(mN+ mT)
n =
s 3 •
Stated in the usual form of inverse solar masses, the result is:
m0
= 19490 + 40.
mN+ mT
This value is somewhat larger (less _qss) than earlier estimates (summarized
in references 17,18).
Tidal evolution of Triton's orbit. The limit on the acceleration of the
mean motion constrains the tidal effective Q of Neptune as follows: 20
5 2
k2 = 2mN _ ns
Thus for n s < 2°/century 2, QN/k 2 > 450. For a fluid sphere,
k2_ 5/[1 + 6.25(i-1.5y)2]-I (see ref 19, p. 73), where the moment of inertia
factor _ = C/mNrN 2, is a measure of the central condensation of Neptune.
estimated from a theoretical interior model of Neptune 20 is 0.1921 , thus k 2 -
0.2, and QN > 2000. A value this low would result in a very short tidal decay
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time for Triton (- 3 x 107 years), and is very much less than the lower limit
on Q of Uranus constrained by the limited outward evolution of its satellite
system22, QU > 70,000. It is noteworthy that if QN " QU, then the timescale
of decay of Triton's orbit is > 3 x 109 years.
Tidal decay of the orbital eccentricity. The upper limit on the orbital
eccentricity, • 0.005, suggests that it is tidally decayed from a larger
value. Neglecting the effect of the planetary tide, the tide raised on the
satellite by the planet causes the eccentricity to decay with a time constant
of22
t =2 a 5Q ns •
o 21 2 T
For the eccentricity to have decayed by at least an order of magnitude, to
• 2 x 109 years, whence (Q/k2)T • 5 x 105• The value k2 for Triton is very
uncertain, since its size, mass and composition are all somewhat uncertain. A
value in the range 10-2 - i0-I should be appropriate (cf. reference 19,22),
hence QT • 104" This is an implausibly high value for any reasonable solid
body, hence one could better reverse the argument to show that for any
reasonable size, mass, and density of Triton, the tidal decay timescale is
very short, to • 107 years. Because of Triton's retrograde orbit, there are
no resonances which could have excited an appreciable eccentricuty in the
past, thus it is safe to conclude that Triton's orbit is now, and has been for
at least 4 x 109 years, very circular. Therefore, it is unlikely that any
evidence of tidal heating or tidally induced surface features will be found on
Triton.
Gravitational harmonics of Neptune. The second degree harmonic, J2,
causes the precession of the orbit plane about the invariable plane. The
torque couple between the equatorial bulge and Triton, and hence the rate of
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motion of the orbit normal, depends on the inclination of the orbit to
Neptunes equator, i + e. As discussed in the last section (see Figure i), e
is determined by equating the components of Triton's orbital angular momentum
and Neptunes spin angular momentum which lie in the invariable plane:
2
mTa ns
sin _ = 2 sin i ,
Y mNrN_N
where _N = 2_/PN is the rotation frequency of Neptune. Note that for a
prograde spin of Neptune (ns of opposite sign to _N), e has the opposite sign
of i, hence the equator is tipped toward the orbit plane of Triton. For
y = 0.19, mT/m N = 0.00128, a/rN = 14.10, and ns/_ N = 0.129 (corresponding to a
rotation period of Neptune of 18.2 hours),
sin c = -0.173 sin i •
Thus for the generally accepted prograde rotation of Neptune the total angle
between Neptune's equator and Trlton's orbit plane is i + e = 17_4 ± 172.
However if Neptune spins in a retrograde sense, then i + e = 24?6 ± 158.
Furthermore, if Triton is much less massive than claimed, or if Neptune spins
more rapidly than claimed, or if _ is larger than 0.19, then e may be much
smaller, thue i + e may be - 21° regardless of the direction of Neptune's
spin. It is clear that the above uncertainties, primarily the mass of Triton,
dominate the error budget of i + e, thus a redeterminatlon of the mass of
Triton is of great importance.
The torque felt by Triton in its orbit from the equatorial bulge of
Neptune (the J2 gravitational harmonic) is proportional to sin 2(i + e). The
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distance traveled by the orbit normal to complete a single precession cycle is
proportional to sin i. IIence the precession rate, _, depends on both angles
as follows:
= 3 J2ns sin 2(i.e)
4 2 sin i "
(a/rN)
This can be rearranged to solve for J2 in terms of the orbit precession
period, Tp, and the orbit period of Triton, TT:
4 (_) 2 i TT sin iJ2 = 3 sin 2(i+c) Tp
The uncertainties in i and Tp are highly correlated, such that Tp/sin i = 1738
years is very precisely determined• Unfortunately, the determination of J2 is
still strongly affected by the uncertainty in the remaining factor sin
2(i+e). For the above adopted value of e = 3_6, J2 = 0•0043 ± 0.0003 if
Neptune's spin is direct, or J2 = 0"00325 ± 0.0002 if it is retrograde. If
Triton is much less massive than claimed, then J2 = 0.0037 ± 0.0002,
regardless of the direction of Neptune's spin.
The four quantities, y, rotation period PN, optical flattening f, and
gravitational harmonic J2' are related such that if any two are known, the
other two can be uniquely inferred. Figure 2, adapted from reference 20 (see
also reference 23) summarizes the current status of observational and
theoretical determinations of these quantities. The "prograde" and
"retrograde" values of J2 are plotted at the measured value of f, and again on
the line of the observed rotation period, 18_2. The associated error bars are
indicated. It is likely that either the rotation period or the flattening is
in error. If those two values are assumed to be exactly correct, then J2
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would be -90 from its computed value, and y would be "4).38, which is
impossibly high for any reasonable composition of Neptune.
O IOl
NEPTUNE
0.08
0.06
f
0.04
0.0:> P_'\%_
0 5 I0 15 20
J2xlOz
Figure 2. The values of J2 assuming Alden's value of the mass of Triton are
plotted for prograde and retrograde spins of Neptune, at the Kovalevky and
Link value of flattening, and along the line of 18 hours rotation period.
Formal error bars for J2 and f are indicated.
The so-called "pear-shape" harmonic, J3, of Neptune can be constrained by
the observed circularity of the orbit of Triton24:
a _e
J3 4 2J2 rN sin i '
where Ae is the maximum deviation from circularity, or 0.0005. Thus J3
0.00014. This is not a very significant constraint, since one would not
expect a value even as large as -10-6 for a solid planet the size of Neptune.
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Climate on Triton. The Cassini state of Triton is inclined -079 to the
orbit normal in a direction away from the pole of the invariable plane. Hence
the equator of Triton is inclined -22° to the invariable plane and precesses
about it with a period of 650 ± 40 years. Due to the motion of Neptune in its
orbit, the sun appears to circulate along a path inclined -30° to the
invariable plane with a period of 166 years. The combination of these two
motions results in a variation of the subsolar latitude on Triton which is
quite complex, and can reach an extreme value as large as 52°• Figure 3 is a
plot of the subsolar latitude on Triton for 3000 years. At present, the
subsolar latitude is at +40 ° and increasing toward a peak of +52° by the y_ar
2005. Hence -10% of the total area of Triton surrounding the south pole is
hidden from sunlight and will remain so for -50 years. These extreme
variations in insolation may lead to drastic variations in the density and
composition of Triton's atmosphere with time 26. It is noteworthy that Pluto
experiences similar (even larger) variations, and is just now passing through
equatorial aspect. Thus even if the two bodies are quite similar in size and
composition, their present atmospheres may be very different.
400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 :5200
DATE
Figure 3. The subsolar latitude on Triton for 3000 years. The present
subsolar latitude is indicated by the cross.
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SUMMARY: OBSERVATION_J DESIDERATA
Despite their similarity of appearance, Uranus and Neptune may be very
different worlds, much as Jupiter and Saturn have proven to be. Thus it is
important to our understanding of the origin and evolution of the solar system
to determine the interior structure of Neptune without prejudice from
Uranus. To that end, it is important to measure the mass of Triton, optical
flattening, period of rotation, and equatorial plane of Neptune unambiguously
so that J2 and y can be inferred with certainty. The mass of Triton can be
redetermined from ground based astrometry. Both the USNO Flagstaff station
and the ESO have demonstrated the capability to do this6,7,18. Continued
observations of stellar occultations by Neptune may improve the determination
of flattening somewhat. Voyager imaging should allow a better determination,
but will take some care to extract the right answer, as demonstrated by the
difficulty in determining the figure of io. The period of rotation and plane
of the equator should be determined in great detail by Voyager. Space
Telescope will of course be able to do a superb job in re-determining the mass
of Triton_ and this should be done if possible before the Voyager encounter.
Direct imaging from ST is unlikely to improve meaningfully upon the
determination of flattening or the orientation of the equatorial plane.
Triton is emerging as one of the most fascinating bodies in the outer
solar sytem. A redetermination of its mass is thus important for physical
studies of Triton, in addition to the value for studies of Neptune. A direct
measure of the diameter of Triton is of highest priority. Along with the mass
determination, these will allow a determination of the mean density. With
reflectance photometry, a meaningful albedo can be found. And along with the
radiometric brightness, one can begin to construct a model of atmospheric heat
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transport, or lack of it. A stellar occultation by Triton is the only hope
for making an accurate groundo-based measurement of the diameter of Triton.
Such an event would also yield a direct probe of Triton's atmosphere. Thus
the successful observation of a stellar occultation by Triton is perhaps the
most scientifically exciting ground-based experiment contemplated for the
outer planets.
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ORIGIN AND EVOLUTIONOF THE URANIAN AND NEPTUNIANSATELLITES:
SOMEDYNAMICALCONSIDERATIONS
Stanley F. Dermott
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Ithaca, NY 14853
Abstract
The satellite system of Neptune is so irregular that some formation
mechanism or subsequent dynamical evolution that sets it apart from the
other, more regular, satellite systems is obviously indicated. McKinnon
has argued that satellite capture is the most likely possibility and has
shown that tidal circularization of Triton's presumably highly eccentric
initial orbit probably resulted in melting of the satellite's interior.
The satellite system of Uranus, although somewhat bland, also has a number
of special features that indicate an interesting dynamical history. These
include the anomalously high orbital inclination of Miranda and the
probable coexistence of small satellites and narrow rings inside the
planet's Roche limit. I discuss the possibility that orbital evolution due
to tidal dissipation is involved in both of these phenomena. Other topics
discussed are: the origin of rings; the formation of coorbital satellites;
the lack of stable orbit-orbit resonances in the Uranian satellite system;
and chaos, tidal heating and the shapes of Miranda and Ariel.
INTRODUCTION
Some of the most interesting recent work on the origin of satellites
has focussed on the problems posed by a few special features and processes,
particularly those revealed or inspired by spacecraft exploration. The
radial density gradient in the Jovian satellite system is a good example,
although that was discovered by ground-based methods and only confirmed by
spacecraft observations. This gradient can be accounted for if Jupiter was
once a giant gaseous protoplanet that went through a phase of high
luminosity as it contracted to its present size. I The closer views of the
Galilean satellites afforded by Voyager have revealed more specific
problems. Of these, the one most diagnostic of accretion conditions is
probably that of the contrasting surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto. 2 These
satellites have almost the same size and mean density and yet their
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surfaces a re  q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t ,  w i t h  t h a t  o f  Ganymede appearing t o  be much 
younger than t h a t  o f  C a l l i s t o .  
Measurements o f  t he  abundance o f  methane i n  T i t a n ' s  atmosphere, apa r t  
from i n s p i  r i n g  specu la t ion  on t he  ex is tence  o f  hydrocarbon oceans, 3'3 
a l s o  r a i s e  t h e  ques t i on  o f  how carbon was i nco rpo ra ted  i n  t h e  s a t e l l i t e .  
At Sa tu rn 's  d is tance  from the  sun, s a t e l l i t e s  a re  composed mos t l y  o f  
s i l i c a t e  rock, water- ice,  A r  and compounds con ta in i ng  C, N and 0. Lewis 
and p r i n n 6  concluded t h a t  CO and C02 were t he  major c a r r i e r s  o f  carbon i n  
t h e  s o l a r  nebula. However, P r i  nn and ~ e ~ l  ey7 i n v e s t i g a t e d  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  
t h e  Saturn ian nebula and showed t h a t  the  r e a c t i o n  r a t e  o f  CO t o  CH4 was 
r a p i d  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  nebula c o o l i n g  and r a d i a l  m i x i ng  ra tes .  Thus, i t  i s  
l i k e l y  t h a t  CH4 was the  major c a r r i e r  o f  carbon i n  t h e  Sa tu rn ian  nebula and 
t h a t  CH4 was incorpora ted  i n  T i t a n  i n  a  CH,-, Ar-, N2- ( o r  N H 3 )  r i c h  
c l a t h r a t e  hydrate.  The de tec t i on  of a  hydrocarbon ocean by a  spaceborne 
radar  r e f l ec tome te r4  cou ld  con f i rm  ideas on t h e  e v o l u t i o n  o f  T i t a n ' s  
p u t a t i v e  ocean and on acc re t i on  cond i t i ons  i n  t he  Sa tu rn ian  nebula. 
A new aspect of a c c r e t i o n  dynamics r a i s e d  by Voyager i s  t h a t  o f  t h e  
r o l e  o f  cometary bombardment i n  the  d i s r u p t i o n  o f  smal l   satellite^.^ Th i s  
r o l e  could, perhaps, have been a n t i c i p a t e d  p r i o r  t o  t h e  Voyager 
encounters. However, spacecra f t  images showing t he  s u r v i v i n g  smal l  
sate1 1  i t e s  bear ing  impact c r a t e r s  w i t h  diameters comparable t o  t h e  
s a t e l l i t e  r a d i i  fo rce  us t o  conclude t h a t  these s a t e l l i t e s  have su f f e red  
impacts on ly  m a r g i n a l l y  below t h e  probable d i s r u p t i o n  l e v e l Y g  i m p l y i n g  t h a t  
from t ime  t o  t ime  more d i s r u p t i v e  c o l l i s i o n s  probably  occur. Other 
impor tant ,  recent  developments i n c l u d e  t h e  d iscovery  o f  numerous c o o r b i t a l  
s a t e l l i t e s  i n  t he  Saturn ian (bu t  no t  t he  Jov ian)  s a t e l l i t e  system and t h e  
d iscovery  by Go1 d r e i  ch and ~ r e m a i  ne1° o f  t h e  shepherding sate1 1  i t e  
mechanism. 
TABLE 1: S a t e l l i t e s  o f  Neptune 
Radius a  e  I 
k m P lane ta ry  Rad i i  Degrees 
T r i t o n  1750 t 250 14.6 <O. 005 158.5 
Nere id  (200 )  227 0.75 27.6 
X 50-500 3 + 1  - - -- 
The sate1 l i t e  system o f  Neptune has a  number o f  spec ia l  f ea tu res  t h a t  
suggest obvious p o i n t s  o f  a t tack .  I n  fact ,  t h e  i r r e g u l a r i t y  o f  t h e  system 
i s  the  on ly  aspect t h a t  i s  discussed i n  t he  l i t e r a t u r e .  The data a re  shown 
i n  Table 1. Since t h e  work o f  ~ ~ t t l e t o n , "  t h e  o r i g i n  o f  P l u t o  has o f t e n  
been discussed i n  assoc ia t i on  w i t h  t h a t  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e s  o f  Neptune, but,  
as we s h a l l  see, i t  i s  now considered u n l i k e l y  t h a t  P l u t o  i s  an escaped 
sate1 1  i t e .  P lu to ,  T r i t o n  and Nereid a re  probably  remanent p lanetes imals ,  
two of which ( a t  l e a s t )  were captured by Neptune, des t roy ing  i n  t h e  process 
any r e g u l a r  s a t e l l i t e  system t h a t  t he  p l ane t  may have possessed. The newly 
d iscovered s a t e l l i t e  o f  Neptune,12 s a t e l l i t e  X, may be a  member o f  t h e  
o r i  g i  na l  sate1 1  i t e  system t h a t  s u r v i  ved t he  cap tu re  o f  T r i t o n ,  p o s s i b l y  
because t he  s a t e l l i t e ' s  o r b i t  i s  c l o s e r  t o  t h e  p l ane t  than T r i t o n ' s  i n i t i a l  
p e r i c e n t e r  d is tance.  
The f e a t u r e  o f  t h e  Uranian system most o f t e n  remarked upon i s  t h e  
p l a n e t ' s  h i gh  o b l i q u i t y  ( 9 8 O )  and t h e  f a c t  t ha t ,  desp i t e  the  l a t t e r ,  t h e  
s a t e l l i t e s  are near -equa to r ia l .  I have never been much impressed by these 
arguments. I n  a  q u a l i t a t i v e  sense, t h e r e  i s  l i t t l e  d i f fe rence  between an 
obliquity of 30° (Earth, Mars, Saturn and Neptune) and one of 90° . Harris
and Ward, 13 chiefly following Safronov, 14 have calculated the masses of the
largest planetesimals needed to produce the observed obliquities of Saturn
and Uranus. These are ~ I0 and ~ I Earth masses respectively, making
Saturn's obliquity the more startling. Note, however, that these
planetesimal masses are completely at odds with the masses needed to
account for the orbital eccentricities and inclinations which are a factor
~ 10-2 smaller. 13
TABLE 2: Satellites of Uranus I
a e I sinl/e
Planetary degrees
Radii
Miranda 5.0 0.0027 4.22 27.2
Ariel 7.3 0.0034 0.31 1.6
Umbriel 10.2 0.0050 0.36 1.3
Titania 16.7 0.0022 0.142 I.I
Oberon 21.7 0.0008 0.i01 2.3
ZData from Ch. Veillet (Ph.D. Thesis, Paris, 1983).
Dynamical features of the Uranian system that can, at present, be
profitably discussed include: the probable coexistence of small satellites
and narrow rings within the planet's Roche limit; the high inclination of
Miranda's orbit; and the complete lack of stable orbit-orbit resonances.
(The Laplace-type resonance involving Miranda, Ariel and Umbriel is not
exact and has no special dynamical significance.) The orbital data are
shown in Table 2. For all the satellites, except Miranda, and for most of
the narrow rings, 15 sinl/e _ i, making the value of 27 for Miranda
anomalously high.
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One uniting theme of this talk will be tidal evolution of satellite
orbits and its observable consequences. Other major topics will be the
origin of planetary rings and the origin and evolution of coorbital
satellites.
SATELLITE CAPTURE
The idea of an encounter between Pluto, as a satellite of Neptune, and
Triton, as proposed by Lyttleton, II has been shot down by McKinnon 16 and
Lin. 17 Using the presently accepted masses of Triton and Pluto (plus
Charon), McKinnon has shown, simply by considering the energy and angular
momentum exchanges involved, that any plausible interaction between the two
bodies that could have reversed the orbit of Triton would also have
resulted in the ejection of Pluto from the solar system. Lin 17 has pointed
out that if the Pluto-Charon system was once a double satellite of Neptune,
then Pluto and Charon's combined tidal interaction (at the distance of
Triton from Neptune) would have driven them to merge with each other within
~ 105 years.17, 16
Several other schemes for disrupting the Neptunian system and ejecting
Pluto have been proposed.18,19,2° That of Harrington and Van
Flandern18 is probably the most interesting. They consider the passage of
a very large planetesimal (of 2-5 Earth masses) through an initially
regular system. (This planetesimal may be still bound to the sun in a
distant trans-Neptunian orbit.18) Using bullets of this size, spectacular
results can be achieved but they are somewhat improbable--the probability
of ejecting Pluto into a bound orbit being ~ 0.005. We now know that
even if close encounters with Neptune were possible, and even if repeated
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encounters were allowed, Pluto itself is far too small to disrupt the
Neptunian system. 18 It seems probable that Pluto-Charon are remanent
planetesimals that were never satellites of Neptune and that Triton and
Nereid are planetesimals that were somehow captured by Neptune.
Satellite capture typically involves a dramatic loss of energy during
a single encounter and this can only be achieved in special circumstances.
Capture through the inner Lagrange point has been suggested, but this can
only lead to permanent capture if it is accompanied by significant mass
changes, of either the sun or the planet, on the same timescale as that of
temporary capture and this is very short (I to 102 years).21,22,23
Capture could be most directly achieved by a collision within the
planet's Hill's sphere.24,25 This is the mechanism favored by Stevenson
et al.2 for the origin of the outer, irregular Jovian satellites. The
mechanism does have the advantage that it is not tied to a particular model
of planet formation. If, however, a planet did pass through a giant
gaseous protoplanet phase, then capture due to gas drag is possible. This
has now been proposed for the origin of the Moon, 26 Phobos and Deimos, 27
the irregular Jovian satellites, 23 Phoebe and lapetus, 23 and Triton and
Nereid. 23 In the case of the Jovian satellites, Pollack et al. 23 describe a
number of features of the two irregular satellite groups that positively
support the gas drag hypothesis. The lack of small satellites 29 is
particularly significant.
Although the orbit of Triton is now near-circular, this may not have
been the case in the past since tidal dissipation in the body of the
satellite would have acted to circularize the orbit. 3° If Triton was
captured, then the initial orbit may have been highly eccentric.
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McKinnon z6 has recently investigated the latter extreme case and has shown
that the orbit would have circularized in ~ 4 106 Q years, where Q is the
tidal dissipation function of Triton and that the heat flow produced by the
tidal dissipation would have been sufficient to melt the satellite's
interior, releasing to the surface the satellite's inventory of clathrated
gases.
ORIGIN OF RINGS
Harris 31 has argued persuasively that ring particles are not
primordial. There are a number of processes that operated in the
circumplanetary disk of gas and solids out of which the satellites accreted
that would have removed particles inside the planet's Roche limit on
timescales less than that for planet formation. These processes also acted
on particles outside the Roche limit, but, if in that region contact led to
coagulation, then accretion timescales were even shorter than the other
timescales and satellite growth was rapid. The processes that Harris has
considered include viscous spreading, gas drag and the effect of the infall
of matter from heliocentric orbits onto the circumplanetary disk.
Viscous dissipation results in spreading on a timescale ~ 102
years. This is very short and may be less than the time needed for a
planet to collect a substantial disk of material from heliocentric
orbits. 3z This may be an acute problem for satellite as well as for ring
formation.
Solid particles in a disk rapidly settle to the midplane32, 33, but
since they orbit the planet at slightly higher speeds than the surrounding
gas, they experience a negative torque which reduces their orbits. The
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orbital decay timescale for the midplane sheet as a whole is determined by
the ratio of the surface mass densities of the surrounding gas and of the
solids in the sheet and is 10-103 years. Satellites of radius r (in kms)
also exPerience orbital decay due to aerodynamical drag on timescales
between 5r years and 104r years, depending on their location. 31
Since the present ring particles are not primordial, Harris considers
that they derive from small satellites that were dragged inside the
planet's Roche limit at the tail-end of the accretion process due to the
infall of heliocentric material. Since the planets are far from rotational
instability, Harris argues that th_ infalling material must have carried
very little angular momentum with it. 34 Hence, addition of heliocentric
material to the circumplanetary disk must have resulted in drag on both the
disk material (and this in itself is an efficient way of removing
primordial ring particles) and on any satellites present. This resulted in
orbital decay on a timescale related to the accretion rate by
6a ~_ d_m_m (1)
a m
where a is the orbital radius and m the mass of the growing satellite.
Harris considers that the small satellites brought inside the planet's
Roche limit by this process were later disrupted by meteoritic
bombardment.
This is a compelling scenario and while agreeing that the ring
material was probably stored for some time in small satellites, I would
argue that these satellites may have been dragged inside the Roche limit by
tidal forces. 35,36 This process may not work for Saturn's rings, since
icy satellites of density ~ I g cm-3 can only form outside Saturn's
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Fig. 1. Roche limit aL as a function of satellite density, aL
(hydrostatic), the upper curve, refers to a body that can relax to
hydrostatic equilibrium, aL (spherical), the lower curve, applies to a
spherical body. I refer to the hatched region between these two curves as
the Roche zone. It is in this zone that unconsolidated satellites and ring
particles can coexist.3s,36, 37 (Copyright of the Royal Society,
London.)
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synchronous orbit (see Fig. i). For that system, we may have to invoke
Harris' process of accretion drag. For the Jovian and the Uranian systems,
however, satellites of density > 2 g cm-3 (that is, carbonaceous or rocky
rather than icy satellites) can form outside the Roche zone and still be
inside the synchronous orbit. Tidal forces on these satellites will then
cause their orbits to decay.
For the satellites to be brought inside the Roche zone in times less
than the age of the solar system, they need to be as massive as 10-8 M,
where M is the mass of the planet.35,36, 37 This is probably greater
than the mass of the present Uranian ring system (shepherds and sheep) by a
factor of ~ 102 . But if the impact histories of these satellites were as
violent and as disruptive as the shapes and the cratering records of some
of the surviving small satellites in the solar system indicate, then these
satellites were probably at least partially fragmented before entering the
Roche zone. On entering the zone and suffering further impacts, these
satellites would have dispersed and only those fragments not large enough
to have been removed by tidal forces or not small enough to have been
removed by the effects of further impacts now survive. It may be that the
Uranian and Jovian rings are younger than the Saturnian rings and that only
in the former have a few small satellites managed to survive the effects of
prolonged meteoritic bombardment.
TIDAL EVOLUTION
Orbital evolution due to tidal dissipation has been discussed in the
case of the satellites of the outer planets as a mechanism for the
formation of the observed orbit-orbit resonances, in particular, the
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lo-Europa-Ganymede, Laplace-type, resonance and the Mimas-Tethys and
Enceladus-Dione resonances.38, 39 The major problem with the tidal
hypothesis of resonance formation is that we have never been able to
identify, with any degree of confidence, an adequate source of energy
dissipation despite the fact that the necessary values of the tidal
dissipation factor, Q, are extremely high (~ 105-106). The problem has
been alleviated to some extent with the discovery of the tidal heating of
Io and with Yoder's work on the laplace resonance._°, 41 Although we
still do not know the source of the dissipation, Yoder and Peale 41 have
placed bounds on the tidal dissipation function of Jupiter, Qj, viz.,
6 i0 _ < Qj < 2 106 (2)
where the upper bound is obtained from the observed thermal output of Io
and the lower bound from the limited expansion of the satellite orbits.
Since we are now confident that significant tidal dissipation probably does
occur in the body of Jupiter, it is, perhaps, reasonable to assume that
this may be the case for the other major planets. However, since we do not
know the nature of the dissipation process, it may be a mistake to
oversimplify the problem, as is usually done, and assume that the tidal
dissipation function is amplitude, frequency, and time independent. I
prefer to write 42
Q f(P,t)(tidal amplitude)P(tidal frequency) f (3)
where f(P,t) is a function of parameters of the planet only and time. We
can further assume that the coefficients p and f are < O. Since the tidal
frequency is approximately the same for all satellites, the frequency
dependence of Q can be neglected in the first instance and we can write
Q : f(P,t)mPa -3p (4)
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Fig. 2. If orbital evolution has been appreciable, then there should be
a linear relation between log a and log m. p describes the amplitude
dependence of the tidal dissipation function.
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It can then be shown42 that after appreciable orbital evolution, the
orbital radii a of the satellites will be related to their masses m by
log a - 1 - p log m + constant (5)
13/2 - p
Plots of log a against log m for the satellite systems of Saturn and Uranus
are shown in Fig. 2.
There is the possibility that orbital evolution due to tidal
dissipation has been the major factor in the structuring of the Saturnian
satellite system. A remarkable feature of the latter is the progressive
increase in mass with increasing orbital radius. Such a distribution is
the only stable outcome of prolonged orbital evolution due to tidal
dissipation. If the peculiar mass distribution is not original, then there
must have been a major resorting involving orbital evolution, collisions,
destruction and reaccretion before the observed distribution was achieved.
This could be the reason why there now appears to be no relation between
satellite mean density and orbital radius in the Saturnian system.
Such a major resorting, however, could only be achieved if the
Saturnian tidal dissipation function Q is (or was[) amplitude dependent
with p ~ -2 (see Fig. 2). We then have the problem that the stability of
the Mimas-Tethys resonance cannot be accounted for.42 Two statements can
be made about this: (a) the analysis is incorrect since tidal dissipation
is treated in a linear fashion, whereas if Q is amplitude dependent, then
the problem is highly non-linear; (b) there may be more than one source of
tidal dissipation and both sources may be time-dependent. Since we know so
little about the nature of tidal dissipation, I do not feel at all
compelled to accept the simple, constant, amplitude independent Q
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scenario. We may have to allow that a more complicated dissipation
mechanism is the correct one.
Orbital evolution due to tidal dissipation could not possibly have
been quite as dramatic in the Uranian as in the Saturnian satellite
system. Even if we allow that Q is amplitude dependent, we must conclude
that the orbits of the satellites beyond Miranda and Ariel are probably
primordial. For Miranda and Ariel, however, even if Q is amplitude
independent (p : 0), orbital evolution may have been appreciable. After
appreciable orbital evolution, the ratio of the orbital radii will satisfy
a' m' (I-p)/(13/2 - p) (6)T-
Measurement of the satellite masses by Voyager will enable us to estimate
the value of p, always assuming, of course, that the orbits are tidally
evolved.
RESONANCEOVERLAPAND CHAOS
That the orbits of the Uranian satellites are insignificantly tidally
evolved may be an adequate explanation for the complete absence of stable
orbit-orbit resonances in that system. However, another and more
interesting possibility, which allows significant orbital evolution,
involves resonance overlap and chaotic motion. 43
The magnitudes and the phases of the perturbations of a satellite's
near-keplerian orbit are determined by the disturbing potential U of the
perturbing satellite. For a satellite moving in a total potential V, one
may define U as U : V - GM/r, where GM/r is the central potential of the
planet at the distance r of the satellite. The classical approach to solar
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system problems is to expand U in a Fourier-like series. The high-
frequency terms in this series are then removed by averaging and the
problem is reduced to a study of the equations of motion when only a single
term, that associated with some resonant argument ¢, is retained in the
disturbing function. The circumstances under which this approach is not
valid are now, to some extent, understood and appear to be well-described
by the resonance overlap criterion.44, 45
Consider the following specific example. At some location where the
mean motions of two satellites are close to the ratio (p + q):p, there are
an infinite number of possible resonances but most are weak and
insignificant. Two of the stronger resonances satisfy the conditions
Pnl - (P + q)n2 + q_l = 0 (7)
or
pn_ - (p + q)n 2 + q_2 = 0 (8)
where n I and n_ are two possible resonant mean motions of the inner
satellite, _ is the rate of motion of a pericenter as determined by the
dynamical oblateness of the planet, J2, the subscripts I and 2 refer to the
inner and outer satellites, respectively, and p and q are integers. The
separation 6n( = [nl - n{[ ) of these resonances is given by
6n = _ J2niCB)2(l - [p/(p + q)]7/3) (9)2 al
< 3 J2niCB )2 (10)
where B is the radius of the planet.
If the inner satellite is trapped in some resonance of strength S,
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and the libration amplitude of the associated resonant argument _ is a
maximum, then the range 6n_ through which the mean motion n I oscillates
(or librates) is also a maximum. We have43
6n_ 2(121SI/a_) I/2= (11)
For first-order resonances q = I and
ISl/a_ : n_ f(al/a2)e (m2/M) (12)
where f(al/a2) is a function of Laplace coefficients and > 3/4, and e
refers to either of the free eccentricities e I or e 2 depending on whether
the resonant argument involves ml or m2, respectively, although in what
follows I do not distinguish between e I and e 2,
Libration
Widths
\ \// Resonance Overlap
SI/_ __r___//__/_ _ (Unstable)
' ,V V (Stable)
nt nI"
Mean Motion, n1
Fig. 3. The libration widths are the V-shaped regions. These represent
the maximum range 6nz through which nI can oscillate for a particular
value of S, the strength of the resonance. For first-order (q = I)
resonance, S, and the libration width, increase with the orbital eccentric-
ity e. If the eccentricities are large enough, then the resonances overlap
and the resultant motion may be chaotic.
Resonance overlap occurs if the separation of the resonances is less
than half the sum of the libration widths, that is, if
I
6n < E _ 6n (13)£
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where the sum is taken over both resonances (see Fig. 3). In these
circumstances, the motion of the satellite is determined by both resonant
terms in the disturbing function and it is a matter of experience that the
resultant motion is chaotic. I estimate that for first-order resonance
this will occur if
(B), M (14)
e > J_ _11 6m---_
For the Uranian system, both J2 and B/a I are small and, even for Miranda
for which B/a I is a maximum, equation (14) is satisfied if e > 0.0017.
This is less than any of the present free eccentricities (see Table 2).
Thus, it would appear that orbital evolution in the Uranian satellite
system could not have resulted in the formation of stable, first-order,
orbit-orbit resonances. The satellites Miranda and Ariel, however, may
have evolved through a number of these resonances and many higher-order
(q > i) resonances. Since we do not know either the exact masses of these
satellites or the nature of the tidal dissipation mechanism, we cannot ,
ascertain if the ratio of the mean motions of these satellites was greater
or lesser in the past. So, since the present ratio is 1.783, candidate
resonances that could have been passed through include the 2:1 and the 3:2
resonances. In addition, the satellites Ariel and Umbriel may have passed
through both the 5:3 and the 2:1 resonances.
The tidal evolution of orbits through a resonance in circumstances
where the resultant motion is likely to be chaotic is a problem that
deserves immediate attention. Particularly if, as in the case of some
resonant asteroidal orbits, 46 the chaotic motion results in the excitation
of large orbital eccentricities. The very high inclination of Miranda's
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orbit, which is almost certainly not primordial, and which, unlike any
excited orbital eccentricity, would not have been reduced by subsequent
tidal dissipation in the satellite, 47 encourages me to speculate that some
spectacular changes in the orbital elements may have occurred.
TABLE 3: Eccentricity Damping Timescales, Te
V0 m/M Radius Density Te/Q
x 105 km g cm-3 years
Miranda 16.5 (0.2) I (280) --- 106
Ariel 14.4 1.8 ± 0.4 665 1.3 ± 0.5 4 105
Umbriel 15.3 1.2 ± 0.5 555 1.4 ± 0.6 8 106
Titania 14 6.8 ± 0.8 800 2.7 ± 0.6 2 107
Oberon 14.2 6.9 ± 0.8 815 2.6 ± 0.6 1 108
IValues in parentheses are estimates.
The eccentricity damping timescales, Te, in Q years, where Q is now
the tidal dissipation function of the satellite, are shown in Table 3. In
calculating these timescales, I have assumed that the satellites are icy
and have rigidities of 4 10I° dyne cm-2. The associated tidal heating
rates per unit mass, E/m, are given by
e2 GM e 2
- - (15)
m Te 2a _Q_
where
p
where c(= 38/63_G 2) is a constant, and p, T and R are the density, orbital
period and radius, respectively, of the satellite.
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In units such that the value of _ for Io is unity, the values of _ for
Miranda and Ariel are ~ 103 and it would appear that the heating rates of
the inner Uranian satellites are comparatively low. However, there are
several reasons why this is probably a pessimistic conclusion. If the
satellites are icy, then pQ may be lower than that for a solid, rocky Io by
a factor ~ 102 . Tidal dissipation in icy satellites will be dominated by
those parts of the satellite where the temperature is > 0.5 Tm, where
Tm is the melting point. Since Tm is particularly low, a small input
of heat could lead to a marked drop in both the local Q and the effective
rigidity. This special property of icy satellites would make the possibil-
ity of melting due to a tidal runaway easier to achieve than in a rocky Io.
The forced eccentricity of lo's orbit is 0.0041 which is comparable
with the free eccentricities of Miranda and Ariel (see Table 2). However,
passage through resonance may have excited much larger eccentricities than
the present values and the subsequent heating events, on both Miranda and
Ariel, although these would have occurred at different times, may have been
large enough to cause substantial melting and resurfacing. However, much
more work is needed on this problem and my comments here, although,
perhaps, appropriate for a discussion meeting, should be regarded as
preliminary.
If the surfaces of Miranda and Ariel have relaxed to hydrostatic
equilibrium, then the shapes of these satellites will be far from spherical
and measurements of the tidally and rotationally distorted figures would
yield valuable information on their internal structures. 48 I estimate
that the difference in the polar and the equatorial diameters of Miranda
may be as large as 16 km.
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COORBITAL SATELLITES
Some of the smaller satellites in the solar system share their orbits
with larger companions. A major puzzle of the distribution of these
satellites is that all the known coorbitals are associated with the
Saturnian satellites. The Jovian system has been equally well observed but
no coorbitals have been discovered. The status of the Uranian system in
this respect will probably remain undetermined until the arrival of the
Voyager 2 spacecraft in 1986.
The dynamics of coorbital satellite systems have been discussed by
Dermott et ai.35, 36 Dermott and Murray49, 5° Yoder et al. 51 and
Sinclair. 52 Dermott et al. 35,36 pointed out that for two reasons we
might expect horseshoe orbits in the solar system to be associated only
with very small satellites. First, the ratio of the radial widths of those
regions where, respectively, tadpole alone and tadpole and horseshoe orbits
are possible is ~ (m/M) I/6, where m is the mass of the larger of the
two coorbitals and M is the mass of the planet. It follows that the
horseshoe region is only dominant if (m/M) z/6 _ i. The second reason
obtains from considerations of orbital stability. Dermott et ai.36,49
have suggested that due to perturbations by nearby satellites, the
horseshoe paths may be imperfectly periodic and that random changes in the
semimajor axes of the satellites of magnitude 6a/a ~ ± m/M may occur on
each encounter of the coorbitals. The horseshoe configuration would then
have a lifetime, L ~ T(m/M)-5/3, where T is the orbital period of the
satellites (see Fig. 4). For L > 108 years, we require m/M < 10-7 . This
should be regarded as more of a hypothesis than a definite result. Very
little is known about the long-term dynamical stability of the solar
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system. However, if the above estimate of L is correct, then I would not
expect the Uranian satellites to be associated with coorbitals moving in
horseshoe paths.
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Fig. 4. If the evolution of the semimajor axis of a small satellite moving
in a horseshoe orbit due to encounters with a primary or more massive
coorbital satellite can be described by a random walk process, then the
lifetime L of the small satellite can be estimated from the mass ratio m/M,
where m is the mass of the primary satellite and M is the mass of the
planet. Horseshoe orbits may be associated only with very small, or young,
primary satellites. (Copyright University of Arizona Press).
Small Uranian satellites may exist in tadpole orbits, but I am unable
to make any firm predictions. Progress with this problem could probably be
made if we had some understanding of why there are no known Jovian
coorbitals. It may be that drag forces are a determining factor. These
can act to either drive the satellites towards the Lagrangian equilibrium
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points, L4 or L5, or away from those pgints.51,53,54 In particular,
any force that acts on the larger or the primary satellite to push it away
from the planet will almost certainly act to reduce the relative velocity
of the coorbital satellites and drive the smaller of the two satellites
towards either L4 or L5 of the larger satellite. Tidal torques exerted on
the satellite by the planet or by a massive ring system would be effective
mechanisms. The latter, in particular, may be the one feature that
distinguishes Saturn from Jupiter, but ring torques are only significant
for those satellites very close to the Saturnian A ring.
It may be that those drag forces that operated during planet and
satellite formation acted to disrupt all the primordial coorbital systems.
In that case, the Saturnian coorbitals may exist because they are not
primordial but the results of later disruptions caused by cometary
impacts.8 That being the case, I would argue that Uranian coorbitals may
exist only if the Uranian satellites have suffered disruptions since the
time of planet formation. Small satellites, such as Miranda, that are
close to the planet, are the most likely candidates.
This research was supported by NASA Grant NAGW-392.
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COMPOSITION, STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTIO_
OF URANIAN AND NEPTUNIAN SATELLITES
David J. Stevenson
Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91125
Abstract
Large uncertainties in the current estimated densities of all of these
satellites prevent detailed modeling or predictions. Nevertheless, current
evidence suggests that a_ least Titania and Oberon might have ''anomalously''
high densities (2-3 g cm-_), posslbly requiring almost ice-free hydrated sill-
cares or formation in a CO-rlch environment, implying presence of CO-clathrate
and a small Ice/rock ratio. Triton and the four largest satellites of Uranus
are massive enough to have undergone significant accretlonal heating and early
differentiation; NH3-H20 volcanism; partial outgassinE of CO, N2, CH4; for-
matlon of dark surficial deposits of carbon-rlch material obtained by UV irra-
diation of outgassed material; and, at least in the cases of Ariel and Triton,
a possibillty of weak ongoing icy volcanic activity. Triton may be the largest
captured body in the solar system, with an unusual history and composition,
including the possibility of substantial liquid or solid nitrogen obtained from
either prlmordial NH3 photolysls or clathrate decomposition.
INTRODUCTION
Voyager observations at Jupiter and Saturn have yielded a diversity of
new worlds for study. The individuality of these satellites leads us to
suspect that surprises and further diversity await us in the Uranlan and
Neptunian systems. Ground-based observations already provide evidence to sup-
port this expectation. My goal here is to provide some primarily theoretical
arguments, based on very general considerations, which constrain the possible
*Contribution number 4042 of the Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125.
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nature of these satellltes and provide further indication for their suspected
individuality and novelty.
Unfortunately, the existing data (described briefly in the next section
and in far greater detail elsewhere in this workshop report) are insufficient
for quantitative modeling of individual satellites. For this reason, I discuss
generic satellites and avoid, as far as possible, any cosmogonic prejudice.
However, a few speculative suggestions are offered about the origin and for-
mation conditions since these factors, while not the primary focus of this
report, are crucial for understanding composition and evolution. The issues I
consider are these:
1) What range of compositions are conceivable for these satellites?
2) What relationship does the composition have to formation conditions?
3) What was the early evolution of these satellites, including the
consequences of accretion?
4) How are the constituents distributed internally? (Are there cores?
Are there undifferentiated satellites?)
5) What is the present dynamic state?
6) What implications follow for the surficial appearance?
OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
The average density is the most important constraint, yet poorly known
in all cases as the Table below indicates. The Uranian satellite
masses are taken from Veillet (1983). The radii are from Brown et al. (1982,
1983). The Table also lists central pressures, computed from Pc = 2_Gp2R2/3'
useful for characterizing the nature or phase of the material, and nominal
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Table I
Miranda Aelal Umbrlel Titanla Oberon Tvito_ Nereid
!_, M 10.2 1.6 1.0 5.9 6.0 ~1007 ?
(lo24g)
R_u_,s _,0_+70 660+6o 5_o+so soo+_o 815_+701750_+_0 -.,3007
AvefsSe denetLy, ,_37 1.3 + 0.5 1.4 + 0.6 2.7 + 0.6 2.6 + 0.6 .7 ?
tree.m.e.e ,,,6007 -1000 -1000 "_500 ".6500 ',0. x 1_? ?
Pc(_)
central ,..,85 270 210 375 385 (1600)* ?
__,'e. Tc (Z)
NcmLrel nencim_ ,-'20 -100 ,-.100 ,-/250 ,.,/2.50 ,-,1000 ?
aeur'et±oml teepex_
a_.rer_seTao (Z)
Surface H20ice+ lowalbedomter_ _ ice, 7
N2_quid_
H20 ice?
*_lton is too large to be in conductive steady state.
central temperatures Tc = OR216k, for a body In conductive steady state (k = 1
x 105 cgs), oontalnlng an energy source Q = 3 x 10-8 erg/cm3-s crudely repre-
sentatlve of present day radlogenlc heat from a 50-50 mixture of chondrltlc
materlal and ice. Thls nominal temperature is not a good estimate for the
actual central temperature in most cases, but serves as a basis for more
careful analysis. The table also lncludes a maximum conceivable aeeretlonal
temperature rlse Tacc = 3GM/SRCp, where Cp -_1 x 107 erg/g-k is the specific
heat.
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The estimated average densities allow almost the complete range of
conceivable values, from volatile-rich assemblages (p < 1 g om-3) to rocky,
ice-free bodies (_ ~ 3.5 g cm-3). The estimates also allow the possibility
that all the bodies have similar composition (_ ~ 2 g cm-3). The estimated
pressures are potentially large enough for high pressure phases of ice to be
present in the five largest satellites listed. The nominal central temper L
atures are large enough in these five bodies to admit the possibility of
internal activity (partial melting of NH3-H20, convection, outgassing) but the
timing and extent of this activity depends, of course, on the composition. The
aecretional temperature rises are strictly upper bounds but are again poten-
tially important in the five largest bodies; especially Titania, Oberon and
Triton; since they may have caused mobilization of the more volatile phases and
perhaps caused transient NH3-H20 lakes (Titania, Oberon) or oceans (Triton).
The ground-based data on the surfaces are unfortunately not a strong constraint
on bulk composition since the materials detected may be minor constituents.
The non-detection of CH4 on the small satellites implies nothing about their
nature since CH4 can rapidly escape and/or undergo UV modification.
COMPOSITIONAL MODELS
The likely ingredients of a satellite can be classified as follows, in
order of increasing volatility (Lewis, 1971): ''rock'' (anhydrous or
hydrated), water ice, ammonia hydrate (NH3"H20), ice clathrate (~X'6H20; X =
CH4, CO, N2""), more volatile ices (CH4, etc). In accordance with the cosmo-
gonic argument that these constituents formed by condensation from the gas
phase, it is usually assumed that no member of this list is present in a
408
Table II. Generic Satellites
Unoompressed
Composition Densit_
(mass fractions in brackets) (g om-_) Examples
I. Hydrated ''rook'' (1.0) -2.S" Primordial Europa
II. Rook (0.4) + H20 ice (0.6) 1.3 Ganymede, Callisto
III. Rock (O.SS) + H20 ice (0.55) 1.25 Eneeladus + ?
+ NHs'H20 ice (0.1)
IV. Rock (0.35) + CH4"7H20 (0.55) 1.25 Iapetus + ?
+ NHs'H20 ice (0.1) Titan
V. Rook (0.25) + CH4"7H20 (0.4) -0.9 Pluto?
+ NHs'H20 (0.1) + CH4 ice (0.2S)
VI. Rock + (CO, N2)'7H20 -1.8 (? Possibly
Uranian)
*Somewhat uncertain. This uncertainty propagates systematically through all
the subsequent values in this Table.
satellite unless all preceding members on the list are present. This might be
wrong if the formation conditions are unusual (e.g. formation from a debris
cloud following a large collision). Even if the sequential nature of the list
is adhered to, the relative mass fractions can be significantly modified by the
chemical nature of the gas phase. The most important factor is the CO/CH 4
ratio. If most of the carbon is in the form of CO, then because carbon is -60_
as abundant as oxygen (Anders and Ebihara, 1982), this reduces the amount of
H20 present. A satellite of rock and H20 ice forming from a cosmic composition
environment is then -70_ rock, SO_ ice by mass (average uncompressed density
-1.7 to 1.9 g cm-S). If carbon is in the form CH4 then the body which forms is
-40_ rock, 60_ ice by mass (average unoompressed density ~l.S g cm-3). Lewis
and Prinn (1980) and Prinn and Fegley (1981) sought to establish the CO/CH 4
ratio in the solar and protoplanetary nebulae, respectively, by a consideration
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of the kinetics of the summation reaction CH4 + H20 <--> CO + 3H2. They found
CO-dominance for the solar nebula but a high probability of CH4-dominance for
protoplanetary nebulae. However, this is an oversimplification since much of
the gas may have retained its interstellar CO/CH 4 (because it is never heated
above -103 K) and some of the gas may have been heated under conditions sub-
stantially different from those assumed (e.g. giant impacts). Similar concerns
apply for the N2/NH 3 ratio.
The generic models considered here encompass most (but not all) possible
contingencies. In subsequent sections, I examine the evolution and structure
of each model class.
FORMATION AND POST-ACCRETIONAL CONDITIONS
Consider an accreting satellite of instantaneous mass M which forms in an
ambient gas-free (or optically thin) environment of temperature To. A charac-
teristic accretion time is • =M/(dM/dt) and is likely to be of order 103-104
years (Safronov and Ruskol, 1977), much less than that for planets. A crude
estimate for the surface temperature Ts during accretion can be obtained from
the energy balance:
- T4o)"4"R2.... Cp(Ts - To) (I)
R
where M, R are the instantaneous mass and radius, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, and Cp is the specific heat of the accreted material. The model
assumes that the impact velocity _ escape velocity. The solution of this
equation is shown in Figure 1 for TO = 55 K, Cp = 1 x 107 erg/g and • = 104
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years. Bodies larger than ~10S km are not accurately modeled, primarily
because of latent heat effects (which buffer the rise of temperature) but also
because of transient (e.g. steam) atmosphere effects. The temperature esti-
mates in Figure 1 may also be somewhat high because of unmodeled effects such
as radiative cooling from ejected particulate impact debris immediately after
individual impacts. For comparison, the s_b-surface temperature is bounded
above by the values given in Table I; a more realistic estimate may be _50% of
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these values since only a fraction of the input energy is deposited below the
thermal boundary layer (see Schubert et al., 1981, for a similar calculation
applied to the Jovian satellites).
These calculations show that the expected temperature rise during accre-
tion may be sufficient to evaporate the more volatile ices (i.e. CH4, CO, N2)
even for satellites -500 km radius. If this material is not effectively buried
during individual impacts then it may undergo hydrodynamic blow-off. Even if
it is buried, it may be warm enough to melt and migrate immediately to the
surface. Clathrates should at least partially survive, however, since hydro-
static pressure helps to stabilize these compounds. (There are several miscon-
ceptions in the existing literature concerning clathrates. One is the notion
that clathrates gradually decompose, causing outgassing of the satellite. This
is not true, in general, unless the temperature is raised by a large amount or
the pressure exceeds -10 kbar. See Lunine and Stevenson, 1984.) In satellites
1800 km in radius, partial melting of H20-NH 3 may occur at or near the surface
but melting of pure water ice is unlikely until the body becomes about the size
of Triton. It is certainly possible that Triton possessed a primordial NH3-H20
ocean caused by accretional heating. This can also occur if the accretional
environment is optically thick because of the presence of a dense, gas phase (a
situation analyzed for the Jovian satellites by Lunine and Stevenson, 1982a).
The accretional and immediate post-accretional states can be summarized
for each satellite class in Table If, as follows. Type I (hydrated silicates)
undergoes no accretion modification unless the temperature exceeds -600-800 K;
this requires a body 11500 km in radius, perhaps a body - Europa, if the body
forms in a cold environment. The consequence is an ice layer overlying the
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silicates. Type II (rock + H20 ice) has already been modeled in the Jovian
system (Schubert et al., 1981; Lunine and Stevenson, 1982a). It is probable
that bodies _1500 km undergo partial melting and resurfacing although the
critical size might even be near the size of Callisto, perhaps explaining the
striking surficial dissimilarity of Ganymede and Callisto. Type IIl (NH3"H20
added) may undergo partial melting and primordial resurfacing at R ~ 500-1000
km, a size range which encompasses the four larger Uranian satellites. Type IV
(CH4 clathrate added) would behave similarly, with the addition of some explo-
sive CH4 release (discussed by Stevenson, 1982) as 'hot' (~180 K) NH3-H20 magma
comes into contact with near-surface olathrate. Type V (CH4 added) should be
almost 'explosive' if R I 300-500 km, with a large fraction of the CH4 under-
going melting, surface evaporation and rapid escape. Type VI (CH4 poor; CO as
clathrate) may not undergo melting or decomposition during accretion, unless R
700-1000 km. Some N2, CO may migrate to the surface, undergoing escape less
rapidly than CH4 because of the higher molecular weight.
THERMAL HISTORIES
Although a pure ice satellite is conceivable, it is very likely that all
satellites contain a sufficient complement of rock to undergo significant
radiogenic heating after accretion. Unless the giant planets and their satel-
lites formed very rapidly (<106 years after the initiation of solar system
formation), 26AI should be unimportant, and the heat is derived from lonE-lived
isotopes, primarily 40K, 235U, 238U, and 232Th. The thermal history of a
conductive sphere containing heat sources is easy to compute if the conduc-
tivity is constant and known (e.g. the asteroid evolutions of Allen and Jacobs,
1956). In the case of icy satellites, this simple approach, using the conduc-
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tivity of crystalline H20 ice, leads to the prediction that bodies with R i 700
km would not even achieve partial melting of NHs-H20 (Consolmagno and Lewis,
1978). The problem is that even a relatively thin (~few kilometers), low
conductivity regolith layer can dramatically alter the evolution. The presence
of NHs'H20 and clathrate substantially lower the thermal conductivity of the
interior (Stevenson, 1982). My calculations show that these factors can allow
satellites ISO0 km in radius to undergo significant partial melting, even
assuming that the evolution begins from a cold state. Amorphous ice is also a
possible reason for higher temperatures and igneous activity because of its
very low conductivity (Smoluchowski, 1978; Klinger, 1982).
A different problem, acting in the opposite sense, is subsolidus convec-
tion of ice. This was neglected in earlier work on icy satellites (Consolmagno
and Lewis, 1976, 1978) but is unquestionably important in all large, icy satel-
lites (Reynolds and Cassen, 1979), including even satellites with radius ~700
km (Ellsworth and Schubert, 1983). Heat transport by subsolidus creep is
sufficiently efficient to prevent melting of pure water ice by radiogenic
heating, and probably even prevents melting of the water component of a rock-
ice mixture, unless the satellite is about the same size and rock-ice ratio as
Ganymede (Friedson and Stevenson, 198S). However, subsolidus creep probably
never prevents the partial melting of a satellite containing both H20 and NHS.
The reason is that the viscosity is likely to be dominated by water ice and is
very large at 173 K, the eutectic of H20-NH 3. Above this temperature, a cosmic
abundance of NB S (~18% mole fraction relative to H20) can be incorporated into
a eutectio melt (-67% H20, SS% NH S) and migrate upwards by percolation through
the porous water ice matrix. The unimportance of convection under these cir-
cumstances can be seen from consideration of the Rayleigh number
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Ra _ gaATdS/ K (2)
together with a likely viscosity law for water ice (Weertman, 1983)
•_ 2 1015 exp [25 ( 273-- - 1)] cm2/s (3)
T
where the pre-exponential constant corresponds to the low deviatorlc stresses
encountered in icy satellites. At T = 173 K, _) _ 1021 cm2/s. Substituting g
3 (R/IO0 km) cm/s2, R = satellite radlus, d ~ 0.SR, a = 10-4 eK-1, AT ~ 20eK,
K = 10-2 cm2/s and _J= 1021 cm21s yields Ra _ 0.6 (RI102 km) 4. Onset of
convection occurs at Ra ~ 2 x 103 (since it is likely to be a rigid boundary
condition) and requires R Y 760 km at this temperature of 173 K. Even at R ~
1500 km, the enhancement of heat transport relative to conduction is only ~
twofold. As a consequence, generation of H20 - NH 3 melt is not prevented by
solid state creep.
Migrating, buoyant water-ammonia magma can cause decomposition of near-
surface clathrates (Stevenson, 1982) perhaps leading to exploslve venting,
resurfacing by magma, ejection of hydroclasts (ice tektites) and formation of
transient rings such as the E-rlng (Herkenhoff and Stevenson, 1984). However,
these are all likely to occur early in the history of the satellite, when the
temperature first reaches 173 K. They may not occur at all in large satellites
(RI 1500 km) which undergo extensive melting during accretion and may evolve
differently (see the section on Triton below). The generation of melt will, in
all cases, cause settling of the dense silicate-rich residue to form a core.
If a large amount of the much more volatile CH4 ice is present and
retained, then there is rapid upward differentiation to form a CH4 outer shell
(cf. Lupo and Lewis, 1982, in their work on Pluto). Subsequent contact between
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NH3 - H20 magma and CH4 can cause explosive CH4 volcanism, since the ~ 180 K
water-ammonia magma is capable of causir_ a hot, buoyantly rising CH4 plume
which expands explosively into a gas. (At one bar pressure and 180 K, CH4 gas
occupies over one hundred times more volume than the same mass of liquid CH4.)
Although the latent heat of vaporization limits the amount of gas produced,
events of this kind could be spectacular and might even continue to occur in
larger bodies (R I 1000 km) for which the present day internal temperatures
exceed 173 K.
Based on these general comments, it is possible to construct a likely
evolution outcome for each of the satellite classes listed in Table II. These
qualitative models are shown in Figure 2 and are intended to corre-
spond to satellites in the Uranian size range (500-1000 km radius), rather than
the substantially larger (but very poorly constrained) Neptunian moon, Triton.
The models are largely self-explanatory; a few additional comments follow:
I. Hydrated rock bodies in this size range do not become hot enough to
undergo large scale dehydration. However, impacts can cause local
dehydration and a partial or complete layer of water ice.
II. Water ice and rock satellites are likely to show no evidence of
endogenic processes (they may look like Callisto).
III., IV. The surficial appearance of these bodies should be similar to Dione,
I
Rhea, etc.
V. This model is only meaningful if significant CH4 can remain for the
age of the solar system. (However, the photochemical residue may
remain to darken the surface, even if all the CH4 escapes.)
VI. The clathrate is stable in the absence of heating events (such as
NH3-H20 magma). Thus, these bodies may show little evidence for
endogenic activity. Differentiation is also unlikely for essen-
tially the same reason (lack of a fluid phase).
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FiB . 2 Pie diagrams for the six classes of 8eneric satellites
described in Table II.
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TRITON
In the absence of reliable radius and mass determinations, comments
about Triton are necessarily highly speculative. Guided only by the
observation of CH4 frost and the probable detection of liquid N2 (Cruikshank et
al., 1983), it seems possible that Triton has some similarity to Titan, but
failed to form a massive atmosphere because of less severe heating during
accretion and a lower ambient temperature. Analysis of Titan (Hunten et al.,
1984) is partially transferable to Triton and suggest that:
a) CH4 might come from decomposed clathrate, if the central pressure
10 kbar, or from "trapped" CH4 left at the surface after a primor-
dial H20-NH 3 ocean froze over (analogous to the Titan scenario
proposed by Lunine and Stevenson, 1982b). It might also be derived
from the thermal decomposition of clathrate that occurs if Triton
was captured by Neptune and underwent an early, extremely vigorous
tidal heating episode (McKinnon, 1983).
b) N2 might come from photolysis of NH 3 overlying a primordial H20-NH 3
ocean, or from impacts, or from clathrate. However, the latter
possibility strongly suggests the presence of CO (not yet detected).
c) Ongoing NH3-H20 volcanism is marginally possible.
d) A differentiated internal structure is expected, with a liquid H20-
NH3 layer at ~ 200 km depth persisting up to the present day,
provided significant NH3 was incorporated.
ORIGIN OF THE URANIAN SATELLITES
I proceed now to some speculative comments, motivated by the possibility
(Table i) that the Uranian satellites are more dense on average than would
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normally be expected, with the outer two satellites (Titania and Oberon) possi-
bly being ice-poor. The following speculation may eventually prove unneces-
sary, but deserves consideration for the present. Suppose the Uranian satel-
lites formed from a disk that was created immediately after an impact on Uranus
by a body of mass ~ one or two earth masses. This impact at ~ 20 km/s could
cause the present striking (980 ) obliquity of Uranus as well as rendering the
equatorial belt of material rotationally unstable (provided the pre-impact
Uranus was near rotational instability). The material flows out from this belt
into a disk, redistributing angular momentum by eddy diffusion. Tho outermost
material in this disk is likely to be a mixture of_ shocked atmosphere and
ablated projectile. Later, inner additions to the disk are likely to be simi-
lar in composition to the present, deep atmosphere of Uranus. The interesting
feature of this scenario is that when an H2-CH4-H20 atmosphere is shocked, it
quenches into an H2-CO dominated mixture (possibly including heavier hydrocar-
bons and even elemental carbon) which contains very little water. This is
shown semiquantitatively in Figure 3. The release adiabats in the shock
process are clearly in the CO equilibrium field at T ~ 1200 K, a likely quench
temperature at the relevant timescale of hours. (See Lewis and Prinn, 1980 for
the relevant kinetics and thermodynamics; also Lewis et al. 1982, for a related
problem of impact in the earth's atmosphere).
The outer satellites would subsequently form from a nebula which was
H20-poor, but containing some rock derived from ablated projectile. Some CO
and N2 might be incorporated as clathrate, corresponding to model VI in Table
II. If very little water remains, then the satellite might even be almost
entirely anhydrous or hydrated silicate (model I in Table II).
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2xlO 4
Fig. _. Consequences of impact into the early Urantan atmosphere. The long
dash line is the primordial T-P relation for the Uranian atmosphere
assumed in the calculation. The short-dashed lines are the thermodyn-
amic trajectories of this gas as it is shocked. The solid lines are the
release adiabats for this shocked gas after impact. The wiggly line
represents the approximate temperature below which there is kinetic
inhibition and failure to achieve thermodynamic equilibrium. Since most
of the release adiabats achieve quench before crossing the C0-CtI 4 equi-
librium line, the quenched gas will be CO rich (at the expense of H20).
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
I have not covered all possible outcomes. For example, there is a
slight possibility that Ariel undergoes significant tidal heating (Squyres and
Reynolds, 1983) if the reported near resonance configuration is actually an
exact resonance or was exact in the recent geologic past. It is also possible
that the assemblage of ices in these bodies is more complex than I have
considered above, including significant amounts of CO2, for example. The
general impression is of a bewildering range of possibilities and a strong
likelihood of interesting, perhaps unexpected, surface appearances and internal
properties. The satellites are likely to be one of the highlights of the
Voyager encounter of Uranus, and Triton may prove to be the highlight of the
Neptune encounter.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SATELLITES OF NEPTUNE
Dale P. Cruikshank
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2680 Woodlawn Drive
Honolulu, HI 96822
Abstract
Spectrophotometric studies of Triton suggest a surface covered in part by
solid methane. Nitrogen is suspected on the basis of a single spectral band,
but this material, if present, must be in a condensed state. Liquid nitrogen
covering part of Triton to a depth of a few tens of centimeter can satisfy the
spectral data so far available. If condensed nitrogen occurs on Triton, the
satellite has an atmosphere largely of N2 (pressure N0.1 bar), with CH4 as a
minor constituent. The reddish hue of Triton's surface may result from photo-
chemical derivatives of the methane and nitrogen, as in the case of Titan.
The radius of Triton has been determined by indirect means to be 1750 km, but
there may be a large systemmatic error in this value. If the mean density is
N2-3 g/cm 3, the mass derived from astrometric observations is in error. There
is no information on physical properties of Nereid. A third suspected satel-
lite has not been confirmed.
INTRODUCTION
This is a brief review of the physical properties of Triton, Neptune's
largest satellite. A portion of this material was prepared for a review chap-
ter on outer planet satellites by Cruikshank and R. H. Brown for a projected
book on natural satellites by D. Morrison and J. A. Burns. A summary of this
material was presented by IAU Colloquium 77, Ithaca, NY, July 1983.
TRITON
i. The Surface and Atmosphere of Triton. The spectrum of Triton has been
explored with relatively low spectral resolution from 0.3 to 2.5 _m. From 0.3
to 0.6 _m, the spectrum is red and without any distinct absorption features,
as shown in Figure i, which combines photographic spectrophotometry (Cruik-
shank et al. 1979) I and multifilter photometry (Bell et al. 1979)2; the data
sets are in agreement. Longward of 0.8 _m, absorption bands appear, as shown
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Fig. i. Reflectance of Triton from multifilter photometry, The data are nor-
malized to reflectance 1.0 at 0.6 txm, From Bell et al. (i979),
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Fig. 2. Composite spectrum of Triton. Solid dots represent data obtained on
18.6 May ]982; open circles are from 2,4 June ].980. The synthetic methane gas
spectrum at the top of the figure was calculated for T = 55K and 50 m--Am dens-
ity at 0.00] bar pressure. The bottom traces are laboratory spectra of meth-
ane ice in diffuse reflection. From Cruikshank and Apt (1984).
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in the composite spectrum of Triton in Figure 2, in which the 0.8-2.5 _m data
are from Cruikshank and Apt (1984) 3 and Cruikshank et al. (1984). 4 The major-
ity of these bands are identified as due to methane on the basis of compari-
sons with synthetic laboratory spectra of gaseous methane calculated for the
low-temperature conditions on Triton (Cruikshank and Apt 1984) 3 and with lab-
oratory spectra of methane ice. The 2.3-Gm absorption band was first identi-
fied as methane by Cruikshank and Silvaggio (1979) 5 on the basis of spectra of
lower resolution. In high-resolution spectra, Apt et al. (1983) 6 have found
the 0.89-Gm band of methane and have noted that it is weaker than the same
band in the spectrum of Pluto.
In addition to the six bands in the Triton spectrum that match the meth-
ane spectrum, there is an additional feature centered at 2.16 _m located on
the steep slope of the 2.3-_m methane band that cannot itself be attributed to
methane either in the gaseous or solid state. Cruikshank et al. (1984) 4 have
tentatively identified this band as the density-induced (2-0) absorption band
of molecular nitrogen. The identification is regarded as tentative because it
is based upon the presence of one band alone, and the apparent coincidence of
the central wavelengths of N2 observed in the laboratory and the band on Tri-
ton. From a consideration of the expected temperature of Triton's surface and
the phase equilibrium of nitrogen, Cruikshank et al. (1983, 1984)7, _ showed
that in order for the observed spectral band to be produced in gaseous nitro-
gen, the surface pressure would exceed that at which condensation would occur
at the relevant temperature. Thus, the nitrogen should exist as a liquid or
solid, depending upon the exact temperature. Laboratory observations show
that the 2.16-_m feature also occurs in liquid nitrogen. From a determination
of the absorption coefficient in the band, Cruikshank et al. calculated that
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the spectral feature on Triton is produced by absorption through a few tens of
centimeters of liquid nitrogen on the surface of the satellite.
This result raises interesting possibilities about the atmosphere of
Triton, its interaction with the liquid nitrogen and the solid methane, and
the nature of the red color of the satellite. Estimates of the temperature of
Triton are also complicated because of the unknown effects of the atmosphere.
It is probable that the atmosphere itself has not yet been observed because it
is mostly nitrogen at a surface pressure regulated by the temperature of the
liquid; the equilibrium vapor pressure of nitrogen at T = 64°K is 0.13 atm.
The vapor pressure of methane is less by about I03, so that this gas is likely
a minor constituent of the satellite's atmosphere.
Additional observational results show that the strengths of the methane
bands on Triton vary with its orbital position (Cruikshank and Apt 1984). 3 Be-
cause Triton is in locked synchronous rotation in its orbit around Neptune,
the orbital variability reflects a nonuniform distribution of methane on the
surface of the satellite. There are presently no conclusions about the possi-
ble variability of the strength of the nitrogen band. Triton does not show a
pronounced photometric variability with its orbital position. Franz (1981) 8
found an amplitude of about 0.06 mag (at _ = 0.56 _m), with the maximum at
western elongation (leading hemisphere). The variability of the methane band
strength appears to be in the sense that the strongest bands are also found
near western elongation, though this requires confirmation.
Methane is highly soluble in liquid nitrogen and has the effect of rais-
ing the freezing point of the mixture. The implications of this for Triton
have been explored in a very preliminary way in the paper by Cruikshank et al.
(1984), _ from which it appears that the colder portions of the satellite,
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particularly those near the pole in extended darkness at the present season,
are sufficiently cold to permit the nitrogen sea to freeze. Whether or not
there is a diurnal freeze-thaw cycle depends on the heat capacity of the sea
and its global extent, as well as the possibility that other materials are
dissolved in it, which may lower the freezing point.
In attempts to model the infrared spectrum of Triton with laboratory
observations of methane ice and liquid nitrogen, Cruikshank et al. (1983,
1984)7, 4 found that an additional component was necessary in order to match
the shape of the continuum at various wavelengths. The absorption spectrum of
water ice provides the additional component needed to fit the Triton spectrum
to a precision commensurate with the quality of the telescopic data for the
satellite. The best-fit model for Triton's spectrum, together with the indi-
vidual components shown separately, is given in Figure 3.
While a detailed study of the short wavelength end of the spectrum where
Triton shows a distinct reddish color has not yet been accomplished, interest-
ing possibilities arise from a consideration of the fact that other methane-
bearing bodies in the outer solar system also have reddish hues. In the case
of Saturn's Titan, the red color is probably that of the aerosol photochemi-
cally produced from the methane in the upper atmosphere. Pluto is also red.
Photochemistry on Triton may produce reddish organic solid matter from the
methane and nitrogen. If there is methane dissolved in the liquid nitrogen,
red organic matter may be suspended in the liquid. Delitsky (1983) 9 has given
some consideration to the complex organic chemistry that may occur in a nitro-
gen sea of Triton.
The equilibrium temperature of the subsolar point on Triton can be cal-
culated from
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Fig. 3. The model of the Triton spectrum with resolution 1.5%, together with
the individual components used in the calculation (made by Dr. R. N. Clark).
The methane contribution was computed using "scaled absorption coefficients"
derived from laboratory spectra. The nitrogen contribution was derived from a
laboratory spectrum of LN 2. The water frost contribution was computed from
extensive laboratory data from R. N. Clark and colleagues. From Cruikshank et
al. (1984).
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i - A 1/4
r = 1.523 x 109 (--)
ss R2 gb
where A is the bolometric Bond albedo, R is the heliocentric distance in cen-
timeters, and ab is the bolometric emissivity. Estimates of A, as we note be-
low, give A _ 0.4. For unit emissivity, Sb = I, Tss = 60°K. The disk-averaged
temperature, assuming a temperature distribution proportional to cosl/4 of the
angle between the insolation and surface normal, is
= (_)i/4 T =Tavg ss
57°K
As noted, however, the actual temperature near the subsolar point may be mod-
erated by the heat capacity of the atmosphere and the possible shallow liquid
nitrogen sea covering some fraction of the surface.
In summary, the surface of Triton is cbaracterized by solid methane,
either as a continuous surface or as icebergs floating in a sea of unknown
depth of liquid nitrogen. Reddish photochemical products may give the surface
a slight coloration, and water ice may occur as crystals suspended in the
liquid nitrogen or as a solid mixed with the methane frost on expanses of
solid surface (spectral modeling favors a suspension of fine crystals in the
liquid). In this scenario, the satellite has an atmosphere of nitrogen with
other possible minor constituents; the surface pressure may be regulated by
the vapor pressure at the local temperature, but strong diurnal and seasonal
effects are probable (see also Trafton 1983). 10
This model is subject to test by the planned occultation of the Voyager 2
spacecraft by Triton in 1989.
2. Radius and Mass of Triton. Lebofsky et al. (1982) 11 obtained a weak
detection of the 22.5-_m thermal radiation of Triton, thus permitting a deter-
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A
mination of the radius and bolometric geometric albedo through the photomet-
ric/radiometric technique widely used for determinations of these parameters
for asteroids and planetary satellites (Morrison and Lebofsky 1979). 12 Nearly
simultaneously, Morrison et al. (1982) 13 attempted the same measurement but
derived only an upper limit to the thermal flux. Both groups of investigators
obtained essentially the same result: The radius of Triton is 1750 ± 250 km,
and the bolometric geometric albedo is N0.4.
It is important to inject a cautionary note before these results are
taken as certain, however. The thermal model upon which the radius and albedo
are calculated from the infrared flux assumes that the surface of the satel-
lite is in instantaneous thermal equilibrium with the solar insolation and
that thermal radiation from surface areas not in sunlight is negligible. For
a liquid surface, the large heat capacity of the fluid would probably violate
the assumption of instantaneous thermal equilibrium. In the case of Triton,
the degree of validity of the model, hence the quality of the calculated rad-
ius and albedo, depends on the true nature of the surface, in particular, how
much is solid and how much mSght be covered by liquid. In the extreme, it is
possible that the radius given above is underestimated by _2 and that the al-
bedo is a factor of 2 too high (Cruikshank et al. 1984). 4
As an historical aside, it is interesting to recall Kuiper's (1954) I_
direct measurement of the diameter of Triton with a diskmeter attached to the
Hale 5-m telescope. He found the diameter to be 0.173 arcsec (Triton was 30.1
AU from the sun), corresponding to a radius of 1900 km, or within the errors
in the determination discussed above. Large systematic errors in Kuiper's
technique, especially for the smaller objects he measured (such as Pluto),
show that this agreement is fortuitous.
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For comparison, the largest planetary satellite is Ganymede with r =
2631; for Titan, r = 2575 km; for Io, r = 1815 km; and for the moon, r = 1738
km.
The mass of Triton has been estimated from its effect on the motion of
Neptune in separate studies by Nicholson et al. (1931) 15 and Alden (1940,
1943).16, 17 The values obtained are, respectively (3.5 ± 1.4) x 10-2 MN and
(1.34 ± 0.3) x 10-3 MN. Alden's mass value is based upon observations during
a three-year period with a telescope of astrometic precision, while the obser-
vations made by Nicholson et al. 15 were much less extensive and were obtained
with a reflecting telescope. On these bases, the mass value by Alden appears
preferable. The errors quoted for Alden's mass is a probable error in the
weighted mean of three separate determinations in successive years. An up-
dated determination reported by T. C. Van Flandern (private communication,
1982) gives 1.7 x 10-3 MN, consistent with the Alden determinations. The mass
value often quoted (e.g., Morrison and Cruikshank 1974) 18 is that given in the
compilation by Duncombe et al. (1974), 19 which is equally weighted mean of the
Nicholson et al. 15 and Alden (1940, 1943)16, I? determinations. This mean
value, when taken with r = 1750 km, as discussed above, gives a mean density
that is completely unrealistic. Even the Alden determination alone, which is
much smaller than that of Nicholson, gives a mean density on the order of 6 g
cm-3 and should be viewed with caution. Our experience with other bodies in
the outer solar system suggests that for these volatile-dominated objects the
mean densities should lie in the range 1-3 gcm -3.
In a sense, anguish over the mass and radius of Triton is an idle exer-
cise, because the planned flyby of Voyager 2 through the Neptune system in
1989 will yield these quantities with far greater precision than can be
achieved by ground-based observations.
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NEREID
Nereid is a 19th magnitude satellite of Neptune discovered in 1948 by
Kuiper. It lies in a mean distance of 0.037 AU from Neptune in an orbit of
high eccentricity (0.76) and high inclination (27.5°), with a period of 359.4
days. The most recent study of the orbit, based on new observations, is that
by Veillet (1982). 20
There is virtually no physical information on Nereid apart from the
photographically determined brightness. From plausible assumptions about
color (the difference between the V magnitude and the photographic magnitude),
Morrison and Cruikshank (1974) 18 found V(I,0) = +4.0. If the geometric albedo
is 0.04, the radius is 525 km; if it is 0.4, the radius if 165 km.
The inclined, eccentric (direct) orbit suggests an origin by capture, in
which case Nereid could be representative of the small, icy satellites, or
could be a dark asteroid of mainly silicate composition. There is no informa-
tion to support either interpretation, but Nereid will soon be within reach of
multicolor photometric systems, and observations at a range of wavelengths
will help discern between the ices and a surface predominantly composed of
rocky or carbonaceous material.
A THIRD SATELLITE OF NEPTUNE?
Neptune was monitored photometrically from two locations separated by 6
km during the close approach of the planet to a star in May 1981. Both sta-
tions recorded a drop in signal lasting 8.1 sec. Reitsema et al. (1982) 21
have interpreted their observations as the occultation of the star by a previ-
ously unknown satellite of Neptune. If the object lies in Neptune's orbital
plane, it orbits at a distance of 3 Neptune radii from the planet's center and
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has a minimum radius of 90 km. Attempts to image this suspected object have
thus far not succeeded.
This work was supported in part by NASA grant NGL 12-001-057. It is a
particular pleasure to acknowledge the important contributions of Drs. R.N.
Clark and R. H. Brown to the Triton work. I thank Dr. J. F. Bell for permis-
sion to reproduce the Triton data in Figure i in advance of publication.
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Abstract
Recent work on the satellites of Uranus has revealed many of their basic phy-
sical properties. Radiometric measurements have shown that the Arlel, Umbriel,
Titania and Oberon have diameters which range from 1630 to 1110 km and albedos
which range from 0.30 to 0.18. Spectrophotometric observations of Miranda sug-
gest that it may have the highest albedo of the known Uranian satellites and a
diameter of about $00 km. Near-infrared measurements show that Arlel, Titania
and Oberon have the largest known opposition surges. All five known satel-
lltes of Uranus have surfaces which are composed of water ice contaminated
with small amounts of dark material. The dark material on the surfaces of
Ariel, Umbrlel, Titania and Oberon is spectrally bland and has spectral simi-
larities to carbon black, charcoal, carbonaceous chondrltic material and other
dark, spectrally neutral materials. Recent density determinations suggest that
there may be large density differences among Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and
Oberon, with density increasing with distance from Uranus.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid advancement in the technology of electro-optical detector systems,
especially detectors optimized for the neax--infrared, have resulted in useful,
groundbased studies of the physical properties of the satellltes of Uranus.
The Uranian satellite system is an interesting system for many reasons, not
the least of which being the unusual orientation of its angular momentum and
the regularity of the orbits of the five known satellites. The satellites of
Uranus also comprise the most distant of the regular satellite systems and as
such may have formed under much different conditions than their warmer coun-
terparts in the Sovian and Saturnian systems. All five known satellites have
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orbits that fit the criteria for a regular system. In order of distance from
Uranus, the five satellites are U5 Miranda, UI Ariel, 132 Umbrlel, U3 Titania
and U4 Oberon.
One dynamical aspect of the Uranlan system is partlcularly interesting,
that being the incllnatlon of the rotation axis of Uranus with respect to the
plane of its orbit (and also to the plane of the ecliptic). Uranus' axial
Inclinatlon of 980 with respect to the ecliptic pole is the one of the most
extreme examples of axial tilt among the planets. It has been suggested that
the origin and evolution of the Uranian satellites may have been strongly
affected by the events which are responsible for the observed axial tilt I.
The 1984 aspect of the Uranian system as seen from the Earth is essentlally
polar and this has slmpllfied the derivation of some orbltal parameters from
astrometric observations, as well as simplifying other observations such as
photometry. The polar aspect does, however, frustrate groundbased observations
which would search for such properties as albedo asymmetries with respect to
the leading and trailing sides of the Uranian satellites.
Because the inltial groundbased reconnaissance of the Uranlan satellite
system is reasonably mature, a review of their physical properties is tlmely.
Specific topics discussed for the bodies in this paper will be size, surface
compositions, photometric properties and densities, as well as problems for
further study from both the ground and spacecraft. A compilation of the known
properties of the sate11Ites of Uranus prior to 1982 has been publlshed by
Cruikshank 2, so this paper will concentrate primarily on work done since the
Cruikshank review.
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SURFACE COMPOSITIONS
Most of what is known about the surface compositions of satellites in the
outer solar system is derived from observations of their reflectance spectra.
Absorption features characteristic of the surface mineralogy of a planetary
body can be observed in the entire region of the solar spectrum where there is
detectable reflected light (~0.I to 5 tun). Observations of the reflectance of
icy bodies are particularly diagnostic of surface composition in the near
infrared where several cosmochemically important molecules (e.g. B20 , NH3 and
CH4) have vlbratlonal transitions which result in absorptions seen in spectra
of their diffuse reflectance. This technique has been applied to the Uranlan
satellites by many researchers and has resulted in a reasonable characteriza-
tion of their surface compositions.
The first study of the near-infrared spectral reflectance of Titania and
Oberon was published by Cruikshank 3. In his spectra appear absorptions at 1.5
and 2.0 _n chl_racteristlc of the presence of water ice or frost on the sur-
faces of Titania and Oberon. In a follow-up study of Ariel and Umbriel,
Cruikshank and Brown 4 also found water-ice absorptions in the near-infrared
reflectance spe,_tra of these satellites. Due to its faintness and proximity
to Uranus, reflectance spectra of Miranda in the near-infrared have been
extremely difflcult to obtain using available telescopes and detector systems.
Nevertheless, Brown and Clark 5 succeeded in obtaining a spectrum of Miranda in
the 1.6-2.4 _m spectral region which clearly shows a deep absorption at 2.0 _m
characteristic of water ice. The spectrum of Miranda from Brown and Clark
overlaid with a sp_ctrum of water frost from Clark 6 is dlsplayed in Figure 1.
It is now clear tha_ all five Uranian satellites have water-ice surfaces.
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Figure 1: Plotted is the reflectance spectrum of Miranda from
Brown and Clark 5. The Miranda spectrum is normalized to 1.0 at
1.79 _m and is o_erlald wlth a spectrum of flne-grained water
frost from Clark--. The laboratory frost spectrum has been con-
volved to the resolutlon of the Miranda spectrum and normallzed to
1.0 at 1.79 _un.
Solfer et al. ? obtained reflectance spectra of Umbrlel, Titania and
Oberon which confirmed the discovery of water ice and raised the posslbllity
that these satellites had lower albedo than are characteristic of pure water-
ice surfaces heavlly gardened by meteoritic infa11. That some of the Uranlan
satellites have relatively low albedo s was f Irmly establlshed by the
radlometrlc measurements of Brown et al.8 who found the vlsual geometric
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albedos of Ariel, Umbrlel, Titania and Oberon to be roughly intermediate to
the visual geometric albedo range for most solar system bodies ('0.03 to 0.7).
This does not seem to be the case for Miranda, however, because the depth of
the 2.0 _n absorption in its reflectance spectrum implies that the water ice
on its surface is relatively pure 5. This suggests that Miranda's albedo is
near the upper end of the range (Table I) and that its surface may be similar
to those of some of the icy satellites of Saturn. With their Pv range of 0.2
to 0.3, the nearest albedo analogs for the large Uranian satellites among
other icy satellites are Callisto and Hyperion whose Pv are 0.19 and 0.28
respectively 9'10. As we shall see below, Hyperion may be similar to Ariel in
surface composition as well as albedo.
Because the relatively low albedos of the Uranian satellites suggest the
presence of a dark contaminant either on or in their surfaces, some recent
studies of the near-infrared reflectance of the Uranian satellites have con-
centrated on its identification. Brown and Cruikshankl! and Brown 12"19 have
obtained reflectance spectra of Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and Oberon in the 0.8-
to 2.6-_m spectral region which indicate that the non-water component of the
surfaces of these satellites has a relatively bland reflectance spectrum. They
have further noted that the non-water component has spectral similarities to
substances such as charcoal, carbon black, carbonaceous chondritic material
and other neutrally colored, low-reflectance materials. Composite spectra of
the Uranian satellites are displayed in Figure 2. All spectra in Fig. 2 show
the strong H20 absorption at 2.0 _m and some show the 1.5 _m absorption as
well. A laboratory spectrum of a sample of fine-grained water frost Obtained
by Clark 6 is displayed in Figure 3 to illustrate this point.
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Figure 2: Plotted are composite spectra, from several sources, of
the five satellites of Uranus 5'11'12'32. All spectra are normal-
ized to 1.0 near 1.8 _m.
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Figure 3: Plotted is a spectrum of flne-gralned water frost from
Clark (1981).
Brown 12 has investigated areal mixtures of water frost with isolated
patches of dark, opaque, spectrally neutral materlal as potentlal analogs for
the surfaces of Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, Oberon and Hyperion, and some of his
results are dlsplayed in Figure 4. The simulated spectra were constructed by
the linear superposltlon of two laboratory spectra: that of flne-gralned water
frost, and that of an intimate mixture of 30 wt % charcoal and 70 wt % water
ice.
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Figure 4: The spectra of Hyperion, Arlel, Titania and Oberon over-
lald with spectra constructed from a linear superposition of lab
spectra 12 (see text). Note that the normal reflectances of the
laboratory spectra approximately match the sate111tes geometric
albedos.
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Reasonable matches constructed using this method demonstrate the consistency
of the Uranian satellite spectra with areal mixtures of water frost and iso-
lated patches of dark spectrally neutral materials. The spectral matches shown
in Fig. 4 are, of course, not unique, but serve to demonstrate a large class
of spectral analogs capable of approximately reproducing the depths of the
absorption bands and the overall reflectance level of the Uranian satellite
spectra. It is not possible, however, to determine conclusively using avail-
able data whether the dominant state of dispersal of the dark component of the
Uranian satellite surfaces is vol_inal or areal.
While looking for spectral analogs for the surfaces of the Uranian satel-
lites, Brown and Cruikshank 11 noticed that the 0.8- to 2.6-_m reflectance
spectrum of Saturn's satellite Hyperion 10 was very similar to that of Ariel.
This is demonstrated in Figure 5 where the 1.5- to 2.6-_m spectra of Ariel and
Hyperion have been normalized to 1.0 at 1.79 pm and overlaid. The spectral
similarity extends to shorter wavelengths as well (Fig. 4) and is supported by
the similarity of the two bodies visual geometric albedos (0.30 for Ariel and
0.28 for Hyperion). The exact reason for this spectral slmilarity is not
clear, but it may result from a similarity in the distribution and spectral
characteristics of the dark components contaminating the water ice on their
12
surfaces . A problem with this interpretation is the fact that the spectrum
of Hyperion is redder than those of Titania and Oberon in the spectral region
0.3 to 0.8 _m. This would suggest that the dark component of Hyperion's sur-
face is different from that of Ariel, or that Ariel's dark surface component
is different from that of the other Uranian satellites.
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Figure 5: Plotted are the spectra of Ariel and Hyperion, both nor-
malized to 1.0 at 1.79 _n. The data are from Brown and
Cruikshank 11. To facilitate comparison, no error bars are shown
for the Ariel spectrum though they are comparable in size to those
of the Hyperion spectrum.
Many theories of the formation of bodies in the outer solar system
predict the incorporation of volatiles such as ammonia, methane and carbon
monoxide into the surfaces of the Urantan satellites 13-18'31 Conclusive
evidence for the presence of such volatiles in the Urantan satellite surfaces
has not yet been uncovered, but there are some interesting features of the
reflectance spectra of Ariel and Hyperion which might result from the presence
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of NH3, CH4 or CO. The spectral feature in question is subtle, but amounts to
a depression of the continuum at 2.25 pm in the Ariel and Hyperion spectra
relative to that of pure water frost (see Figures 3, 4 and 5). The effect
results in the spectra of Ariel and Hyperion peaking at 2.19 pm instead of at
2.25 pm as is no_nal for pure water ice or a mixture of water ice and small
amounts of spectrally neutral material. Spectra of Ariel obtained during the
1983 apparition of Uranus (Brown and Clark, unpublished) confirm the spectral
feature seen in the data of Brown and Crulkshank 11. Ammonia, methane and car-
bon monoxide all have strong absorptions in the 2.2- to 2.3-pm region, but the
low-resolution and precision of the existing data prevents a positive identif-
ication of which of these compounds, if any, is present on the surfaces of
Ariel or Hyperion.
OPPOSITION SURGES
A non-linear increase in logarithmic brightness approaching zero-degrees
solar phase angle (opposition surge) has been observed to exist for many solar
system bodies, but recent observations indicate that the Uranlan satellites
opposition surges are unusual. The near-infrared opposition brightness surges
of the Uranian satellites are the largest known over the 30 of solar phase
angle which can be observed from Earth 11'19. In Figure 6 are displayed the
near-infrared brightness verses solar phase angle of Ariel, Umbrlel, Titania
and Oberon as well as broadband visual data on Saturn's rings, which, until
rocentlyp had the largest known opposition suEges. As can be seen from Figure
6, the opposition surges of at least three of the Uranlan satellites is 0.5
mag or more,
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Figure 6: Near-infrared opposition brightness surges of Arlel,
Umbrlel, _tanla and Oberon. The data are from Brown and
Cruikshank'-. Also plotted are the vlsual q_posltlon surge data
for Saturn's rings from Franklln and Cook 3U. The data for the
Uranlan satellites contain an arbitrary offset to facilitate com-
parison to the data for Saturn's rings.
A follow-up study of the broadband vlsual (V) opposition surges of the Uranian
satellltes 20 tentatively shows comparable results, but more observations are
required to fully characterize the vlsual phase curves. It is not clear what
surface properties of the Uraulan satellites might be responslble for the
large opposition surges, but some work points to surfaces composed of partl-
cles with highly back-scatterlng phase functions 21. Hapke 22 has been able to
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model the very large and narrow opposition surges of the Uranian satellites by
requiring that the density of the surface layer of scattering particles
increase with depth from near zero to close packed over a distance of about 30
times the mean particle size. Veverka and Gradie 23 argue that grain size dis-
tribution, grain shape and packing texture are some of the several mechanisms
that can be invoked to explain why the surfaces of icy satellites, in general,
are not lambert scatterers.
RADII AND DENSITIES
Mean density deduced from measurements of mass and radius is an important
physical property to determine in the study of the origin of a satellite sys-
tem. Until recently, however, this quantity could only be estimated for the
satellites of Uranus. The distance from Earth and faintness of the Uranian
satellites makes direct determination of their radii nearly impossible using
groundbased techniques. For the same reasons, observations from which accurate
masses of the Uranian satellites can be derived are very difficult. Neverthe-
less, recent studies by Brown e__tta__1.8, Brown and Clark $, and Velllet 24 have
made considerable progress in the determination of the densities of the satel-
8lltes of Uranus. Brown et al. have determined the radii of Arlel, Umbriel,
Titania and Oberon by measuring the 20-_n thermal fluxes from the satellites
and combining them with measurements of the satellites' broadband visual
fluxes. These measurements were then incorporated into a version of the stan-
dard radiometric model 25-27, from which were deduced the radius and albedo for
each satellite (Table I).
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Table I: Radii, Masses, Densities and Albedos
radius mass density Pv
(km) (I023g) (g co -3)
Miranda 250 + 110 1.7 + 1.7 ~ 3 ~ 0.5
Ariel 665 +_ 65 15.6 + 3.5 1.3 + 0.5 0.30 + 0.06
Umbriel 555 + 50 10.0 + 4.2 1.4 + 0.6 0.19 + 0.04
Titania 800 + 60 59.0 + 7.0 2.7 + 0.6 0.23 + 0.04
Oberon 815 _+ 70 60.0 + 7.0 2.6 + 0.6 0.18 + 0.04
Table I: Masses and densities are drawn from Veillet 24,
radius and visual geometric albedo (pv) are drawn from Brown
e__ta__1.8, except the radius and albedo of Miranda which are
drawn from Brown and Clark 5.
Because the photometric/radiometric technique is a model dependent deter-
mination, it is useful to digress slightly to discuss the llmlts of validity
of the Brown e__t a__!1.8 measurements. The radiometric technique is model depen-
dent in general and, for the specific case of the Uranian satellite diameter
measurements, values were assumed for some of their photometric properties.
The phase integrals of the Uranian satellites have never been determined
because only ± 3 ° of soIar phase angle can be covered by observations from the
ground. Therefore, Brown et al. assumed phase integrals for each of the four
large Uranian satellites by analogy with other icy satellites whose phase
integrals are known and have similar geometric albedos. Fortunately, the
effect of a rather large uncertainty in the phase integral on the derived
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radius is quite small for the case of the Uranian satellites (e.g. the assump-
tion of 0.8 +_ 0.1 for the phase integral of Ariel results in a change in the
derived radius of +_ 3%8). Brown e__t a__l. also found it necessary to assume a
value of V(1,0) for each of the Uranian satellites fr_n measurements of their
brightness made at a solar phase angle of 0.01 ° (V(1,0) is a linear extrapola-
tion of visual magnitude to 0 ° solar phase angle from phase angles greater
than 60 with normalization to a distance of 1 AU from Earth and Sun). This
was necessary because the standard linear extrapolation to zero-phase bright-
ness can not be made from groundbased measurements. The uncertainty in V(1,0)
of +_ 0.2 mag specifically used by Brown et al._ translates into about a + 5%
uncertainty in derived radius. This is not the case for the derived albedos
because they depend almost entirely on the amount of light reflected by the
body being measured. Therefore, rather large systematic errors in V(1,0) can
translate into equally large errors in derived albedo. An additional uncer-
tainty in the radiometrlc radii of the Uranlan satellites derives from the
fact that the model is based on monochromatic fluxes derived from broadband
measurements. The derivation of monochromatic fluxes requires a knowledge of
the atmospheric transmission function above the observing site as well as the
convolved filter transmission and instrument response function. For the Brown
et al. measurements, atmospheric transmission was determined from measurements
of the column density of H20 derived from observations of the 1.4-pro telluric
absorption obtained contemporaneously with the 20-_n thermal measurements.
Uncertainties of + 0.1 mag in the correction of broadband fluxes to mono-
chromatic fluxes were folded into the results of Brown e_t al. to maintain con-
servative error estimates.
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Perhaps the greatest potential problem with any radius derived using the
radiometric technique is one basic assumption--that the surface of the body is
in instantaneous thermal equilibri,-n with absorbed insolation. If that assump-
tion is seriously violated (i.e. the entire surface of the body is isother-
mal), it is possible to underestimate the radius of the body by as much as a
factor of root two. This is not likely to be a problem wlth the Brown et al.
measurements because the Uranlan satellites are essentlally pole-on with
respect to the Sun (unless, of course, the bulk composition of the satellites
is a material with very hlgh thermal conductivity or they all have substantial
atmospheres--neither of which are likely). Though it is possible that there
may be some residual systematic errors in the Brown et al. radii, they are not
likely to be larger than the quoted random errors unless the surfaces of the
Uranian satellites have highly unusual thermal properties.
As can be seen from Table 1, the satellites of Uranus are comparable in
size to the largest of Saturn's icy satellites Dione, Iapetus and Rhea which
have diameters of 1120, 1460 and 1530 km respectively 28. They are therefore
among the largest satellites in the solar system, but are considerably smaller
than the giant satellites Ganymede, Ca11Isto, and Titan whose diameters are
approxlmately 5000 km.
As was mentioned previously, Veillet 24 has derived masses for all the
Uranlan satellites from observations of their mutual o_bital perturbations. He
has combined six years of his own observations of the Uranlan satellites with
all other astrometric observations made since the discoveries of the satel-
lites, redetermining all their orbital parameters and mutual perturbations.
Combining his mass measurements with the radii measured by Brown et al. 8,
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Veillet has derived densities for Arlel, Umbrlel, Titania and Oberon. The
masses of all the Uranlan satellites as well as their densities and albedos
are llsted in Table I (The density of Miranda llsted in Table I was derived
from the diameter estimate of Brown and Clark 5 and the mass estimate from
Veillet). As can be seen from Table I, the Uranian satellites seem to form two
distinct density groups. Given that all the Uranlan satellites are known to
have water-lce surfaces, and that the densities of Arlel and Umbrlel are com-
parable to those of several of Saturn's satellites whose bulk compositions are
thought to be about 40% silicates and 60% water ice by weight, one can con-
clude that the bulk compositions of Arlel and Umbrlel may be similar. In con-
trast, Titania and Oberon have densities which indicate that much larger frac-
tions of their bulk compositions are of high density materials such as sili-
cates. Since they are large enough to have undergone meltlng and at least par-
tlal differentlation 29, densities of 2.6 to 2.7 g cm-3 for Titania and Oberon
suggest that they may have a large core which is mostly rock with a skin of
water ice composing their crusts and mantles. If the apparent density varia-
tions are real, then we have a system whose density gradient is opposite to
that which one would expect if primordial heat from the accretion and contrac-
tion of Uranus determined what materials were available for incorporation into
the sate11Ites. This might be seen to favor origins of the Uranian satellites
which are closely connected to the catastrophic events hypothesized to be
responsible for the present axial orientation of the Uranlan system 1.
Nevertheless, large uncertainties in the densities of the Uranlan satellites
councll restraint with regard to speculations about the satellltes' origins
based on their apparent density differences. Further thoughts regarding the
origins of the Uranian satellites can be found in Stevenson e__t a_!. 18.
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SUMMARY
The Uranian satellites comprise a system of five regular satellites, all
having water-ice surfaces of varying degrees of purity. Ariel, Umbriel,
Titania and Oberon have opposition surges which are among the largest in the
solar system and have low albedos relative to those typical of relatively
pure, heavily gardened water-ice surfaces. Present with the water ice on the
surfaces of Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and Oberon is a dark spectrally neutral
component which has spectral characteristics similar to those of carbon black,
charcoal, carbonaceous chondritic material, and other neutrally colored, low-
reflectance materials. Compounds more volatile than water ice (e.g. methane,
ammonia and carbon monoxide) have not yet been conclusively shown to exist on
any surfaces in the Uranian system, though there are as yet unidentified spec-
tral features in the spectrum of Ariel which might be the result of the pres-
ence of the hydrate of one of these compounds. The Uranian satellites are com-
parable in size to the largest of Saturnts icy satellites while density meas-
urements suggest that the bulk compositions of Ariel and Umbriel are quite
different than those of Titania and Oberon. Ariel and Umbriel have densities
which are similar to the icy Saturnian satellites and may have similar bulk
compositions. Titania and Oberon have densities which suggest that they have a
much higher proportion of silicates or other high-density materials than do
Ariel and Umbriel. If the apparent increase in satellite density with increase
in distance from Uranus is real, it may perhaps result from catastrophic
events hypothesized to be responsible for Uranus' axial orientation.
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PROSPECTS FOR FURIHER SI_DY
Certainly some of the most important data on the Uranian satellites will
be obtained when Voyager 2 arrives in Yanuary, 1986. As the trajectory is now
planned, Voyager's closest satellite encounter in the Uranian system will be
with Miranda, resulting in the highest resolution imaging of the five satel-
lites, and, despite the non-ideal trajectory (the spacecraft will pass through
the Uranian system on a trajectory roughly perpendicular to Uranus' equatorial
plane), good imaging should also be obtained for Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and
Oberon. High-quality images will likely yield clues to the relative importance
of endogenic and exogenic processes in the modification of the surfaces of the
Uranian satellites and may also help determine the source of the satellites'
low albedos. The prospects are encouraging for measurement by Voyager of all
five satellites' radii and masses, with reasonably accurate density measure-
ments being an important result. The Voyager 2 spacecraft, however, is not
well equipped for detailed remote sensing of the surface compositions of
satellites and, until another spacecraft arrives at Uranus with the proper
instrumentation, groundbased research will be the primary source of further
information of the composition of the Uranian satellite surfaces. Groundbased
studies of the surface compositions of the Uranian satellites have been diffi-
cult in the past, but the new technology of infrared array detectors promises
to allow significant further progress. As was mentioned in the section on sur-
face compositions, a particularly interesting problem with regard to the sur-
face compositions of the Uranian satellites, as well as other icy satellites,
concerns the presence or absence of hydrated and anhydrous ammonia (NIt3),
methane (CH4), nitrogen and carbon monoxide (CO). A search for these
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compounds in the surfaces of the Uranian satellites is important, because the
result has profound consequences for our understanding of the origins of icy
bodies within the context of currently accepted theories.
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Satellite Masses in the Uranus and Neptune Systems
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Abstract
Our knowledge of satellite masses, and how they are derived, is reviewed
with emphasis on impllcatlons for bulk densities and albedos. In general
for the Uranlan system, the inner satellites have lower densities and/or
higher albedos than the outer ones. However, uncertalntles are gr_at enough
that all f_ve satellltes may have nearly equal densities (~2 gm/cm ). In
that case, albedo would generally (but not monotonically) decrease w_th
semi-major axis. A more severe constraint than previously published is here
placed on Miranda's mass, and hence on its density and albedo. The recent
radlometrlc value for Tr_ton's diameter, comblned wlt_ now-rather-old mass
determinations, yields a density greater than 4 gm/cm_, but systematic
errors are posslble in both mass and dlameter.
INTRODUCTION
Until spacecraft fly reasonably close to planetary satellites, we can
evaluate the satellites' masses only from their effects on one another or on
the motion of their planet. In general, satellltes are so small and so far
from the Earth that their perlodlc effects on one another are too small to
be useful in determining masses. What made reasonably precise mass determi-
nations possible for several of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, even
before the arrival of Voyager spacecraft, were the commensurable orbital
periods that gave enhanced, resonant (and hence measurable) responses of
other satellites.
In the case of the Uranlan satellites, several fortuitous circumstances
combine to permit meaningful mass determinations. First, there is a three-
way near commensurability among the satellites Miranda, Ariel, and Umbrlel
which, although it doesn't give masses directly, does permit determination
of products of masses. Second, the inclination of the system relative to
the ecllptlc gives useful perspectives (alternately pole-on and edge-on
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views) that facilitate separatlon of orbital elements. And third, the
presence and measurement of the rlng system has allowed precise determl-
natlon of the gravltatlonal oblateness of the planet, which in turn permits
mutual precessional effects of the satellites to be separated from the
components of precession due to the planetary oblateness. For Triton, mass
determination depends on the fact that the mass is large enough to have a
significant effect on the motion of Neptune, and is facilitated by the fact
that there is no other satelllte of comparable mass, which would compl_cate
the motion of the planet.
In this paper, I review the methods by which satellite masses have been
determlned. An historical approach is taken because, to a slgnlflcant
degree, the improvements in accuracy and precls_on have been based on the
work that went before. In the case of Triton, an hlstorlcal approach is the
only possible one: there are no recent determinations. Throughout the
paper, I emphasize the constraints on density and albedo provided by the
mass constraints. For the best and most recent determinations of masses and
radii, I emphasize the wlde range of densities that are still adm|tted.
MASSES OF URANIAN SATELLITES
The Work of Harris. The first determination of the masses was by D.L.
HarrlsI, who combined photometric estimates of the relative masses of the
satellites wlth measurements of the apsldal precession of Umbrlel and
Titania "to obtain some idea of the order of magnitude of the quantities
involved." The photometric estimates were based on preliminary, unpublished
magnitudes from G.P. Kulper and on the assumption of equal albedos and
densities for all five satellites. Measurement of precession (of either
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apsides or nodes) was potentially a very powerful tool in mass determlnatlon
because the effects are secular rather than oscil°latory: they represent the
average effect of a satellite wlth its mass smeared over its orbit. Even if
the mass is small and the precession induced in another satelllte's orbit is
slow, masses may be obtained if one only waits long enough. However, Harris
had two things working against him in his efforts. First, the orbital
eccentricities are so small that measurement of apsldal orientation was
difficult; second, he had no way to separate the precessional effects of
Uranus' oblateness from those of the satellites. The effects are quall-
tatively similar because oblateness is llke a rlng of excess mass around the
planet's equator, similar to the averaged, smeared rings of satellite mass.
Despite these difficulties, as shown in Table I, Harris' estimates were
fairly close to our best current values, exceeding his goal of order-of-
magnitude precision.
The Work of Dunhom. In 1971, Dunham used a slmilar method to deter-
mine masses.2 Wlth improved magnitudes from Harrls3 and assumlng that
all flve satellltes have the same albedos and densities, Dunham obtained
My = 0.032PliI, _I = 0"58_III' _II = 0"17_III' and MIV = 0.77_iIi,
where M denotes a mass m divided by the planet's mass M. He obtained a
value for the oblateness coefficient J2 = 0.013 from the apsldal preces-
slon of Arlel, which he assumed was domlnated by oblateness. (Apparently the
value J2 = 0.034 found by Harrls was spurious.) Then, uslng Harrls'I
theoretlcal expresslon for T|tanla's apsldal precesslon rate,
d_lll = (0.065J2 + 1.2 pv + 3.2 M I
dt
) x 103 deg/yr (I)+ 10.1 _II + 22.5 MIV
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TABLE I: HISTORY OF MASS DETERMINATIONS* 
and his own measurement of Titanla's precession (2.9 ± 1.5)/yr, he
determined the satellite masses as shown in Table 1.
According to Eq. (1), the precesslon rate is most strongly dependent on
I_IV, i.e., Oberon dominates Titanlats precession. Thus, Dunham's calcu-
lation is essentially a dynamical determination of Oberon's mass PlY' and
a photometric determination of the other masses, based on comparlson wlth
PlY" (This important point may have been obscured for some readers
because both Dunham and Harrls arbitrarily expressed satellite masses in
terms of MIll' givlng the false impression that the determination of
Mill was more fundamental.) The evaluation of MIV itself was only
minimally dependent on the assumptlon of equal densities and albedos and on
the adopted value of J2" We now know (see below) that Dunham's J2 value
was a few times too large; thls introduces an error of only ~104 in the
determination, small compared wlth Dunham's ±75% error brackets. On the
other hand, as I pointed out, 4 if Pl or Pll were a few tlmes larger
than the assumed value relative to PlY' then Dunham's lower limit to
Oberon's mass would break down. Nevertheless, the best current value for
MIV (discussed below) flts well within Dunham's range.
Motion of Miranda. In 1973 E. Whltaker and I remeasured all known
images of Miranda in order to determine whether or not any gross error had
been made in the determination of Miranda's orbital period, and in particu-
lar to confirm Harrls'I observation that the periods of the three inner
5,6,7,8
satellites are in a near commensurability, but not an exact one.
While the study dld confirm the orbital period, there were also useful
systematic residuals in the analysls. For images made in 1948-49 when the
orbits were viewed pole-on from Earth, the reslduals varied slnusoidaIIy
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wlth position angle. Since inclination errors have negligible effect when
the system is viewed pole-on, the residuals were attributed to a previously
undetected eccentricity ~0.01. Furthermore, in order to flt residuals at
later epochs, a model wlth inclinatlon and wlth precession of apsldes and
nodes was introduced. We obtained the surprisingly large incllnatlon of
4° (surprising because such large incllnatlons were unheard-of well Inside
a regular satellite system) and precession rates Just over 20°/yr. For
comparison, the most recent orbital analysis (by Veilletg, discussed more
below) gives e=0.003, i = 4°, and precession of 20°/yr.
The precession rates for M_randa yielded an estimate of the oblateness
parameter J2" Assuming the precession to be due to the oblateness alone,
I obtained J2 =0"005 ±104 (Greenberg, 1975). However, at the same tlme, I
estimated that the effect of the masses of the other satellites on Mirandats
precession would depress the inferred value of J2 by~20%. Thus, my
estimate of J2 was quite close to the value 0.00335 now obtained wlth
10
great precision from studles of the precession of Uranusf rings.
_he Laplace Resonance. In our analysis of Miranda's motion, we were
careful to point out that we had not taken account of possible variations in
the motion due to enhanced resonant perturbations associated wlth the
near-commensurability of orbital periods. The inner three satellites of
Uranus have a commensurability relationship similar to the one between the
inner three Galilean satellites of Jupiter. In the latter case, the stable
resonance relatlon (known as the "Laplace relation") is described by the
expression
- + =18o°, (2)
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where _ is the mean longitude and subscripts I, 2, and 3 refer 9o Io,
Europa, and Ganymede, respectively. This expresslon Implies that whenever
Europa and Ganymede are _n conjunction wlth respect ?o Juplter (i.e.,
whenever _2 :_3 )' Io is 180° away. The three satellites are prevented
from lining up on the same side of Jupiter. The commensurability relation
between mean motions n is ob?alned by differentiation yielding
n1 - 3n2 + 2n3 = 0. (3)
In the case of Miranda, Ariel, and Umbrlel (Uranus V, I, and II, respec-
tively), the equivalent expression is small but not zero:
nV - 3n I + 2nil = 0.08 day -1. (4)
Thus, XV - 3XI + 2XII circulates through 360 ° in 12.5 yr. Thls slight
deviation from the Laplace relation motivated our 5'6'7 investigatlon into
the remote possibility that thls commensurability appears inexact due ¢o
some error in the determination of Miranda's orbital period. The addition
of one revolution of Miranda in the 12-year gap between the bulk of the
observations available then (la?e 40's and early 60's) would have given
exactly the commensurate period. But, as mentioned above, no such error was
discovered. The Uranus system also differs from the Galilean satellites in
that, taken by pairs, the mean motions are no? near ratios of small whole
numbers.
The four outer satellites have a combination of mean motions even closer
to zero than (4):
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n I - nil - 2nil I + nlV = 0.0034 day-1. (5)
However, thls is not the type of relation associated wlth stable resonances.
For a resonant interaction, the sum of the integer coefficients in a
commensurability relation must be zero. Otherwise, the interactlon would
depend on the choice of reference longitude. The sum here is not zero, so
relatton (5) simply represents a numerologlcally intriguing dlstrlbutlon of
orbits, not a resonance relation per se.
Limlts On Mass Products. In our work on Miranda's motion, the near
Laplace commensurability (Eq. 4) provided flrst a motivation for the work,
and then a caveat that our orbltal fit had not included resonance effects.
As it turns out the resonance effects were not great enough to affect our
orbital determlnaton. However, I realized that the study of resonance
effects might be exploited to get some handle on satellite masses. First I
developed the theory of the effects of Ariel and Umbrlel on Miranda, 11"12
assuming that these would be most readily observable. In the case of the
Laplace-type near-commensurabillty, the dominant effect is a 12.5 yr
oscillation in orbital longitude relative to uniform motion. The amplitude
is proportional to the product of the two perturbing satellite masses.
Comparison wlth the observational record available at that tlme showed no
discernable effects in Mlrandats motion. Thus, I was able to set an upper
I|mlt to the mass product _1_11 of 10-9 which was the first dynamlcal
constralnt on the masses of those two satellltes 12 and was somewhat more
restrictive than the earlier photometric estimates (see Table 1).
An interestlng sldellght of this research was that if MI_II were larger
than 3.5 x 10-9 , as was qulte plausible from the photometric estimates,
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then the resonance would have been strong enough to have restored the system
to exact commensurability from its only nearly commensurable condition of
the late 1940's. The resonant argument shown as the left side of Eq. (2)
would librate about 180° . HarrlsI was premature, though fortuitously
correct, in d_scounting the possibility of an exact commensurability.
A mass constraint based on the product of masses is sufficiently uncon-
ventional that extra care should be used in its interpretation. Soifer e__!
13
al. provide some examples of how not to interpret this result. They
say that my analysis suggests MII ~10-4.5 . In fact, my analysis said
nothing about any individual mass, and it gave only an upper limit for the
mass product, Those authors also said my result was based on the effect of
Ariel and Umbrlel on the formation of Miranda. In fact, it is based on
ongoing gravitational perturbations.
In 1978, I extended the theoretical analysis to include effects on Ariel
and Umbrlel (proportional to MVMII and MVMI, respectlvely).14'15 Again
no resonant variations in longitude were detected. That negative result
yielded the limits MVMI %5 x 10-12 and MVMII _ 6 x 10-12, again
constraints more restrictive than the photometric estimates. In reporting
those results, I stressed the importance of getting a more complete data set
with good longitudinal coverage each year over a dozen years (the period for
resonant oscillations), in order to evaluate these mass products more pre-
9
cisely. As I discuss later below, such improvements have now been made.
Density-Albedo Limits. These mass constraints can be related to bulk
physical properties of the satellites by consideration of an albedo vs.
density diagram (Fig. I). If a body's mass and visual magnitude (but not
its radius r) are known, it is confined to a llne of slope 2/3 on the
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log-log plot, because the density p is given by
3 -3P =- mr (6)
4_
and albedo Pv is given by
2.5 log Pv = -26.77 - V(I,0) - 5 log(r/1AU). (7)
Constraints on radius reduce this locus to a segment of the line of slope
2/3. Also uncertainties in mass can spread the area of possible values in
the -+p direct ion.
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Figure 1: Density vs. Albedo diagram showing the state of knowledge in
1978. Dotted line labelled Ul x UII shows region defined by limit on mass
product PI_ The midpoint between the position of Ariel and Umbrlel mustlie above .His line. Similar interpretations apply for UV x UI and UV x
UII. Masses for all Jovian, Saturnian, and Uranlan satellites are based on
resonant effects.
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Figure 1 shows the status of denslty vs. albedo constralnts In 1978. 14
Among the satellites of Saturn, the masses of the resonant satellites Mimas,
Enceladus, Dione, Tethys, and Titan were reasonably well constrained,
yielding the bands of 2/3 slope shown; at that time, only Titan had a radius
determination available to limit the length of the band. These satellites
seemed certain to be fairly icy. Densities and albedos of the Galilean
satellltes were already well known. The constralnts on Triton will be
discussed in a separate section below. For the Uranlan satellites, we had
the limits on Oberon due to Dunhamts mass determination (wlth ±75_ un-
certainty). The range of density and albedo was quite wlde, but clearly
ruled out an extremely low density and bright surface, such as the inner
Saturnian satellites had. For Ariel and Umbrlel, the limit is shown
(labeled UI x UII) assuming each has the same density and albedo. Because
the Iimlt is on the mass product, one satellite might lle below thls Iimlt-
ing boundary, but in that case the other must lle above it such that the
mid-point of the two satellites Iles above the boundary. Similar limits are
shown for the pairs UV-U! and UV-UII. These limits allowed one to make some
meaningful (but complicated and conditional) statements about the physical
properties, Pv' p' and r. The most dlrect was "the inner satellltes are
much brighter material than the rings and significantly brighter and/or less
dense than Oberon", 14 a statement that has survived subsequent reevaluation
of the masses and measurement of radll.
The Work of YQlllet. The task of continuing to improve mass deter-
mlnation was taken up by C. Veillet, based on new data obtained by himself
and earlier by Walker ef al. 16 Veillef and Railer 17 published residuals
in M_randa's longitude that indicated a per_odlclty consistent with the 12.5
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yr commensurability period. Veillet18 reported the value PlMII : (1.10
±0.25) x 10-10 based on hls measurements of Miranda's motion, combined wlth
my orbital theory for the resonant variations. Veillet also gave the value
Shown _n Table I for Titania, based on Miranda's apsldal precession and on
the improved value of J2 from rlng studies. (Incidentally, the reader is
cautioned that Veillet follows my notational lead12 in designating Miranda
wlth subscript I, Ariel wlth 2, etc. That notation facilitates orbital
theory, but in this review I am using conventional notation: Miranda = UV,
Ariel = UI, etc.)
The analysis was improved still further based on additional observations
of Miranda in 1980-81. Veillet19 obtained _i_ii = (1.37±0.15) x 10-10.
He also obtained a rather precise value for the precession of Miranda's
nodes, which is dominated by the effects of J2' MI' and _II" Since J2
is now known, he was able to solve (wlth the value of MIMII) for the
separate values of M I and _II shown in Table I.
Most recently, Veillet9 has extended the study to include more data.
From Miranda's orbit, he now obtains MIMII = (2.0±0.12) x 10-10 . From
consideration of the resonant effects of Miranda and Ariel on Umbrlel, he
finds MVMI = (0.36±0.10) x 10-10. These new limits on the mass products
are plotted in the denslty-albedo diagram of Fig. 2. Remember, the midpoint
between the positions of two satellites must lie in the range shown for that
palr. Note that the magnitudes V(I,0) used here are from Crulkshank,20
based on photometry by Reltsema e_!al.21 and Degewlj e_!al.22 Figure I
had been based on magnitudes from Harris (1961). The boundary shown in
Fig. 2 for UV x UII is still based on my 1979 mass limit as in Fig. I, but
is moved upward due to the brighter improved magnitude for Umbrlel.
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The astute reader will note that Veillet's range for PVPl is outslde
the limits I had established earlier (see Table I, and compare Fig. 2 and
Fig. I). Accordlng to Veillet,9 this discrepancy is due to an error on my
part in determinlng a domlnant coefficient in the expression for variatlon
of Umbrlel's longitude. I have not yet found any error in my complicated
algebraic analysls, but Veillet quotes Aksnes,23 Lazzaro and Ferraz-
Me110,24 and hls own numerical integratlons as glvlng an effect I/6 as
strong. Thus, my old upper llmlt on pViJlwas apparently 6 tlmes too
small (i.e., the boundary in Fig. 1 should have been more to the rlght by a
factor 6I/2 in denslty).
In Veillet's thesls,9 he made use of improved apsidal precession rates
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Figure 2: Improved constralnts on density and albedo (cf. Fig. 1). Limits
for Uranlangsatellites are based on more precise mass product determinations
by Veillet. Midpoint between Miranda and Ariel values of density and
albedo must be between dashed lines labelled "UV x UI"; midpoint between
Ariel and Umbrlel must be within narrow band labelled "UI x UII"; midpoint
between Miranda and Umbriel must lle above llne labelled "UV x UI limit".
Note post-Voyager values for other satellites.
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for Umbrlel, Titania, and Oberon, combined wlth hls two mass-product
determ_nations, to obtain the individual masses. Each of the three preces-
sion rates depends on the masses of all four other satellites and on J2"
Since J2 is known from the rings, and since PVMI and MIMII are known,
there are five equations and flve unknowns, the masses. The solution is
shown as Veillet's bottom line on Table I.
Updated Density-Albedo Limits. In Fig. 3, I have combined the latest
mass determinations by Veillet,9 the magnitudes from Cruikshank,20, and
determinations of radii and albedo by Brown e__tal.25 I show for each
satellite the greatest region consistent wlth publ_shed error brackets. The
horizontal limit lines are from the albedo limits, the diagonal limits are
from the masses, and the vertical limits are from direct calculation of
J.O0 ''' '! I ' ' l ' ' ''.
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Figure 3: Recent constraints on density and albedo from Veil lefts g
masses and Brown _ al.ts " radii. Contrast overlapp(_ng density
ranges wlth more restricted ranges quoted by Veille-I'," shown near the
bottom. Note also the new restriction on Miranda (UV) l_isoussed in _l_e
text, and the range for Triton based on Morrison el-aI.J! and Alden.
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density ranges from radii and masses. Note that Veillet's value for MV
has uncertainty as large as the value; it only provides an upper limit to
the mass of Miranda.
In fact, it may be possible to constrain Miranda's mass even more than
Veillet has dared. Recall my constraint WVMII <5 x 10-12. If we combine
that limit wlth Veillet's mass for Umbriel, MII (1.2+0.5) x 10-5= - , we
obtaln MV <10-6' a more restrictive value than Veillet's _V <4 x 10-6 .
Thls new limit is also shown in Fig. 3. Note from Fig. 3 that this addl-
tional constraint is significant in terms of density and albedo: Miranda is
moved in the direction of ice. Like Ariel, it is brighter and/or less dense
than Titania and Oberon. Veillet's limit, in contrast, would have permitted
Miranda to be as dark and dense as the Moon, for example.
At the bottom of Fig. 2 are shown the possible density ranges computed
by Veillet9 on the basis of hls mass determinations and Brown ef al.'s25
radii. These ranges suggest that the inner satellites Ariel and Umbrlel may
be significantly less dense than the outer ones Titania and Oberon, perhaps
an ice/rock dichotomy. Veillet has emphasized this distinction between
palrs.9'26 Thls result could be significant for considerations of the
origin of the system. It is opposite to the case of Jupiter's Galilean
satellites where the inner two are rocky and the outer two icy. However, my
own computation of the ranges of uncertainty yields significantly wider
ranges than indicated by Veillet. The extremes in density that I show in
Fig. 3 are even wider; to emphasize the uncertainty, the ranges shown are
based on extreme values of both Veilletts masses and Brown et al.ts radii.
It is important to recognize that rather large ranges of density are
possible. It might be premature to get too excited at present about
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interpretlng any partlcular apparent trend in density wlth seml-major axis.
The data are still conslstent will all flve satellites havlng the same
density of about 2 gm/cm3. However, Miranda and Ariel are, as was already
apparent several years ago, brighter and/or less dense than the satellites
farther from Uranus. All the satellites are much brighter than the rlng
particles.
MASS OF TRITON
27
The most recent determination of Trlton's mass, by Alden in 1943,
was based on the satelllte's effect on the motion of Neptune. Alden found
i_T = (1.34± 0.23) x 10-3. With Neptune's mass of 1.03 x 1029 gm, we
flnd mT : (1.38± 0.24) x 1026 gm. However, Duncombe et a__Ll.28 assigned
29
significant weight to an earlier determination by Nicholson et al.
which had yielded MT = 5.26 x 10-3 . On that basis, the USNO group28
assigned the value MT : (3.30± 1.96) x 10-3 to cover the range between
Alden's and Nicholson's values. The range of densities and albedos possible
for Triton is shown in Fig. I, based on the mass range given by Duncombe
28
et al., wlth a lower cut-off in albedo from the upper radius limit
3O
given by Morrlson and Cruikshank.
In Fig. 3, I show a more restricted albedo-and-denslty range for Triton
based on Alden's27 mass determination and on Morrlson et al.'s31 recent
29
radius values. A larger mass value, such as Nicholson et al.'s,
would shift the position in Fig. 3 toward higher densities, but even the
density range shown seems surprisingly hlgh for an outer solar system body.
There are reasons to be susp{cious of the density and albedo shown in Fig. 3.
First, Trlton's atmosphere may introduce systematic errors in the radiometric
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radius determlnatlon,31 and, second, there remains the possibility of a
systematic error in Alden's mass determlnatlon.32 It seems tlme now, after
more than forty years and with a spacecraft visit to Neptune ahead, for
someone to re-determlne the mass of Triton. Similarly, it would be useful
if, with a couple of additlonal years of astrometrlc data on the Uranian
satellites, the mass values of those objects can be narrowed down further
in time to help interpret upcoming Voyager data.
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SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN TRITON'S ATMOSPHERIC
MASS AND COMPOSITION
L. M. Trafton
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Abstract
Condensed phases of gases making up the bulk of Trlton's atmosphere are
likely to exist on Trlton's surface in the form of solid or liquid "polar
caps" which extend as far as 55 ° from the poles. The mass of
Trlton's atmosphere is governed by the energy balance between the
sunlight these caps absorb and the heat they radiate to space. The polar
cap temperatures should be approximately equal and uniform over their
surfaces. Because of the rapid precession of Triton's orbit about
Neptune's pole, the insolation and, therefore, the temperature of the
polar caps must vary in a complex fashion. This will cause the mass of
Trlton's atmosphere to undergo a sinusoidally seasonal variation with an
amplitude which ranges slnusoldally from mild to extreme in extent. The
variations in the temperature of the polar caps will also cause seasonal
variations in the mixing ratio of the volatile atmospheric gases owing to
the different behaviors of their saturation vapor pressures with
temperature. Trlton's visible hemisphere is currently approaching a
major southern summer with solstice scheduled to occur in - 2006 A.D.
If the polar caps are not too thin, we should witness a dramatic increase
in the CH_ column abundance before then. As well as serving to test
the basis of our reasoning, this increase and its behavior will provide
further information on Trlton's atmosphere and surface volatiles. We
propose some important measurements for Voyager to make of Triton.
INTRODUCTION
Reasons for expecting an atmosphere on Triton center on Trlton's near infrared
spectrum, 0.8 - 2.5 _, which shows absorption at the wavelengths of the bands
of CH_. Crulkshank and Silvagglo I detected an absorption feature at the
wavelength of the 2.3_ CH_ band in Triton's spectrum. They also saw a hint of
absorption at the wavelength of the 1.7W CH_ band. Apt, Carleton, and Mackay 2
succeeded in detecting an absorption feature at the wavelength of the 8900A
CH_ band which matches laboratory spectra of both CH_ gas and CH_ ice.
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Fitting a synthetic spectrum for CH_ gas using a random band model, they
derived a column abundance of 1.7 ± 0.7 m-Am CH_. This is consistent with the
-I m-Am upper limit set among other observers (Spinrad 3 [> 8 m-Am]; Martin 4
[<8 m-Am]; Benner et al.5 [<50 m-Am]; Johnson et al.6 [< I m-Am]; and Combes
et al.7 [< 3.5 m-Am]. Because this gas abundance is too small to explain the
strength of the 2.3_ feature, Apt et al. believe that both the 8900A and 2.3U
features can be explained as CH4 ice. They claim a good match occurs for each
feature with the CH4 ice spectrum of Kieffer and Smythe.
However, the presence of CH_ ice implies that CH_ gas is present. This is
because of the tendency of the solid and gas phases of CH_ to reach an
equilibrium in closed systems for temperatures below the freezing point of CH_
(90 K). The atmospheric column abundance of CH_ in units of cm-Am will be
given by
273 (I)
[CH_] = Ps(T) H-_-
where Ps(T) is the saturation vapor pressure of CH_ at the surface in units of
atm, H is the scale height in units of cm,
H - k T g.j (2)
mp
T is the temperature, g is the surface gravity, _ is the atmospheric mean
molecular weight, k is Boltzmann's constant, and mp is the proton mass. These
expressions neglect the spherical geometry; this is O.K. because the scale
height is small compared to Triton's radius. For example, if _16, T=6OK,
Trlton's radius is 2100 km, and Triton's mass is 1.4 x I02s g, then H = 14.6
km.
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TABLE I
ADOPTED PARAMETERS OF TRITON
Mass M = 1.4 x I026g
Radius R = 2100 km
g 212 cm s-_
H 14.6 (7.)16 (_O) km
Orbital period 5.88 days (synchronous)
Orbital radius 3.56 x 105 km
Orbital inclination 160 °
Period of precession of orbit 637 ± 40 yrs
Neptune's sldered period 165 yrs
Neptune' s obliquity 30o
The quantity H (273/T) is independent of temperature and equals 66.4 km for a
CH, atmosphere on Triton assuming the parameters listed in Table I. The
saturation vapor pressure Ps(T) is very sensitive to temperature; a 2K change
for the CH, on Triton's surface is enough to double the vapor pressure of CH,
gas lying over the ice assuming temperatures in the range expected for the
outer solar system (65K > T > 40K). This would double the mass of CH_ in
Trlton's atmosphere.
These conclusions are likely to hold for Triton's atmosphere as a whole, not
Just for the CH_ component, because at these cold temperatures, most gases
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made up of cosmogonically abundant elements are below their freezing points.
The main exceptions, H2 and He have probably escaped. It is likely that
condensed phases of other gases made up of ices of the abundant elements exist
on Triton's surface. Therefore, we may expect Triton (llke Pluto 8) to have an
atmosphere composed of N 2, C02, 02, Ar and CH_, in decreasing order of mixing
ratio. Ne could also be present but its saturation vapor pressure is too high
for saturation. If Ne is present, we expect its column abundance to remain
constant as the surface temperature changes. We therefore conclude that
Triton should have an atmosphere and, except for Ne, the composition of that
atmosphere should be governed by the temperature of the surface ices through
the saturation vapor pressure relations rather than by the bulk composition of
Triton. The abundance of surface elements will have no bearing on the mixing
ratios of the gases except that in the extreme case where no ice or liquid
state of a gas exists anywhere on the surface, or in communication with the
surface, then that gas will not occur in Triton's atmosphere. We further
conclude that, except for Ne, an increase in the temperature of Triton's
surface ices (and liquids) by 2K will approximately double the mass of
Triton's whole atmosphere. A change in the mixing ratios can also be expected
to occur with a change in temperature because of the various dependences upon
temperature of the saturation vapor pressure of the various gases.
CONTRASTS BETWEEN TRITON AND PLUTO
Triton contrasts with Pluto in several ways. First, Triton's mass is an order
of magnitude greater so that Triton can retain lighter gases in its atmosphere
over a cosmogonic time scale. Second, the scale height is 20% of Pluto's so
that the column abundances of volatile gases are expected to be significantly
smaller even though the surface temperatures may be the same (Triton and Pluto
are currently about equal distances from the Sun). Third, Neptune's orbit is
nearly circular while Pluto's orbit is highly elliptic for a planet
(eccentricity = 0.25). Therefore, no significant seasonal drives occur for
Triton as a result of insolation changes due to changing distance between
Triton and the Sun. Fourth, Pluto has a very high obliquity which causes its
solstices to occur nearly over its poles, while Triton's solstices have an
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amplitude which is not constant but varies slnusoidally as a result of the
rapid precession of Triton's inclined orbit about Neptune's oblique pole9'I0.
Table I gives the appropriate periods. While Pluto's seasons are extreme and
are somewhat distorted by the elllptlcally of Pluto's orbit, Trlton's seasons
are complicated by solstices varying between latitudes of 9o and 52 °. Figure
I shows Harrls '9 calculation of the seasonally variable solar latitude for
Triton. The summers and winters vary from being mild to being severe. The
mass of Trlton's atmosphere undergoes a similar variation, leveraged by the
sensitivity of vapor pressure to temperature.
A fifth essential difference between Triton and Pluto pertains to the
distribution of surface volatiles. Pluto's high obliquity causes surface
volatiles to migrate (via sublimation and condensation) from pole to pole so
that deposits at even low latitudes are periodically replenished. Essentially
all of Pluto's surface is regulated in temperature by the atmospheric surface
pressure 11'8. The surface temperature is globally constant but varies
seasonally with the insolation. By contrast, Triton's smaller obliquity
results in the net transport of surface volatiles to latitudes further than
35 ° from the equator 12. Triton, therefore, should have polar caps of solid
and/or liquid volatiles. Volatiles may exist transiently at lower latitudes
but they are quickly sublimated as the seasonal changes warm them.
Consequently, Trlton's atmosphere is not saturated at lower latitudes; that
is, the lower latitudes may be warmer than the polar latitudes. In this
respect, Triton is more llke Mars than Pluto. The temperature of the polar
caps regulates the mass of the atmosphere.
TRITON'S SEASONAL VARIATION
If surface volatiles were to cover Triton, then no seasonal variation in the
mass of Triton's atmosphere would occur at all because the surface temperature
would remain constant in time and over Triton's surface (neglecting
topography). This would be a consequence of Neptune's circular orbit and the
regulation of the local surface temperature by the globally uniform surface
pressure through the saturation vapor pressure relation. The atmospheric mass
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Fig. 1 - Latitude of the subsolar point on Triton vs date (from Harris9).
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would be regulated by this globally uniform surface temperature which, in turn
would be determined by the total insolation absorbed by Triton. This is be
unaffected by the latitude of the Sun when ices cover the planet and no
latitudinal variation of albedo or thermal emissivity occur. The surface
temperature would be given by the condition that the flux absorbed by the disk
is radiated uniformly by the sphere.
However, this condition could not persist because of the net transport of
tropical surface volatiles to the polar regions which would occur as a result
of the greater mean insolation that obtains in the tropics. This would cause
a net sublimation to occur in the tropics and a net freezing to occur in the
polar regions as the atmosphere flows towards the poles to achieve global
hydrostatic equilibrium. The tropical volatiles would soon become depleted.
Then the tropics would heat up and the polar regions would cool down. As the
polar regions cooled, the mass of the atmosphere would decline to a value
given by the scale height and the saturation vapor pressure relation (see
Equation I) for the temperature of the polar caps. This must be the present
state of Triton's atmosphere.
The temperature of Triton's winter polar cap must be as warm as the summer
cap, even for the extreme solstices. This is because the surface pressures
over the two poles are equal and the surface temperature is specified by the
surface pressure when the gases are saturated. The temperature of the poles
governs the mass of the atmosphere and is derived by the condition that the
sunlight absorbed by both poles must equal the heat radiated by both poles.
For an extreme solstice, and for modest equally-sized polar caps, sunlight
absorbed by the summer cap is radiated equally by both caps. More generally,
the polar cap temperature depends on the seasonally varying insolation of the
polar caps, their sizes, albedos and thermal emissivities. Triton's
atmosphere can be expected to vary strongly with season, especially for small
polar caps, for which the insolation changes sharply with season. Trafton 12
has computed the seasonal changes of Triton's atmospheric mass for several
cases of these parameters. Figure 2 shows the variation in column abundance
of CH_ for two extreme cases, (I) cap albedo = 0.50 with polar cap radius
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Fig. 2 - Predicted CH4 column abundance vs date for Triton neglecting the
thermal conductivity and capacity of the surface. @c denotes the
angular size of the polar caps (assumedequal for the two poles)
and a denotes the plane albedo of the polar caps. The values of
a are representative for icy materials and the values of @c should
bracket their present size. If Triton's radius is 2600 km instead
of 2100 km, these curves would be raised to the fiducials indicated
at 2000 A.D. Triton's atmosphericbulk is currently approaching a
major maximum. At the time of the Voyager flyby, it should be
significantly greater than it is now. Note that the presently
observed upper limits _ I00 cm-Am CH4 do not effectively constrain
the polar cap size or albedo.
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55°and (2) cap albedo = 0.65 with polar cap radius 30°. A planetary radius of
t
2100 km is assumed; it enters through the scale height (see Equation I). The
variation in the column abundance is smaller for larger polar cap sizes. The
thermal capacity and conductivity of the surface have been ignored in these
calculations, as have the effects of advectlon. They would tend to partially
smooth out the variations and to introduce a time lag.
As Figure 2 shows, Triton is currently approaching an extreme solstice, which
is due in 2006 A.D. The mass of Triton's atmosphere should increase
substantially between now and then. Methane absorption should increase to
levels which permit a more accurate measurement of the column abundance. Such
an increase would confirm the presence of CH_ gas and allow a separation of
the solid and gaseous contributions to the absorption. The thermal
conductivity between the surface and atmosphere and the heat capacity of the
surface are not known but information on these may be derived by observing the
phase lag between the actual CH_ absorption and these curves. Because of this
lag, the abscissa for Fig. 2 should be shifted to the left by some unknown
amount (but less than 90 ° in phase) to better represent the column abundance
now and at the time of the Voyager flyby. Consequently, the potential for
atmospheric growth in the next couple of decades is great. At the time of the
Voyager flyby of Neptune, Triton's atmosphere may well be appreciably denser
than it is now.
POTENTIAL ATMOSPHERIC COLLAPSE
One important difference between Triton and Mars is the much greater length of
Triton's seasons. If Triton's summer polar cap is sufficiently thin to
sublimate entirely during the major summer, the source maintaining Triton's
atmosphere would disappear. The sink, however, would still remain; namely,
the condensation over the winter polar cap which provides the latent heat to
replace the radiation lost to space. Consequently, Trlton's atmosphere would
commence to freeze out over thc winter cap. The extent to which this occurs
depends on the volume of the "volatiles" constituting the cap, as well as on
the duration of the seasons. The Martian seasons, for example, are too short
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for appreciable freezing out of its atmosphere to occur. Such an event could
be detected observationally if the atmosphere first grows to a size where the
CH_ absorption is strong enough that changes in it can be detected above the
instrumental noise. This should be the case if the absorption approaches that
for Pluto or stronger. Measuring such a phenomenon would provide more
information about Triton's atmosphere and surface volatiles.
The volatility of surface materials is a relative thing. In our discussion of
a polar cap or "surface volatiles", we have neglected all materials with vapor
pressures small compared to Triton's surface pressure. These result in
negligible latent heat transfer compared to the latent heat flow from CH_ and
other bulk gases in Triton atmosphere.
VOYAGER FLYBY EXPERIMENTS
General Science. A Voyager flyby of Triton could provide important
information for understanding the nature of Triton's atmosphere and its
relation to Triton's surface volatiles. First, a radio occultation experiment
would pin down the radius, now uncertain (1800 km < R < 2600 km), so that the
mean density of the body could be accurately determined. This will reveal the
degree of ice or rock in the body as a whole. This ratio bears on Triton's
origin and on the probable atmospheric composition. Comparison with Pluto
will then shed more light on the formation of these bodies and provide an
important datum for understanding the conditions in the outer protosolar
nebula at the time of the formation of the outer planets. The radius also
determines (along with the temperature and molecular weight) how deeply bound
an atmosphere is to the planet. Other things being equal, a planet with a
smaller radius can hold an atmosphere longer. It is more likely to contain
lighter gases.
An occultation experiment can also establish the presence of an atmosphere and
determine its scale height. From observations of the temperature, or from
temperature estimates, the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere can then be
obtained. This bears on the bulk composition of the atmosphere. The surface
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density might also be determined.
The Infrared Spectrometer may identify gases in Trlton's atmosphere and
determine column abundances and vlbratlonal-rotatlonal temperatures. The
spectral energy distributions may yield effective temperatures of various
surface regions. It can also yield information on the composition of surface
ices and other surface materials.
Tests of our model. Our model of Triton's atmosphere and surface
volatiles is amenable to a number of tests by Voyager. It predicts an
atmosphere which will be more substantial at the time of the voyager' flyby
than now. It predicts the presence of two polar caps of essentially equal and
uniform temperatures. The strength of the 2.3_ feature in Trlton's spectrum
implies that the summer polar cap is still large and so is likely to still be
there in 1990. Our model predicts an absence of all but transitory surface
volatiles below a latitude of 35 °. It further predicts a warmer surface
there. It predicts that the bulk atmosphere will be made up of CH_ and some
gases from the group N 2, Ne, Ar, CO 2 and 02 . Nitrogen is probably the
dominant gas. Diurnal effects on the column abundance will be negligible.
Both polar caps should show evidence of shrinking around their borders.
Finally, our model predicts that for regions covered by surface volatiles,
elevated areas are cooler and depressed areas are warmer. The low lying areas
should have the thickest deposits of surface volatiles because they radiate
more heat to space by virtue of their higher temperatures. This cooling
tendency causes a greater freezing rate (or, in summer, a smaller sublimation
rate) than average.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, much can be learned about Trlton's atmosphere and its seasonal
tendencies from Voyager observations. Critical experiments are an
occultation, spectrometer observations with good spatial resolutions and
imaging observations. Critical objectives are the detection of an atmosphere,
identification of its major gases, and measurement of their abundances.
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Planetary radius and atmospheric scale height, temperature and mean molecular
weight are important objectives. Also critical are the location, size,
albedo, composition and effective temperature of the surface volatiles. Do
polar caps exist? Are elevated regions devoid of volatiles? Is the surface
temperature the same for all volatiles? The latter may have to be inferred
from measurements of the effective temperature (flux) by assuming composition
or emissivity. Alternatively, if the constancy of surface temperature is
assumed, then variations in effective temperature may be used to locate
regions of different thermal emissivity in order to study the distribution of
different surface ices. Finally, if polar caps are indeed found, how warm is
the equatorial band of non-volatiles? What is their composition? Is there
"fossilized" evidence of varlable-solstice seasonal activity in the images?
If so, what conclusions can be drawn about the magnitude and nature of this
activity? Does the atmosphere seasonally collapse? How thick are the
volatile deposits? The Voyager flyby of Neptune will provide an excellent
opportunity to learn much of significance about Triton - an object with a
seasonal behavior unique in the solar system.
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MAGNETOSPHERIC STRUCTURES: URANUS AND NEPTUNE
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Abstract
Although the existence of magnetospheres at Uranus and Neptune has not been
established, the available statistics indicate a sufficiently high probability
to warrant consideration of their likely properties in advance of the Voyager
encounters. Because the spin axis of Uranus lies nearly in the ecliptic and
presently points approximately sunward, Voyager is likely to encounter the
unique "pole-on" configuration that has special theoretical significance.
Corotation in the magnetospheres of Uranus and Neptune would probably exclude
solar-wind-driven convection as an important driver of global magnetospherie
dynamics, as it does at Jupiter and Saturn. Unlike at Jupiter and Saturn,
however, the magnetospheres of Uranus and Neptune probably lack sufficient
internal sources of plasma (with the possible exception of Neptune's satellite
Triton) to produce significant levels of rotationally-driven convection. The
reported observation of auroral emission from Uranus has therefore motivated
the development of an alternative model in which solar-wind motion is coupled
directly to the rotation of the ionosphere to establish a dynamo circuit which
generates Birkeland currents and polar-cap aurora. This model predicts the
strength and configuration of the aurora as functions of the magnitude and
polarity, respectively, of the planetary magnetic moment.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe magnetospheric structures that
Voyager might reasonably be expected to encounter at Uranus (1986) and Neptune
(1989). The known properties of the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn
(established in large part by past successful Voyager encounters) are well
documented; I will therefore not attempt to review these properties but will
refer to them by analogy where appropriate. (By way of introduction to the
literature, I would recommend, in the case of Jupiterts magnetosphere, the
book edited by Dessler I and, in the case of Saturnts magnetosphere, the
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Voyager encounter issue of Journal of Geophysical Research [November, 1983].
I also recommend the interesting discourse on comparative magnetospherology by
Siscoe2.)
It is useful, first of all, to review the conditions for which a given planet
may be expected to have a magnetosphere. The solar wind is now observed 3 to
extend past the orbit of Neptune, its dynamic pressure decreasing roughly as
the inverse square of heliocentric distance. It is then straightforward 2 to
calculate the minimum planetary magnetic dipole moment for which the surface
magnetic-field pressure would just balance the typical solar-wind dynamic
pressure, thus (marginally) creating a magnetosphere. This critical magnetic
moment is of the order of 3 x 10-5 G-Ru 3 for Uranus and 2 x 10-5 G-RN 3 for
Neptune, where RU and RN are the radii of Uranus and Neptune, respectively
(the unit of magnetic moment is chosen such that the magnetic moment is
numerically equal to the surface equatorial dipole field strength in Gauss).
In order for the magnetosphere to be encountered by a spacecraft at a planet-
centered distance of n planetary radii, the magnetic moment would have to
exceed this critical value by a factor n3.
There is, to my knowledge, no theory that has demonstrated success at pre-
dicting a priori the magnetic moment of a planet given its interior structure
and composition (which are, in any case, not exactly "given" in the cases of
Uranus and Neptune). (This should be taken as an indication of the enormous
complexity of the problem, not as an indictment of the considerable work that
has been done on it.) There is, however, a quasi-empirical rule of thumb
known (appropriately) as the magnetic Bode's law 4, whereby the magnetic dipole
moment is taken to be proportional to the spin angular momentum, the constant
of proportionality being inferred from the terrestrial ratio or from some com-
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bination of known planetary ratios. This linear relationship works reasonably
well, in an order-of-magnitude sense, for Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn, although
it has some difficulty with Mercury, Venus, and Mars (Figure I). If, for
example, Uranus and Neptune were to follow the same linear relationship, their
5
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Figure i. The magnetic Bode's law: planetary magnetic moment vs. spin an-
gular momentum (both normalized to terrestrial values). [Adapted from
ref. 4]
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magnetic moments would exceed the respective critical values by factors of
several times 104, producing magnetospheres a few tens of planetary radii in
extent. While these "margins of error" may lend credibility to the supposi-
tion that magnetospheres exist at Uranus and Neptune, they certainly provide
no firm basis for prediction (e.g., of magnetopause standoff distances). It
is perhaps more compelling simply to note that Uranus and Neptune are not too
dissimilar to Jupiter and Saturn in size, density, and spin rate, and pre-
sumably therefore in composition and interior structure, and that there is no
obvious reason why they should not also have significant magnetic moments.
There is one set of observations that may be interpreted as evidence for the
existence of a magnetosphere at Uranus. Observations of Uranus from the IUE
spacecraft 5 have revealed Ly_ and H2 emissions that are difficult to explain
quantitatively in terms of scattered sunlight, and have therefore been attri-
buted to aurora. If such auroral emissions are confirmed by Voyager UVS
observations during the approach to Uranus, they may provide an early warning
of an impending magnetosphere encounter.
For the sake for further discussion, let us assume that Voyager will discover
magnetospheres at Uranus and Neptune.
THE POLE-ON CONFIGURATION
The most interesting property of Uranus, at least from the viewpoint of magne-
tospheric physics, is the 98 ° inclination of its spin equator to its orbital
plane. Virtually every point of the surface becomes the subsolar point at
some time during each orbit; by the same token, the magnetosphere samples vir-
tually all angles of solar-wind incidence relative to the planetary dipole
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moment. Moreover, if the dipole moment is roughly aligned with the spin axis
(as it has been found to be in four out of four cases so far), then the 1986
Voyager encounter will sample the special "pole-on" configuration (angle of
0°incidence near or 180°) as sketched in Figure 2.
Siscoe 2,6,7 has drawn attention to several curious features of this pole-on
configuration that have no apparent analog in the "normal-lncidence" configu-
ration that characterizes all other known planetary magnetospheres. The most
obvious is a single funnel-shaped cusp that directly faces the solar-wind
flow. This cusp is bound to be more symmetrical than that observed in
Earth's magnetosphere (and those inferred, but not yet observed, in Jupiter's
and Saturn's); any aurora resulting from particle precipitation therein should
N$
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Figure 2. The pole-on configuration anticipated for the magnetosphere of
Uranus. [ref. 6]
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likewise occupy a circular spot near the pole in contrast to the longitudi-
nally-extended features of Earth's day side aurora. Other differences may be
expected to arise from the fact that the cusp of the pole-on configuration
occurs near the subsolar stagnation point of the magnetosheath flow. One pos-
sibility is that the cusp region fills with hot, weakly-magnetized plasma of
magnetosheath origin that is compressed until it balances the stagnation pres-
sure of the solar wind; in this case a spacecraft entering the magnetosphere
near the subsolar point may have greater than usual difficulty identifying an
unambiguous magnetopause crossing.
A second curious property of the pole-on configuration is that the tail cur-
rent sheet separating the two magnetotail lobes has the shape of a cylinder
rather than a plane. The topology of the tail current system is that of two
opposed coaxial solenoids rather than that of two opposed adjacent solenoids
as in the case of normal incidence. This may have important physical conse-
quences because the tail current sheet separating the two lobes closes on
itself rather than on the magnetopause, and it seems likely therefore that the
current-carrying particles (if any) derive from internal sources rather than
from the solar wind 8.
It is also quite likely that the tail magnetic field has a helical twist 6_9
associated with the transmission of torque between a conducting ionosphere_
which tends to enforce corotation at the feet of the field lines_ and the
solar wind, which tends to resist corotation either through magnetic intercon-
nection or some other quasi-viscous process. (This effect was proposed nearly
twenty years ago I0 for Earth's magnetosphere, where it undoubtedly occurs
although the resulting field-line twist is unobservably small because the ten-
dency to corotation is swamped by the solar-wind-driven convection in the
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polar caps.) The maximum pitch of the helix, occurring in the limit of high
ionospheric conductivity, is just the arctangent of the ratio of the corota-
tion speed in the tail to the solar-wind speed, and this ratio is of order
unity if the magnetosphere attains Bode's-law dimensions 9. The absence of a
detectable twist could thus be taken as evidence of an unusually low iono-
spheric conductivity and/or an unusually weak solar-wind coupling. The requi-
site Birkeland (magnetic-field-aligned) currents are likely to have auroral
effects as described below.
A further interesting consequence of the pole-on configuration is that the
subsolar magnetopause presents magnetic fields of all orientations to the
solar wind, thus allowing merging with and interconnection to the interplane-
tary magnetic field (£MF) with equal probability and equal effect irrespective
of the orientation of the latter. (A similar magnetic-field geometry occurs
at the cusps of Earth's magnetosphere, but there the consequences are quite
sensitive to IMF orientation II'12 because the _gnetic cusp is far removed
from the symmetry axis of magnetosheath flow, and because both polar cusps are
exposed to the magnetosheath.) Were it not for the rotation of Uranus, one
might thus expect an omnipresent and vigorous system of solar-wind-driven con-
vection in the pole-on magnetosphere, merely rotating its symmetry meridian to
follow the IMF orientation. The rapid rotation of Uranus, however, probably
prevents the establishment of such a convection system (see below), and the
primary result of day side merging would then presumably be to drive highly
variable, perhaps even turbulent, localized flows in the cusp region.
Neptune's equator is inclined by 29° to its orbital plane; its magnetosphere
would therefore presumably resemble more nearly the conventional normal-inci-
dence configuration.
5O3
SATELLITES
The satellite Io is known to be the dominant source of plasma in Jupiter's
magnetosphere 13. The satellite Titan, and perhaps certain of the icy satel-
lites and rings, are likely to be significant, if not dominant, sources of
plasma in Saturn's magnetosphere 14. The outward transport of this plasma, in
turn, provides the principal means of extraction of planetary rotational
energy to power the aurora and other magnetospheric phenomena 15. Moreover,
the satellites or their ionospheres may excite dynamo interactions with the
planetary ionosphere, giving rise to auroral and/or radio emissions 13.
The presence or absence of sizable satellites can thus have a decisive
effect on the plasma population and dynamics of a magnetosphere, especially
a rapidly-rotating magnetosphere. There is, unfortunately, no established
theory to predict the plasma source arising from a given satellite, and hence
its potential effect on the magnetosphere. In the case of Uranus, the situ-
ation is considerably simplified by the absence of any satellites of the
Galilean size class and of any extensive ring system comparable to that of
Saturn. What satellities there are probably have no sensible atmospheres and
no significant tidal stresses (hence no volcanoesl6), and one may thus expect
their magnetospheric effects to be insignificant 8.
Neptune has one sizable satellite (Triton), and its orbit would indeed be
enclosed by a magnetosphere approaching Bode's-law dimensions 2. The lack of
large neighboring satellites probably rules out tidally-induced vulcanism and
the associated lo-like plasma source, but the presence of an atmosphere 17
leaves open the possibility of a Titan-like plasma source and associated mag-
netospheric perturbations.
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OTHER PLASMA SOURCES
The other two sources of plasma that are known to be important in planetary
magnetospheres are the solar wind and the ionosphere of the planet. From
either source, the resulting magnetospheric plasma content can be expressed as
the product of two factors, the first being the total source rate (ion-elec-
tron pairs/sec) and the second being the mean residence lifetime of particles
in the magnetosphere. The source rate can be scaled more-or-less plausibly
from terrestrial and/or Jovian values (more plausibly for the ionospheric
source than for the solar-wind source), but the lifetime cannot. Thus there
is no apparent way to predict the total plasma content arising from either
source, but the relative importance of the two sources can be assessed plau-
sibly by comparing their respective source rates.
The source rate of photoelectrons (and accompanying "polar-wind" ions)
escaping the planetary ionosphere can be written, for order-of-magnitude pur-
poses, as
Sp ~ epfp(_Rp 2) (i)
where fp is the flux of solar photons at ionizing wavelengths, e is theP
efficiency with which they are converted to escaping photoelectrons, and _ is
the planetary radius. Likewise, the solar-wind injection rate can be written
Sm ~ ¢mfm(_Rm2) (2)
where fm is the flux of solar-wind particles, em is the efficiency with which
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they are captured by the _gnetosphere, and Rm is the effective radius of the
magnetosphere cross-section. Dividing (2) by (i) gives the ratio of solar-
wind to ionospheric source rates:
Sm/S p ~ (em/e p) (fm/fp) (Rm/Rp)2 (3)
It is interesting to consider how this ratio depends on heliocentric distance.
The solar-wind particle flux fm and the solar ionizing photon flux fp both
conform closely to the inverse-square law; thus, their ratio (~5 x 10-3),
although variable in time, has no systematic variation with heliocentric dis-
tance. The photoelectron emission efficiency s depends on atmospheric compo-P
sition and structure_ but the value (~10-2) calculated for Jupiter 18 is closer
to the terrestrial value than one might expect, and probably applies as well
to the other Jovian planets. The solar-wind capture efficiency em is not well
established even for Earth, but a value N2 x 10-3 seems plausible 19, and may
as well be adopted for other planets in the absence of any evidence to the
contrary. One then obtains
2 (4)
Sm/S p ~ (Rm/30 Rp)
with no explicit dependence on heliocentric distance. In other words, if the
mechanisms of the solar-wind and ionospheric sources remain the same, then the
ratio of their source rates simply scales as the ratio of the areas over Which
they operate. For Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn, the indicated ratios are of the
order of i/4, I0, and I, respectively (taking R_ to be 1.5 times the average
subsolar standoff distance). The value for Earth appears reasonable inasmuch
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as both sources are known to be significant and neither is known to be clearly
dominant 20. For Jupiter and Saturn the evidence regarding solar-wlnd vs.
ionospheric sources is clouded by the overwhelming presence of satellite
sources, although both (solar-wind and ionospheric) sources are evident
at both planets in certain Voyager observations of energetic-ion composi-
tion 13'21. For the sake of illustration, the implied ratio of solar-wind to
ionospheric source rates for both Uranus and Neptune would be of the order of
5 for a magnetosphere of Bode's-law dimensions. This is not to be taken as a
quantitative prediction (it is unlikely that any such prediction could be
adequately tested by Voyager in any case), but simply as an indication that
neither source can be ruled out a priori.
It is, however, reasonably safe to predict 8 that all plasma sources are weaker
at Uranus than at Jupiter and Saturn, and weaker still at Neptune, with the
remotely possible exception of a Triton source at Neptune. This expectation
follows primarily from the inverse-square sealing with heliocentric distance,
and secondarily also from the lesser dimensions of the planets themselves and
(presumably) of their magnetospheres.
An interesting exception to this rule is the potential plasma source resulting
from in situ ionization of ambient interstellar gas (mainly hydrogen) within
the magnetosphere 2. Plasma from this source would be distinguished, not by
its composition, but by its uniform rate of production throughout the magne-
tosphere. Evidence of such an interstellar plasma source has not yet been
detected in a planetary magnetosphere, but its relative importance must
increase with increasing heliocentric distance: the interstellar gas becomes
more accessible while the other competing sources become less potent 2.
A plasma population that is produced by local ionization of interstellar gas
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might have a particularly interesting first-order effect on magnetospheric
structure, namely, none at all. Electric currents are associated with gradi-
ents of plasma pressure, not with plasma pressure per se. The interstellar
gas, being uniformly distributed throughout the magnetosphere, might con-
ceivably give rise to a plasma whose pressure, however large, has no signifi-
cant gradients and hence no significant effect on the field configuration.
For example, Figure 3 shows quantitative magnetostatic solutions of the
pole-on configuration anticipated for Uranus, for three assumed distributions
of plasma pressure in the tail 8. The top panel shows the "vacuum" (zero-cur-
rent) configuration, appropriate to any uniform plasma pressure distribution
(of which the vacuum is merely a special case). The bottom panel shows the
opposite limiting case (insofar as the magnetic-field distortion is concerned)
in which the plasma pressure is assumed to vary with distance from the tail
axis (thus producing a cylindrical current sheet as described above), but to
be independent of distance as measured along the tail axis. The middle panel
shows an intermediate case in which the pressure is allowed to vary in both
dimensions (along, and transverse to, the tail axis). Similar solutions for
the "normal-incidence" configuration have been developed for Earth's magne-
tosphere 22 and would presumably apply as well to Neptune's magnetosphere.
Such models can often be combined with magnetic-field measurements to infer
global properties of the plasma distribution in regions far removed from the
site of measurement. For example, numerous such efforts, based largely on
Voyager observations, have been applied with varying degrees of success to
the Jovian magnetosphere 23. The complementary nature of particle and field
measurements is particularly evident in this case -- particle measurements
can uniquely provide (among other things) information on the magnitude of the
5O8
Figure 3. Magnetostatic solutions of the pole-on configuration illustrating
the effect of the plasma pressure gradient. [ref. 8]
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plasma pressure along a given spacecraft trajectory, while magnetic-field mea-
surements, when carefully interpreted in the context of appropriate physical
arguments, can uniquely provide (among other things) information on the gradi-
ent of that pressure transverse to the spacecraft trajectory.
EXTERNALLY DRIVEN CONVECTION
It is known that the solar-wind interaction produces a system of plasma con-
vection in Earth's magnetosphere, and that this convection system is the con-
trolling factor in magnetospheric dynamics. A global measure of the strength
of the solar-wind/magnetosphere coupling at any given time is provided by the
total voltage developed across the polar cap by the convection (-v x B) elec-
tric field. Predicting the magnitude of this voltage, even qualitatively, is
a fundamental unsolved theoretical problem 24. Its magnitude is known empiri-
cally 25 to vary within the range 20-200 kV in response to solar-wind varia-
tions, being most sensitive to the north-south component of the IMF.
This and numerous other observations 26 indicate that the polar-cap convection
electric field is a projection of the solar-wind (-v x B__)electric field along
interconnected magnetic field lines 27. In that case, the polar-cap convection
voltage could hardly be expected to exceed that developed by the upstream
solar-wind electric field across the diameter of the magnetosphere cross sec-
tion. The ratio of the actual convection voltage to the maximum available
voltage (as thus defined) can be taken to represent the efficiency of the mag-
netic coupling between the magnetosphere and the IMF (often referred to as the
"reconnection efficiency"). Terrestrial observations 25 indicate a value ~0. I
for this ratio, consistent with the model requirement that it be _ I.
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We have neither theoretical nor empirical guidance for scaling this result to
other planets -- the coupling efficiency, as noted above, has not been derived
from first principles, and planetary probes have not yet explored the regions
of high magnetic latitude where the effects of solar-wind-driven convection,
if any, would be apparent. In the absence of any such guidance, it is custo-
mary to assume 7,9,13,28-30 that the terrestrial coupling efficiency (~0. I)
applies to all planets; it is then straightforward 2 to estimate the voltage
associated with solar-wind-driven convection, given the planetary dipole mag-
netic moment and heliocentric distance. Given this hypothetical convection
voltage, one can estimate the magnetospheric convection electric field and
compare it with the corotation electric field to obtain the nominal radius of
the "plasmasphere" within which, by definition, the latter is dominant 2,28,31.
If the nominal plasmasphere radius is significantly less than that of the mag-
netosphere (as in the terrestrial case), then solar-wind-driven convection
may be considered a potentially important driver of internal magnetospheric
dynamics; if not, it may be anticipated that the effects of solar-wind-driven
convection, if any, are largely restricted to the polar caps.
For a coupling efficiency of 0. I, the resulting nominal plasmasphere radius
is roughly half the magnetosphere radius for Earth, and roughly three times
the magnetosphere radius for both Jupiter and Saturn. This comparison was the
basis of the successful prediction 28 of the dominant role of corotation in
Jupiter's magnetosphere (and, by obvious extension, in Saturn's). it should
be noted, however, that the success of this prediction implies nothing about
the validity of the scaling hypothesis with respect to the magnetic coupling
efficiency -- even the smallest nominal plasmasphere radius, corresponding to
the maximum (unit) coupling efficiency, would exceed the characteristic mag-
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netosphere radius (although marginally) at Jupiter and Saturn.
For a given set of solar-wind and IMF parameters, and a given planetary radius
and spin rate, the ratio of nominal plasmasphere radius to day side magneto-
sphere radius scales as the 1/6 power of the magnetic moment and the -I/2
power of the magnetic coupling efficiency. Even for unit coupling efficiency,
this ratio would be about 2 for both Uranus and Neptune if their magnetic
moments were to have Bode's-law values, and would exceed unity for any mag-
netic moment larger than about 3 × 10-2 times the Bode's-law value. If the
coupling efficiency has its commonly-assumed terrestrial value (~0. i), the
nominal plasmapause radius would exceed the magnetosphere radius for virtually
any magnetic moment large enough to produce a magnetosphere.
Our inability to predict the r_gnetic coupling efficiency does not impose a
severe practical limitation in this context; it appears that only a rare com-
bination of circumstances could conspire to invalidate the conclusion that
externally-driven convection should be unimportant in the internal dynamics of
the magnetospheres of Uranus and Neptune.
One cannot, however, rule out the possibility of solar-wind effects within the
polar caps. The anticipated pole-on configuration at Uranus (Figure 2 above)
has two interesting consequences insofar as solar-wind-driven convection is
concerned. The first is that a spacecraft approaching the planet along the
Sun-planet axis (as Voyager is obliged to do) would access very high magnetic
latitudes, precisely the region where the effects of solar-wind-driven convec-
tion, if any, should be most apparent. (The constraints of orbital mechanics
have precluded the probing of such high magnetic latitudes in the magneto-
spheres of Jupiter and Saturn.) The second consequence is that any polar-cap
convection driven by the solar wind through magnetic interconnection should be
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closely aligned with the IMF direction 6, the polar-cap flow being (parallel/
antiparallel) to the IMF direction if the (north/south) magnetic pole of the
planet faces the Sun. The analogous effect is observed in Earth's magneto-
sphere 26 where it constitutes, so to speak, a first-order modification of the
zero-order antisunward flow across the polar cap. In the pole-on geometry,
the IMF alignment would become the zero-order effect; its observation would
provide important confirmation not only that the polar-cap flow is driven by
the solar-wind interaction, but also that the mechanism of that interaction is
magnetic interconnection. To the extent that it occurs, this IMF-aligned
convection would tend to destroy the cylindrical symmetry of the tail struc-
ture 6,8, although it is unlikely that any realistic Voyager encounter
trajectory would permit the identification of any such asymmetry.
INTERNALLY DRIVEN CONVECTION
The above arguments indicate that corotation would probably prevent the
establishment of a large-scale system of solar-wind-driven convection in a
magnetosphere having Bode's-law dimensions at Uranus or Neptune. On the other
hand, corotation itself may give rise to an entirely different kind of convec-
tion system, powered not by the solar wind but by the rotation of the planet.
The necessary conditions for a rotationally-driven convection system are
(i) that the magnetosphere contain a significant, localized, internal source
of plasma, and (2) that this plasma source be located outside the synchronous
orbital distance so that the centrifugal force of corotation exceeds the cen-
tripetal force of gravity. Both conditions are well met in Jupiter's mag-
netosphere (thanks to Io), where rotationally-driven convection provides the
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essential mechanism whereby the magnetosphere rids itself of the plasma that
is continually injected by Io. It is not clear whether this convection occurs
in the form of a large-scale systematic pattern that corotates with Jupiter 32
or in the form of small-scale eddy diffusion 33, but there can be little doubt
that it occurs 34, and that it extracts rotational energy from Jupiter at a
rate proportional to the mass injection rate at Io15'32'35. The conditions
for rotationally-driven convection are apparently also satisfied at Saturn,
although there remains some considerable uncertainty as to the magnitude(s)
and location(s) of the relevant plasma source(s).
On the basis of arguments presented earlier, it appears doubtful that the mag-
netosphere of Uranus contains any significant, localized, internal source of
plasma. Thus, there is no apparent reason to expect a significant system
of rotationally-driven convection, in spite of the fact that corotation is
expected to prevail over solar-wind-driven convection throughout. The same
conclusion applies to Neptune with one reservation: if Triton should prove to
be a significant source of magnetospheric plasma, then rotationally-driven
convection may well result because Triton is well outside the synchronous
orbital distance.
THE DISC DYNAMO INTERACTION
From all the above arguments one might well conclude that the magnetospheres
of Uranus and Neptune, if indeed they exist, are rather boring places. On the
one hand, it has been argued that solar-wind-driven convection may be largely
excluded by the omnipresent corotation; on the other hand, it has been argued
that rotationally-driven convection, the obvious alternative, may also fail to
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materialize for lack of an internal plasma source. Does this mean that the
magnetosphere just sits there and corotates?
Not necessarily. There is a third alternative, namely, that the motion of the
solar wind and the rotation of the planet are coupled so as to produce dynamic
e£fects that neither o£ them alone could produce. The coupling mechanism is
analogous to a Faraday disc dynamo, in which rotational energy is extracted
from a rotating disc (the ionosphere) to drive a current through an electrical
load (the solar wind). Such coupling was originally proposed as a source of
auroral energy for Earth's magnetosphere I0, and more recently for Jupiter's
magnetosphere 36. Subsequent observations have shown that the effects of the
disc dynamo interaction, if any, are insignificant at Earth and Jupiter com-
pared to those of convection (driven externally and internally, respectively).
However, the likelihood that both types of convection are ineffective at
Uranus, according to the above arguments, has led to the proposal 9 that the
disc dynamo mechanism operates effectively at Uranus and, indeed, that it is
capable of powering the aurora whose existence has been inferred from the IUE
measurements cited above. The same argument would apply to Neptune 37, unless
Triton were to furnish a plasma source sufficient to produce rotationally-
driven convection.
Figure 4 illustrates the disc dynamo process in the pole-on configuration
anticipated for Uranus. The tail is assumed to be coupled to the adjacent
magnetosheath flow, most likely through magnetic interconnection. The planet
exerts a torque on the ionosphere through ion/neutral collisional coupling,
and the torque is transmitted by the magnetic field to the tail and magneto-
sheath. The frictional coupling in the ionosphere requires that the ions
rotate more slowly than the neutral atmosphere, the extent of the difference
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Figure 4. Birkeland currents and associated helical magnetic field configura-
tion for the disc dynamo interaction. [ref. 9]
being proportional to the torque that is required to maintain the coupling
between the tail and the magnetosheath. This departure from corotation in
turn requires an electric field in the corotating frame of reference, and the
resulting Pedersen current is connected by Birkeland (magnetic-field-aligned)
currents to the acceleration current associated with the tail/magnetosheath
coupling. The ionospheric _ x B force balances the ion/neutral drag force,
and the magnetopause j× B force tends to spin up the magnetos heath; the
entire circuit thus has the effect of transferring planetary rotational energy
and angular momentum from the atmosphere to the surrounding magnetosheath.
The planetary ionosphere constitutes the disc dynamo, and the magnetosheath
constitutes the load. The power drain (perhaps needless to say) is of no
great consequence either to the planetarY rotation or to the magnetosheath
flow, but the magnetospheric consequences may be considerable 9.
The essential ingredients of this disc dynamo interaction are (i) a rapidly
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rotating planet with (2) a sufficiently conducting ionosphere, connected mag-
netically to (3) a non-corotating external medium such as the solar wind.
These ingredients are not unique to Uranus; they are probably common to all
four Jovian planets 37. Uranus is, however, uniquely suited to the study of
the mechanism for two reasons: (I) its magnetosphere, more than that of any
other planet, is expected to be relatively free of competing convection pro-
cesses that would contaminate any observational signature of the disc dynamo
process, and (2) the symmetry of the anticipated pole-on configuration lends
itself to theoretical analysis with a minimum of restrictive simplifying
assumptions.
By virtue of this axial symmetry one can, in fact, develop a complete analytic
solution for a realistic first-order model of the disc dynamo process 9. The
power extracted from planetary rotation is found to be proportional to, among
other things, the first power of the solar-wind speed and the second power of
the planetary rotation frequency; the disc-dynamo mechanism is thus clearly
distinguished from both externally-driven convection, which operates indepen-
dently of planetary rotation, and internally-driven convection, which operates
independently of the solar wind.
The power generated by the disc dynamo model is also proportional to the 4/3
power of the planetary magnetic dipole moment, and depends on ionospheric con-
ductivity through a function whose algebraic expression is tedious but whose
behavior is predictable: the dynamo efficiency varies monotonically between
zero and one as a function of the ratio between the disc conductance (repre-
sented by the height-integrated ionospheric conductivity) and the load con-
ductance (represented by the quantity I/_loVsw = 2 mho, where Vsw is the solar-
wind speed). Given an assumed (or independently calculated) value for the
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ionospheric conductance, the power generated by the disc dynamo model is given
as a function of the magnetic moment.
The intermediate case (ionospheric conductance = I/UoVsw = 2 mho, dynamo
efficiency = 2/9) is illustrative, and not implausible for Uranus; the result-
ing relationship between magnetic moment and power output is shown in Figure
5. The scale of the abscissa indicates, not the total dynamo power output,
but only the portion thereof that is available to maintain an auroral primary
particle flux, assumed to be a fixed fraction (0.t) o_ the total dynamo power
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Figure 5. Magnetic moment required to produce a given global energy deposi-
tion rate in the form of auroral primary particle precipitation (assumed to
be one-tenth of the total dynamopower output) within the disc dynamo model.
[ref. 9]
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output. The arrow labeled "IUE" reflects a preliminary analysis 38 of the
reported auroral emissions observed from thelUE spacecraft, suggesting that a
total power ~I0 II W in the form of precipitating primary electrons may be
required to produce the observed emissions, assuming a 5% efficiency of con-
version of incident electron energy to escaping Ly_ photon energy. The arrow
labeled "BL" indicates the Bode's-law value of the magnetic moment. Although
the power requirement inferred from the IUE observations is subject to order-
of-magnitude uncertainty 38, it is worth noting that the disc dynamo model
readily satisfies such a requirement if the magnetic moment is comparable to
the Bode's-law value.
As Voyager approaches Uranus, UVS observations should provide a more defini-
tive estimate of the auroral power requirement (provided that the existence of
auroral emissions is confirmed). Meanwhile, a realistic calculation of the
ionospheric conductivity is feasible and worthwhile, including the (probably
dominant) effect of auroral impact ionization. To the extent that the iono-
spheric conductivity and auroral power output can be established, the disc
dynamo model provides a means for remote sensing of the magnitude of the
planetary magnetic moment.
If t_e polar-cap auroral form can be resolved spatially, then the direction of
the magnetic moment can also be deduced remotely in the context of the disc
dynamo model. The model predicts a broadly distributed Birkeland current of
one sign over the polar cap, and a thin return-current sheet of opposite sign
at the edge of the polar cap. If the north magnetic pole faces the Sun, as in
Figure 4, the distributed polar-cap current is downward and the return sheet
current is upward; if the south magnetic pole faces the Sun, these current
directions are reversed. The brightest auroral emissions are expected to
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occur primarily in association with upward_ rather than downwardD Birkeland
currents 9. Thus a thin bright auroral ring centered on the pole is expected
if the north pole faces the Sun, as compared to a relatively diffuse polar-cap
glow in the opposite case.
CONCLUSION
Before Jupiter's magnetosphere was explored by Pioneers i0 and ii and Voyagers
1 and 2, it was anticipated that solar-wind-driven convection, the prime mover
of terrestrial magnetospheric phenomena, might be eclipsed in Jupiter's magne-
tosphere by the effects of rotation. There was, however, no clear idea of
just what those rotational effects might be. In situ observations were essen-
tial to the identification of rotationally-driven convection as the alterna-
tive mechanism that replaces solar-wind-driven convection as the prime mover
in the Jovian magnetosphere. The detailed behavior of this rotationally-
driven convection is by no means understood (nor, for that matter, is the
solar-wind-driven convection system in Earth's magnetosphere understood in
full detail), but rotationally-driven convection is, at least, now recognized
as a real and distinct alternative to the solar-wind-driven convection process
that governs the behavior of Earth's magnetosphere.
The Voyager observations at Saturn were full of surprises, particularly in
relation to ring structure, and some of these novel features may well prove to
be related to unanticipated magnetospheric effects. The global structure and
dynamics of Saturn's magnetosphere, howeverj appear to be consistent with the
concepts of rotationally-driven convection as developed for the Jovian magne-
tosphere, combined with a certain element of inferred solar-wind control at
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high latitudes.
For the magnetospheres of Uranus and Neptune, a third, qualitatively dif-
ferent, mode of behavior is anticipated. Solar-wind-driven convection is
expected to be ineffective for the same reason that it was expected to be
ineffective at Jupiter and Saturn. Rotationally-driven convection is also
expected to be ineffective owing to the lack of internal plasma sources. In
the absence of either externally- or internally-driven convection, it is pro-
posed that direct electrodynamic coupling between the solar wind and the
planetary ionosphere establishes a disc dynamo interaction whereby planetary
rotational energy is extracted to power polar-cap auroral phenomena.
I have attempted to give a fair account of the various known options that
might be anticipated for magnetospheric structure and behavior at Uranus and
Neptune. These are based on past experience and whatever tools of extrapola-
tion are available to us. I have also given tentative conclusions as to the
relative likelihood of the various options; these conclusions are necessarily
conjectural and would no doubt differ from author to author. (This is why we
need Voyager.) There is, however, one prediction that i can make without fear
of contradiction, namely, that no preconceived scenario, including the one
presented above, will fully anticipate the discoveries that await the arrival
of Voyager.
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THE SOLAR WIND AT 20-30 AU
Aaron Barnes and Paul R. Gazis
Theoretical Studies Branch
NASA, Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035
ABSTRACT
Pioneer I0 sampled the interplanetary plasma over the range 20-30
astronomical units, during the period 1979-1983. The median flow speed is about
400 km/s, and at 20 AU the median density, proton temperature and dynamic pres-
sure are, respectively, 0.025 cm-3, 104 K, and 6xlO -II dyne cm-2,
Comparison with nearly simultaneous observations taken from Pioneer 11 in the
vicinity of I0 AU shows the average solar wind flow speed does not vary signifi-
cantly with increasing heliocentric distance, and the density falls off as
R-2, as predicted by simple solar wind models. The day-to-day variations in
solar wind parameters are smaller at larger distance. However, very large
shocks, probably due to one or several solar flares, have been detected beyond 25
AU. The dynamic pressure at 20 AU does vary by a factor 5 or more, which could
result in >30% variation in the scale of the magnetosphere of Uranus. Comparison
of Pioneer I0 and II observations at similar distances but different phases of
the solar activity cycle shows that solar wind dynamic pressure varies over a
wider range during epochs of high solar activity. In particular, the variation
near 20 AU is likely to be smaller at Voyager 2 Uranus encounter than observed by
Pioneer I0 in the 1979-80 period.
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The solar wind plasma analyzers aboard Pioneers I0 and II are alive and
well, and sending back data, more than a decade after launch. During 1979-83
Pioneer I0 traversed the solar wind between 20 and 30 astronomical units helio-
centric distance, thus providing firm data about the interplanetary environment
at the distances of Uranus and Neptune. In this paper we summarize these obser-
vations, in the hope of providing a basis for anticipating the solar wind plasma
environments for the Voyager 2 encounters with Uranus in 1986 and Neptune in
1989. However, it should be borne in mind that the Pioneer observations come
from a different phase of the solar activity cycle, and that Pioneer I0 is on the
opposite side of the Sun (see Fig. I). Observations from Pioneer II, in conjunc-
tion with those from the more distant Pioneer I0, provide a means of addressing
how solar wind conditions at encounter might differ from those found earlier by
Pioneer I0, because of either the advance of the solar cycle or the interaction
with interstellar neutral gas.
The radial variation of solar wind parameters out to 20 AU was studied by
Kayser et al (1981). They reported that, on the average, the flow speed does not
vary with R and that the density falls off as R-2, as is expected from the
simplest steady radial flow models. The proton temperature varies as R-a,
where a _.5-.7, much smaller than would be expected for adiabatic expansion (see
also Gazis and Lazarus, 1981; Gazis, 1984). A wide range of day-to-day varia-
tions is superposed on these large-scale radial trends.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of speed, density, proton temperature and
dynamic pressure measured over a 295 day period at Pioneer I0 near 20 AU. Corre-
sponding measurements from Pioneer II near I0 AU are also shown (with density and
dynamic pressure scaled to 20 AU). The median values of all quantities are
approximately consistent with the distance scaling laws described above. Thus
"typical" parameters at the orbit of Uranus are speed = 400 km/s, density = 0.025
protons/cm 3, proton temperature = I0 K4, and dynamic pressure = 6xlO -II
dynes/cm2. 528
The day-to-day variation of velocity and temperature decreases with
increasing heliocentric distance, as may be inferred from Fig. 2. To some extent
this trend represents the continued erosion of the corotating stream structure
(Collard et al, 1982; Burlaga, 1983). However, it should be remembered that
these observations come from a period of high solar activity when it is difficult
to distinguish corotating streams from transient variations due, for example, to
solar flares or other mass ejection events. Fig. 3 shows two lO0 day time series
of velocity and density near lO and 20 AU. The series for lO AU shows a very
large transient event, probably due to a solar flare. By contrast, the 20 AU
data show only small jumps in velocity. Although large events such as in Fig. 3b
are infrequent, in general the solar wind velocity is more variable at lO than 20
AU during this period. However, the observed range of variations is far from
negligible at the orbit of Uranus. The range of dynamic pressures, which
determine the size of the planetary magnetosphere, is more than a factor of 5.
This range would correspond to a variation of more than 30% in the magnetopause
distance (assuming that the solar-wind interaction is governed by a permanent
planetary field as at Earth, Jupiter and Saturn).
Voyager 2 will encounter Uranus near solar minimum. It is pertinent to ask
how conditions depicted by Fig. 2 are likely to differ then. Fig. 4 shows
conditions near lO AU, at comparable latitude, for two different parts of the
solar cycle. The median values and distributions are not strikingly different at
the two epochs, although the dynamic pressure distribution exhibits a fairly
prominent high-pressure "tail" for the period of higher solar activity. This
tail is presumably reflects transient streams associated with solar flares and
other solar mass-ejection events. Fig. 5 shows a lO0 day time series from
Pioneer lO near solar minimum. The velocity profile is characterized by steady,
recurring streams. In contrast, the same distance at solar maximum (cf. Fig. 3b)
shows a disturbed, transient velocity profile.
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Hence it seems likely that at the time of Uranus encounter the dynamic
pressure variation, and associated variation of magnetopause size, will be
diminished in comparison with what Fig. 2 would imply. It is possible that
during the encounter period the ecliptic solar wind will consist mainly of high
speed streams from coronal holes, as was the case in 1973-4 (Zirker, 1977).
Under these conditions magnetic activity occurs at Earth, repeating with the
solar rotation period. We would expect similar phenomena to be diminished or
absent at Uranus, because of the general and strong erosion of corotating stream
structure at large heliocentic distance.
Fig. 4 summarizes conditions between 25 and 30 AU recently observed by
Pioneer I0. Density and dynamic pressure are normalized to the orbit of Neptune.
At these distances the situation is much as at Uranus, although there was an
extended period of very high speed in 1982, when Pioneer I0 was beyond 27.8 AU.
The disturbance is thought to have originated in a solar flare (or, perhaps more
likely, a series of several flares), and appears to rise and fall with roughly
the solar rotation period. The disturbed period lastfed for several solar
rotations and clearly represents a widespread disruption of the outer
heliosphere. This period is presently being studied in detail; for the present
purpose we only note that it is a clear indication that major solar wind
disturbances, though rare, can reach the orbits of Uranus and Neptune.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. I. Ecliptic plane projections of the trajectories of Pioneers lO and
II and Voyagers l and 2.
Fig. 2. Histograms of relative frequency of velocity, density, proton
temperature and dynamic pressure observed at lO and 20 astronomical units.
The observed periods at each spacecraft are 295 days, lagged to allow for
corotation and for the transit time between lO and 20 A.U. Density and dynamic
pressure are normalized to the distance of Uranus.
Fig. 3. Time series of velocity and density (normalized to l AU) for lO0
day intervals from the period corresponding to Fig. 2. There were no large
velocity jumps near 20 AU, although smaller jumps (of order > 20 km/s) are
frequently associated with shocks. In contrast, an enormous shock was observed
near lO AU during this period.
Fig. 4. Histograms of relative frequency of solar wind parameters lO AU
near solar minimum (Pioneer lO) and near solar maximum (Pioneer ll). Density and
dynamic pressure are normalized to the distance of Uranus.
Fig. 5. Time series of velocity and density at Pioneer lO for a lO0 day
interval near solar minimum. This period is characterized by the regularity of
the stream structure, and may be contrasted with the transient character of the
streams near solar maximum (Fig. 3b).
Fig. 6. Histograms of relative frequency of solar wind parameters between
25 and 30 AU. Density is normalized to the orbit of Uranus.
Fig. 7. Time series of velocity and density for a lO0 day period that
includes the first stages of the giant disturbance of the outer heliosphere that
occurred in late 1982.
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MAGNETOSPHERE, RINGS, AND MOONS OF URANUS
Andrew F. Cheng
Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland 20707
Abstract
The observation of an ultraviolet aurora on Uranus implies the existence of a
magnetosphere. It is suggested here that the magnetospheres of Uranus and
Saturn may be very similar. Charged particle sputtering of water ice surfaces
on the Uranian moons may maintain an oxygen ion plasma torus similar to the
heavy ion plasma torus at Saturn. Atmospheric cosmic ray albedo neutron decay
may sustain an inner radiation belt with omnidirectional proton fluxes _ 300
cm'2s "I above 80 MeV near 2.7 RU. If the > I00 keV ion fluxes near 7 RU are
similar to Saturnian ion fluxes at such e_ergles, the Uranian aurora may be
maintained by ion precipitation from the radiation belts at nearly the strong
diffusion rate. This mechanism would predict comparable aurorae over both
magnetic poles of Uranus, in contrast with the Faraday disc dynamo mechanism,
which powers an aurora only over the sunlit pole of Uranus. Furthermore, if
the > i00 keV ion fluxes at Uranus are comparable to those at Saturn, any
exposed methane ice surfaces on the moons and rings of Uranus would be quickly
transformed by ion impacts to a black 9 carbonaceous polymer.
INTRODUCTION
The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) spacecraft has recently detected
intense H Lyman-a and H2 1600 % emissions from Uranus. I'3 These are inter-
preted as auroral emissions implying the existence of a magnetosphere. A
power input _ 2 × i0 II W is required to maintain the H 2 emissions from Uranus,
nearly equal to the power required to maintain the H2 Lyman and Werner band
emissions from Saturn's aurora. 3,4 The Faraday disc dynamo model 5 for a
fleld-allgned current system in the Uranlan magnetosphere suggests that a
power input of _ 2 × I0 II W to the sunlit pole of Uranus would require a
Uranlan magnetic moment _ 7 G - RU.3 In this model, the field lines in the
Uranlan magnetotall are twisted into a spiral owing to the planetary spin and
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the solar wlnd interaction. The magnetosphere is assumed to be pole-on. 7 A
fleld-allgned current system then flows into and out of the sunlit pole only.
In the Faraday disc model, the Uranlan magnetosphere is considered to be
uniquely different from the magnetospheres of Earth and Jupiter, in that both
the solar wind interaction and the planetary rotation are Important for the
magnetospherlc energy budget. Furthermore, the Uranian magnetosphere is
viewed in thls model as lacking significant internal sources of plasma when
compared with Earth, Jupiter or Saturn, so that convection will be relatively
unlmportant.5,6
This paper will develop a different view which emphasizes possible slmilarl-
ties between the magnetospheres of Uranus and Saturn. It is proposed that the
flve known icy moons of Uranus lle within the magnetosphere, and that the
resulting satellite source of plasma may be comparable to that at Saturn. It
is also proposed that energetic Ion fluxes above I00 keV at Uranus may be
comparable to those at Saturn. If so, the Uranlan aurora may be powered by
Ion precipitation, and ion bombardment of methane ice surfaces may account for
the absence of methane ice spectral features on the Uranlan moons and the very
low albedo of the Uranlan ring partlcles. 8'9'I0
PLASMA SOURCES
Voigt et al. 6 have already shown that the solar wind source and the iono-
spheric plasma source per unlt volume of the magnetosphere should be weaker on
the average at Uranus than at Saturn, using conventional scaling laws. These
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same scaling laws, however, indicate that all five known Uranlan moons should
lie within the magnetosphere. If the planetary dipole magnetic field, aug-
mented by magnetopause currents, balances the solar wind dynamic pressure_
then the magnetopause radius scales as rl/3B I/3, where r is distance to the
sun and B is surface field. If LM is magnetopause radius divided by planetary
radius, then
LM (Uranus) r[_E]I/3 [B_]I/3
LM (Earth) = _ 4 to 6, (i)
for a Uranian surface field of I to 4 G. Since LM (Earth) -_ i0, the Uranlan
magnetosphere may have LM _ 40 to 60, approaching Jovian values.
The five known Uranian moons lie within 22.6 RU, so all five should be within
the magnetosphere. Recent spectroscopic observations show that all of these
moons are covered with water ice mixed with an unknown dark material, and that
three of the moons have a diameter larger than Dione, while two are larger
than Rhea. 8 It is therefore natural to suggest that the satellite source of
plasma at Uranus may be comparable to that at Saturn.
If the five large, icy moons of Uranus are exposed to magnetospherlc charged
particle fluxes, then sputtering of water ice surfaces would occur. For low
temperature water ice, the sputter eJecta are primarily H20 molecules. Nearly
all the sputtered H20 would be able to escape the gravity of the Uranian
moons, as is the case at Saturn. II The escaping H20 remains gravitationally
bound to Uranus and forms a large neutral cloud in the magnetosphere.
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lonizatlon and dissociation of this H20 leads to injection of protons and
oxygen ions. Very similar processes appear to maintain the heavy ion plasma
torus near Tethys and Dione in the inner Saturnian magnetosphere. 12 A recent
review of laboratory sputtering data and consequences for satellite-magneto-
sphere interactions is given by Cheng et al. 13
At the icy moons of Saturn, sputtering by the corotatlng heavy ions is at
least comparable to sputtering by more energetic ions ~> I00 keV. If the same
is true at Uranus, a simple comparison can be made between satellite sources
at Uranus and Saturn. For a Uranus rotation period of 16h I0m and a radius
2.6 x 109 cm, the plasma corotatlon velocity is 2.8 L km s-I, with L in
planetary radii. If Ri denotes the radlus8 of moon i, nI the ion density, and
YI the sputtering yleld 13, then the source of H20 from corotatlng ion
sputtering would be from Ariel and Umbrlel only
_(H20) = Z ni Yi _Ri2 (2.8 Li - 15 Li'0"5) (2)i
-- 1022 -1= 4.4 nY x s , Uranus.
The analogous procedure for Tethys and Dione at Saturn yields
_(H20) = 8.3 n-Y x 1022 s"I, Saturn. (3)
Thus the H20 supply rates from corotatlng ion sputtering would be comparable
at Saturn and Uranus, given comparable average ion densities. Indeed, for
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= 30 heavy ions ¢m"3 and Y= i0 the source of H20 is _ (H20) = 2 5 x I025s "IC
at Saturn and 1.3 x 1025 s"I at Uranus. Each H20 injected into the neutral
cloud eventually yields roughly one Oar, so the heavy ion source is N C
(0+) = _c(H20).
The rate of energetic ion sputtering at Saturn is evaluated from Voyager 1
outbound data 14 which were taken at low magnetic latitude. The H20 escape
fluxes at Tethys and Dione are _ i x 108 cm -2 s"I and _ 2 x 108 cm -2 s"I
respectively, assuming escape fractions II of _ 0.8 and sputtering ylelds 13
of ~ I00 for oxygen ions on water ice. Energetic ion sputtering at Tethys and
Dione then yields a source _E(H20) ~ 1025 s"I. If energetic ion
sputtering drives H20 escape fluxes ~ 108cm-2s -I at Ariel and Umbrlel, the
source at Uranus would be _E (H20) _ 0.9 x 1025 s-I.
These arguments suggest the presence of a substantial neutral H20 cloud and
oxygen ion plasma torus near 8 RU. The sources of H20 and O+ can each be
comparable to those at Saturn, and the lifetimes may even be longer at Uranus
than at Saturn. This is because photolonlzatlon and photodlssociatlon rates
will be reduced by about a factor of 4 at Uranus compared with Saturn. How-
ever, electron impact and charge exchange rates (for H20 and 0+) and radial
diffusion (for 0+) may be comparable at Uranus and Saturn.
With a substantial neutral cloud and plasma torus, efficient mechanisms exist
for generation of energetic Ion fluxes at Uranus. Charge exchange and elec-
tron impacts can yield fast oxygen atoms which escape to the outer Uranlan
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magnetosphere. If these atoms are ionized there, they are "picked up" by the
rotating magnetic field and achieve a gyrovelocity comparable to the local
corotatlon velocity. An oxygen atom ionized at 40 RU achieves ~ I keV. With
inward radial diffusion conserving the first Invariant, the oxygen ion
achieves ~ 130 keV at 8 RU. Similar mechanisms may operate at Juplter 15'16 to
maintain energetic ion fluxes there.
The solar wind source of protons also contributes to energetic ion fluxes.
With a magnetopause radius of 50 RU and a conventional capture efficiency of
10-3 , roughly 3 × 1025 protons s"I enter the magnetosphere. Tbls source is
comparable to or greater than the anticipated satellite source of oxygen
ions. Solar wind protons would enter the outer magnetosphere with ener-
gies _ 0.8 keV, and inward radial diffusion would energize these protons
to > I00 keV at 8 RU.
Finally the ionospheric source of cold protons can be scaled as (R/r) 2 from
Juplter. For a Jovian source ~ 1028 s-I, the Uranus ionospheric source
is _ 8 × 1025 s"I of cold protons, much of which may escape as a polar wind.
Uranus may have an Earth-like inner plasmasphere.
CRAND SOURCE
Cosmic ray impacts on the Uranian atmosphere create nuclear cascades there,
from which energetic neutrons can escape into the magnetosphere. Beta decay
of these neutrons yields energetic protons and electrons in the inner Uranian
magnetosphere. Conventional scaling arguments 17"19 can be used to estimate
the strength of this cosmic ray albedo neutron decay (CRAND) source at
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Uranus. These scaling laws have been reasonably successful in characterizing
the CRAND belts at Saturn based on knowledge of the Earth.
At Saturn, the dominant CRAND source is the main A and B ring system, which
dominates atmospheric CRAND. At Uranus, the atmosphere will be dominant, as
at Earth.
The Uranus atmospheric CRAND source is now scaled from the energetic albedo
neutron flux at L = 2.7 above 80 MeV escaping the Earth's atmosphere, ~ 0.2
cm'2s -I. This flux is multiplied by 0.2 to take account of the mainly H2 and
He composition, and multiplied by 0.i to take account of the higher Stoermer
cutoff momentum pc = BR cos 4 %, where % is latitude. Finally, an injection
efficiency 19 of 0.05 is assumed near L ~ 2.7; this arises from the mismatch in
phase space between outward streaming neutrons and gyrating protons. The pro-
ton source rate at L ~ 2.7 is then estimated as ~ 2 x 10-7 cm-2s -2 above 80
MeV. For a proton lifetime at Uranus of 40 yr., similar to that at Saturn 19,
the proton flux would be _ 300 cm-2s -I above 80 MeV at 2.7 RU. The CRAND
source scales very roughly as the inverse fourth power of the radius, from two
factors of solid angle (one for neutron flux, one for injection efficiency).
The CRAND belt fluxes would decrease more rapidly with radius.
AURORA
It is now supposed_ for the sake of argument_ that the electron and ion fluxes
at Uranus are generally similar to those at Saturn. The question is now
whether precipitation of either ions or electrons from the radiation belts or
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plasma torus could then maintain the UV aurora of Uranus. At Earth, both ions
and electrons are preclpltated from various regions of the plasmasphere and
radiation belts by interactions with electromagnetic and electrostatic ion and
electron cyclotron waves. Pitch angle scattering at nearly the strong
diffusion rate can occur for ring current ions, relativistic electrons, and
auroral electrons, particularly during substorms. At Juplter 20, the UV aurora
may be powered by precipitation of energetic ions > I00 keV near L = 7 at
N
nearly the strong diffusion rate. Significant precipitation of electrons ~ I
keV and > i00 keV also occurs there.
ev
The precipitating particle intensity Jp averaged over the loss cone can be
estimated from the trapped particle intensity JT (E,_) by20
TSD _,i JT (Z,c_) d cos c_ (4)
JP TL 0
where TL is the scattering lifetime and TSD the strong diffusion lifetime. It
is now supposed that trapped electron and ion fluxes at Uranus are generally
similar to those at Saturn, so measured Saturnian trapped fluxes can be used
to estimate possible precipitation fluxes at Uranus.
Analyses of Voyager plasma wave data22 and supra thermal electron data 23 at
Saturn have already shown that wave particle interactions there produce only
weak diffusion and negligible precipitation of > keV electrons. The same is
true for electrons > I00 keV. It therefore remains to consider precipitation
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of energetic ions > I00 keV. The scan averaged intensities of these ions as
measured by Voyager I outbound near L = 7 at low latitude were 14
-5.3
J = 700 (El200) , E > 200
(5)
J -- 700 (E/200) "1"5, 40 < E < 200
where J is in cm'2s'isr'IkeV "I, E is in keV, and protons were assumed. On the
other hand, if oxygens are assumed,
j = 60 (E/550) -7"0, E > 550
(6)
j = 60 (E1550) "3"0, 84 < E < 550
The oxygen value may be more appropriate, since oxygen apparently dominated
the energetic ion fluxes within the inner magnetosphere. 14 This was inferred
from the ratio of PL05 ion rates to channel 32 proton rates at similar proton
passbands.
If it is now assumed that energetic ion scattering occurs at nearly the strong
diffusion rate, then the precipitation flux integrated over the loss cone is
estimated by 2wJ, and the precipitation energy flux e = 2_ f J E dE above 40
keV for protons or ii0 keV for oxygens becomes
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-2 -I
e = 0.4 erg cm s , protons
(7)
-2 -I
or e = 0.8 erg cm s , oxygens
This provides a reasonable upper limit to the energy flux deposited near L = 7
in Saturn's atmosphere. Indeed, intense ion cyclotron waves have been
detected near the Dione L-shell. 24
An upper limit e ~ 0.8 erg cm'2s "I is assumed for energetic ion precipitation
in the Uranus auroral region. A total power input ~ 2 x i0II W is required
for i0 keV electron preclpitation 4, and a greater power input N 4 x i011 W
would be required assuming energetic ion precipitation. The area of Uranus'
sunlit auroral zone would then be at least > 5 x i018cm2. This area would
correspond to all latitudes above 62 ° on the sunlit hemisphere, which is not
unreasonable. If the observed aurora on Uranus turns out to have a smaller
area than 5 x 1018cm 2, or if energetic ion scattering does not occur at the
strong diffusion rate, then the required energetic Ion fluxes at Uranus would
be even greater than those at L = 7 for Saturn. Alternatively, of course, the
Uranus aurora may be powered by an entirely different mechanism.
Finally, if the Uranian aurora is powered by energetic Ion precipitation, then
comparable UV aurora should exist over both poles of Uranus, with differences
arising from the field line mapping to the two poles, the absence of solar
Lyman _, and the different atmospheric structure. On the other hand, the
Faraday disc dynamo mechanism 5 powers an aurora over the sunlit pole only.
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The question of whether comparable aurorae exist over both poles of Uranus
will be resolved by Voyager.
SPUTTERING AND DECOMPOSITION OF METHANE
The previous section suggested that if energetic ion fluxes at Uranus and
Saturn are comparable, then the Uranus aurora could be powered by energetic
ion precipitation. This section will show that Uranlan energetic ion fluxes
comparable to Saturnian fluxes may account for the absence of methane ice
spectral features on the Uranlan moons and the very low albedo of the Uranian
rings. Blackening of the Uranian ring particles by ion impacts has already
been consldered I0. Of course, absence of methane ice on the moons of Uranus
can also be attributed to a high temperature at the time of their formatlon_
which may have prevented condensation of methane.
Recent laboratory experiments 25 have shown that energetic ion bombardment of
thin methane ice films causes decomposition of the methane as well as sputter-
ing, with formation of a black carbonaceous residue. For 500 keV proton and
1.5 MeV alpha bombardment 25, a fluence of ~ I016cm-2 will transform CH 4 ice to
CH n with n _ 2. Laboratory irradiation of benzene ice films with 0.I - I MeV
protons shows that fluences of _ i016cm-2 cause substantial polymerization of
the benzene 26. Decomposition and polymerization of ices by ion impacts have
25,26important astrophysical implications.
For definiteness, proton impacts are considered for energies > I00 keV. A
fluence of ~ i016cm-2 suffices to blacken and polymerlze any exposed methane
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ice surface to a depth > 10-4 gm cm "2. More energetic protons would poly-
merlze the methane to a greater depth. An incident energetic proton flux of
9 x 105cm'2s-l, similar to the value observed by Voyager I outbound near Dione
above 80 keV, would yield a fluence of I016cm'2 in ~ 400 yr. The incident
flux above 80 keV measured by Voyager 2 at Saturn L = 2.75 was 3 x 105 cm "2
s"I which would yield i016cm'2 in ~ i000 yr
Thus any exposed methane ice surface at Uranus would be blackened and poly-
merlzed within 103 yr, if energetic ion fluxes there are comparable to those
at Saturn. No such phenomenon would occur for H20 ice surfaces there• Ener-
getic ion bombardment of water ice 13 does create dissociation products 02 and
H2, but these escape and leave behind a surface which is still H20 ice. A
water ice surface exposed to an incident energetic ion flux ~ 106cm-2s-I would
thus be eroded at a rate _ I m per 109 yr. A pristine methane ice surface
would initially be eroded at a roughly comparable rate, but would also be
decomposed and transformed within 103 yr to a black, carbonaceous polymer• In
addition, methane ice sputtering would imply injection of carbon ions to the
magnetosphere. These processes may well be important if fresh methane ice
surfaces can be exposed at the Uranlan moons and rings, for example, by micro-
me terold impacts.
CONCLUSIONS
The arguments presented above are clearly speculative. If the five large, icy
moons of Uranus are within the magnetosphere_ it is natural to draw an analogy
with the magnetosphere of Saturn. It is proposed that energetic ion fluxes >
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I00 keV may be roughly comparable at Uranus and Saturn. If so, the Uranus
aurora may be powered by energetic ion precipitation at nearly the strong
diffusion rate, and intense UV aurora would be predicted over both poles of
Uranus. With energetic ion fluxes approaching Saturnian values, any exposed
methane ice surface in the Uranian magnetosphere would be blackened and
polymerized within 103 yr by energetic ion impacts. The blackened surface
layer is opaque in the visible and near IR, but becomes transparent in the far
IR. A heavy ion plasma torus is predicted at Uranus, containing oxygens and
perhaps also carbons. A CRAND belt and a proton plasmasphere may exist in the
inner magnetosphere.
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DO THE SATELLITES OF URANUS CONTROL
ITS MAGNETOSPHERE?
A. F. Cheng I and T. W. Hill 2
l Johns Hopkins University
2 Rice University
In our separate contributions above, we have presented
widely divergent views on the expected importance of the
satellites of Uranus as sources of magnetospheric plasma.
The purpose of this note is to elucidate this fundamental
question and the ways in which it can be effectively
addressed by Voyager°
We agree that neither an Io-like plasma source (associated
with tidally-induced vulcanism) nor a Titan'like source
(associated with a dense satellite atmosphere) is likely
at Uranus. We have diverged on the question of the likely
presence (Cheng) or absence (Hill) of a heavy-ion plasma
torus maintained by charged particle sputtering of the
icy satellites. Sputtering of Saturn's icy satellites
(e.g., Tethys and Dione) is considered an important source
of heavy-ion (oxygen) plasma in Saturn's inner magnetosphere.
A major unresolved question is whether this sputtering
process does (Hill) or does not (Cheng) depend on the
pre-existence of magnetospheric heavy ions derived from
another source, namely Titan.
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This question can be resolved at Uranus, which has analogs
to the small icy satellites of Saturn, but no analog to
Titan. Our separate arguments presented above suggest
two critical observations that Voyager can perform at
Uranus to resolve this question: (1) a search for a heavy-
ion torus in the inner magnetosphere (within about 20
planetary radii), and (2) a comparison of UV auroral
emissions between the day side and the night side. A
significant internal plasma source would produce a
magnetically conjugate Jovian-type aurora on closed,
internal magnetospheric field lines, whereas in the
absence of a significant internal plasma source the aurora
would be largely restricted to the day side polar cap°
Voyager observations at Uranus can thus close a major gap
in our understanding of the plasma source mechanisms
operating at Saturn° The resolution of this question
will, in turn, determine whether the magnetosphere of
Uranus represents a third example of the JupiternSaturn
type dominated by internally-driven convection (Cheng)
or the first example of a new class of magnetosphere
dominated by the proposed disc dynamo interaction (Hill).
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LYMAN-ALPHA AURORA
Samuel T. Durrance
Department of Physics, Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
and
John T. Clarke
Space Sciences Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley
Abstract
The existence of intense and variable H Ly a emission from
Uranus is demonstrated utilizing the monochromatic imaging
capabilities of the International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite.
A series of 14 observations, using the IUE short wavelength
spectrograph in low dispersion and covering the period from 3
March 1982 through 2 September 1983, shows the disk averaged Ly a
brightness of Uranus to vary between 690 and 2230 Rayleighs.
Model calculations indicates that < 400 R of this emission can be
attributed to resonant scattering of solar Ly a radiation. An
upper limit of 100 R is obtained for the Raman scattering of
solar Ly a by H2 (1280 A). This implies that < 300 R is
contributed to the planetary Ly a emission by Rayleigh
scattering. In addition to being unexpectedly strong, the Uranian
Ly a emission has been observed to vary by a factor of two in one
24 hr period and by about 50% in one 5 hr period. These data thus
559
offer the first strong evidence for the presence of aurora and
therefore a magnetic f_eld on Uranus.
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Intro_du_i_o_n
Spectroscopy of the outer planets at far ultraviolet
wavelengths has progressed rapidly over. the past few years with the
advent of the International Ultraviolet Explorer. satellite and the
Voyager flybys of Jupiter and Saturn. Measurements of H Ly a emission
(1216 A) from these planets has been a particularly useful tool to
understand the physical conditions in their upper atmospheres and
magnetospheres. The three principal excitation mechanisms to produce H
Ly a emission from the outer planets are (a) resonant scattering of
solar Ly a radiation, (b) Rayleigh scattering of solar Ly a radiation,
and (c) charged particle excitation of atmospheric H and II2. Each of
these mechanisms provides complementary information on the physical
state of the atmosphere.
Resonant scattering of solar Ly a photons by atmospheric H
provides a direct measure of the atomic hydrogen column abundance above
the lower UV absorbing layers. Atomic hydrogen is produced in the upper
atmosphere by photodissociative processes and mixed downward by eddy
diffusion. Methane is also produced photochemically in the upper
atmosphere and mixed downward. The column abundance of H above an
absorbing CH 4 layer can thus be used, in conjunction with model
calculations, to determine the eddy diffusion coefficient and the level
of the homopause in the atmosphere. Resonant scattering of solar Ly a
photons has been observed from both Jupetir and Saturn.
Rayleigh scattering of solar Ly a photons by atmospheric H2
is another plausible mechanlsm to produce planetary Ly a emission. At
low spectral resolution (>2 A) this emission is indistinguishable fro_
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that produced by resonant scattering. Rayleigh scattering w_]],
however, produce a Raman-shifted line at 1280 A with about I/3 the
intensity of the Rayleigh scattered line (Dalgarno and Williams, 1962,
and Brandt, 1963). This Raman-shifted line can be used to determine the
amount of Rayleigh scattering present at 1216 A. The Rayleigh
scattering cross section is low (~ 10 -24 cm2), so it requires a
H2 -2large column density (~ 1024 cm ) above the absorbing CH 4
layer. Such large H 2 columns are not present on Jupiter of Saturn and
the Raman-shifted emission at 1280 A has not been detected.
Charged particle excitation can produce Ly a emission by
direct excitation of H or by dissociative excitation of H2. On
Jupiter and Saturn this type of emission has been observed in both the
polar aurorae and in the equatorial regions. _ts presence is indicated
by H2 band en_ission and by the more varr0iable nature of particle
precipation. This emission is a usefull indicator the level of
magnetospheric activity and as a tool to study the dynamics of the
magnetosphere.
Recently H Ly a emission fro_, Uranus has been detected by
three independent gr.o_ps (Frike and Dauius, 1982, Durr.ance and Moos,
1982 and Clarke, 1982). Frike and Darius interpret their measurements
as most likely due to resonant scattering of solar Ly a by H. The
Hopkins and Berkely gr'ogps, however, _nterpret their data as most
likely due to auroral excitation. These data will be reviewed and newer
observations will be presented in a hope to clarify the situation.
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Obser_9_
In the spring of 1982 two research groups, one at Johns
Hopkins University and one at the University of Cal_fornia Berkely,
began observational programs to search for H Ly a emission from Uranus
and Neptune. The observational techniques used take advantage of the
monochromatic imaging capabilities of the IUE short wavelength
spectrograph. The large entrance aperture of the spectrograph has a
projection onto the sky of about 10 x 20 arc sec as indicated in the
upper portion of figure I. The disk of Uranus, which has a diameter of
about 3.8 arc sec, was imaged into the center of this aperture as is
also indicated in figure I. The background geocoronal and
interplanetary Ly a emissions are varriable on both short and long time
scales; however, they are spatially uniform over scale lengths
comparable to that of the aperture so it should be possible to resolve
the planetary Ly a emission from that of the background. The file with
line by line spectra from the standard NASA/IUF data package (in which
a data point corresponds to an area 1.1 arc sec in the dispersion
direction and 2.1 arc sec high) was used to obtain a two-dimensional
plot of the focal plane flux. A projection of the resulting data set at
Ly a is shown in figure I. The dispersion direction is parallel to the
axes pointing downward and to the right. Figure la shows an exposure
taken about 3 arc min south-west of the planet and thus contains
background Ly a emission only. Figure Ib shows an exposure with Uranus
centered in the aperture, so it contains both planetary and background
Ly a emissions. The planetary emission is clearly resolved from the
background emission. There are curently about 30 Uranus observations of
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this type scattered throughout the period from 3 March 1982 to 2
september.
The Uranian Ly a brightness is obtained from these data by the
following process. The two or three uranus exposures obtained in a
given 8 hr IUE shift are combined into one. The exposure with
background emission only is scaled to match the background contribution
to this combined exposure and the two data sets are subtracted. The
resulting array is summed over a region about 9 arc sec diameter, which
is centered on the planetary emission, to give the total measured
planetary Ly a signal in IUE flux numbers. This summing region is
chosen to include all of the flux from the ~ 4 arc sec planetary disk
after convolution with the ~ 5 arc sec point spread function of the
instrument. This is converted to a disk averaged brightness using the
absolute calibration of the SWP camera given by Bolin et al (1980) and
the size of the Uranian disk at the time of the observations as given
in the Astronomical Almanac.
The data from Clarke (1982) were analized in a somewhat
different manner. The photometrically corrected image segment from the
standard NASA/IUE data package was used instead of the line by line
file. This file should provide somewhat better spatial resolution.
There is, however, a transformation necessary to convert the
photometrically corrected image data into the IUE flux numbers in which
the absolute calibration is given. When the IUE image processing system
was changed in 1980 to increace the digitation of the low dispersion
spectra by a factor of 2 this transformation was normalized by a factor
of 2 (Turnrose, 1980) so that the same calibration could be used. The
Ly a brightnesses of Uranus given by Clarke (1982) should thus be
increaced by a factor of 2 to account for this.
The Ly a brightness of Uranus fro_ the above analysis is
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plotted as a function of time in figure 2. The data shown as squares
are from Durrance and Moos (1982) and several subsequent observations
analyzed using the same technique. The data shown as diamonds are from
Clarke (1982) but they have been increaced by a factor of 2 to account
for the propper normalization. Two additional observations by Clarke
are also shown as diamonds. The largest uncertianty in these
measurements is a systematic error introduced by the background
subtraction and is estimated to be + 20%. However, it is estimated that
extracting different images by this method introduces a relative error
of < 10%. The quoted uncertainty in the IUE calibration is 2s = 15% in
a 25 A band at 1216 A (Bolin, et al. 1980), and the instrument has been
determined to be stable in time to within this uncertainty by observing
standard stars. The systematic error in the background subtraction and
the uncertainty in absolute calibration are not shown in figure 2; only
the relative error between different observations is shown. A
variability by as much as a factor of 3 on relativly short time scales
is clearly indicated by these data.
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The data presented here clearly show Uranus to be an intense
and highly variable source of H Ly a radiation. To understand this
emmision we will now address the three most plausable excitation
mechanisms. First consider the resonant scattering of solar H Ly a
photons by an optically thick layer of atomic hydrogen in the upper
atmosphere. There is evidence that CH 4 is condensed out of the
atmosphere on Uranus at the temperature minimum (danielson, 1977). This
could provide a larger column of H than one would expect based on
analogy with Jupiter and Saturn. However, since both H and CH 4 are
produced photochemically in the upper atmosphere and mixed downward and
since the solar flux at Uranus is relatively weaker, it is difficult to
produce the large H column required to explain the high Ly a brightness
by resonant scattering. Detailed model calculations by Atreya and
Ponthieu (1983) and by Atreya (this volumn) show that for a range of
model parameters the expected H column density above an absorbing CH 4
layer is ~ 5 x 1015 cm 2. A simple model for the resonantly
scattered emission was presented by Clarke (1982). The two curves of
growth from that model are presented in figure 3; this model assumes
monochromatic scattering in a plane-parallel isothermal layer with a
completely absorbing lower boundry. This is an idealization but should
b adaquate for our purposes here. For the lower temperature model,
which appears more reasonable, the above column of H would produce a Ly
a brightness of ~ 100 R considerably less than the 2.1 KR of the
highest brightness observed. To produce this level of Ly a emission via
resonant scattering would require an H column density in excess of
1018 cm 2 which seems unlikely.
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If an extended H atmosphere existed, as a result of a hot
hydrogen corona for example, then our conversion of the measured flux
to a disk averaged brightness would be an over estimate. Two things
argue against this. First, the size of Uranus' image in these
observations is ~ 5 arc sec which is the same size as the point spread
function of the telescope. If Uranus were emitting over an area much
larger than the visible disk then it would show up as a more extended
image. Second, calculations using a 60,000 K hydrogen corona (Shemansky
and Smith, private communication) show that the optically thick H
column would extend out to < 1.1 R This would reduce the derived
U"
disk averaged brightness by only about 15%.
If CH 4 is condensed out of the atmosphere, Uranus may have a
deep H 2 atmosphere and thus Rayleigh scattering could be an important
contributer to the Ly a brightness. However, the Rayleigh scattering
cross section is ~ 10 -24 cm 2 (Dalgarno and Williams, 1962) and the
15 -2
model calculations of Atreya (this volumn) give N(H2) ~ 10 em
so this mechanism is probably not important. Also, in a sum of several
long low dispersion IUE exposures using the small aperture an upper
limit to the Raman-shifted emission of < 30 R is set (Frike and Darius,
1982). This sets an upper limit to the Rayleigh scattered Ly a emissio_
of < 100 R.
Charged particle excitation by direct impact of solar wind
particles on the Uranian disk could also produce H Ly a emission. If
one assumes an average velocity of 400 Km/sec for solar wind protone
and an average excitation energy of 12 eV per emitted photon and ir
addition that the entire disk captures and converts these protons to U_
photons with 100% efficiency, then the resulting Ly a bribhtness woulc
be < 50 R. There does not appear to be enough energy available for thi_
process to be important.
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An auroral emission from a zone between 80 and 90 degrees
latitude and centered on the Earth facing pole would be able to produce
the observed Ly a emission if the average surface brightness of this
aurora were ~ 15 KR. This is comparable in brightness to the aurora
observed on Jupiter and Saturn. Recent theoretical calculations by
Hill, Dessler and Rassbach (1983) indicate that, if Uranus has a
magnetic field, it will have an aurora that is highly variable in
response to variations in the solar wind velocity. The highly variable
nature of the Uranian emission _s indicative of this type of emission.
If the brightest emission observed is _nterpreted as intitely due to
auroral particle precipatation, the required power is estimated to be ~
3 x 1011 W using a 5% conversion efficiency (Gerard and Sing, 1981).
This amount of power could be supplied by a magnetospheric interaction
with the solar wind ( Hill, Dessler, and Rassbach).
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Intense and highly variable H Ly a emission has been observed
fron Uranus. The disk averaged brightness is seen to vary between 717 R
and 2.1 KR. Resonant scattering of solar Ly a by atmospheric H appears
insufficient to explain this emission; model calculations limit this
contribution to the Uranian Ly a brightness to < 400 R. Rayleigh
scattering also is insufficient and an upper limit to this contrabution
was derived to be < 100 R. Auroral precipatation of charged particles
is the most likely cause of this emission. This implys that Uranus has
a magnetic field and thus a magnetosphere. The required input power to
the aurora is about 3 x 10 W.
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE URANIAN RINGS
AND
THE SEARCH FOR RINGS AROUND NEPTUNE
James L. Elliot
Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Abs tract
The nine narrow rings of Uranus, presently the only confirmed features of this
system, have been observed with the diffraction-limited resolution (3.5 km) of
ground-based occultations since their discovery in 1977. These data have been
used to establish an orbit model, from which the five Keplerian orbit
parameters for each ring, the pole of the mean ring plane, and the
gravitational harmonic coefficients J2 and J4 have been determined. The rings
are typically a few kilometers wide with eccentricities of about 10-3 and
inclinations of a few hundredths of a degree, although a few have no
measurable eccentricity or inclination. Interesting Voyager investigations
would include probing the stzllcture of the rings at higher spatial resolution,
searching for new rings in the system (including inter-ring material),
locating the postulated shepherd satellites, and searching for satellites
inside the orbit of Miranda that might have dynamical influence on the rings.
The high precision (_2 kin) of the ring orbits might prove useful for
spacecraft navigation. For Neptune, occultation searches have revealed no
rings to a limit of a few hundredths optical depth, within a few hundred
kilometers from the top of the planet's atmosphere (for equatorial rings).
INTRODUCTION
Virtually all of our knowledge about the kinematics of the Uranian rings has
been derived from observations of 13 stellar occultations during the past
seven years. These data have a limiting sensitivty of a few hundredths in
optical depth and can resolve structural features separated by 3.5 kilometers.
The location of a ring feature can be established with a precision of about
0.1 kilometer. Within these sensitivity limitations, the confirmed features
of the Urnaian system are nine sharp-edged, narrow ringlets; some are
elliptical and/or inclined. The general appearance of this system contrasts
markedly with the elaborate rings of Saturn and the tenuous ring of Jupiter.
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This review presents an overview of our present understanding of the structure
and kinematics of the system, with an emphasis on current problems that hold
promise of successful attack by Voyager investigations. The photometric
properties of the rings are being reviewed at this conference by Phil
Nicholson. Together we have written a complete review of the Uranian rings I,
soon to be published. For the kinematics, our earlier review remains current
qualitatively and presents a much more exhaustive description of the system
than I am giving here. To keep abreast of the most recent numerical values of
the parameters describing the Uranian system, one should obtain current and
future publications of the three groups actively working in the field: the
Cornell-Caltech consortium (Nicholson, Matthews et al.); the group at the
Observatory of Paris (Sicardy, Brahic et al.); and my group at M.I.T. (Elliot,
French et al.).
These same groups, along with Bill Hubbard's group at the University of
Arizona, have also been active in using occultation techniques to search for
rings around Neptune. These seaches have been extensive, but have revealed no
rings.
STRUCTURE
An overview of the Uranian ring system is shown in the diagram of Fig. I,
where we can see that all the known rings lie within the synchronous orbit and
the Roche limit for a body of density 2.0 gm cm -3. The widths and optical
depths of the rings are summarized in Table I. The 5, 8 and e rings have
widths proportional to their local radii, which is strong evidence that all
particle orbits in these rings precess as a unit--a phenomenon known and
"uniform precession". Unless they are presently disrupting, the other
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Fig. i. Schematic diagram showing the locations of the nine confirmed
rings of Uranus. The dashed arcs represent the Roche limits for satellite
densities of 1.0 and 2.0 g cm -3, while the dot-dashed arc corresponds to
the synchronous orbit distance for a planetary rotation period of
15.6 ± 1.4 hr. The lower portion of the diagram shows the radial region
which spans the known rings, enlarged by a factor of I0. For each of the
6 definitely eccentric rings both the minimum (periapse) and maximum
(apoapse) radii are indicated. The width of the £ ring, which varies
markedly from _riapse to apoapse, is plotted to scale: the other rings
all have widths of <i0 km, below the resolution of this figure. The
outer boundary of the n ring's broad component is indicated by a dashed
line. (Figure from reference i0)
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TABLE I
Ring Structures
Ring Radial Width I Normal Optical Confirmed Structural Features
(km ) De p th
6 0°4 - 2 >0.5 ....
5 0.8 - 2 >I.0 ---
4 0.7 - 2 >0.8 ---
5 . 10 _1.4 + 0.7 "Double-dip" structure at widest
part.
5 + 11 _1.5 + 0.35 ---
0.5 - 22 >0.6 Broad component terminated by a
2nd narrow ringlet _55 km outside
principal component.
y N3 >I. 5 ---
6 2 - 3 >1.5 2nd Component _12 km inside.
20 + 96 ? + 1.23 Consistent internal structure,
sharp edges.
Notes
1 + indicates established width variation, otherwise a range of possible
widths is given.
2 Narrow component.
3 Optical depth of narrowest part of the e ring is too high to be reliably
measured.
(Table from reference I.)
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elliptical rings also precess uniformly (and the nodes of the inclined rings
regress uniformly), but no width-radius relations have yet been established
for rings other than _, 8 and e. Several mechanisms that could produce the
uniform precession were investigated by Goldreich and Tremaine 2, who conclude
that self-gravity is the most likely cause--an explanation not universally
accepted 3. If self-gravity is the mechanism producing the uniform precession,
then masses can be derived from the observed orbital parameters of the rings.
The masses given in reference I are: _ ring, 2.6 x 1016 gm; 8 ring, 1.4 ×
1016 gm; e ring, 4.9 x 1018 gm.
Within the diffraction limited resolution of our present data, the occultation
profiles of the rings can be described to a good approximation by a
"square-well" model, which has abrupt edges and transmits a fraction of light
that remains constant across the width of the ring. As can be seen in Figs.
4-8 of reference I, several of the rings have occultation profiles that
exhibit strllcture beyond that of the square-well approximation. The e ring
has an undulating optical depth structure that becomes apparent at the widest
part of the ring, and it also shows several features at the limit of our
present spatial resolution. Also at its widest part, the _ ring profile
exhibits two peaks separated by 4 km, perhaps indicating two components. The
ring has two components--broad and narrow--that produce an occultation
profile that closely resembles, in both optical depth and spatial extent, that
obtained by the PPS for Saturn's F ring 4. The inner edge of the 8 ring may
not be as abrupt as its outer edge, and the 6 ring has a second component of
lower optical depth located about 12 kilometers closer to Uranus than the main
ring.
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The occultation profiles observed at optical and infrared wavelengths show no
obvious difference, which indicates that the ring opacities are not dominated
by micron-sized particles.
ORBI TS
For each occultation event we obtain precise relative positions of the
occulting segments for each of the nine rings. Our orbit model allows each
ring to be an ellipse, which may be inclined to the equatorial plane of
Uranus, and the rings precess due to the harmonics of the Uranian gravity
potential. This model has been fit by least squares to our occultaiton data
set; the free parameters of the model are:
• a, e, and i for each ring.
• The longitude of periapse (_o) and the longitude of the ascending node
(Qo) for each ring at a specified epoch (10 March 1977 at 20h UT).
• The right ascension and declination (_p and 6p) for the rotation pole of
Uranus.
• J2 and J4 for Uranus.
® Corrections in right ascension and declination (A_ and A6) to the
coordinates of each occulted star.
The results of the latest published fit 1,5 are given in Table II. The
precision of the model has been continually increasing as the model has been
improved. However, the rms residual of 0.1 seconds of the ring occultation
midtimes from the model exceeds the precision with which we can determine the
midtimes from a ring occultation profile by an order of magnitude. This large
discrepancy indicates that our model for the ring orbits is not yet complete.
The missing effect(s) could prove as interesting as yet unmodeled
perturbations on the ring orbits, or as uninteresting as timing errors in some
58O
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TABLE II
Fitted Model Parameters I, 2
(a) Orbital Elements
Ring Semi-Major Axis Eccentricity Azimuth of Inclination Azimuth of the
a (km) e x 103 Periapse i (degrees) Ascending Node
_o (degrees)3 _ (degrees)3
6 41877.3 + 16.6 1.01 ± 0.10 243.6 + 3.6 0.066 + 0.012 15.7 + 4.4
5 42275.2 + 16.6 1.85 + 0.08 170.1 + 2.5 0.050 + 0.010 288.5 + 9.1
4 42609.6 + 16.8 1.15 ± 0.04 125.3 ± 3.0 0.022 + 0.005 117.2 + 24.7
44758.3 + 16.4 0.78 + 0.02 329.4 + 2.3 0.017 + 0.003 65.4 + 13.6
8 45701.0 + 16.5 0.43 + 0.02 223.9 ± 2.8 0.006 + 0.002 296.3 + 41.0
co
47214.9 + 16.5 (0.03 + 0.04) (129.0 +-58.0) (0.003 + 0.004) (263.0 + 117.7)
47666.3 + 16.4 (0.04 + 0.02) (84.0 + 22.3) 0.006 + 0.002 100.2 + 31.1
6 48338.7 + 16.5 0.06 + 0.02 135.1 + 15.8 0.012 ± 0.003 299.0 ± 11.5
£ 51188.1 ± 17.0 7.94 ± 0.02 214.9 ± 0.4 (0.003 ± 0.003) (242.9 ± 29.5)
(b) Harmonic Coefficients of the Gravity Potential 4 (c) Pole of the Ring Plane
J2 = (3.349 ± 0.005) x 10-3 _1950.0 = 5h 06m 29_4 ± 5_3
J4 = (-3.8 ± 0.9) × 10-5 61950.0 = +15 ° 14' 10" ± I'31"
1 For Mu = 8.669 x 1028 gm and G = 6.670 × 10-8 dyn cm 2 gm -2.
2 This tabulation is for the model of French et al. (1982).
3 At 20:00 UT on 10 March 1977.
4 For a reference radius, R = 26,200 km.
(Table from reference I. )
of the data.
A plot of the eccentricities and inclinations of the rings versus their
semi-major axes is shown in Fig. 2. With the exception of the e ring, the
inclination of each ring (in radians) is nearly equal to its eccentricity, and
these quantities follow a decreasing trend with semi-major axis° No
explanation for this trend has yet been offered. Also, no convincing relation
between the semi-major axes of the rings and resonances with the five known
satellites has been established 6.
PROBES OF URANUS
As part of the orbit solution, we obtain the coordinates of the Uranian pole
and values for the coefficients, J2 and J4, of the Uranian gravity potential
(see Table II). Also, the rings serve as a fiducial "target" that we use for
obtaining the equatorial radius and oblateness of Uranus. As discussed by
Dick French at this conference and in reference I, the oblateness and the
harmonic coefficients can be used to derive the rotation period of Uranus
under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. Although this assumption is
not strictly valid, we expect the derived rotation period to be reliable in
view of the close agreement of the rotation periods derived in this manner
with those directly measured for Jupiter and Saturn I.
CURRENT WORK
With the ultimate goal of learning the origin of the rings and how they
evolved to their present state, our current work is aimed at the more immed-
iate task of confronting dynamical models with our continually increasing
set of occultation data. Progress along these lines should lead to an
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understanding of their present dynamics, which might allow enough
extrapolation into the past to make an educated guess about their origin.
The most widely accepted model for the Uranian ringlets is the shepherd
satellite model of Goldreich and Tremaine 7, which has been developed to
explain the eccentricities 8, inclinations 9, and sharp edges I0 of narrow rings.
To account for the uniform precession of narrow rings, the self-gravity
model 2, along with some effects of collisional dissipation near periapse 3, has
become our working hypothesis.
The effects of shepherd satellites could show up in occultation data in three
ways. First, a shepherd satellite could occult a star. To estimate the
likelihood of detecting such an occultation, we postulate the minimum of ten
shepherds to confine the nine rings and assume that each satellite is about
ten kilometers in diameter. Then for a given event, a single station would
have a probability of about I .5 × 10-3 of detectinq an occultation by a
shepherd satellite. Considerinq all observations to date I, the probability of
having detected a shepherd is about 0.04. Two less direct (but more likely)
ways to confirm the existence of the shepherd satellites would be to observe
their perturbing effects on the shapes and precession rates of the rings 6. In
fact, the unaccountably large residuals of the occultation timings from our
orbit model could be caused by perturbations of the ring orbits by shepherd
satellites. However, before we can conclude that perturbations are causing
the large residuals, we must carefully eliminate all other possible effects.
Eventually, the perturbing effects of the shepherds (if they exist) should be
detectable, since the precision of the precession rates improves even faster
than in inverse proportion to the time interval spanned by the occultation
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Fig. 2. Eccentricities (e) and inclinations (o)of the Uranian rings. The
eccentricity and inclination (in radians) for each of the nine presently
known rings is plotted against the semimajor axis. Except for the eccentricity
of the g ring, the e's and i's show a decreasing trend with increasing semi-
major axis. The eccentricities of the _ and _ ring, as well as the inclinations
of the D and S rings, are not large enough to be statistically significant
(Figure from reference 5.)
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data.
In addition to improving the orbit model, we are working on several problems
involving the structure of the rings. At the DPS meeting last fall, Phil
Nicholson reported on his search for a difference between the periapse of a
ring and the orbital longitude of its minimum width. Finding a definite
difference could provide information about dissipative processes within a
ring. We have been also interested in testing the self-gravity model for the
e ring by comparing the shapes of the occultation profiles observed at
different orbital longitudes against predictions of the model 2. Dick French
described his results 12 on this project, which are not yet conclusive. Right
now, Dick and I are fitting a square-well model to the ring profiles by least
squares, from which we expect to obtain more accurately determined ring
widths, transmissions, and occultation midtimes--along with their errors.
These results will allow us to establish more rigorous constraints on the
optical depth of the rings as a function of wavelength; to investigate the
widths of the rings as a function of their orbital longitudes; and to
determine whether the particles producing most of the ring opacity form a
monolayer. The square-well model also provides a first-order approximation to
the ring structure, which can be used as a basis for establishing more
sophisticated descriptions of the ring structure.
SUGGESTED VOYAGER INVESTIGATIONS
With the notable exception of the interval of time coverage, which provides
the basis for our orbit model (see Table II), the capabilities of the Voyager
instruments for observing the rings are substantially superior to what has
been available from F_rth. Hence we can anticipate some exciting discoveries
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that will produce significant strides in our understanding of this unique ring
system. Several investigations come to mind:
I. Search for additional rings and inter-ring material. The much greater
sensitivity of imaging observations to rings of low optical depth,
compared with occultations, suggests the need for a survey of the system
with moderately long exposures. Inter-ring material must exist, at some
level, since dissipative forces--proportional to particle area--will
cause the smallest particles to overcome the confining gravitational
force, which is proportional to the particle volume.
2. Observe all rings with high spatial resolution. The occultation profiles
of the rings show diffraction effects, indicating structure on scales
below the 3.5 km resolution limit of Earth-based occultations. The
widths and structure of the _ and e rings, as well as the width of the 8
ring, varies with orbital longitude; at higher spatial resolution, the
orbital longitude variation may hold for all rings.
3. Test the self-gravity model for the e and other rings. According to the
self-gravity model, knowledge of the radial mass distribution at one
orbital longitude can be used to predict the radial mass distribution at
any other orbital longitude. The change in shape of the mass
distribution is greatest near periapse; a minimum of two profiles would
be necessary to test the model 2.
4. Investigation of the particle size distributions. As was done for
Saturn's rings, the phase function of the ring particles and their
occultation profiles observed over a range of wavelengths can be used to
constrain the distribution of particle sizes for each ring.
5. Tying together the ring orbit and satellite orbit reference systems. The
satellite orbits and ring orbits have been determined by different
methods, so that their relation is not well known. In fact, the rotation
pole of Uranus determined form the satellite orbits I 3 and that determined
from the ring orbits differ by several standard deviations.
6. Search for inner satellites. The rings may be influenced by small
satellites that have orbits between Miranda and the E ring. Their
discovery would add to our understanding of the ring dynamics.
7. Search for shepherd satellites. Location of the shepherd satellites
would confirm this model for the Uranian rings; an extensive,
unsuccessful search would require a new explanation for the narrowness of
the rings.
The reference system defined by the ring geometry might prove useful for
spacecraft navigation or determining the trajectory after the encounter.
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Although our present values for J2 and J4 (obtained from the ring orbit
solution) are already more precise than can be determined from analysis of the
spacecraft trajectory 14, the accuracy of these quantities could be improved
with the more accurate value of GM that will be obtained from the trajectory
analysis.
RINGS AROUND NEPTUNE?
Following the discovery of rings around Uranus and Juptier, the a priori
likelihood of rings around Neptune increased--on the basis of Neptune's
similarity with the other three ringed planets. If one believes, however,
that rings are associated with regular satellites systems, then Neptune would
not be expected to have rings. Occultation searches for rings in 198115 and
198316, 17 revealed no rings to a limit of a few hundredths in optical depth.
For equatorial rings, the 1983 occultation probed within a few hundred
kilometers from the top of Neptune's atmosphere. The occultation work has
been extensive enough that even unusual configurations I 8 of rings would have
been detected. Infrared images of Neptune taken by David Allen have also
revealed no rings 19.
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INFRARED IMAGESOF THE URANIAN RINGS
Philip D. Nicholson
Cornell University
Space Sciences Building
Ithaca, NY 14853
Abstract
Images of the Uranian rings at a wavelength of 2.2 _m, chosen to
reduce the problem of scattered light from the planet, have been
acquired on several occasions spanning the period 1978-1983. Although
individual rings are not resolved in these images, the integrated
brightness of the system is observed to vary with azimuth. The phase
and amplitude of this variation is found to be consistent with the
precession rate and variable width of the _ ring, as deduced from
stellar occultation data. Quantitative analyses of the brightness
variations permit an upper limit of ~ 0.0015 to be placed on the
average normal optical depth of any diffuse inter-ring material.
Preliminary absolute calibration of the 1983 data yields an average
ring geometric albedo, at 2.2 _m, of 0.022 ± 0.002, consistent with
previous estimates. Lastly, the potential use of near-infrared images
in searches for faint inner satellites of Uranus is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Following the discovery of a system of five (later increased to
nine) narrow rings encircling Uranus, several unsuccessful attempts
were made to identify their presence in previously obtained images of
the planet. Based on a photograph taken in March 1972, obtained with
an image-intensifying tube and an interference filter centered at a
wavelength of 0.888 _m, W. Sinton I obtained an upper limit on the
average geometric albedo of all five rings of ~ 0.09.* Using a CCD
*The original published values are here corrected to a uniform value
of 85 km for the integrated width of all nine rings, as determined
from stellar occultation analyses.8
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image obtained in May 1976, at a similar effective wavelength of 0.886
_m, B. A. Smith 2 was able to set an even lower upper limit on the
average geometric albedo of ~ 0.01.* For each of these
observations, the wavelength was chosen to match that of the strongest
methane absorption band in Uranus' visible spectrum, in order to
reduce scattered light from the disk of the planet.
In addition to these direct searches for reflected light from the
rings, Sinton I noted the possible appearance of the silhouette and/or
shadow of the rings across the disk of Uranus in a high-resolution
photograph obtained in March 1970 by the balloon-borne telescope,
Stratoscope 11. 3 The presence of this feature has been confirmed in
further enhancements of the original data by C. C. Avis and
coworkers, 4 although its interpretation as a shadow remains uncertain.
In March 1978, Thomsen et al.,5 again using a CCD detector at
a wavelength of 0.890 pm, detected an elliptical component in the halo
of scattered light around Uranus which they attributed to the rings.
The derived average geometric albedo was 0.02 + 0.01 (uncorrected, as
the width assumed was not given), consistent with the above upper
limits.
In each of the observations described above, the principal
difficulty was posed not by the intrinsic faintness of the rings, but
rather by their close proximity (1-2") to the planet's limb and the
resulting high level of scattered radiation from the planetary disk.
This problem can most readily be avoided by making observations in the
near-infrared region, where the absorption bands are in general much
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Fig. i. Near-infrared geometric albedo spectrum of Uranus, for an equatorial radius
of 25,600 km. Data from Trafton6 (0.8 - 1.05 _m), Fink and Larson 7 (1.05 - 1.50 l_m),
and unpublished observations by Nicholson, Jones, and Gatley (1.5 - 4.0 _m). The
dashed ] ne is a Rayleigh scattering spectrum fitted throught the bottoms of strong
CH4 bands.7 Regions of the spectrum near 1.9 and 2.7 Nm have not been observed,
because of strong telluric absorption at these wavelengths.
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stronger than those at wavelengths shortward of lpm (see Fig. 1).
Particularly suitable for this purpose are the bands centered at
2.2 pm (due to a combination of methane and pressure-induced hydrogen
absorption), and at 3.3 _m (the v3 fundamental of methane). In each
of these two bands, Uranus' geometric albedo is < i x i0 -4, as
compared with albedos of ~ 0.015 and ~ 0.010 in the 0.89 pm and
1.01 _m bands accessible to CCD observations _.
At the time of writing, all reported infrared imaging
observations of the Uranian rings have utilized the 2.2 pm band,
partly because of the close match between this band and the passband
of the standard broadband K filter (Xo = 2.20 _m, AX = 0.40 _m), and
partly because of the higher thermal background at 3.3 _m.
OBSERVATIONS
As yet, sensitive imaging systems which operate at wavelengths
longward of the CCD cutoff at ~ I.i _m are not generally available
for astronomical work. In consequence, all infrared "images" of
Uranus and its ring system published to date have been generated from
sets of raster scans made with a single InSb detector looking out
through a small aperture in the telescope's focal plane. As is
standard practice in infrared photometry, an oscillating or rotating
mirror is used to alternately sample radiation from the planet or
rings, and background radiation from a nearby area of sky; the output
signal represents the difference "planet + sky" - "sky". The data so
obtained, suitably averaged and binned, are then converted into either
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TABLE I. Summary of imaging observations of the Uranian rings at
a wavelength of 2.2 _m.
Date Phase B P _ ring Earth-Uranus Ref.
angle peri apse distance (AU)
5/19/78 0.76 ° 55.8 ° 274.3 ° 6.4 ° 17.667 9
7/06/79 2.62 58.9 272.1 206.4 18.127 9
5/09/82 0.77 74.0 253.0 179.7 17.900 11
3/26/83 2.71 78.8 236.8 256.3 18.473 unpubl.
5/26/83 0.14 77.3 243.0 339.3 17.934 "
7/25/83 2.56 75.7 248.3 61.5 18.377 "
Notes: B is the Uranocentric declination of the Earth with respect
to the ring plane, while P is the position angle of superior
conjunction in the ring plane, measured towards the East from
North. Column 5 gives the position angle of the _ ring's
periapse. The ring pole position and _ ring orbital elements
are from reference (8).
Moy t9, 1978 ;N Moy 26, t983 N
I I i | B I i I _
Fig. 2. Viewing geometry for Uranus and its ring system at the times
of imaging observations in 1978 and 1983. The arrow indicates the
direction of the planet's north pole. Only the innermost (6) and
outermost (_) rings are plotted. The apoapse, i.e., broadest part, of
the precessing _ ring is indicated by an asterisk. Tick marks on the
axes are at intervals of 1.0".
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a contour map or a television image, whose resolution depends on the
aperture size, atmospheric seeing, and possibly the response time of
the recording system.
Near-infrared images of Uranus and its rings have been acquired
during four oppositions -- 1978, 1979, 1982, and 1983. Table I lists
dates, distances, and phase angles for all these observations,
together with the ring plane orientation and the location of the
apsidal line of the eccentric c ring. Fig. 2 illustrates the
aspect of the system in May 1978 and in May 1983, based on information
derived from stellar occultation studies. 8 At a mean-opposition
distance of 18.18 AU, the disk of Uranus subtends a diameter of 3.88",
while the major axis of the _ ring subtends 7.76". The innermost
ring, ring 6, subtends 6.36", so that the maximum projected width of
the ring system is only 0.70".
Before discussing the interpretations of, and conclusions to be
drawn from, these images, the individual observations are briefly
described below.
1978-1979. The first infrared maps of the rings were obtained in
May 1978 by K. Matthews et al. using the Hale 5-m telescope, and were
followed by similar observations in July 1979. 9 A rather oversized
aperture of 4" diameter was employed for these observations, and data
were recorded simultaneously at effective wavelengths of ~ 1.55 and
2.2 pm. The former wavelength corresponds to a continuum region in
Uranus' spectrum (see Fig. i), and was used to monitor the planetary
component of the total flux.
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Fig. 3. Contour maps of the Uranian rings at a wavelength of 2.2 pln,
constructed from scanning observations on (a) May 19, 1978 and (b)
July 6/7, 1979. Also shown are synthetic maps (c,d) based on a simple
model of the rings derived from stellar occultation observations (see
text for further details). The center of Uranus is indicated by a
cross, and a dashed ellipse represents the ¢ ring. Figure from
Matthews, et al.. 9
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The final contour maps (Figs. 3(a,b)) were generated by subtract-
ing the (appropriately scaled) 1.55 pm signal from the 2.2 _m signal,
and show the rings without the planet. Examination of the raw scans
indicated that, at 2.2 pm, the peak flux recorded from the rings was
approximately equal to that measured when the aperture was centered on
Uranus. When the aperture diameter is taken into account, this result
is consistent with the multi-aperture photometry of Nicholson and
Jones, I° which indicated that the total flux from the rings at 2.2 _m
is ~ 3 times the total planetary flux at that wavelength.
Each of the 1978 and 1979 maps represents an average of several
sets of raster scans, individually smoothed and then digitized at
intervals of 0.67". The scan spacing was ~ 1.2", in an east-west
direction. A total of four hours of observing time was required to
produce the map in Fig. 3(a), and two hours for the somewhat noisier
map in Fig. 3(b). For further details the reader is referred to
reference (9).
1982. In May 1982, D. A. Allen observed Uranus with the 4-m
Anglo-Australian Telescope, again at 2.2 _m, and produced an image
which shows the rings clearly separated from the planet. 11 The
resolution of this map is ~ 1.5", and the pixel size is 0.5" x
0.5". The total observing time was only ~ 30 minutes, indicating
both the efficiency of this modern, fully computer-controlled
telescope, and the rapid improvement in sensitivity of infrared
detector systems over the intervening period of 3 or 4 years. This
image is also reproduced, by permission, in reference (8).
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1983. The Hale telescope was again used to observe Uranus at
2.2 pm on three occasions during the 1983 opposition (see Table I for
details). On March 26 and May 26, an aperture of diameter 1.5" was
used, and the scan spacing was 1.0"; on July 25 the aperture was
reduced to 1.0", and the scan spacing to 0.5". In each case, the
measured fluxes were averaged into 0.5" bins, and then interpolated
(if necessary) between scans to produce an array of 0.5" x 0.5"
pixels. Several sets of data were obtained on each night, and were
subsequently co-added to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the
final images. The total observing time involved on each of the three
nights was approximately 60 minutes.
In addition, a single set of scans at a continuum wavelength of
~ 1.6 pm was obtained on May 26, and used to generate an image of
the planet alone, for comparison with the 2.2 pm data.
DISCUSSION
As is noted above, the entire width of the system of 9 rings,
viz., 9300 km, subtends an angle of only 0.7" at the Earth.
Ground-based observations, with the exception of occultations, are
thus incapable of distinguishing the individual rings. It is,
however, possible to study the radial and azimuthal brightness
distributions of the integrated ring system. Such investigations are
greatly facilitated by Uranus' obliquity of 98° and its current,
almost pole-on, orientation (see Fig. 2). (The latitude of the
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Fig. 4. Azimuthally-averaged radial brightness profiles of the
Uranian system at wavelengths of 1.6 and 2,2 _m, from images obtained
on May 26, 1983. Each point represents the mean flux per pixel in an
annulus of width 0.5", centered on the planet. Arrows indicate the
mean projected radii of Uranus' limb, ring 6, and the 6 ring,
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sub-solar point on Uranus will reach its maximum value of ~ 82°N in
late 1985, shortly before the Voyager encounter.)
Radial brightness distribution. Fig. 4 shows the mean radial
brightness profile of the Uranian system at wavelengths of 1.6 and
2.2 _m, derived from the observations of May 26, 1983. These data
were obtained under conditions of ~ 1" seeing, and are limited in
resolution primarily by the 1.5" diameter scanning aperture. Each
point represents the average flux measured in a circular annulus of
width 0.5", centered on the planet. (The deviations of the projected
ellipses of the rings from circularity amounted to < 0.12" at the time
of these observations, and may be neglected.)
The peak 2.2 pm flux occurs at a radius of 3.5", with the mean
brightness decreasing rapidly both inside 3.0" and outside 4.0". This
is consistent with the locations of the narrow, optically thick rings
observed during stellar occultations, whose mean projected radii
ranged from 3.22" (ring 6) to 3.90" (_ ring) in May 1983. Detailed
modelling of these data should yield upper limits on the optical depth
of any tenuous material which may extend beyond the radial limits of
the known rings.
At 1.6 _n, as expected, the radial brightness profile is
dominated by scattered light from the disk of Uranus, and there is
no obvious signal attributable to the rings. Uranus itself
appears to be quite limb-darkened at 1.6 pm, although the profile in
Fig. 4 is significantly influenced by both seeing and the finite
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aperture size. At 2.2 _m, on the other hand, the limb-darkening is
considerably weaker, and perhaps non-existent. This behavior is
consistent with that observed in at least some methane bands and
nearby continuum regions at shorter wavelengths. 12
Geometric albedos. The measured fluxes, integrated over suitable
ranges of radius, may also be used to estimate the geometric albedos
of both Uranus and the rings. All measurements at radii less than
2.5" are assigned to the planet, while those between radii of 2.5" and
5.0" are assigned to the rings. A preliminary absolute calibration of
the 1983 data yields the following results, calculated for a planetary
equatorial radius of 25,600 km and a total ring surface area 13 of
2.64 x 107 km2:
Uranus: p (1.65 _m) = 0.024 + 0.002
p (2.20 _n) = (1.06 + 0.15) x 10-4
Rings: p (1.65 _m) < 0.13
p (2.20 _m) = 0.022 + 0.002
(Filter passbands at 1.65 and 2.2 _m are 0.30 pm and 0.40 _m,
respectively.)
The results for Uranus are in good agreement with previous
broadband photometric observations.9,I° The upper limit obtained for
the ring albedo at 1.65 _m is not particularly interesting, most of
the measured flux between 2.5" and 5.0" radius at this wavelength
being due to scattered light from the planet (see Fig. 4). At 2.2 _m,
the ring albedo obtained here is somewhat lower than the value of
6O0
0.032 + 0.005 obtained from broadband photometric observations in
1978/79, 9 but in excellent agreement with the mean albedo of
0.023 + 0.002 derived by Nicholson et al. 14 from spectroscopic
observations made in 1980/81. The latter covered a spectral range of
2.04 to 2.40 pm, almost identical with the passband of the K filter
used for the imaging observations.
Azimuthal brightness distribution. The most striking feature in
each of the near-infrared images and maps is the strong azimuthal
variation in ring brightness. This effect was attributed by Matthews
et al. 9 to the known variation in width of the eccentric _ ring, and
this interpretation is supported by the observations of 1982 and 1983.
This ring, which alone accounts for 70% of the total surface area of
the ring system, ranges in width from a minimum of 20 km at periapse
to a maximum of 96 km at apoapse. 8 (Similar width variations, of
somewhat smaller fractional amplitude, are exhibited by the _ and
rings, and perhaps by rings 6, 5, and 4 as well.)
Due to the oblate figure of Uranus, the apsidal line of the
ring precesses in a counter-clockwise direction (as viewed from
Uranus' northern hemisphere) at a rate of 1.363 degrees per day,
completing one circuit in 264 days. This rapid precession accounts
for the varying appearance of the ring system; in every instance the
minimum in ring brightness is found to coincide closely with the
predicted position angle of the _ ring's periapse (see Table I).
Generally, although not invariably, the brightness maximum is located
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approximately 180° from the minimum, and thus coincides with the
apoapse of this ring.
Matthews et al. generated model maps for comparison with the May
1978 and July 1979 data, employing a simple description of the E
ring's width variation. These model maps, shown in Figs. 3(c,d),
provide quite a good fit to the observations, the principal
discrepancy being an east-west asymmetry in the May 1978 map which
does not appear in the model. We shall return to this point below.
From a quantitative comparison of observed and model maps, Matthews et
al. derived an upper limit of ~ 0.003 on the optical depth of any
uniformly distributed inter-ring material with the same single
particle albedo as the narrow rings. (The hypothetical inter-ring
material was assumed to have a radial extent of 5000 km.)
Fig. 5 shows the azimuthal ring brightness distribution observed
on May 26, 1983, binned into 30° segments. As in the geometric albedo
calculati'on above, only measured fluxes in the radial range 2.5" to
5.0" were used. Superimposed on the observations is a theoretical
brightness distribution, based on a rather more sophisticated ring
model than that used by Matthews et al. The model treats each of the
nine rings as a flat Lambertian surface, lying in the mean ring plane,
with a reflectivity proportional to I - e-r, where _ is the local
line-of-sight optical depth of the ring. Known width variations for
the _, 6, and _ rings are incorporated in the model, with the normal
optical depth of each ring assumed to vary inversely with its radial
width. The remaining six rings are assigned constant widths, and
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Fig. 5. Azimuthal brightness profile of the ring system at a
wavelength of 2.2 _m, from an image obtained on May 26, 1983. Each
point represents the mean flux per pixel in a 30 ° segment, between
radii of 2.5" and 5.0", while the solid curve shows the predicted
brightness variation based on a model described in the text. Arrows
indicate the apoapse locations for the _, 6, and _ rings, whose
variable widths are incorporated in the model.
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nominal optical depths of 2. All ring parameters are taken from
Tables V and VI of reference (8). Note that the model has not been
adjusted in any way to improve the match with the observations.
Apart from the two neighboring points at position angles of 345 °
and 15° , the observed azimuthal brightness distribution is in
excellent agreement with the occultation-derived model. In
particular, the fit to the observed (normalized) distribution of
brightness would be significantly impaired by the addition of any
azimuthally symmetric inter-ring material which increased the total
cross-section of the system by as much as 20%. The corresponding
upper limit on the optical depth of a diffuse sheet of material,
spread uniformly over the 9300 km radial range of the rings, is
~ 0.0015. This limit, which will be refined in a more complete
analysis of the 1983 observations, is comparable with that derived by
Matthews et al. from the 1978/79 maps, and at least an order of
magnitude lower than the limiting sensitivity of ground-based stellar
occultation observations.
Although the larger-scale features of the images may be
interpreted in terms of the known properties of the Uranian ring
system, there remain several anomalies in the data. For example,
at least three of the six available images show the integrated ring
brightness to be significantly greater in the two quadrants leading
the _ ring's periapse than in the two trailing quadrants. (In this
context, 'leading' refers to the direction of apsidal precession;
a ring particle's orbital motion carries it through periapse from
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the 'trailing' to the 'leading' quadrants.) This asymmetry is
most noticeable in the map of May 1978, where the difference in
integrated brightness is ~ 30% (see Fig. 3(a)), but it also appears
in the May 1982 image published by Allen, 11 and in the data obtained
in March and, less certainly, July of 1983. The May 1983 image,
however, for which the E ring's periapse lies in almost the same
direction as in May 1978, shows no evidence of any leading/trailing
asymmetry. This image does, on the other hand, exhibit an anomalous
brightening at a position angle of ~ 0°, within 20° of periapse.
The occultation model predicts a brightness distribution
which is symmetric about the apsidal line of the _ ring (see Figs.
3(c,d) and Fig. 5), subject only to small modifications due to the
and _ rings, and to projection effects. In an attempt to explain
the May 1978 results, Matthews, et al. considered several hypotheses,
including localized clumping of ring particles, inter-ring satellites,
and the chance superposition of a star. Each of these possibilities
could be eliminated, either because of orbital motion of the putative
clumps or satellites during the course of the observations, or because
of the motion of Uranus relative to the stellar background. In the
case of the 1982 and 1983 observations, the reduced time intervals
involved (an hour or less, as opposed to four hours in 1978) make it
difficult to rule out the first two possibilities, as the orbital
periods of objects in or near the rings range from 6.2 to 8.4 hours.
Satellite searches. Near-infrared images of the Uranian system
may also prove useful in searches for any previously undiscovered
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satellites lying between Miranda (mean distance 9.9", or 130,000 km)
and the _ ring. In the images obtained in March and May 1983, the
3_ noise level in one pixel corresponds to a mean-opposition
K magnitude of 16.3. A satellite of this magnitude, with a geometric
albedo of 0.25, typical of the four large satellites of Uranus, z5
would have a diameter of 250 km. Although no objects brighter than
this appear in the 1983 data, these images cover only a small region
of sky, about 12" square. Similar observations, but extending out to
the orbit of Miranda, are presently planned for 1984 or 1985.
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Abstract
I describe some of the problems of the shepherding satellite model of
Goldreich and Tremaine. We need to understand how waves on rings are
damped. Damping of excited eccentricities results in ring confinement, but
we do not understand why all the observed narrow rings have optical depths
near unity. In some circumstances sharp edges may be associated with
Lindblad resonances. However, wavelength variation across a ring can lead
to shock formation between consecutive encounters of the particles and the
shepherding satellites. If this results in complete wave damping, and this
is the case for the waves observed on the edges of the Encke gap, then
resonance has no meaning and cannot be invoked.lf the surface mass density
of the E-ring is as high as 36 g cm-2, which must be the case if
self-gravity is responsible for the observed apse alignment, then the
separation timescales of the satellites may be short (~ 4 I08 years).
Perhaps the rings are young? Close-packing of particles at pericenter has
been suggested as a mechanism for apse alignment. However, this cannot
account for node alignment. This may not be a problem for the E-ring,
which appears to be coplanar with the planet's equator, but all the other
Uranian rings, except the _-ring, have small inclinations. The existence
of small satellites may account for some of the observed discrepancies in
the MIT ring-fitting model. I emphasize that the observed discrepancies
must be related. In particular, if the discrepancies in the apse rates of
~ O.O05°/day are real, then we must expect waves on the rings of
amplitude ~ 2 km and these waves should result in observable variations
in ring width and radial displacement. However, the satellite masses
needed to produce these putative discrepancies are not particularly small.
If the separations of the rings and satellites are > 300 km, then we need
mass ratios ~ 6 10"I° with satellites of diameter > 40 km.
~
INTRODUCTION
The Voyager 2 image of the Saturnian F ring showing the two "shep-
herding" satellites, 1980S26 and 1980S27, leaves little doubt that the
theory of shepherding satellites proposed by Goldreich and Tremaine I is
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essentially correct. There is no direct evidence that satellites confine
the nine Uranian rings, but this must be regarded as very likely. The
horseshoe-orbit model of Dermott et al.,2 postulates that each narrow
ring contains a small satellite. While viable, this model cannot account
for some of the observed features of the Uranian rings, in particular, the
asymmetric occultation profiles. However, the model can be applied to the
narrow rings from which the co-orbital Saturnian satellites presumably
formed.
Recent reviews of this subject include those of Goldreich and
3 4
Tremaine and Dermott. Numerous other reviews and papers are to appear in
the books edited by Greenberg and Brahic 5 and Brahic. 6 Given the existence
of these recent and comprehensive articles, I do not attempt to review the
subject in this short report. Rather, I focus on a number of unresolved
problems. I discuss the following questions:
I. Why are the optical depths of all the observed narrow rings close
to unity?
2. Why are the satellite and ring separation timescales so short?
3. Why are the ring edges sharp?
4. How important is shock formation in narrow rings?
5. Do we have any evidence for the existence of small satellites near
the Uranian rings? What are the probable sizes of these
satel I ites?
6. How are the apse and node alignments of the eccentric and inclined
rings maintained?
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SHEPHERDINGSATELLITES
I
In the shepherding satellite model of Goldreich and Tremaine,
particle confinement is achieved by tidal torques exerted on the rings by
small nearby satellites. The torques arise from the second-order change in
semimajor axis that each ring particle experiences at each close encounter
with a shepherding satellite. However, for the cumulative change in semi-
major axis to be finite, the ring particle must lose some orbital energy
between consecutive encounters. This loss is achieved either by colli-
sions, which result in eccentricity damping (see Fig. I), or by energy
transfer to other ring particles through the excitation of spiral density
waves.
............................. "_ Outer
o ° o.. ° .""'''" " • -,
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the action of the shepherding satel-
lites. Arrows on the ring particle paths show the direction of motion of
the particles with respect to the perturbing satellite. At conjunction,
the satellite changes the eccentricity and the semimajor axis of each ring
particle. Eccentricity damping by particle collisions results in a further
change in the semimajor axis, but this change is usually negligible in
comparison with that produced by the satellite interaction. (Copyright
University of Arizona Press).
If a ring is bounded by two satellites, then its width will be reduced
until the confining torques just counteract the tendency of the ring to
spread. The predicted z equilibrium width of the ring is
112 112 512
W _ (i_5_5) • -- ( ) d, (1)4 m
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where _ is the optical depth and a the radius of the ring, m/M is the mass
ratio of the satellites and the planet, x is the separation of the
satellites from the ring, and d is the "characteristic" size of the ring
particles. (In this heuristic argument, we assume that the satellites have
equal masses and equal separations from the ring and that the ring is
narrow, i.e., W <<x.)
Equation (I) gives no hint as to why _ should be close to unity. The
mean widths of the Uranian rings are observed to vary from < 4 km to 60
km. The separation of the rings varies from ~ 300 km to ~ 3000 km and
we should expect a corresponding variation in x and an even greater
variation in x5/2, and there is, of course, no reason why the
satellite masses should be similar. I conclude that some essential step in
the dynamics describing the confinement of ring particles has been
overlooked in the derivation of equation (i). This step is likely to
involve the relation between the mean optical depth and the magnitudes of
the various torques in the problem.
Borderies et al. 7 have also criticized the original version of the
shepherding satellite model. As discussed by Goldreich at this meeting,
each satellite exerts a torque F on the ring and energy is dissipated in
the ring at a rate
: -UF, (2)
where U is the relative angular velocity of the satellite and the ring
particles. Borderies et al. calculate that this input of energy increases
the velocity dispersion and the associated viscosity of the ring particles
to such an extent that the satellites can no longer confine the ring
particles.
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A further and, perhaps, a related problem of the shepherding satellite
model is that of the short satellite-ring separation timescales. The
confining satellites also experience a torque F exerted on them by the ring
and this pushes the satellites away from the ring at rates given by x/x :
Tsep, where
T 5 M2 _ 5sep - 8_ mmr C ) T, (3)
mr is the mass of the ring and T is the orbital period of the ring
particles. If we accept the validity of eqn. (i), then we can eliminate
m/M and write
T = 3 1014_I/2 Pr cx) 5/2 yr (4)
sep Z a
where Pr is the density of the ring particles and _ is the surface mass
density of the ring (both in cgs units). If the apse alignment of the
Uranian _-ring is maintained by self-gravitation,B then _ _ 36 g cm-2 (see
Table 2). Hence, if we allow that x is as large as 1000 km, then Tsep
4 10B yr. Goldreich and Tremaine have suggested that the shepherding
satellites could be anchored by stable resonances,3 but I calculate4 that
none of the candidate resonances are strong enough. Goldreich, at this
meeting, suggested that previous calculations may have overestimated the
probable masses of the confining satellites and that the separation
timescales are larger than those given by equation (4). This may help in
the case of the Uranian rings, but a more drastic problem exists for the
small satellites close to the Saturnian A ring and in that case we have
good estimates of the satellite masses. Perhaps we should allow for both
the Uranian and the Saturnian systems that either the rings or the
confining satellites or both are young.
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SHOCKFORMATION
Each shepherding satellite raises a near-sinusoidal wave on a ring of
particles. These waves have wavelengths
},: 3=x (5)
and amplitudes9,1°
A = 2.24 m_ (a)2a. (6)
M x
Here, I assume that the satellites and the ring particles have near-
circular, near-coplanar orbits. A nice illustration of equation (5) and
the concept of both wave generation and damping has been discussed by
Cuzzi.11 Although no satellite has actually been observed in the Encke
gap, waves have been detected on each side of the gap with wavelengths Xl
and X2 that satisfy
k I + k2 : 3=(xI + x2) = 3_D, (7)
where xI and x2 are the separations of the putative satellite from the
inner and outer edges of the gap and D is the gap width.
In any narrow section of a ring, the perturbations of the ring parti-
cle orbits are highly coherent, and, although particle collisions will act
to damp the waves, the process may be slow. If the waves survive from one
encounter with the perturbing or shepherding satellite to the next, then a
Lindblad resonance will be excited at those locations in the ring where the
local ring circumference is an integral number of wavelengths, that is,
wherever, 2=a/X = p + 1, where p is an integer >_O. Consecutive perturba-
tions will then be in phase and a wave with amplitude significantly > A may
result .4
Borderies et al.12 consider that the sharp edges of rings are probably
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associated with Lindblad resonances. This is the case for the sharp outer
edges of the Saturnian A and B rings, but there are other cases of sharp-
edged rings for which Lindblad resonance cannot be invoked and some of the
Uranian rings may be in that category.
l e Inner Satellite( b} Shock Front
Y
Fig. 2. (a) The length of the wave generated on a ring depends on the
distance x of the satellite from the ring; hence there is always a small
variation in wavelength across a ring of finite width. The resultant
particle path pattern could lead to the formation of shocks and, if the
ring contains gaps, loops. This could account for some of the features
seen in the Saturnian F-ring, but in the latter case the eccentricities of
the satellite and the ring orbits are also important. (b) Radial variation
of ring width associated with the wave pattern shown in (a). (Copyright
University of Arizona Press).
For a ring of finite width W, there is a variation of x and wavelength
across the ring and this can result in large variations in ring width
downstream from the perturbing satellite4,13--see Fig. 2. For most of
the Uranian rings it is probable that W > 2A, hence the largest variation
in width due to one of the satellites is 2A. It is now well-established
that the widths of the _ and (3rings of Uranus vary harmonically with true
anomaly.14'15 The widths of both of these rings increase from a minimum
= 5 km near pericenter to a maximum = 10 km near apocenter. Over and above
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these regular width variations, Nicholson and Matthews15 consider that
there is evidence for irregular variations of magnitude > 2 km. If these
observations are substantiated, then I should consider that we have clear
evidence for the existence of shepherding satellites--this is discussed
further in the next section.
The shock front shown in Fig. 2 will form at a distance
3x2
Y - (8)2A
downstream from the perturbing satellite. For this distance to be less
than the ring circumference, we require that
x < 200 ( m/M )1/4 km (g)
for the case of a satellite in the Encke gap, and that
x < 300 ( m/M 11/4
i--_" km (I0)
for the case of the Uranian rings. Shock front formation probably has a
major role in the wave damping process, although the physics of this
phenomenon has yet to be described. It is probable that eqn. (I0) is
satisfied by at least the shepherding satellites of the closely-spaced,
inner Uranian rings. The waves on the edges of the Encke gap are not
observed at all longitudes, and in that case we can be certain that the
waves are damped between consecutive satellite encounters. Hence,
resonance cannot be invoked to account for the sharp edges of the gap.
Shock fronts are likely sites for the formation of temporary particle
clumps; thus I would expect these to have a mean longitudinal separation of
one wavelength, X. These shocks and the associated variations of ring
width may also contribute to the marked periodic variations in brightness
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observed in the F ring and in the narrow rings in Encke's gap.16,17, 18
The lines drawn in Fig. 2 represent the boundaries of a narrow ring,
but they could equally well represent the boundaries of a narrow gap within
a ring. In that case, near the shock front the gap would degenerate into a
series of loops or braids of length _. The gap would be expunged at the
shock front and would have to be regenerated by some agency. This could be
achieved by small satellites in the ring. I consider 4 that this is a
likely explanation for the braided appearance of the Saturnian F ring--see
Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. In this Voyager 1 image of Saturn's F Ring, two prominent bright
strands appear twisted and kinked, giving a braided appearance to the
ring. (Image couresty of JPL/NASA.)
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J2 AND J4 OF URANUS
The shepherding satellites may make appreciable contributions to the
observed precession rates of the Uranian rings.19 The pericenter
precession rate, m, due to the gravitational field of an oblate planet, can
be written as
~ - - J4 2 (11)
c_= J2 2 a
where
2a7/2
c - 3(GM)I/2Rr2 (12)
a is now the geometrical semimajor axis of the best-fitting ellipse traced
by the ring particles 14 and Rr is the normalizing radius in the spherical
harmonic expansion of the potential. A plot of c_ against 5/2 (Rr/a)2
should be a straight line of slope - J4 and intercept J2" Fig. 4 shows
such a plot for data from the 1981 MIT Uranian ring model .2o The points
represent the individually fitted precession rates, whereas the quoted
values of J2 and J4 were determined from the data set as a whole. Fig. 4
not only shows that J4 was then poorly determined, but also suggests that
some of the discrepancies in the observed precession rates may be real.
French et al. 21 have since shown that some of the Uranian rings are
not only eccentric but are also inclined to the equatorial plane of the
planet. The inclusion of the inclinations in the best-fit model reduces
the residuals. However, discrepancies in _, ~ 0.005 deg/day, still
remain 14'19 and it is worth asking if these could be due to the
shepherding satellites and how that hypothesis could be tested.
Freedman et al.Z9 have discussed a number of the effects that small
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Fig. 4. The individual precession rates m are compared with those
predicted from the best-fit values of J2 and J4 as calculated by Elliot et
al. It would appear from these results that the shepherding satellites may
make significant contributions to the precession rates. (Copyright of
Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond.).
satellites would have on the rings, but I consider 4 that confirmation of
the existence of small satellites could probably be most directly achieved
by detection of the irregular ring-width variations discussed in the
previous section, that is, the width variations not associated with the
regular harmonic variation of ring width with true anomaly.
Regardless of whether a shepherding satellite orbits inside or outside
the ring, the radial gravitational forces that it exerts on the ring act to
increase the ring's pericenter precession rate by
6__ n m (_a)2 (13)
2= M x
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where n is the mean motion of the ring particles. Since the net external
torque on a ring confined by two satellites and in equilibrium must be
zero,
ml m2
= (14)
--Z -_
Xl x2
where the subscripts refer to the two satellites. It follows that the
magnitudes of 6_oand of the wave amplitude A associated with each satellite
are equal.l° Hence, we can write
6_o - n A , (15)
t 2.24= a
where 6_ot is the total increase in the precession rate due to both
satellites. If 6_ot = 0.005 deg/day, then each satellite must raise a
wave on the ring of amplitude A _ 1.3 km. These waves can interfere
constructively to produce waves of amplitude 2AI°. Thus, the discrepancies
in _owould appear to be consistent with the irregular width variations
found by Nicholson and Matthews. Progress is expected with this problem in
the very near future (French, private communication).
A discrepancy 8:_ ~ 0.005 deg/day could be produced by satellites,
for example of mass ratios m/M ~ 6 10-I°, or diameters ~ 40 km
separated from the ring by ~ 300 km. (Note, the necessary masses
increase as x2.) Since the contributions to _ of the J4 term in eqn. (I0)
are ~ 0.02 deg/day, it follows that the contributions due to the
shepherding satellites may have to be determined before J4 is known with
useful accuracy.
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APSE AND NODE ALIGNMENT
Goldreich and Tremainel,B consider that the apse alignment of the
eccentric Uranian rings is maintained by the self-gravitation of the ring
particles. The contribution of the self-gravitation of the ring to the
differential precession rate, d_/da, across the ring arises from the
variation with true anomaly of the radial forces acting on the ring
particles. The average value of the radial forces is only finite if the
width of the ring varies with true anomaly and this requires that an
eccentricity gradient, a de/da, exists across the ring. For the average
radial force to counteract the differential precession due to the
oblateness of the planet, the eccentricity gradient must be positive and
this in turn implies that the ring must be narrowest at pericenter.
Quantitatively, we require that
de
a +2.3e <W> J2(B-)5__ = P , (16)
da a
where e is the mean eccentricity, <W>the mean width and _ the mean surface
mass density of the ring, and p is the mean density and B the radius of the
planet.
The self-gravitation model of apse alignment has now been extended to
node alignment.22, 23 The analysis predicts that if the self-gravitation
of the ring alone acts to align the apses and the nodes, then we must have
Ai =Ae (17)i e
where Ai and Ae are the variations of inclination and eccentricity across
the ring. Yoder 23 has also shown that the configuration of aligned
pericenters and nodes is stable against small displacements. An eccentric
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ring is stable even if its inclination is zero, but a ring with an appreci-
23
able inclination is only stable if it is also eccentric.
Dermott and Murray 24 pointed out that, by itself, self-gravitation
does not explain why all the observed values of a de/da are close to
unity. If a de/da is determined by three presumably independent parameters
of the ring (e, <W> and _), then it is unreasonable to expect those quanti-
ties to be always such that a de/da : 0.5 (see Table I). They argued that
the ring particles are probably close-packed at pericenter and that close-
packing may prevent differential precession•
The only alternative to this argument is to allow that e, <W>, 7 and
a de/da are not independent parameters. 24 The coupled evolution of these
parameters has now been solved by Borderies et al 25 In their model
self-gravitation is always responsible for the alignment of the pericen-
ters, and evolution of the parameters only ceases when close-packing of the
particles at pericenter limits the growth of the mean eccentricity e.
In the equilibrium configuration as described by Borderies et al. 25 ,
the differential precession of the pericenters is zero, but the pericenters
are not exactly aligned: a small shift, Am, exists across the rings. Since
Am is not zero, the radial gravitational forces act to increase the
eccentricity gradient of the ring. The magnitude of A_ is such that the
radial forces just counteract the effects of interparticle collisions which
act to decrease the eccentricity gradient. An outward manifestation of the
small shift Am is a comparatively large shift, y, in the location of that
part of the ring for which the radial width is a minimum. The variation
of the radial ring width with true anomaly is determined by the quantity
q (( a Ae) 2 A____)2: -- + (a )1/2 (18)
Aa Aa
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TABLE 1
Eccentric rings of nonuniform width
Planet Ring <W> <e> J2(B/a)5
km x 104 x 104 a de/da
Uranus _ 7.4 7.2 2.3 0.39
Uranus _ 8.2 4.5 2.1 0.30
Uranus _ 58.6 79.2 1.2 0.65
Saturn 1.29B 25 2.7 46.9 0.35
Saturn 1.45B 69 3.9 26.1 0.55
TABLE 2
Surface densities and velocity dispersions of the Uranian rings
Ring c 13
Aa (km) 7.4 + 0.2 8.2 + 0.3 58.6 + 0.3
q 0.42 + 0.05 0.32 + 0.06 0.65 + 0.01
o
y 22° + 8° 20° _+12° < 0.9
0 0
A_ -1.9 + 0.5 -2.6 + 1.2 < 0.08
E(g cm-2) 2.8 + 0.3 1.8 + 0.2 36.0 + 0.4
_/_ (cm2 g-l) 0.4 0.3 0.06
(cm s"I) 0.19 _+0.03 0.13 + 0.03 < 0.4
H (cm) 800 500 < 2000
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where Aa is the variation of semimajor axis across the ring. The predicted
shift, y, has now been observed by Nicholson and Matthews. 15 Their
observations for the _, _ and _ Uranian rings are shown above the dashed
line in Table 2. The quantities that can be derived from the observations,
using the theory of Borderies et al. 25 are shown below the dashed line:
is the velocity dispersion of the particles and H is the associated scale
height.
Since the _-ring appears to have zero inclination, I still maintain
that close-packing of particles at pericenter may be sufficient to maintain
the observed apse alignment. However, in the case of the other, inclined
rings, that hypothesis is no longer tenable. Since the ring particle nodes
circulate with respect to the pericenters, close-packing of particles at
pericenter would not act to maintain node alignment as well. Thus, the
detection by French et al. 21 of ring inclinations convinces me that the
apse and the node alignment of the inclined rings at least are maintained
by self-gravitation. The detection of finite values of y by Nicholson and
Matthews 15 provides further strong support for Goldreich and Tremaine's
model.
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